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Amie Thomasson 



J. Fraser Bennett 

Exotic Destinations 

When we were at last dismissed 

From grown-ups and from being good 

And from the too long day of shopping, 

Dusty streets, bazaars and dinner 

Parties, strange desserts and blackened 

Mosques and fancy Hindu tombs 

(I was only twelve and you 

Weren’t young enough to be 

My little sister) 

The window, closed against 

The cold and the mosquitoes. 

Let in only stars, enough to see 

The blue glow of the flashlight under 

your impromptu tent, dimmer than 

The light around the doorframe 

In the scented cotton darkness. 

As I fell asleep I wondered 

What it was that you were reading. 
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Stephen McKenna 

New Jeopardy 

I’m sitting here in front of my typewriter, trying to think of a topic 

for the “In My Neighborhood” column in tomorrow’s Paradise Almanac. 

I’m new to the job. Mrs. Ernest Finch, its previous author—a mother 

of six and a revered person around here I’m told—died two weeks ago 

of a bleeding ulcer. Nick Pita, the Almanac’s general editor, said she 

had quite a firm mind, she was just afraid to feel her contribution at 

times. I used to read her column now and then. It was mostly for house¬ 

wives I suppose. When no one else wanted to try and follow in her foot¬ 

steps, I took the job because I’ve been bored and I think I’ve had some 

experiences. 

I’m not much of a housewife anymore though. After certain disputes 

of the heart which I’d prefer to forget about, my husband and 1 evaluated 

things, then I had him leave when he told me he was going to do 

something I don’t want to go into. One of my twin sons left for college 

and never came back, the other worked for Radio Shack and got trans¬ 

ferred to a place in Wyoming. I don’t hear from them very often. When 

I do, they say they miss me. How they think I could be fooled by that 

I don’t know, but at least it’s a gesture. 

So I’m thinking about how people say one thing when they really mean 

something else entirely. Like I miss you could mean Thank Christ Almighty 

I don’t live in the barnyard I grew up in anymore. For example, shortly before 

I met my husband I won twenty-five thousand dollars in a lawsuit. I 

was shocked and nearly died from touching a stainless-steel railing in 

a cafeteria. Electricity makes you do things you don’t want to. Somehow 

the juice got out of a frozen custard machine and into the railing, and 

I got stuck to it. A black man wearing sneakers saved my life. They settled 

the case out of court. I remember sitting in my father’s office, talking 

to the lawyers, them telling me I won the twenty-five, etc. My father 

left the dictaphone running through the whole thing. Later when I asked 

he told me he had taped the call for my mother, so she could hear it. 

He always felt like he had to explain everything to her. You see, my father 

worked like a slave most of the time, and that was the single most 
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important moment in his life, the lawyers telling me I won that money. 

I was eighteen at the time, and I wrote it all down with a ball-point 

pen in my diary. I’ve always kept a dairy since, and from time to time 

I look back over the ones I haven’t thrown away. One thing I see are 

distress signals. You see them all the time and wonder what they mean. 

Eor instance, one night years ago I’m driving home from a PTA meeting 

and I see this sign on a telephone pole—LOST: PUPPY. I drive right 

by it. Then 1 back up and park the car so the high beams can read the 

sign. 1 like dogs you see. So I get out of the car for a closer look, realizing 

I’m probably the only one who’s gotten close enough to read the small 

print. But there is no small print. That’s all it says, even up close— 

LOST: PUPPY. No address, no phone number, nothing. I look at this 

crazy house near the telephone pole. It could be the one missing the 

puppy, I don’t know. The house is also missing a mailbox and God-knows- 

what-else inside. It’s a house exactly like all the other houses in my 

development. It’s a house just like my own. So what am I supposed to do? 

As I said I like dogs. I’ve got a dog, a whippet, or a mutt resembling 

one. A whippet is what you might call a lively dog. Just this minute 

my whippet is running around the house all crazy from eating a coffeecake. 

I’ve read where dogs can die from too much sugar. It’s true. I’m sitting 

here with the typewriter humming and he chomps into the cord where 

it’s connected to the wall socket. He starts rattling and shaking, etc. 

I’d like to help him, but as you know I’ve already had a bad experience 

of this kind. My whippet just dropped dead, true to form. This is a sad 

thing, this thing that just happened to me. For now I’ll put him in the 

back yard where he can freeze up, and eventually I suppose I’ll take him 

to where my father is buried. To make matters worse I may lose this job 

tomorrow when I tell Nick Pita that I don’t have this column because 

my whippet ate a coffeecake and performed an act of suicide. 

The richness of memory! 

Irony is a funny thing. Now I’ve got a topic for my column but no 

typewriter to put it on. There is an old manual Underwood in the attic, 

but its ideas are no good. I once tried to use it for keeping my diary 

before I got the Selectric, but it was no go. Only many years later out 

of laziness and surrender to the reckless ease IBM gave to the spew of 

words did I indulge myself in the luxury of an electric. Of course luxury 

has its drawbacks, and the Selectric’s is distance. I recall now how nothing 

flowed like the miracle of the ball-point, so I decide to start again with 
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a fine-tip and a yellow legal pad. My hand seems shaky at first without 

typewriter keys balanced beneath its fingers, but the old form comes 

back okay as I relive the tragedy of my whippet and explore all the 

memories that brings back. You see, it wasn’t even my dog to begin with. 

My husband’s name was Lou, but everyone called him Lucky. He called 

the dog Mr. Jim. 

The day I had Lucky go he did me one better by leaving in the middle 

of the night without the dog. Let’s just say I hated that dog at the time. 

That afternoon he had been in the back yard with Mr. Jim. He really 

loved his animal. It would spring around the yard, galloping and stomping, 

half greyhound, half something else not altogether dog. He would hold 

himself frozen except for that one eyebrow that twitched, crouch down 

on his front paws, and then, at the jerk of an eye, bolt in any direction. 

That eye used to give me the creeps. 

I think the feeling Lucky really had for the dog was envy. He must 

have marvelled at every demonstration of what I see now Lucky lacked: 

I mean the dog’s tireless ability to change direction, shift gears, etc. He 

was driven to tease Mr. Jim horribly. The dog probably didn’t even know 

he was being abused, but the form was one I was familiar with. This 

particular evening I couldn’t take it. I’ll admit I had already had a gin, 

but watching Lucky fake the throw and pitch tennis balls right at the 

dog’s mouth made me sick. Catching a ball thrown right at your mouth 

has got to be about as easy as catching a train by stepping in front of 

it. I got on the back stoop and yelled. 

—Why, I said, do you insist on teasing that animal? It startled me the 

way they both froze and stared at me, like neither of them knew who 

I was addressing. 

—What difference, he said, does it make to you? 

So I said maybe because 1 recognize what you’re doing and I can’t bear 

the sight of it. And if you’re just going to waste your time mistreating 

an animal whose shit you won’t clean up, there are plenty of other things 

we can have you do. You’re lazy. Lucky, a lazy butcher for Safeway, too 

lazy to open your own meat shop. I don’t have to split my interest with 

you, you know. You’re too satisfied. You don’t even work— 

—A butcher’s work— 

— is careful work, I know. I’ve heard that enough. 

I was mad when he tried that old line because that’s what he always 

said about his work. He’d told me about how Ray the old guy he worked 
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with had cut three fingers off his hand one day slicing a Virginia ham 

and how he just looked at Lucky without saying a thing like he knew 

it was going to happen sooner or later. I suppose 1 knew this was going 

to happen sooner or later, too. 

— So what? I told Lucky that evening. You know the risks of maybe 

lopping off a finger at the second joint, but all you’ll ever end up with 

is something smaller. I don’t even think you’d care if you did. 

— Maybe, he said, I just like teasing animals. When he barked I said 

that was enough, that he ought to go somewhere and fuck his dog, but 

I wasn’t going to stand being barked at. Those were my words. 

— I ought to smack you, he said. 

—Your problem is you’ve never smacked anyone and you never will. 

—Try me Lenore, I’ve been in fights— 

—The only fights you’ve been in happened behind your eyeballs. 

At this point I have to apologize because 1 know you’ve heard all this 

before. Men and women fight. But then he shut up because he knew 

I was right and that I was serious about him leaving. Our new central 

air conditioning unit had just kicked in and was putting up such a racket 

that 1 couldn’t have heard him say anything else if he did. The saddest 

thing I’ve ever seen was when 1 turned my back on Lucky standing there 

with the gnawed'up rawhide bone in his hand, the dog by his side with 

one eye revolving in its socket, ears cocked back, joints poised for 

explosion. 

Please don’t get the wrong idea. It wasn’t all bad with Lucky. There 

were things to like about a man. The mornings for instance, his face 

lathered with shaving cream, or the scent of his aftershave that clung 

to the towels, his tweed jackets, even the bloody aprons he brought home 

for me to wash. But in the end that was all attraction, and none of it 

outweighed the headaches, the real ones or the ones I had to invent. 

I won’t make excuses anymore. I’m not a bad person. I’m just tired. 

Now when I’m tired I watch TV. Lucky and I used to watch TV a 

lot, and we had some very good times not talking like that. After he 

left, the whippet and I used to watch. Now that’s history too. I’m getting 

tired now because it’s a hard process knowing how much to tell the women 

of Paradise, knowing how much they’ll stand to hear. I’m looking for 

a bonding site, and it’s just not there. So I opt for a game show, one 

where they give you the answers and you come up with questions. Bob 

Manning, the MC, is as sincere and funny as any game show host. You 
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pick your category from a wall of TV sets, each one worth one hundred, 

two hundred, up to a thousand dollars in the second round. TV sets 

inside my TV set—it seems so marvellous. The one you pick flashes the 

answer, and you give the question. Who was Harry S. Truman. What 

is kine. Who were the Choctaw and the Chickasaw. What is Niagara Falls. 

No matter what the question is, no one asks them like they are questions 

at all, like they might be interested in answers. 

At times I think it would do me some good to be on one of these 

programs, but they seem even more impossible and distant than those 

video evangelists promising to cure your backache, asthma, paralysis, 

retardation—just grasp the sides of your set and hope no one sees you. 

What amazing grace that would truly be! But we are the ex-housewives 

of Paradise, Maryland, and our priests are lovers and butchers, our church 

is a supermarket, our faith one of babysitters, recipes, vacuum cleaners 

and vacuum tubes. I’d have some fun on those quiz shows. 

Husbands for a thousand, Bob . . . 

The answer is: Paradise . . . 

Who are dog owners? Where do cold cuts come from? What is coffeecake 

and frozen custard? What is air conditioning? Who is the neighbor’s wife? Why 

do we act like animals? What keeps us from electrocuting ourselves on the 

cords to our counter appliances? If they gave the answers I would ask those 

questions with all my heart. Plus I’m reminded I could do with the money 

as I watch Phil Delray, a law student from Palos Somewhere, California 

who is into homing pigeons and windsurfing top my lawsuit award 

between commercials. 

The show’s over and I’m not any closer to my column. I recall how 

I read where there are things called neurotransmitters that close the 

circuits between our zoo of animal impulses and the emotions we use 

to tear ourselves up with. I don’t doubt it. Then I think there must be 

something equivalent between the things I’m about to say in this column 

and what they’re going to mean in Paradise, Maryland. Microwaves from 

my heart muscle to yours. I’m not lazy like Lucky was. I’m trying to do 

something new for myself, and look what’s happening. Nothing stands 

between me and completion but fear, that and the possibility of a head¬ 

ache. What is there to lose? Not a husband, not a dog, but maybe a 

job, or maybe a self. What is there to fear? Bleeding ulcers for starters— 

I don’t want one. And I have a strange feeling that as I write my blender, 

toaster, VCR, coffee grinder, most frightening of all my dead typewriter. 
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will whir to life, swirl in the air around my head, lash out with their 

cords and seek reprisals. Loneliness is another topic. If only my whippet 

were here. I write some advice down on my yellow pad: 

People of Paradise, turn off your lawnmowers! Let your grass grow 

tall and weed-ridden! Open your windows and douse your central 

air-conditioning units with buckets of cold, blue tapwater until they 

sputter and drown, electrocuted in their own laughing mayhem . . . 

But it’s no use, and 1 stop. They don’t think highly of divorced women 

in Paradise, much less crazy ones. 

The headache I was just thinking about feels like it’s moving in. I 

light up a cigarette. I’ve been trying to quit. Then I pour myself a gin 

even though I know it won’t help. I’m hungry too, famished, but dinner 

is so easy to do—just defrost a cartridge, heat it up, swallow, etc.—that 

I put it off until later. 

The alternatives are limited now. I turn the TV back on, and right 

here in my living room is General William Westmoreland, talking about 

Vietnam and nuclear Armageddon in the same sentence. What’s more 

annoying is that I can hear his medal-laden jacket rustle every time he 

moves in his seat. From his muscles, to the tie-clip mike, through the 

airwaves, to me in my state of despair. “What we’re experiencing’’ he 

says quite matter-of-factly, “is the death of truth.’’ I turn off the set, con¬ 

sidering his position of authority on the subject. Yet just now it seems 

undeniable that were experiencing the death of something. I don’t know 

for sure what it is, but I’m distressed by how long it’s taking to expire. 

As I sit down once again and put the pen tip to my yellow pad, I listen 

to the rustle of appliances out in the kitchen, and I wonder if there’s 

time left to get started. 
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Holly Lisanby 
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Noelle McAfee 

Two Women 

We sat by the river 

in squeaky iron chairs 

mulling over chicken 

bones chapped hands 

The water slugged muddily 

dutifully passing 

ripples uprooting fossils 

earth creek moving 

We swam through conversation 

all the spawning and the children 

muddy scents and reminiscences 

mingling 

River gales sent us swaying 

laughing as we shivered 

hands wrapped round our elbows 

I know you are 

familiar as the banks are 

to the river and our breath is 

as forever as a ripple 

is in water 
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John Cornelius 

The Table of Afternoons 

for Toni Jowers 

I. 

And unexpectedly it will emerge from the abstract— 

Possessed of a certain tact— 

The little drawered table of all those cautious afternoons 

Really just a quiet fading thing, 

Until it whimpers the impromptu tunes 

Of all those afternoons— 

Tunes that twist the brittle immediate air, 

Tunes that transform these sterile surroundings 

Into a resting arm or an empty chair 

Tunes that form a shallow backdrop, against which is set 

The raucous smile of Antoinette. 

In the beginning is the end 

and so maybe it is comfort that there was no beginning. 

Only the gradual discovery of a voice 

For a hope that was ashamed of itself. 

Unspoken of in the simpler moments 

Of revelation and proudly honest replies— 

Our curious cries 

Echoing about the ends of my propped-up feet. 

And how shall I treat 

The absurd walls placed needlessly in my path? 

With what degree of anger do 1 respond 

To the irrationalities of her half-opened eyes? 

Shall I realize 

A sort of luckless resolve 

When she closes the half-opened drawer and says, 

“Do not look in there. 

1 keep something secret in there”? 

Should 1 not care? 

and have 1 the right to bury my face in my hands? 
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II. 

We have braved the primitive ritual and emerged 

Calm in the front porch swing of some late afternoon 

The premature moon 

Marring the weary postcard horizon 

Throwing captive wooden shadows across my soiled hands, 

the unconscious demands 

Of afternoons and fellow-ignorant railing slats. 

And suddenly I am aware 

Of the vision that will later touch me: 

My unflinching truths will whittle her into the rough edges 

Of the table of afternoons 

In her eyes I will only see 

The table of afternoons 

Its bare polished surfaces are opposed 

To the curve of her subjective chin 

And I must be at home with this harshness in the end. 

III. 

A thousand times she has risen from her chair 

To leave me gaping at that wooden reality 

And I have left the lonely drawer undisturbed— 

It is my anguish and my pride. 

Perhaps she would pout at my lucid insistence 

But am I not reaching deeper? 

And after all is it not a nobler kind of love? 
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Sherryl Hurd 

My Old Best Friend 

My old best friend used to live next door, and 

I remember summers we would 

Drive to the pool sitting on towels in the hot back seat, 

Begging and pleading to stay longer, and then— 

Stiff and angry, hair sticking out. 

We marched to the car to go home. 

Some days we set up lemonade stands. 

Trying to sell KoohAid in Dixie riddle cups for 15 cents. 

But no cars stopped until our dads came home from work 

And bought about ten cups. 

One day we had a funeral for a bird hit by a car, 

but when we looked at it close up 

We screamed at seeing its guts and told 

Her little brother to touch it, but he wouldn’t. 

In the fall we both liked to crunch the leaves 

On our front yards, and she made me mad once by 

Crunching all the leaves before I could crunch any. 

Leaving brown crumbs on the grass. 

But she was fun, too, because one time when her parents 

Threw a party, we drank Ginger Ale in the kitchen 

And sang silly songs and acted drunk. 

When nobody was looking. 

And one time around Christmas she showed me how to make 

The fire in the fireplace blue 

With pine cones. 
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David Quick 
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Mary Ellen Quinn 

Blue, Grey, Black Skies 

The pillow’s warm. I hate warm pillows—expecially this one. It’s full 

of foam chunks (mine’s down) and the case is starched. The sides are 

smushed up around my checks so I can’t see to either side. Only pillow 

comers. I wish I could turn it. 

Dad hasn’t stopped staring at me . . . like he’s waiting for something. 

But I think I’ll leave the pillow like it is. He just sits and stares at nothing. 

Sometimes he rubs his neck, but most of the time he doesn’t move. It’s 

like he doesn’t think anymore. That’s about how I feel right now. He 

waits for me to do something; I wait for someone to flip the pillow. 

* * * 

When I was ten or eleven Emily came over on St. Patrick’s Day, and 

we had nothing to do. We decided to make my dad a special lunch, 

so we made pancakes. Emily stirred the batter and I found a box of food 

coloring that was never used except Easter-time. I thought since it was 

St. Patrick’s Day we should make Irish pancakes. 

“Green pancakes?” 

“Let’s, Emily. Dad’s Irish so we have to have green food.” 

“But they’ll look gross.” 

“They’ll taste the same.” I ran my fingers around the side of the bowl 

and stuck them in my mouth. 

“I don’t know. Okay. But just a little.” 

Four drops of yellow and four of blue turned the batter the same color 

as the couch. Emily tasted it, said it was all right, but looked gross. 

Dad walked in. “What are you two up to?” 

“No! Don’t look.” I grabbed the bowl and hunched over the counter. 

“It’s a surprise. We’re making something special for St. Patrick’s Day.” 

“Can I see?” 

“Go into the dining room, and don’t come back.” I opened the 

refrigerator to get some juice and saw blueberries behind the Italian 

sausage. “Let’s put in blueberries.” I poured in half the box and stirred. 
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I didn’t notice I squished a few. 

Dad kept saying he was coming in. I kept screaming. But he stayed 

away. Emily and I watched the first pancake for bubbles. It was too slow 

so I pressed it with the spatula like they do to hamburgers on TV. Blue 

oozed around the pan. 

“Ta-da! Irish feast.” Emily carried in the strawberry syrup and 1 put 

a plate of pancakes on the dining-room table. 

“What’s wrong with them?” Dad looked at the stack like it was throw-up. 

“Nothing. They’re Irish. They’re supposed to be green but then we 

added blueberries . . .” 

“You added them. I didn’t even want to make them green.” Emily curled 

her lip. 

“ . . . and they turned grey. But they taste the same. It’s only the color.” 

Dad put one on his plate (it wasn’t really done in the middle so some 

batter seeped out). I took two and poured the syrup in a spiral. When 

I cut them, blueberry juice poured out and mixed with the red syrup. 

But I ate them anyway. Dad ate his, thanked us—he said he was “simply 

ill with emotion’—and went back upstairs. (Emily said they were too gross 

even to look at.) 

* * * 

I wonder if he remembers. Dad sits up for a moment, slouches back 

into the metal chair. I hear only his breathing, interrupted by an occa¬ 

sional blip on the machine. Never stops waiting, but I think I’ll leave 

the pillow like it is. 

His grey eyes stare at something near me. He doesn’t know I watch 

him. I think my eyes are closed because little is defined. But I see him 

clearly. So I watch just him and he sees nothing. He stands, smooths 

my hair and kisses me before he leaves for the night. I hum the song 

in my mind: “You’ll never know, dear, how much 1 love you.” 

* * + 

We once drove ten hours up to Vermont to ski. Dad bought a rack 

so I wouldn’t have to put my skis inside the BMW. He had never skied 

before so he waited until we got to the resort to rent equipment and 

clothing. 
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He waddled to the ski shop, his pants making that deafening swish 

sound. He didn’t know quite what to do in the boots. 1 didn’t help much: 

hopping down the stairs and running ahead to show how easy it was. 

1 clomped back to watch him come down, step by step, two feet on one 

step before going to the next, both hands on the railing. 

At the beginners’ circle 1 helped fasten his bindings and show him 

how to reset them after he fell. “You’ll fall a lot. Everyone does at first.” 

“Why are my skis so much shorter than yours?” He pulled on the ski 

mittens 1 gave him for Christmas. 

“Because I’ve skied a lot and can control longer ones. If you tried one- 

eighties you’d break your neck.” 

He planted his poles in the snow and tried to push himself toward 

his morning lesson. He was all hunched over and going nowhere. I pushed 

him a little and headed toward the other side of the mountain. 

I came in around five o’clock and saw him drinking hot chocolate 

in the comer of the lodge. The hair around his face was plastered down 

and the rest stuck out every which way. He had let his suspenders fall 

to his waist and had unbuckled his boots. He looked comfortable but 

tired. 

“Nice hair. Dad,” I called from the food counter. I walked over with 

a cup of hot cider. 

“My legs have never hurt so much in my life. I had to come in at 

two.” He took a gulp. “I don’t understand how you can ski from eight 

thirty to now.” 

“I came in once to go to the bathroom.” I sat down to unclip my boots. 

“I don’t like to stop because there’s no night skiing here. How were your 

lessons?” 

“Helpful, but tough.” 

“You ready for one-eighties?” 

“Get that gleam out of your eye. Never.” 

“Can I have the chocolate from the bottom of your cup?” 

I went over to where he skied on our last day so I could do at least 

a couple of runs with him. 

“Just don’t go really fast and expect me to keep up. I don’t like going fast.” 

“But don’t go too slowly.” We stopped at the top. “Okay, Dad, go ahead. 

I’ll catch up.” 

He planted and pushed—same as the first day. At first his skis were 

so wedged he barely moved, then he got some speed and steered from 
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one side of the path to the other. I let him go on a bit before I started 

paralleling, which wasn’t as easy to practice on the black-diamond slopes. 

“Whoa! Come on, Dad’’ I squealed as I went by. I cut a left turn until 

I faced the top of the hill, then allowed myself to glide backwards so 

I could watch him come down. “Try a smaller wedge’’ I yelled up. 

So he tried, went faster, hit ice, fell. I caught my breath. A ski slid 

down a few feet. 

I waited for him to get everything together, but the skis wouldn’t stay 

on his boots. Before he could quit and carry them down I took off my 

skis and walked up to help him. “I thought you had it there. Dad. Isn’t 

going fast fun, though?” 

“No. And what’s the idea of racing by me like that? You’re going to 

get hurt if you ski that fast.” He leaned on me so I scraped snow off 

the bottom of his boot. “And 1 don’t like you skiing behind me where 

I can’t see you.” 

“I’m not going to run into you.” I cocked the bindings. “Try that. If 

I can’t be behind you or in front of you where do you want me to ski?” 

I put my skis back on and picked up my poles. 

“You just go back to your big-shot slopes. I like the baby hill. Go on.” 

“Dad, don’t be embarrassed if you’re not an expert skier your first week 
... out. 

“I don’t like being shown up by my rotten daughter.” 

I crossed over my skis and left. As I waited in a lift line I watched 

him continue down the hill. Side to side to side. He fell. I turned away. 

* * * 

Dads are supposed to be perfect. My perfect Dad looks tired. He’s older 

than I imagine him. The hair around the temples is grey; a little belly 

bulge is evident beneath his shirt. Just a little. 

Out in the hallway someone’s crying. Dad is silent. I wish he’d tell 

me a stupid joke—like the one about two men in a hot-air balloon. (One 

only a lawyer could appreciate.) Or I wish he’d sing the song. “You are 

my sunshine, my only sunshine. You make me happy when skies are grey. 

You’ll never know, dear, how much I love you.” 

He looks at me, or through me. I look back (he still doesn’t know). 

He lifts his hand towards mine, but only smooths the white sheets around 

it. TTen he stops. And stares. I wish he’d say anything. This is the second 

time I’ve seen him cry. 
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* 

The sun woke me up. I rubbed the sleep out of my eyes. Lawn mowers 

drowned out all the other Saturday morning noises. Fathers and big 

brothers everywhere were cutting the grass. Even though he hated to 

mow the lawn, Dad wouldn’t let me because he said I was too young. 

1 drank some apple juice and watched “Road Runner.” Dad stopped 

the mower so 1 turned down the volume a little and waited for him to 

join me. He walked in the room, holding my tan blanket. It was covered 

with grass. 

“Did you know you left this outside again?” 

“No. I brought it in.” An anvil landed on Coyote’s head. 

“I’m sorry. Honey. You left it under the tree. I didn’t see it, and ran 

over it.” 

I had slept with that blanket for four years, since I was three. Now 

it had holes and grass all over it. “You killed him.” Road Runner swung 

a wrecking ball into Coyote. 

Dad sat down and put me on his lap. “We can wash it, and it’ll be 

fine. It’ll have two holes but it’ll still be a fuzzy blanket.” 

We sat there and watched “Road Runner.” It was his favorite cartoon. 

I always thought it was stupid, but never said anything. “But it isn’t the 

same.” 

After washing the blanket, I took it to my room until lunch, when 

I emerged wearing my new fuzzy dress. One hole was a neck hole, the 

other was an arm hole. I used Dad’s bandana for a belt. 

“I told you it would be fine. Though you do look a little strange. I 

wouldn’t advise wearing it out the front door.” He put a slice of tomato 

on my chicken sandwich. “Wait a minute; let’s get a picture.” He went 

to the living room to get the camera. 

I waited for him to set the tripod and focus. He pushed the automatic 

timer and jumped in behind me. 

* * 

I Still have it. Not the blanket. I have pictures and pictures of Dad 

and me; us at the beach (at least three albums), us at baseball games. 
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us skiing (one or two of those). Each is the same; I am in front making 

some sort of silly face, and he’s got on a variation of the same face. In 

a few pictures we smile normally, but they aren’t as fun. 

But normal pictures look better in a photo album. I’d ask Dad what 

he thinks, but he can’t come today. He said before he left last night 

that he had to drive up to Philadelphia today to talk to a different doctor. 

He doesn’t think this one knows too much. He cursed the doctor, the 

nurses, the whole hospital. He didn’t know I could hear. 

When they brought me in I remember how Dad screamed, telling them 

to do something, do something. He ran behind as they wheeled me down 

the hall. Before I had to go into the operating room, he bent close to 

kiss me, then rubbed his tears off my cheek. They pushed me through 

the door and left him alone. While the doctor did something with my 

legs I saw Dad staring through a little glass window on the door. 

If I could have I would have cried. I hadn’t seen Dad cry before. I 

thought the doctor would make me better. But I guess he can’t. Maybe 

the new one can. Maybe. I hope Dad will bring the camera tomorrow 

and someone can take a picture of us. It’ll be up to him to make the 

silly face. 

I wish he had brought the camera. Sitting down in the easy chair— 

he had the metal one removed—he takes my hand and tickles the palm. 

He is still silent. 

* * * 

I remember the first summer we spent up at the Cape with Grams 

and Pop. Their house was right on the sand. Cedar panels lined the 

living room walls, and a wooden duck in the yard spun its wings when 

there was enough wind. I had a cot in Dad’s bedroom. 1 remember that 

summer because Dad bought me a pink bathing suit with a big daisy 

on the front. 

I woke up early the first day so I helped Grams fix breakfast. I made 

toast. Then while they were getting bathing suits and toys together I 

went outside to play in my pool. (It was yellow with serpents and a built-in 

slide.) 

Pop asked me if I had a bathing cap. 1 didn’t. “You’d better find one 

for the beach.’’ 
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1 was scared 1 wouldn’t be able to go when Grams and Dad said they 

didn’t have extra ones. Dad went to the kitchen and got a brown lunch 

bag and told me to take it out to Pop. He said it was okay. 1 put it on, 

and Dad took a picture. 

The bag didn’t work too well after 1 went in the ocean. Pop asked 

the life guard about it, and said the lifeguard wouldn’t make me wear 

it so long as my hair wouldn’t fall out. I didn’t notice until later that 

no one else wore a bathing cap. 

That was the summer Dad taught me the words to “You are my 

Sunshine.” We’d sing it as many times as I could think of a different color 

to put in for the sky. 

* * * 

A couple of weeks ago 1 saw the picture again: this chubby little girl 

with a paper bag on her head, standing in a plastic pool (complete with 

slide). I flipped through all the albums—we have twenty'two—when I 

was supposed to be cleaning. Dad came in and saw the picture. Said 

I was a nice kid, but a dumb kid. 

We still sing the song sometimes. Except now we quit at ten colors. 

I’ll start thinking of all the colors I know so when they let me go home 

I can sing Dad a special version. I’ve got time to kill. But I’d probably 

think better if I had a cool pillow. “You are my sunshine, my only sunshine. 

You make me happy when skies are . . .” I’ll start with chartreuse. “You’ll 

never know, dear, how much I love you. Please don’t take my sunshine 

away.” I’m trying to sing it now but I don’t think he hears me. 
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Meg Gandy 

On Display 

Ushered in by smiling mannequins, 

We did not know what to do with our appendages. 

They were tied up in bundles with yellow ribbons 

And they lay in piles in cobweb covered comers. 

Like nightmarish Christmas presents, 

We opened them and screwed them on; 

Each turning to help another. 

We found them operational and busied ourselves 

With creating an intricate 

Dance. 

Once I knew it so well, and now I’ve forgotten all but a 

step or two. 

What I cannot forget, is the expression on your face 

As we executed this exquisite death. 

The air smells of violets. 

It is unusual that, in the heat. 

They were never seen to wilt. 

I smelled of an exquisite French perfume, and Ivory soap 

And you smelled of licorice. 

It is also strange, I do not like licorice 

And I shower so little now. 

The sweat makes me feel invisible. 

We made love before we ever touched. 

So our first kiss was an event indeed— 

With darkness weighing heavily upon my lap with hands folded 

Discreetly 

And ankles crossed modestly. 
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Your tongue came, like a swiftly cut artery 

And I released—a sigh, a breath. 

The only answer to moral dilemma 

Is the buying of shoes. 

The laces must be chosen with the utmost care. 

While the soles are not as significant; 

The heel, toe, and tongue 

Must be properly placed to converse with one another. 

The most important feature, is, of course, the smell. 

The scent must be strong and full of bittersweet danger. 

Sex is just a substitute for suicide— 

And this ritual hari kari, is even more effective 

Because it is very slow, a Chinese torture. 

But we’ve created it ourselves, and we can claim the right 

To advertise. 

I already have ideas for the billboard. 
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Sea Urchins 

Someday, baby, you’re gonna die 

When your star gaze smacks the sky 

And blood blooms effervescent. 

Ever flowing 

From daughter to daughter 

The stream continues—baby flounders. 

Learns to float and then to swim: 

Wavelight dazzling. 

She kicks and splashes and snoozes. 

Mesmerized by moonlight she chooses 

Floating. 

White buttocks—trident targets 

Neptune snickers but does not forget 

Those babies who like to float 

Instead of swim. 
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Cynthia R. Weiner 

Out of the Playground 

She starts to moan quietly when she hears the alarm ring. Every 

morning when she wakes up, she feels like she is waiting, as if something 

is going to happen, as if there is something urgent she has to do. She 

wants to go back to sleep, to sleep until next week, but instead she jumps 

up and pulls on her shirt. Then she goes into the bathroom and drinks 

a glass of water for breakfast. 

Why do you set the alarm? they sometimes ask. Do you ever just fall 

back asleep? they want to know. Sometimes, she tells them—but she 

is lying. 1 have to wake up, 1 have to move, she would say, but they don’t 

really want to know. Maybe she’d be able to tell them at night, but the 

alarm never rings until the morning and by then it’s too late. 

Yesterday she got a letter from a friend. The envelope is ink-stained 

with markings that say “incorrect address—return to sender” and “please 

forward.” Yesterday she didn’t read the letter, and she’s not sure she wants 

to read it today. But, carrying the glass of water, she goes back into bed 

and opens the envelope. 

Dear Nina, the letter says. I’m writing you from home but I’m leaving 

soon. I have to get out of here before I go crazy. Not really crazy, the 

letter says, but I’m having a hard time here so I’m going away. Please 

don’t worry about me, the letter says, please don’t worry about me the 

way I worry about you. It’s not going to help— 

Nina folds the letter and carefully puts it back in the dirty envelope. 

She shoves it under her mattress where no one could find it if there 

was anyone to look. She gets out of bed and pulls on the pants she wore 

yesterday. The glass of water has spilled on the mattress but it will dry 

by the time she gets back home. 

The park is vibrant with cold sunshine and kites and little toy boats. 

As Nina walks next to a row of concrete benches, an ugly boy on a bicycle 

pretends he is going to run into her. He swerves to the right before he 

reaches her; up close she can see the violent excitement on his face. 
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The front of his bicycle bangs against a bench and his foot gets caught 

in the wheel and he falls. He screams and a fat lady with tiny feet comes 

running. Nina walks past the tiny feet, through the ugly boy’s screams, 

past the vacant coos of the pigeons, into the playground. 

The playground is a Xerox copy of all the other playgrounds in the 

park. The sand box is lopsided with mountains built yesterday; the water 

fountain drips mud; the metal swings are swaying listlessly. When Nina 

was little she would measure her growth against the sameness of this 

playground. One day she couldn’t fit in the swing. One day it was too 

easy to climb over the stone fountain. One day she couldn’t hide in the 

shelter she’d built in the bushes. 

They always came to the park on Mondays and Saturdays. One of the 

games Nina played was to sit on her favorite swing on Monday and 

wonder what would have happened to her by Saturday. Then when she 

came back Saturday she would sit on the swing and start to pump her 

legs, making them feel stronger and stronger, going higher and higher, 

and think about what had happened since Monday. She might have 

written a story that her teacher liked. Or she had gotten in a fight with 

her best friend. Or she had gotten a turtle. One time she was swinging 

on a Monday and by Saturday she had a new brother. 

Nina sits on an orange-painted bench and smiles at the squirrels as 

they run up trees to shuffle in the dry leaves. There are more people 

in the playground now. Tiny babies wrapped in plaid blankets, their faces 

red, are wheeled into the sun by their babysitters. Older children struggle 

out of heavy jackets so they can climb on the dark metal fences and 

slide back down. Two young women sit on Nina’s bench, pushing carriages 

back and forth as they talk. 

“1 don’t trust the new girl with the baby,” one says, “but in a couple 

of weeks she can have him. I’m going crazy.” 

“I know what you mean,” the other lady says. “I haven’t slept in ages.” 

“Can you believe that about the Brennan’s maid?” the first lady says. 

“Isn’t it awful. And in their basement. I couldn’t believe it.” 

“And poor Ann having to cut her down.” 

“Ann said the girl was having problems.” 

“Maybe she was pregnant or something. Ann said she wasn’t married.” 

“But in their basement. I couldn’t believe it.” 

Nina covers her ears and stands up, feeling dizzy. The mothers don’t 

notice her as she walks past a little girl crying with a splinter in her 
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hand, past the leaves that used to be her hiding place. She doesn’t want 

to leave the playground—it’s still too early—so she sits on a red-painted 

bench near the sandbox and watches two girls gang up on a retarded 

boy. The boy starts to cry and the girls skip away, linking arms in alliance. 

The boy is still crying, huddled in a huge blue nylon jacket. He turns 

toward Nina and she tries to smile. Maybe he’ll come to her and she’ll 

hold him and then they’ll leave, and he’ll live with her. She’ll take care 

of him and never hurt him and she 11 call him sweetheart and he’ll call 

her Mommy and they’ll move to Spain. 

The boy’s mother finally hears him and trots over. Nina realizes that 

it’s the same fat lady with tiny feet, and the boy is the one who tried 

to hit her with his bicycle. She is glad she didn’t try to save him. The 

fat lady takes the boy’s hand and drags him to the same bench that Nina 

is sitting on. 

“Either sit down,” she orders, “or shut up.” The boy runs away. 

“Where’s your bicycle?” the lady calls out. “Where’s that bike? What’d 

you do with it? Where’d you put it? Where’s that bike?” Her voice fades 

with each sentence; she leans over and mutters at her tiny feet. Nina 

leaves her. 

She wanders over to the swings. There is a girl in a pink coat trying 

to teach herself to swing, pushing one leg forward, then the other. Nina 

remembers when she tried to learn to swing. Her mother said. I’ll give 

you an ice cream cone if you learn how. Nina tried her best that day, 

almost getting it. Then her mother would look over distractedly, not 

really paying attention, and Nina would have to start over. Mommy, look! 

she’d yell when she almost had it, but by the end of the afternoon she 

still hadn’t learned and her mother wouldn’t give her the ice cream cone. 

She spent the whole next day on the swings and finally taught herself, 

but her mother had forgotten about the ice cream and Nina didn’t want 

to ask. 

The little girl is struggling, but no one is helping her. Ijook, Daddy, 

look! she calls when the force of her weight, not her legs, pushes her 

a little forward. Her father looks but turns away when he realizes she 

doesn’t have it yet. The girl keeps kicking, harder and harder, trying 

to impress her father. Look, Daddy, look! 

Nina walks past the swings, past the distant father, past the two ladies 

discussing the maid who was found in the basement, past the fat lady 

with tiny feet and her ugly retarded son, out of the playground. As she 
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leaves, she hears the swings creaking. The last time she sat on her swing 

was a Monday. It was winter and the sprinklers were dry and the sky 

was brownish-gray. It was a Monday and by Saturday her parents were 

dead and her new brother was taken somewhere and she was taken 

somewhere else. She wasn’t allowed to go to the playground anymore. 

Nina searches all the shallow baby eyes for her new brother, but he must 

be twenty now and he wouldn’t know her anyway. 

She is waiting for someone to take her home. 

The leaves are eroding, flaking brown pieces on to her shoulders as 

she sits on a bench in the near-darkness. She sees a scrap of paper on 

the ground and lays it on her hand. With a short twig she traces the 

imprints and padding of her palm. For a moment, she wishes she had 

a pencil. A long time ago she kept a diary—on Mondays and Saturdays. 

In the same way she had done as a child on the swing, on Mondays 

she would write about what she thought would happen by Saturday; 

on Saturdays she would write what had actually happened. Even when 

she wasn’t writing, she was always consumed by wondering: what would 

have happened to her by the next time she crossed this street? By the 

next time she bought flour? When her life became more complicated, 

she would wake up thinking: what will have happened by the next time 

I wake up? 

He sits down at the other end of her bench. 

She used to write lists. “Things to do tomorrow’’ she’d write, and she’d 

underline it in a different color. It always seemed so important to get 

these things done: take out money from the bank; call the washing 

machine repairman; buy flowers for the cemetery; go to the library. 

He leans toward her and asks her what time it is. 

After a while, she stopped making lists and writing in her diary, and 

she locked everything in a trunk and put it on the street comer for the 

garbage men to pick up the next morning. And she stopped wondering 

what would have happened by tomorrow; now she wonders if anything 

will happen by the time she dies. 

She doesn’t have a watch; he says it is seven-thirty. She does not ask 

him why he asked. Something lands on her arm—a mosquito. Her arm 

starts to itch. He moves over on the bench until she can smell him. 

“Please take me home,” she whispers. He smells like turpentine. Her 

arm still itches but she doesn’t scratch it. He takes her home. 
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It’s not going to help, the letter says, and anyway I’m really okay. I’m 

not crazy or anything. I’m okay. And I know you’re okay so I guess we 

both are and nothing bad’s going to happen anymore. Nothing bad, the 

letter says, if we don’t let it. 

Nina looks at the envelope. The ink is smudged and blotchy and the 

words “please forward” are almost indecipherable. She wonders who wrote 

them. 

“Why do you set the alarm?” he asks in the morning. 

“I don’t know,” she says. He laughs. She looks at him and remembers 

a story she once read. Like the tortured character in the story, her punish¬ 

ment is etched on her back and her front—each man etches it deeper—so 

that even though no one has told her, she almost knows the inscription 

by heart. 

“See you around,” he says when he leaves. She can still smell the 

turpentine and it makes her nauseous. She watches him from the window, 

and when he is gone, she gets dressed and goes to the park. 

There is a woman sitting alone on a blue-painted bench. She looks 

like a woman Nina once lived with. That woman was old, much older 

than anyone Nina knew, and the woman didn’t like her. When she cried, 

the woman would slap her. She and the man ate food that Nina didn’t 

like, and when she didn’t finish her dinner, they’d make her eat it for 

breakfast. 

A man sits next to the woman on the bench. 

“Don’t do this to yourself, honey,” he says. 

“I can’t help it,” she says. “It’s just so unfair.” 

They are quiet for a couple of minutes. The woman sighs and rearranges 

her scarf. She looks over the playground. 

“It’s just that I’d be such a good mother,” she says. The man nods and 

holds her hand. 

“I keep thinking,” she says, “how perfect our baby would be. I keep 

thinking that even if Hitler was our baby, he’d be perfect—I mean, he 

wouldn’t have been Hitler—because I’d bring him up so well.” 

“Of course,” the man soothes. 

He used to wait for her every day, leaning against her doorway. She 

didn’t know he was waiting for her until the last time when he told her. 

She was alone and cold and he asked her to take him inside. 
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“I been watching you” he said, “and I seen what you let in your house. 

It’s my turn.” 

If he hadn’t asked, she thought after, maybe she would have invited 

him in. So maybe it didn’t really count and she tried not to blame him 

or herself. 

“We can keep trying,” the woman says. 

“Of course, baby. When you get better.” 

“I mean, it’s not my fault,” she says. “I know it isn’t. I’d be such a good 

mother.” 

“It’s not my fault,” he says. “You know that.” 

The woman is angry and stands up, fixing her scarf. 

“We could get a dog,” the man suggests. 

Nina knows she’ll never be a mother. She hates the woman on the 

bench with gray streaks in her hair who is going to keep trying until 

she dies because she doesn’t know what else to do. She hates the man 

who wants a baby and blames his wife because when they’re old, who’s 

going to take care of them? Even the fat lady with tiny feet has an ugly 

retarded boy. Nina stands up. It is too early to leave but she is exhausted 

and all she wants to do is sleep in the sheets that probably still reek 

of turpentine. She walks past the childless couple, past the unforgiving 

swings, past the splintery see-saw, and out of the playground for the last 

time. 

Nina wonders who wrote “please forward” on the letter. She wonders 

how it got to her. It was mailed a long time ago, in the spring, but it 

was lost and sent back and forwarded. It was mailed in the spring but 

Nina is reading it in the winter. 

Please eat, the letter says, please, because even though I didn’t want 

to it doesn’t help. It won’t make you disappear. I love you, the letter 

says, 1 love you so much but please be careful because even though I 

love you I can’t help you anymore. I’m going away, the letter says. I’m 

going away and I won’t be back. 

Nina is crying, letting herself cry for the first time in a long time 

because no one can see her now and she’s alone. She wants to comfort 

her friend, to hold her hand, but all she has to hold is a piece of paper 

that was mailed in the spring. She wants to say, I know how you feel. 
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She wants to say, I know how you feel because you never had anyone 

but me and I’ve never had anyone. But she can’t say anything. The words 

are all locked up inside her, like her diaries and lists in the trunk. 

Nina drinks a glass of water then goes outside and stands on the comer. 

Maybe the garbage man will find her and take her away. 
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The Far Poems 

Sailing peacefully on 

The edge of the mind, 

Margaret and her tiny world 

Of plastic plates 

Vanished 

One bright, sunny nice day 

Near Main and Elm. 

Mendel 
Greg and I played 

With our peas back 

In the Old Country. 

I liked them and they 

Shot well. Little 

Did 1 know 

It would come 

To this. 

Frustrated with 

Her red curls, 

Silvia searched 

The depths of gin 

To bring life 

To her doll house. 
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Dark room tense 

With waiters beyond 

The guests were 

Awed 

When Tim told them 

About sex. 

Today in School 

Charles began acting 

Vague and 

Then he went fuzzy 

In the office and, 

Boy, 

Was he in trouble. 

Like a furious tomato 

He bubbled and burst 

A tumble of sounds 

That shook the stands 

And the distant hills 

Till they feared 

The night. 

“What would become 

Of the gardeners?” 
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Red’s Return 

Joel had never seen anything like this. It was a furry-red eel, and he 

had caught it. 
“Come here! Look at this!” he called out to the other fishermen on 

the beach. 

Stan Royal was the first to arrive. “That’s amazing!” Stan Royal exlaimed. 

“I’ve never seen anything like it. I’ll go get old Lefty, he’s down by the 

pier. I’m sure he’ll know what it is,” he added, then ran toward the pier. 

Now the others began to question Joel; “Will you keep it? Will you 

sell it? Will you give it to a museum?” they all asked, but Joel did not 

answer. Instead, he looked down in his bucket at the eel and began to 

rub its fur. 

Suddenly the group noticed Stan Royal and Lefty running toward them. 

Lefty, waving his handless right arm, shouted something but could not 

be heard. 

It was at that moment that Joel looked in horror to see the beast leap 

from the bucket and bite cleanly through his wrist. The eel then crawled 

back into the sea, dragging the severed hand with it. 
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Impressions: Durham 

I. 

Late afternoon life pauses. 

Pungent tobacco air clings to my senses 

Like salty breezes at the beach— 

Self-adhering. 

The factory stretches its yawning doors, 

Coughs out life-sized cigarettes 

Drifting homeward in streams of smoke. 

One passes me on the walk— 

Tall and thin 

And as black on the outside 

As his lungs are on the in. 

Bugs of sweat crawl down his face. 

He knows this place too well. 

Lifelessly he shuffles by, 

Wheezing from multiple bonuses. 

His gaze excludes me. 

Resting instead on the resurrected warehouse. 

Once ancient creaking floors 

Welcomed scattered leaves; 

but times grew hard, old buildings retired. 

Now halls echo unfamiliarly 

With tapping typewriters, anxious phones. 
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II. 

Durham filters through the city, 

Staring at me through vacant eyes 

Of blackened buildings, 

Fanning me with his foul lungs. 

I hear him rasping, dragging behind me. 

Watch him stand listlessly at crossroads. 

Hands full of nothing— 

A brown bag molded to a bottle, 

A last pacifying wand 

Flickering in the twilight. 

His eyes are the eyes of the discontent- 

empty, aching. 

He sees a tomorrow when wooden halls 

Gleam unkindly with fresh wax; 

When buildings smell of upholstery and disinfectant; 

When history hangs on the wall 

With penciled dates in its comers. 

and he knows his last struggling flicker 

Will be crushed in a polished tray. 
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Robert John McAfee 

Growths of Mercy in Scarsdale, New York 

Billy Thalamus always maintained that his lawn grew in the shape 

of Nevada; as a weekly result, Las Vegas fell under the whirling blades 

of a Toro mower until only mulch was left. But in the interval, Billy 

believed, the state regenerated itself like maggots on rotting meat, ever 

hopeful for extended life. Billy, a young sixty-one, believed many things, 

some of which were not true but had the government’s approval. At 

times, this inconsistency caused some moral and intellectual confusion 

for Billy, though he didn’t know it. Not that it was necessary for him 

to appear aware of all things, since he was extremely wealthy; he was 

content to mow the lawn and smile benignly at the servants who tended 

his home outside Scarsdale, New York. 

Among these servants was Mr. Irish, who was Irish, and who, although 

he was nearly ninety, possessed a sharp mind and a thorough knowledge 

of gardening. Mr. Irish wore a tie even in summer, and a white apron 

tied in half at his waist. He and Billy shared an interest in curling, a 

sport attracting few fans in America, a sport all but absent from the 

arenas in Scarsdale, New York. 

Billy and Mr. Irish sat down together in Billy’s den at two in the after¬ 

noon on August 26th to watch a curling championship on ESPN; Billy 

had a satellite dish on the east lawn that picked up two hundred and 

thirteen channels from around the world, and a wide-screen TV with 

all the gadgets. Mr. Irish, a bit overwhelmed by the familiarity with which 

Billy treated him on this day, managed to sit conservatively in a richly 

upholstered easy chair next to Billy’s recliner-rocker. They sipped cherry 

Kool-Aid, a drink that the other servants dubbed the “official Thalamus 

cocktail.” Teams from Brighton, England, and Quebec, Canada competed 

for the curling trophy in Toronto; Billy sided with the Quebec team, 

Mr. Irish with the British. During the first commercial, Billy flipped 

through the channels, glancing briefly at a John Wayne movie dubbed 

in French and a cooking show originating from Tokyo, Japan. 

“Are there any Irish stations?” Billy asked. 
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“Only the BBC, from London.” Mr. Irish had lost most of his accent 

over the twenty years he had lived in America, and had a reedy voice 

to begin with, all resulting in an indefinite, unpleasant speech. Billy 

hardly noticed, since conversations with the gardener had never lasted 

more than a few minutes at a time, with Billy filling most of that with 

his baritone comments on the progress of the flowers and bushes. 

The match resumed, with Quebec in the lead. Curlers and sweepers 

slid around in a fury on the shuffleboard-like ice arena, pushing and 

coaxing rocks at other rocks. The Brighton team swore a lot, but since 

they were British curses, ESPN didn’t edit anything out. 

Another commercial appeared; this time, the diversions included news 

footage of renewed violence in Northern Ireland, a pornographic movie 

in Spanish, and a music show where a young man performed a love song 

to someone named Susan. The two grown men blushed a bit at the skin- 

flick, and turned their gaze away from the rock-throwing children. Back 

on the correct channel, the match had reached sort of halftime, so Billy 

had the maid bring in sandwiches. Mr. Irish now felt inordinately uncom¬ 

fortable, eating with the “master” while the maid served him; he ate 

a little, out of common courtesy, but declined seconds. When the curling 

began again Mr. Irish, emboldened with temporary equality, offered a 

strain for conversation. 

“Sir, I think the new azaleas will bloom soon.” 

“Oh really? How nice. Oh, nice shot.” 

“Yes, it will be a splendid balance of color when they do.” 

“Mmm. Come on, Quebec, fire away.” 

“Sir, I feel the time has come for us to discuss my resignation.” 

There was a significant pause. Billy turned down the volume. 

“Resignation? Whatever for?” 

“I must move on, sir, to more relaxed employment.” 

Mr. Irish himself was surprised at the abruptness with which he had 

introduced the subject. Now, he found himself speaking his entire 

suppressed train of thought — in effect, he babbled for a few minutes. 

Billy was shaken out of a content stupor. He called the maid who called 

two handymen who gently led Mr. Irish out to his car. The former 

gardener drove down the central drive, and out onto Crescent Moon 

Drive. He did not return. Quebec won the match, and the home crowd 

went wild. 
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Bill soon hired a new gardener, Mr. North, who was much younger 

and saner. 

Las Vegas died its weekly death, and everything was back to normal. 

Later on, Billy Thalamus died from a severe allergic reaction to cut grass. 

The maid got all the money. She lives in Malibu, California now. 

David Quick 
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D. Edmond Miller 

Truman Capote Laughs Last 

A Critical Reappraisal 

There is no mistaking a real writer. Truman Capote was such a writer. 

He was not the spawn of the Creative Writing gristmill, that vast college 

industry which, though it turns out chapbook upon chapbook, often 

fails to separate the wheat from the chaff. Capote reveled all his pro¬ 

fessional life in a media image that tended to obscure his accomplishment 

as a writer—his true claim to greatness. Gore Vidal once said of Capote 

that “A gift for publicity is the most glittering star in his diadem.” But 

now he is dead; his books will endure on the secure foundation of their 

literary merit. The celebrity that Capote nurtured and cherished during 

his life will have to make way for the reputation he deserves as a writer 

of the first rank, a brilliant craftsman with words. No reams of gossip 

column headlines, no number of television talk-show appearances, no 

amount of posturing as the quintessential bitchy quipster can hide the 

fact that Truman Capote was one of the finest prose stylists ever to work 

in the English language. 

Capote claimed to have begun writing at around age eight, and there 

are extant manuscripts and typescripts preserved from his early schoolboy 

days to support this. They show that even at a remarkably early age he 

was a good storyteller. By his late teens his writing had advanced beyond 

technical competence into veritable wizardry. His high-school English 

teacher, Catherine Wood, noticed a special spark early on and encouraged 

Capote to continue writing: “1 always recognized Truman’s genius and 

felt we should make allowances for it. Writing was the only subject he 

was interested in. Other subjects simply did not exist.” 

William Styron remembers feeling “stupefied by the talent” exhibited 

in the stories Capote began to publish in national magazines in the 

mid-1940s: “I thought myself a pretty good hand with words for a young 

fellow, but here was a writer whose gifts took my breath away. Here was 

an artist of my age who could make words dance and sing, change color 

mysteriously, perform feats of magic, provoke laughter, send a chill up 

the back, touch the heart—a full-fledged master of the language before 

he was old enough to vote.” Capotes early fame arose from the haunting 
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tales of isolation and psychological terror collected later in A Tree of 

Night and Other Stories. Stories like “Miriam,” “The Headless Hawk,” and 

“Shut A Final Door” helped establish a growing readership and reputation. 

In 1947, before he had even published his first book, a full page photo 

of Capote opened a Life magazine article about young American writers. 

The next year. Capotes first novel Other Voices, Other Rooms was published 

by Random House. Clearly a new and unique talent had arrived on the 

scene, and though many perceived the young Capote as a stylish but 

decadent esthete, he would make waves in the literary world for decades 

to come. 

Other Voices, Other Rooms is a Southern novel chock-full of bizarre 

Gothic imagery. It conveys the harrowing quality of adolescence through 

its sensitive protagonist Joel Knox. It charts the territory of dreams 

through astonishing surrealistic passages. The book launched Capotes 

career and was sensational due to the dustjacket photograph depicting 

Capote in blond bangs and checkered waistcoat; a provocative cherub 

languishing on a settee. That photograph, probably the most famous 

one ever taken of Capote, plus the book’s homosexual theme, combined 

to make Other Voices something of a succes de scandale. Early reviews 

of the novel were mixed. Some critics were put off by the lush lavender 

aspects of the prose within, calling it wistful and exaggerated. Others, 

however, were quick to recognize Capote’s skill in evoking atmosphere, 

his unerring sense of word placement, his dazzling linguistic pyrotechnics. 

His maturity was questioned, but not his knowledge of the human soul. 

Though some dismissed his elegance as fluff and criticized his lack of 

a moral, political, or philosophical context, his artistic virtuosity was 

never in doubt. The novel was strong in characterization and in scene; 

it marked the debut of an extraordinary writer. And whether lauded 

or condemned, the book was noticed in all quarters and universally 

remarked upon. 

In an article in the New Republic in 1973, Cynthia Ozick looked back 

unfavorably on Other Voices, Other Rooms. She criticized Capote’s empha¬ 

sis on form rather than content. She said that Capote became a cult 

figure, an emblem for the young in 1948, embodying for them “Art 

Incarnate.” Because Other Voices was “narcissistic” and essentially sub¬ 

stanceless, Ozick reckoned that it “is now only dust—glass dust, a heap 

of glitter, but dust all the same.” But the novel has a lot more life packed 

into it than Ozick gave it credit for. It has been translated into the world’s 
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major languages (as have all of Capote’s books), and it continues to be 

widely read. It has had over twenty printings in paperback form. A special 

20th Anniversary Edition was published in 1968 with a retrospective 

preface by Capote, showing him to be an insightful commentator on 

his own work. The Franklin Library issued a signed, leather-bound edition 

in 1979. And it is reprinted in Random House’s new omnibus volume 

Three by Truman Capote (along with Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Music for 

Chameleons). Life, the novel has precious life, breathed into it by its 

creator. The dust Cynthia Ozick envisions is only the dust that will have 

long since settled on her own books in the future when Capote’s more 

enduring works are still enjoyed and appreciated. “Envy, envy, envy!” 

was how Capote assessed the peculiar bug of the American writer. Other 

writers envied his talent, his sales, and the clout his public persona 

commanded. But Capote always asserted his distinctiveness and his 

individuality: “1 don’t think of myself in terms of relationships with other 

writers at all and 1 don’t feel in competition with other writers. Because 

1 don’t write about the same things as any other writer that I know of 

does. Or have the same interests. Or as a personality that’s in any kind 

of conflict with any other writer. 1 have absolutely no envy of any other 

writer.” 

Normally as well-informed and astute a critic of Southern Literature 

as can be found, Louis D. Rubin, Jr. missed the mark in his survey of 

Capote’s writings in an article called “The Curious Death of the Novel.” 

Rubin summed up Capote as “a decidedly slight writer with a rare talent 

for publicity.” Other Voices, Other Rooms was too private and given to 

“flamboyant, thickly drenched exoticism” to predict greater work from 

its author. Rubin went on to denigrate almost every book from Capote’s 

pen, calling The Grass Harp “a skillful little exercise in calculated nostalgia 

and quaintness, in which a slick technique attempted to cover its 

fundamental sentimentality,” and describing Breakfast at Tiffany’s as “hardly 

more than popular magazine froth.” Rubin not only accused In Cold Blood 

of lacking a “meaningful pattern,” he also made the rather myopic 

prediction that the book would be virtually forgotten by 1976. 

So much for Capote’s standing in academia. His glittering jet-set 

lifestyle, his nuzzling up to rich, famous and powerful figures irritated 

and annoyed cloistered intellectuals who simply could not reconcile such 

constant name-dropping and gaudy public display with Capote’s serious 

literary intentions. He was chastised more frequently (even in “critical” 
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and “scholarly” essays) for his behavior than for his shortcomings as a 

writer of fiction. Jealousies aside, Capote was treated somewhat more 

charitably by his fellow writers. In his 1959 book Advertisements for Myself, 

Norman Mailer said of Capote that “He is the most perfect writer of 

my generation, he writes the best sentences word for word, rhythm upon 

rhythm. I would not have changed two words in Breakfast at Tiffany’s, 

which will become a small classic.” British novelist John Fowles pointed 

out the discrepancy between Capote the flashy personality and Capote 

the conscientious artist when he said, “We European innocents think 

of Truman Capote mainly as a writer. I know he is seen otherwise in 

America.” 

Harper Lee, author of To Kill a Mockingbird, wrote lovingly of Capote 

that “Here is an acute intelligence, a highly trained sense of observation, 

an intuition that makes accurate assessments with lightning speed.” She 

also noted that “He is never bored and is never boring. His conversation 

is astringent; his mordant wit softens into easy laughter.” 

Despite such accolades. Capote needed no aid when it came to defend¬ 

ing himself. He unleashed his acidic, uncensored wit when discussing 

his contemporaries, reserving the sharpest barbs for his fellow writers. 

For example, he sank his fangs into Joyce Carol Oates this way; “She’s 

a joke monster who ought to be beheaded in a public auditorium or 

in Shea or in a field with hundreds of thousands. She does all the graffiti 

in the men’s room and the women’s room and in every public toilet from 

here to California and back, stopping in Seattle on her way! To me, 

she’s the most loathsome creature in America. I’ve seen her, and to see 

her is to loathe her. To read her is to absolutely vomit. Yes, she’s written 

me a fan letter. She’s written me extreme fan letters. But that’s the kind 

of a hoax she is. I bet there’s not a writer in America that’s ever had 

their name in print that she hasn’t written a fan letter to. I think she’s 

that kind of person, or creature, or whatever.” 

While Capote did serve up praise for some other writers’ books, the 

compliments were few and far between. Among others, he especially 

liked Isak Dinesen’s Out of Africa, Graham Greene’s Brighton Rock, 

William Styron’s Set this House on Fire, Ira Levin’s Rosemary’s Baby, and 

Lacey Fosburgh’s Closing Time. Meanwhile, he went out of his way to 

knock Jack Kerouac, Saul Bellow, Philip Roth, and Bernard Malamud, 

pausing long enough to sneer at Pearl S. Buck, William Golding, John 

Updike, Donald Barthelme, etc. etc. 
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A much-publicized literary feud developed between Truman Capote 

and Gore Vidal, eventually evolving into legal action. Vidal called 

Capote “proudly mindless” and said he had the brains and sensibilities 

of a Kansas housewife. While Vidal stamped Capote as witless and 

sentimental, Capote countered with this judgement: “Of course he’s 

jealous. Gore has never written anything that anybody will remember . . . 

talk about fifty years from today, they won’t remember it ten years from 

its last paperback edition. See, Gore has literally never written a master¬ 

piece. Now, even J. D. Salinger has written a masterpiece of a kind. 

Flannery O’Connor wrote a masterpiece or two. Hemingway did. Faulkner 

did. Scott Fitzgerald did. Norman IMailer] never has. We could go on 

and on, but he has not done the one essential thing: he has not written 

an unforgettable book or a book that was the turning point in either 

his or anybody else’s life. Without that, it doesn’t matter how much he 

does or what he does . . .” The point here is that Capote did produce 

masterpieces, books that linger in the mind long after they are reshelved. 

Capote consciously placed himself in the line of the great. 

Truman Capote’s three novels The Grass Harp, Breakfast at Tiffany’s, 

and In Cold Blood are circular in structure. The stories are told as remem¬ 

brances, so that the endings of the books actually lead to the beginnings. 

This technique is successful in evoking the passage of time with a sense 

of sorrow and loss, and is compatible with the Romantic element in 

Capote’s vision. The indomitable Holly Golightly is as memorable a 

character as exists in modem fiction. In the short novel Breakfast at 

Tiffany’s, Capote’s faultless ear was tuned to nearly perfect pitch. Though 

the initial reviews were mixed (some reviewers were disappointed that 

Capote had apparently abandoned his nocturnal Gothic mode in favor 

of more sympathetic dross), all agreed that Capote’s writing was as 

polished as ever. Breakfast at Tiffany’s is reminiscent of The Great Gatsby 

in its narrator, its tone, and its perfection of form. 

In Cold Blood: A True Account of a Multiple Murder and its Consequences 

was published in January 1966, having been serialized in four issues of 

The New Yorker in 1965. Though it had been eight years since Capote’s 

last “new” book (a Selected Writings appeared in 1963), In Cold Blood 

showed that the intervening years had not been spent in idle banter 

and dissipation, as many had presumed. In Cold Blood is, in short, a 

tour de force. It is what all the fuss about Truman Capote is about. 

Probably as much has been written about it as about all of Capote’s other 
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writings combined. Its distinction lies not only in the fact that it is 

(without a doubt) the author’s longest and most daring book, a 

penetrating foray into the consciousness of two killers, but (with con¬ 

siderable doubt) also in the fact that Capote and his publishers claimed 

for his chefd’oeuvre a new genre: they labelled it the nonfiction novel. 

“The book will be a classic,” Capote himself predicted, because “It’s what 

I really think about America. Desperate, savage, violent America in 

collision with sane, safe, insular even smug America—people who have 

every chance against people who have none.” Whatever the merits of 

the new form Capote claimed to have pioneered. In Cold Blood is a great 

book; it belongs on the same shelf as Agamemnon, Hamlet, and Crime 

and Punishment. 

In Cold Blood is a heavily documented, factual account of the brutal 

slaying of the Clutter family in rural Kansas in 1959. The murderers, 

Richard Hickock and Perry Smith, are described not in the language 

of conventional journalism, however, but in Capote’s usual supple prose. 

The author’s goal was to raise reportage to as high an art form as fiction. 

Capote had authored two previous books of nonfiction; Local Color, a 

collection of travel sketches; and The Muses are Heard, an account of 

the Porgy and Bess company’s tour of Russia. But in In Cold Blood, Capote 

artfully and with great restraint left himself out of the narrative. There 

is not a single authorial I in the book. Capote recounted hours of 

conversation verbatim, through the facility of his fantastic memory. His 

methods have been widely imitated, but the fruit of his efforts has not 

been matched or surpassed. 

Harper Lee accompanied Capote to Finney County, Kansas and assisted 

him in his research there. She reported that “People always react sharply 

to his presence, sometimes with stirrings of envy, most often with the 

feeling that when he comes into their lives he gives them his best. For 

over five years Truman Capote gave Kansas his best—identification 

complete, involvement total. His task was epic: the material he assembled 

in the course of his labor is the size of a sand hill . . . His sense of 

estrangement was at first acute, but slowly, with infinite patience, he 

wove himself into the fabric of the country, becoming at one with the 

land and looking with his unique gifts into many hearts.” 

The stunning impact of In Cold Blood was abetted by the fact that 

no one could have expected it of Truman Capote. Delicate, effete Truman 

Capote writing about the bloody murder of an innocent family—the 
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typical American family? William Styron notes that “His innovative 

achievement, In Cold Blood, not only was a landmark in terms of its 

concept but possesses both spaciousness and profundity—a rare mingling— 

and the terrible tale it tells could be told only by a writer who had dared 

to go in deep and brush flesh with the demons that torment the 

American soul. Shrewd, fiercely unsentimental yet filled with a mighty 

compassion, it brought out all that was the best in Truman’s talent: the 

grave, restrained lyricism, the uncanny insights into character, and that 

quality which has never been perceived as the animating force in most 

of his work—a tragic sense of life.” 

At the time of its publication, George Garrett offered a perceptive 

analysis of the place In Cold Blood assumes in the Capote canon: “The 

remarkable thing is that he has kept his gift demonstrably alive and 

kicking. As a writer he has continued to grow, change, and develop 

without the vice of obvious repetition; and at the same time he has 

managed to preserve and consolidate his place in the literary establish¬ 

ment. This is no mean feat in recent American literary history. All of 

which leads to a genuinely praiseworthy fact about In Cold Blood. The 

book is, flatly and without question, his biggest, boldest, most serious, 

most difficult, and best written work. Which is saying a great deal. In 

many ways it is his most vital and interesting work, and certainly it is 

the most ambitious and risky. It is more, then, than a good book by 

a good writer. It is more than a demonstration of growth, power, and 

promise for the future. It is a frank bid for greatness. A great many of 

our serious writers would and indeed have settled for a good deal less 

than what Capote has already done and earned for himself—a long season 

of honorable and sustained creativity blessed with the fortunate comforts 

of recognition and an assured place as a good writer. Capote deserves 

great praise for doing this book. His action is exemplary.” Garrett went 

on to explain that though In Cold Blood is superficially removed from 

Capote’s fiction, it is nonetheless rooted in that earlier work. 

After In Cold Blood, Capote’s productivity winnowed. The outcry again 

arose that he was washed up, used up, burned out. Two short stories that 

rank among his best were published as slim volumes: A Christmas Memory 

and The Thanksgiving Visitor. A miscellaneous collection called The Dogs 

Bark: Public People and Private Places was published in 1973 but went 

largely unnoticed, probably due to the fact that much of the writing 

in it was culled from Capote’s earlier books. Still, Willie Morris proposed 
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that it “quietly suggests again that Capote is among our best, and surely 

the one who most defies a category.” In 1975 and 1976, four instalments 

of Capote’s work-in-progress Answered Prayers appeared in Esquire mag¬ 

azine. The book was intended to be a scathing commentary on the 

emptiness and hollowness beneath the veneer of the high society he 

had mingled with for decades. But the real people depicted were insulted 

by their undisguised, unflattering portraits, and promptly banished Capote 

from their world. In the late 1970s he descended into a maelstrom of 

drug and alcohol abuse precipitated by this estrangement. The reaction 

to Answered Prayers puzzled and hardened him. He justified himself by 

insisting that it was his right to use his material as he saw fit. “I can’t 

understand why everybody’s so upset,” he complained. “What do they 

think they had around them, a court jester? They had a writer.” 

And a writer they did have. Capote bounced back in 1980 with a fresh 

collection called Music for Chameleons. The book was a return to the 

best-seller list. It contained six short stories, a nonfiction novella, and 

seven experimental “Conversational Portraits,” written in dialog form. 

These include portraits of Marilyn Monroe, Bobby Beausoleil, and 

Capote’s cleaning woman, among others. The novella, called “Hand- 

carved Coffins,” is an account of a clever multiple murderer in a Western 

state who was never convicted or brought to trial. It is also written in 

the experimental dialog form, with Capote being a principle character. 

In his preface to Music for Chameleons, Capote scrutinized himself, saying, 

“My life—as an artist, at least—can be charted as precisely as a fever: 

the highs and lows, the very definite cycles.” He offered this infamous 

self-definition: “I’m an alcoholic. I’m a drug addict. I’m homosexual. 

I’m a genius.” 

John Fowles reviewed Music for Chameleons quite favorably, writing: 

“1 take it Music for Chameleons is a foretaste of what we can expect when 

Answered Prayers is finally rewritten and published, and I now look 

forward to it immensely. So, also, I suspect, somewhere under a cafe 

awning on Parnassus, do Mr. Capote’s three masters: Flaubert, Mau¬ 

passant, and Marcel Proust ... If I’m not quite sure yet that he will one 

day join them there, I think he begins, behind the froth and the brou¬ 

haha, the name-dropping and the back-stabbing, the wicked penchant 

for recording how real people spoke and behaved, to make a serious bid 

for their company. And of one thing I am certain: Contemporary liter¬ 

ature would be much, much duller and poorer without him.” 
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But Answered Prayers was never to be published. It remained unfinished 

at the time of Capotes death (on August 25, 1984, in California). Since 

Music for Chameleons he had published a moving short story called One 

Christmas, which tells of a visit he made as a young boy to his father 

in New Orleans. Autobiographical in detail, it is something of a com¬ 

panion to A Christmas Memory. 

Upon Capote’s death, one of the best tributes came in the form of 

an unsigned piece in People magazine: “That he lived the only life he 

knew, with time wasted equaling time richly spent, was an unforgivable 

affront to those who failed to comprehend that genius is not a commodity 

to be comprehended like brussels sprouts or bus schedules. And so he 

is dead, and, for a while at least, the critics, heedless of the fact that 

he did the best he could, will gnaw at the bones of his reputation, 

demanding more, bemoaning the absence of a masterpiece when, in 

fact, the masterpieces are there to be read. Another generation will come, 

one too young to know of the time wasted, one that will see the fruits 

of the time well spent, and his reputation will prosper. For his readers, 

he bettered reality and dispelled the boredom—and for that, he will be 

forgiven the peccadilloes of alcohol, drugs, homosexuality, and even of 

genius.” William Styron urged readers to “Celebrate the excellence of 

the work he gave us. Like all of us writers, he had his deficiencies and 

he made his mistakes, but I believe it to be beyond question that he 

never wrote a line that was not wrested from a true writer’s anguished 

quest for the best that he can bring forth. In this he was an artist—I 

think even at times a great one . . .” Saint Subber, who produced Capote’s 

House of Flowers and The Grass Harp on Broadway, remarked that “Quite 

a lot of people disliked him. I knew him over forty years. To me, he 

was a Roman candle. He was always celebrating life.” 

The first book-length studies of Capote were in foreign languages, but 

William Nance’s The Worlds of Truman Capote appeared in 1970. Since 

then. Capote has been the subject of hundreds of articles and several 

doctoral dissertations. Though the bulk of the material written about 

Capote remains glib and anecdotal, the 1980s have seen a promising 

improvement in the situation. A candid if sometimes topical book of 

interviews has been published, called Conversations with Capote (con¬ 

ducted by Lawrence Grobel, with a foreword by James Michener). Solid, 

interesting, and informative memoirs are beginning to proliferate, includ¬ 

ing John Malcolm Brinnin’s Sextet and Donald Windham’s Footnote to 
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a Friendship. Kenneth T. Reed and Helen S. Garson have each published 

critical surveys of Capote’s works. Robert J. Stanton has compiled a 

thorough primary and secondary bibliography. Gerald Clarke is at work 

on a definitive biography. Even Capotes aunt, Marie Rudisill, has caught 

the wind of opportunism and written a book called Truman Capote, with 

the dubious sub-title The Story of His Bizarre and Exotic Boyhood by an 

Aunt who Helped Raise Him. Willie Morris is at work on a memoir, and 

James Dickey has a tribute upcoming in The Paris Review. 

Though his admirers and his detractors were legion, Truman Capote 

never tickled anybody’s toes. He never bowed to the drone of public 

opinion. He was content to go his own way: sometimes in quiet diligence, 

sometimes amid loud glamorous fanfare. Through it all he kept his artistic 

standards high. His works will be increasingly read and taught. Capote 

was a man of personal integrity—he was, finally, honest. If there is 

posthumous vindication, a mischievous snickering rises and swells. It 

is a high-pitched and familiar ha ha, the last laugh of the erstwhile enfant 

terrible. 
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The Newman Ivey White Award for Literature is being presented for 

the sixth year to the Duke undergraduates with the outstanding samples 

of poetry and fiction in THE ARCHIVE. The judges are selected from 

the Duke community by the management of the Gothic Bookshop. The 

names of the judges may not be made public. The prize consists of a 

$50 gift certificate to be used at any of the Duke University Stores. The 

winners of the Newman Ivey White Award for this issue are J. Fraser 

Bennett for Exotic Destinations and Robert John McAfee for Groiet/rs 

of Mercy in Scarsdale, New York. 
Newman Ivey White graduated from Trinity College in 1913 (M.A. 

1914) and taught at Trinity College and Duke University from 1919 to 

1948, serving as chairman of the Department of English from 1943 to 

1948. He edited with W.C. Jackson An Anthology of Verse by American 
Negroes (1924) and American Negro Folk Songs (1928). In 1943, he became 

general editor of the Frank C. Brown Collection of North Carolina 

Folklore. 

White was a noted scholar on Shelley and published many works, 

among them an anthology The Best of Shelley (1932), The Unextinguished 
Hearth: Shelley and His Contemporary Critics (1938), a two-volume biogra¬ 

phy, Shelley (1940), and Portrait of Shelley (1945). 

* 

Past Winners of the Newman Ivey White Award for Literature 

POETRY FICTION 

Fall 1982 Cindy Beckwith 

Bladen County, Circa 1865 
Kevin Nance 

Brothers 

Spring 1983 Ann Schlott 

The Summer Still 
Louise Lergenmiller 

A Sicilian Funeral 

Fall 1983 D. Edmond Miller 

Love Letter: A Poem 
Steve Barancik 

The Clean Room 

Spring 1984 Kirk Elvy 

A Southern Maryland Autumn 
Emmett Steward 

Consumption 

Fall 1984 Andrea Selch 

Sailors on Decks 
Stephen McKenna 

Digging In 

Spring 1985 Murray Stanton 

Strings 
William Webb 

Shoveling Under 



Laura turned and spread her arms like wings, looking up 

at the grey sky and letting the spray fall flat on her face. “Well, 

that’s why she told you,” she said after a minute. “So you would 

remember the aged and understand the insane.” 

from The Saints in Caesar's Household 

by Anne Tyler, The Archive, April 1961 
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Reading an Old Journal 

Each morning we slipped out of bed 

And into cut-offs, washed sleep down with eggs 

And grapefruit juice, then took an old canoe 

Carry-rest'Carry from your bam to 

The river’s hem, navigating a thin. 

Briar-thick deer trail into the basin. 

Our feet plowed up moist tidal humus that 

Painted our toenails bruise black. We sat 

Deep in the mud and ate pimento cheese 

Sandwiches out of your wicker creel. 

Sometimes we’d sneak a small Mason jar 

Of your dad’s gin from the kitchen and start 

The day wrapped in alcohol’s thick quilt. 

The sun honed in, glancing off the silty 

Patuxent’s back, baked the mud on our feet 

To brittle, gray casts, and we’d retreat 

Into the viscous half-sleep of liquor’s 

Residue. We paddled to Wayson’s Fork 

At dusk and drifted downstream as the willows 

Evolved into skeletal shadows huddled in groves 

On the river edge. We talked of autumn. 

Soon it answered in its foreign, red tongue. 
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C.A. Fitzgerald 

Within 

I didn’t notice the cockroaches until later. That is, there were three 

or four of them, lifeless on the bottom shelf of the refrigerator when 

I moved in. But they were dead so I didn’t take much notice except to 

sweep them into the trash can. 1 liked the refrigerator. It was one of 

those big white enamelled ones that look just a little too round, too 

swollen and reminded you of milk in bottles and Cadillacs with fins. 

Bill helped me move in. I carried the small breakables and he carried 

everything else—the bed frame from one of those old-fashioned sleigh 

beds that’s as solid as a tree trunk, the mattress and box spring, the 24 

inch color tv, the stereo system and speakers, and the over-lifesize bust 

of my mother I made in a college ceramics course—four flights and no 

elevator. He said it looked like I’d have what I always wanted and I said 

you mean what you always wanted, and he grabbed me and blew in my 

ear until I said mercy. 

Bill’s dark—dark hair dark eyes dark skin—with a stutter that he controls 

by not talking much. Morose my mother says. He’s the fort that you 

build with blankets and cushions behind the couch in the living room 

when you’re eight and old enough to know about secrets. 

My apartment, for a hundred fifty a month, was kitchen, bath, 

bedroom, living area, in one room. This is what it looked like. A room 

about the size and shape of a school bus. At one end was door and 

kitchen—refrigerator and a sink and stove that folded into a closet. TTien 

was the living room—a limp sand-colored velveteen sofa. And then was 

the bedroom —my double bed and a window. Imagine this and not too 

much space left over. The walls were white and unevenly plastered and 

old like a face from close whose makeup does not lie as smooth but settles 

in the cracks. The window, one window, faced another tenement building. 

If you knew where to look you could see some trees, city trees, with 

skinny branches and pale leaves that huddled together. 

Bill thought I should have a shade over the window but I didn’t think 

anyone would ever look in, besides what harm does looking do I asked. 

What was this peeping tom going to see—me watching tv? me eating 
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dinner? me naked? Bill said that I had this attitude, that’s what he called 

it, only because I’d never gotten in trouble, trouble meaning late night, 

sexy movie star gets ax murdered by pervert; horror movies. Bill said 

I was an exhibitionist. But he laughed too because he liked that. Anyway, 

I said, aren’t you going to stay with me? He frowned with I’m in graduate 

school I can’t be distracted eyes. He wanted me to convince him. 

Sometimes there were people in the windows across from mine. They 

weren’t really people, just shadow bodies. In a way they were my friends. 

We inhabited the same fourth floor air space. I had stories about them. 

In one window all you ever saw was a tv light. The tv was always on. 

That story was about a man. He was alone, and old. He had lost his 

wife, his whiz-kid son, his job as tour guide at Grant’s Tomb. He watched 

the tv from a straight chair covered in green vinyl. He was looking and 

waiting because once he was in a movie as part of a crowd. He said one 

line, eight words that he doesn’t remember. Every movie he watched 

he thought, is that me? He remembers the camera the crew, thinking 

there were so many of them, the road blocks the words, what were they? 

He was afraid to turn the tv off because if he did then he’d be lost forever 

inside the tv box. So he watched and talked to the faces. They were 

his friends now. 

Sometimes I sat at the window and watched night. It wasn’t like 

watching the outside though because my outside was always inside the 

wall. I would watch until I couldn’t see the huddled leaves and the skinny 

arm branches anymore. Then I would listen to the night and the night 

voices, louder than the day, trying to fill up the space of the night. Bill 

came in and found me like this. Just listening. He asked me if I was 

going crazy but then he got a soda from the refrigerator. That’s when 

he said it smelled. Like rotting grapefruit, he said. He asked me if my 

food had been tasting funny but I couldn’t remember. I said I felt funny. 

He played mechanic for awhile and poked around in the vents and the 

wires in back but everything was okay. 

Another night Bill came in late from the library. He was stuttering. 

He turned on lights, all of them and fast, like trying to surprise-trap 

cockroaches you know are there in the dark. Only it was me he wanted 

to catch. He said that smell, haven’t you done anything about it yet, 

you could be inhaling freon, it smells like shit, all you do is waste away 

doing nothing. 
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The landlord came and said the refrigerator was good. Good and clean 

he said. He sprayed it before I moved in so there would be no cockroaches. 

No cockroaches in your food, he said, it is very clean. Bill said tell him 

about the lettuce. Your salads taste like Clorox. Tell him you’re going 

to slap him with a lawsuit for food poisoning. 

I called the landlord back and said please do something about my 

refrigerator. He brought six boxes of baking soda. Two weeks, he said. 

Two weeks and all odor will be gone. He had sure eyes and he was short 

and had a Spanish accent. He looked like a cliche. I waited one day. 

Two days. The boxes were yellow orange and waving lids in my refrigerator. 

Bill said this is absurd. He said the insecticide has obviously permeated 

the lining of the refrigerator. He was in the middle of exams and hungry 

and all 1 had was refried beans and moldy bread. 

I watched the dancing blue gray tv light in the window across from 

me. 1 watched with the tv man but I couldn’t see the faces. Bill went 

in and out. He was the gray sky in a summer storm when you see the 

lightning but it’s not connected with the thunder. Sometimes we didn’t 

even talk. He threw a baking soda box at the wall. He carried a small 

refrigerator up the stairs. It was from the landlord until mine was better. 

There was no room for it but in the middle of the room. You had to 

step over it to go to the kitchen or the door. Bill tripped into it in the 

dark and cursed. My girlfriend is a goddamn plant, he said, and left. 

I don’t know when but when Bill came back he looked like he’d been 

riding the spinning top at the amusement park, the one where you spin 

around and around and the floor drops away and you’re paralyzed 

somewhere between falling and suffocating. He was wearing a black wool 

overcoat which was unbuttoned and slouching over a white T-shirt. 

He pushed a small cardboard box with holes punched in the sides 

towards me and said he found it. In his cat’s mouth. It was a yellow 

bird, smaller than my grip, with black pinhead eyes. I picked it up and 

wrapped my hand around its body so that only its head showed. It felt 

very small and alive in my hand. When I squeezed a little it pushed 

back, but not too much. Its plumpness leaked between my fingers. 1 

thought of its feel in the cat’s mouth. Feathers sticking to the wet, thick 

ann dry and like cotton, but warm and pushing back. I thought of those 

sheets of plastic they use for packing breakables and how 1 liked to burst 

the bubbles. Squeeze . . . and explode. 
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The bird darted its beak at my fingers and I quickly released it. It 

flapped wild like an engine being jump started and catching, scrambling 

in the air, and then it was on the back of a chair. Bill smiled, almost, 

and asked what’s its name and I said Byrd. As in Admiral. Explorer. He 

must not have heard because he asked if the fridge was fixed and then 

he crumpled to the rug in all directions at once, like an easy chair, the 

kind that never quite stays together even when you fluff the cushions. 

I was looking at Byrd who was stabbing his beak into his feathers. 

Do they have fleas? I wondered. Bill was asleep on the floor with his 

mouth open. His breathing sounded like that machine that the dentist 

sticks in your mouth to suck up your saliva but instead sucks up your 

tongue. That’s the sound Bill was making, asleep, mouth open, on my 

floor. Byrd was on the bed frame, his claws scratching against the 

varnished wood. He stopped and went to the bathroom, three hardening 

black specks on the white pillowcase. 

When 1 talked to Byrd he listened, his head twitching and revolving. 

I told him about the tv man. When I put my index finger against his 

belly he stepped up onto it. His claws tickled my skin. It felt like the 

time Bill sucked on my toes pressing his tongue in between them. It 

was the same kind of strange tingle. 

Byrd had two holes at the top of his beak that I guess he breathed 

through. And he had eyelids that came from nowhere, a membrane that 

went from the bottom up like a shade opening except his was closing. 

He made a gargling noise without even moving his beak. It would just 

stay a little open and this sound would come rolling out. I wondered 

what my big head and my big nostrils looked like to him and why he 

didn’t act scared. 

That’s what I wondered later too, when Byrd was flying around and 

around the apartment in circles, so fast that I couldn’t even see his wings 

moving but I could hear them. He just kept flapping and flapping and 

then he turned to the window and the tv light and he went for it. The 

glass made a quick pop when he hit it, a small clean punch in the glass 

and Byrd’s warm still body on the ledge, on the other side of the glass. 

Bill says I threw him at the window. He says he saw hut I say he’s crazy, 

that Byrd saw the light and he wanted to get it. That’s all. He just saw 

the light and no window and maybe it was so fast he didn’t even know 

he didn’t make it. 
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Steve Lehman 
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Richard Kim 

You Could Be Skating 

You could be skating down a crowded avenue, 

The taxis stuck, the bars still closed, 

A hundred people laughing in unison. 

And it’s as if a bomb exploded 

In the middle of the city. 

Shattering air and dust mercilessly. 

You could be skating down a crowded avenue 

And not hear a baby scream. 

Or a hundred people laugh in Cracow. 

But before you notice too late the wind 

Scratch your arms and pull your hair. 

Before your skates fall away forever. 

You will suddenly know that 

Somewhere an old man bleeds and bleeds. 

As you casually slip on something as 

Simple as Desire 

And as mysterious as a banana. 
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Donna Levine 

Courier Service 

From the mother in the living room 

to the father in the kitchen. 

Passing between, 

with “He said,” 

“She said,” 

“He.” 

From a short 

to a tall friend, 

one severed identical twin 

to the next. 

Sister to father, 

father brother; 

forever fitting together opposites, 

sketching bonds of intimacy 

as gaps; 

joining hands in a circle of three — 

Father, Son, 

wholly ghost. 

Driving, not flying, home from college 

for Christmas, 

spending as much time as possible 

on a long flat road— 

the string between two worlds. 

Watching 1-95 twist and turn 

an English major 

into a domestic referee. 

Donning black and white stripes 

and leaving the cap and gown balled up in the hack seat. 

Swallowing baking soda 

to neutralize the insides and outsides, 

to engender the antacid personality. 

The buffer zone, 

all in stripes, 

keeping the comers squared, distanced. 
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To tell you 

she told me she loved you. 

Needing to convince the world it loves itself, 

keeping it abreast of the emotions 

it hides from itself, 

still being tormented and stalked 

by itself, 

still killing its messengers. 
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Harold Layton 
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Tim Burchill 

Morocco My Lx)ve 

Oh, how she longed to see him, and feel his strong arms encircle 

her waist. As his lips melted into hers, she would feel again the 

steady throbbing heat of his heart against her. It had been a long 

time, too long now for her to remember the wicked flicker in his 

eyes. For it had been now over a year— 

Outside of the eraser marks and the pencil smears, this is the damnedest 

beginning a novel ever had. Yet it has been over a year. As a matter 

of fact it has been a year and forty-four days. That’s how I remember 

it. It’s exactly a gross. One year and forty-four days since Billie Jean 

Pictowitz and 1 abruptly ended what some considered the romance of 

our time. TTiis was not puppy love. I’m talking classical allusions: Romeo, 

Heathcliffe, Bogart. 

The tramp dumped me. It wasn’t at the time what you might call a 

mutual thing. It reached a certain point when she just turned to me, 

pointed her thumb in the air, threw it over her shoulder and said, “You’re 

out of here.” And, heaven help her, I was. Gone w’as the stuff dreams 

are made of. Gone were the late nights we shared our dreams. Gone, 

gone, gone: I literally had the stuffing dreamed out of me. 

For what? Sure, while we lived together there was—something. And 

her mother, she would cook such breakfasts. Her mother no doubt warned 

her of what she was doing. She really took to me—here mother did. 

Probably said, “Billie Jean, you’re throwing away true romance. Francis 

Bateman Juniors don’t just grow on trees you know.” But that’s okay. I 

was tired of having my heart used as a welcome mat. My heart means 

more to some than just some kind of dart board. I mean, you can kick 

around a Bateman heart only so long until it says, “no more!” 

Who’s she trying to kid? The little trollop was nothing to me. A piece 

of tissue paper to use and then throw away. She just knew what was 

coming and thought she could side-step the heartache. Well, rest in peace 

honey. You got what you deserved. 

Still—it was one of the great romances of our time. 
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Nevertheless, the breakdown was total. Fate, you can be so cruel to 

those innocents who fail to perceive your quirks! One week to the day 

after her clearer judgment failed her, I heard from Better Homes that 

three of my recipes had been accepted for publication. Not without 

ringing to the tune of thirtyTive big ones a piece. It was the break I 

needed into the literary world. Now Mannequin Romance Inc. has made 

a generous advance on my first novel: Morocco, My Love. And what does 

she know? Has she had as much as one word of recognition from me 

on the street? Try though she might, I have remained aloof. 

1 just sit here, leaning back in the old writing chair, aloof and distant. 

It’s her fault the creative juices don’t fill the cup, let alone overflow it. 

She’s constantly throwing herself in front of the speeding locomotive 

of my pen. Forcing me, against my will, to pull the break, halt the transit 

of creativity, to prevent a pile up of imagination. Forcing me to push 

the pen aside and think. 

I looked at my watch. Eleven fifty^six. Four minutes until she would appear 

once more to ravage my weary soul. Billie Jean, Billie Jean, why do you have 

to haunt me so? Isn't it enough that you drain my creative force with the scratch 

of your nail across my back? Witch. Demon. What kind of ghost is it that 

isn’t even dead? 

Oh God, how could you have created a world so cruel? Not only do the 

publishers cry lawsuit, overdue one short month only, but you have opened 

the gates of hell. 

There was a knock on the door. 

In she walked: she-devil, banshee made of such fragrant vapors. “Pictowitz, 

fiend or whatever you are, you will not have your way with me tonight.” I 

reached over and slapped her face. To my surprise and hers, she was real. 

But as my surprise turned to joy, I realized that it was I who was spawned 

in hell. “Get on the floor bitch.” 

“Oh Francis, no.” 

“Get down, I say.” The back of my hand smacked her to the black and 

blue linoleum. “Take off the dress, or I’ll rip it off. Now.” 

She looked at me with huge red eyes. “But Francis, I came to say I’m sorry. 

So sorry. Mother was right. Please take me back. Please—” 

I’ll take you all right. I’ll take what I want and then out with you. I’ll use 

you, soil you and send you back to your mother in time for breakfast. You 
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God'awful slut, when I’m through with you, the lowdown pimps in Morocco 

will turn you down for so much tissue paper." And then I was upon her. And 

then. And then. 

She had waited for John far longer than anyone could blame. 

When he did come back he would have to pay. She was not all 

frills and lace. She could handle herself. She felt for the revolver 

beneath her silk pillow. When he came back she would have him. 

She would have him any way she wanted. 

There. I could starve to death, writing my heart away, spilling black 

blood over all these pages. Even prisoners. Iron Mask or no, have to 

eat their bread and water sometime. But another dry Spam sandwich 

and flat beer remind me too much of better days gone by. Days of bacon 

and strained orange juice served in bed. Seeing my emaciated limbs, 

my protruding ribs and hollow cheeks, Mrs. Pictowitz would throw herself 

on her daughter. “How could you, a Pictowitz, allow poor Francis—a 

growing boy—waste away to nothing? 

What a mistake, she must be thinking, right at this moment. What 

a mistake. 

He lay there smoking. She lay beneath the sheets next to him. She was 

Billie Jean maybe twenty'five years down the road. Her skin hung looser, 

her eyes were set in wrinkles and her hair was thinning, but she was every 

bit a Pictowitz. 

‘‘Oh Francis, there aren’t words to describe —you’re just —it’s just—” 

‘Yeah sure.” 

‘‘God, what a foolish daughter. But I warned her. Hang on to that man. 

He’d make any woman happy.” 

‘‘Sure, sure.” 

‘‘Francis, I have a favor to ask.” 

“What now?” 

“Oh, it’s just a little thing. Just a teenie tiny thing. Oh Francis please.” 

“Okay, okay. What?” 

“Let me fix you breakfast.” 

“First I have a question, Mrs. Pictowitz. What ever happened to Mr. 

Pictowitz?” 

“Oh him. I threw him over for a real man. A soldier I met at a USO 

dance. God, what a man. It was one night—just a one night stand. He came 
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and went. But after him, I thought no other man —except you—could satisfy 
ft 

me. 

“Why didn’t you take up with this guy? What was his name?” 

“He was married. Had a wife and one child. To him I guess I was just 

another pretty face. Someone to keep him warm when he was away from 

home. I didn’t know his name. He pinned a note to my pillow. I still have 

it.” She pulled a yellowed square of paper from under her pillow. 

Dear Sallie, 

Thanks. You’re a trooper. 

F.B. 

“Hey, let me see that. That’s my father’s handwriting.” 

“Oh my, oh my. How exciting. And to think Francis, you are even—well 

more so. It’s so exciting. Frankly, now I’m excited. Francis, do you think we 

might—one more time?” 

“I’m hungry. Besides, I have one more question. And I want the truth. 

You didn’t tell Billie Jean to keep me did you?” 

“Of course I did. I told you, I ... ” 

‘You told her to leave me. You forced her, didn’t you?” he said shaking her 

upright. ‘You poisoned her heart toward me with lies. You told her I wouldn’t 

amount to anything. I was lazy. And when that didn’t work you threatened 

her—blackmailed her.” 

“Oh Francis, Francis,” she began crying, “I did it for you. I love you. I’m 

better for you. I’m older, wiser. I can do things for you.” 

‘You make me sick. Go fix breakfast before I lose my appetite.’ 

Just then, someone crept into her bed. “Who’s there?” she cried. 

“It is 1, William. I’ve come to tell you I love you. Please, tonight 

could be ours.” 

“But what about John. My John. He’s your son!’ 

“Oh, there are more sons, but only one you.” 

“It is you who have been keeping him from me. Your envy and 

lust have blinded you.” 

“But darling ...” 

“One step closer, William, John’s father or not, and I’ll blow your 

head off.” 
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Francis Bateman Junior sat cross-legged on an open plain of clay and 

rock. The sky was gray. The ground was gray. The silence was deafening. 

Suddenly, the ground shook. There was a distant thud. Then another. 

The next was much louder and closer. He looked up slowly. He jumped 

to his feet and craned his neck upward. 

There stood Billie Jean Pictowitz, dressed in her flimsiest negligee. 

Her soft white skin was higfilighted by the black silk. She stood barefoot 

and inviting—over a thousand feet tall. 

“Well if it isn’t F.B.J.,’’ boomed out a huge voice. 

“Billie Jean—good to see you. It’s been a long time’’ stammered Francis. 

“Has it? I hadn’t noticed. I’ve been so busy. I’m out almost all the time. 

As a matter of fact I’m on my way to dinner right now.” She turned to 

leave and then stopped, looked down. “I almost didn’t recognize you. 

You’re so much smaller than I remember.” 

“Come on, Billie Jean, what about the time we shared. The 

dreams ...” 

“I’m going to dinner. I’m very hungry.” 

“You certainly look ravishing Billie.” 

“Oh, I’m sure.” 

“How 1 wish we were together. Like before.” 

“What a simply horrid idea,” she said stopping again, but now bending 

down to look at him. “But you are looking better and better.” 

“Why thank you. You always did think— 

“Yes, I think dinner may be late tonight. And of course a snack couldn’t 

hurt my girlish figure too much.” Looking intently at him she smacked 

her forty foot lips. 

“Oh no. Billie no. Please.” He began to run. 

Missing him on her first grab, she walked after him; her first step nearly 

crushed him. He ran faster—wildly. There was nowhere to hide. She 

reached out for him. He didn’t seem to he going anywhere. Looking up, 

he saw her enormous face hideously close. And the air from her laughter 

blew him hack senseless. 

The ring of the telephone startled me. Had I paid the rent? What 

day of the week was it? The last time he called he threatened to evict 

me. The bum. The phone kept squealing and squealing. My mother’s 

birthday. Was that last week? Oh no, their golden anniversary. It didn’t 

stop, so I picked it up. 

“Francis? Francis Bateman?” 
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“No one by that name currently lives here. I’m sorry. May 1 ask who’s 

calling.” 

“That’s you, Francis, I know your voice. This is Billie Jean, Billie Jean 

Pictowitz, and when are you going to get that hulk of a car out of our 

driveway? It’s been over a year. The piece of junk is turning our driveway 

brown.” 

“Well, 1 was going to get it fixed just as soon as I—’ 

“Over a year I’ve waited for you to tow that eyesore. I felt sorry for 

you. ‘Maybe he’s trying to get his act together,’ I said. Mother thought 

1 should call the police and have you thrown in jail. ‘But no,’ I said. 

‘Give him more time.’ ” 

“Actually, 1 was going to call you. See, I’ve got this breakthrough into 

the publishing world and I—’ 

“You mean those three recipes in that magazine? You stole those from 

my mother, you creep. She was ready to haul you into court. I should 

have let her too.” 

“If you’d let me explain Billie, you’d see that—’ 

“I’d see that you’re up to your old tricks again. I should have listened 

to Roger and not even bothered to call, just let the junk man take it away.” 

“Roger?” 

“Yes, if you must know, Roger Loftsberg is my fiance, a real writer. He 

works on the staff of MacNeil Publications.” 

“MacNeil Publications? MacNeil Publications puts out the Shopping 

News and Trade and Swap, U.S.A. My God, you call that writing?” 

“At least he’s got a job. Now if your car isn’t gone in one week. I’m 

going to have it junked and use whatever money I can get to black-top 

tbe driveway. This is your last warning Francis.” 

“Well that’s just it Billie, I’m working on this novel, see? And well, 

it isn’t quite done, actually I’ve only got the first page down pat, and 

see, I need a little more time and maybe if I could stop by you could, 

well, listen to what I have to say, you know? It’s just that, all in all we 

had something there. Maybe not perfect, but, but, Billie? Billie Jean 

are you there? Hello? Hello? 

“Operator I’ve been cut off!” 
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There goes the last bus of the day, belching its fumes, grinding its 

gears, oblivious to the sole occupant of this cozy shelter. How low have 

I stooped? Spending hours at a time in bus shelters and public restrooms. 

Here I am. Suffering because all good writers have to suffer. I can’t believe 

that bum evicted me. How could he? I’m an artiste, a professional. Two 

lousy months late. Wasn’t it enough that they shut off my heat and 

the water pipes burst? What, kick a man when he’s down? Is that the 

American way? 

Where’s that crippled postman anyway, it’s nearly two o’clock. I’ve got 

things to do. I’ve got to get back to my novel. Jeez, I hoped I’d hear 

from her soon. The people at the library are getting suspicious. I can’t 

hide out in the oversized book section much longer. I’ll be needing to 

move on. 

But not until I hear from that vixen. She owes me a big apology. I 

go over there right?—just trying to explain my financial short falls and 

maybe see if she’s interested in seeing some of my latest work. (Not to 

mention to warn her about that gigolo who’s got something up his 

sleeve—the sleaze.) I walk innocently up to the door and what happens? 

Her mother opens it a crack, they got one of those safety chains, and 

she screams at me to ‘get my car and get out of here before she loses 

her temper. Well, the way she was waving that meat cleaver, my guess 

would be that she was already on her way. 

The problem was, that car didn’t run when I left it there over a year 

ago, and it wasn’t about to go anywhere now, at least not under its own 

power. “Mrs. Pictowitz please, I just wanted to talk to Billie for a minute’’ 

I said. She showed me the cleaver and said Billie would rather die than 

see me again, and that if I ever talked to her or did anything to ruin 

her engagement to this Roger guy, she’d buy a semi tractor-trailer and 

run me over with it. Right then, I figured it was no use asking it I could 

come in. 

I pulled out the first draft of my first page of my new novel and was 

going to ask her if she would mind delivering it when she slammed the 

door in my face. There’s something disturbing about a door slamming 

in your face. There’s a finality in it that’s reminiscent of closed doors 

everywhere. 

I went over to my car and tried the handle. It fell off. So I wrapped 

the handle in my page and rang the hell again. I heard her yelling in 

there that she was calling the police, so 1 figured ‘what the hell’ and 
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left it on their front step. Halfway down the block I thought I heard 

the sound of tearing paper, but it might have been my imagination. 

I think that’s my mailiman coming this way. Quota system or no quota 

system, hiring gimps to deliver mail isn’t only dumb, it’s cruel. 

“Jose, yeah, over here. Listen I know you’re not supposed to, but how 

about giving me my mail how. Yeah, I’m in a hurry. Thanks, muchas 

buenos amigo.” 

I knew it. I knew that tart would come crawling back. I had a feeling 

today would be the day. Hmm, not too thick. I’m sure my writing’s made 

her speechless. Let’s see: 

Francis, 
That’s two hundred and forty-three dollars for the black-topping, 

minus the twelve-fifty the junk man gave me for the car, (I talked 
him up—lie wanted me to pay twenty bucks to take if off my hands) 
makes two hundred and thirty dollars and fifty cents. Pay up. 

Billie Jean Pictowitz 

p.s. The writing is not half had, but stick to plagiarism. 

Forget it. She can’t have me back. Flattering me about my work, trying 

to get me to respond to her demands just to see me again. Well, I won’t 

budge. 

Good things must come in twos, here’s a letter from Mannequin 

Romance Inc. Hmm . . . Seems they want to see me in court about 

retrieving certain advance payments for nonreceived goods. Well. They 

can consider me no longer one of their most trusted and productive 

employees. I don’t need the hassle. There are other publishers. They 

haven’t seen what I’ve got thus far. It’s probably better than what they’re 

willing to publish anyway. They had their chance —tough. I give no 

second chances. 

When did they send this thing? Hey, wait a minute. Is today Saturday? 

Nuts, the library closes in fifteen minutes. Where am I going to sleep 

tonight? I’ve got my pride. I don’t sleep just anywhere. 

That’s just the story of my life. You get good news and then something 

comes up and knocks you down. Life as a writer is no bed of roses, that’s 

certain. I should’ve gone into food management like Momma said. Suffer, 

suffer, suffer—and for what? One chapter maybe. Three stolen recipes 

and the Writer’s Digest ’66 indexed with my rejection slips. The story 

of my life. Heck, this is the story of my life. 
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Not a bad story either. Morocco, Schmorocco. TTiis could be big. What 

it lacks in romance is made up in content. Archetypes, unconscious 

symbolism, thematic pinnacles. It’s all here. My masterpiece: what I 

denied myself for, struggled for, and gave up all that has meaning for. 

But I wonder— 

No, I’ve been selling myself short all along. I’ve got what it takes to 

go big—I mean really big. Guggenheim, Pulitzer, and who knows? Nobel 

in at least one category. I’m the kind of guy who needs a sophisticated 

audience, real class and nothing else. Black tie, white wine and Marxist 

implications. 

I should call my mother, I think as I get up and start walking. See 

if she has all those letters I wrote from camp Kicka-poo. And there’s 

Billie and her mother. Ha! Probably using my letters to start the oven. 

Little do they realize what they have. When I’m big, really big, who 

do they think will be first in line for autographed first editions? Not 

Jose, poor slob. ‘How low can you crawl now, Pictowitzes?’ 

I stop for a minute by a large church and look up. TTiis must be rain—or 

snow. No second chances, there’s too much between us now. After all, 

a Bateman is a Bateman is a Bateman—by no other name the same. 

There was a swell in the organ and the priest was faintly mumbling something 

to the bride and groom in the front. The crowd, over a thousand, dressed 

in tuxedos and evening dresses looked at the couple and smiled. Yet inside 

they wondered how so beautiful a bride could consent to marry such an obvious 

clod. 

“If there is anyone here who can see any reason why Billie Jean Pictowitz 

and Roger Loftsschmoft should not be bound together in the state of holy 

matrimony, speak now or forever hold their— 

“No. Nooo!” Mrs. Pictowitz was in the aisle grasping her daughter by the 

knees, herself almost prostrate on the carpet. “Billie, Billie, my sweet Billie, 

can you forsake the love of a real man for this?” She looked at Roger. “What 

about Francis?" she said, turning back to the bride. “Francis Bateman Junior, 

Professor of Flumane Letters Oxford, triple Nobel Laureate. Do you have 

the right to forget?" 

“Bear your cross child. He’s scorned you, yes many times, but now you 

must turn the other cheek. For he has touched your everlasting soul," cried 

out the priest. “To a nunnery!" 

Someone stood up in the audience; it was difficult to tell whether it was 
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the President or Isaac Bashevis Singer. “It was one of the great romances of 

all time,” he said. 

“I used his recipes, and now I don’t eat anything else,” said a woman loudly, 

on her feet. She looked surprisingly like Virginia Woolf. . . 

Where is that pencil anyway? The idea struck me like a brick, and 

I had to get it down. Sitting down on the curb, I scratched out the first 

few historic words for my new novel. 

Beginning his long, lonely journey from nothing but the parting 

words of his love and a letter of introduction from his employer, 

the young man, call him Bateman, wound his way down the dark, 

silent streets of the city to find the lost father of his beloved, to 

reinstate him at the head of the destitute family, and to prevent 

the arranged marriage ot Belinda Jean. 

Truly a thankless task, hut young Bateman, soul of a poet and 

heart like a lion, drove on into the furious night. 
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Charity Snider 

Valence 

This is the garden that 

Hangs in measured weight. Patient, 

Tasks are completed beneath 

The private celadon expanse of ivy. 

Beetles cleanse, restore and govern. 

I, tangle of ligaments. 

Differentiated, 

Plumb an exploratory line towards 

The center. Pucker and prick. 

Again, again the angle profane! 

Hole clotted, a single 

Tuberculate breath disperses and never was. 

Passed six million times before. 

Punctually, efficiently—the axis 

Squared, opaque. 

Salutes and retains its separate Ordnung. 

At this, I am an Olympic gold water baby— 

Webbed, buoyant, protected in my membrane; 

Advised by primitive rhythms. 

Nimble fingers tie the knot; already 
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Prepared for the adagio of lumpen 

Proles and ill-proportion. 

The beat goes on. 

Milky 4:30 light spreads its burden, lapping 

At the telephone wires. 

Dirty girls roll on carpets, 

Biting wool, sucking: 

Loosened fibers bloom 

On fingers, on lips; 

Festering like burst capillaries. 

Turn. Turn. Rattle the pod— 

A half-life from point to point. 

The warmed clasp of Rigoletto remains 

Out of bounds, hieroglyphic. 

I wait in the January 

White dark, surviving you always. 
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Richard Kim 

Summer 

Jim and Doug, my roommates, are arguing over the existence of God. 

They argue over just about anything, and then resolve it by doing bongs. 

Yesterday it was thermonuclear war and its effects on surfing conditions; 

today, God. 

It is two'thirty in the afternoon and even though 1 awoke not more 

than an hour ago I’m already on my fourth beer, which is a good thing 

because listening to Jim and Doug talk about anything more profound 

than personal drug consumption can be more tragic than it is funny. 

1 switch on the tube, tune them out, and try to concentrate on the 

dynamics of stock car racing, which for a variety of unknown reasons 

1 find absolutely fascinating. 

“Jesus!” Cheryl, another roommate, enters the apartment carrying a 

small bag of groceries. Last night we had another party and 1 don’t think 

our living room survived it. The beer cans alone seem to have become 

permanent fixtures which have long worn out their decorative use. Cheryl 

goes into the kitchen and we hear another “Jesus!” Cheryl usually looks 

very pretty when she swears. Our kitchen, like our living room, is a mass 

of soiled cans, cups and dishes; the only noticeable difference is the 

number of unwashed dishes in proportion to empty beer cans. We have 

long since resorted to paper plates. 

Cheryl comes out into the living room carefully stepping over what 

once was a lamp. “Jesus, I can hardly breathe.” She looks over at me 

and shouts, “Damn it Mitch— 

“1 know it,” I say. 1 am now thoroughly distracted. 

“Cheryl do you think that God is a part of every living thing or what?” 

asks Doug. 

Cheryl is incredulous. “1 want this place clean today!” 

“Man, can you believe this dude? He thinks that God is in everything. 

1 mean is God in that beer can?” asks Jim. 

“Man, that beer can is totally not alive. There is nothing living in 

that can, man.” 

“I wouldn’t bet on that, man.” 
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jim looks as if he has actually shaved today. Although he is from New 

Jersey and goes to school in New York, Jim with his well-tanned body 

and short, floppy blond hair looks more like a southern Californian than 

Doug, a native. 

Jim works as a messenger for a courier service downtown. Doug works 

as a production assistant for a local cable station. Cheryl is taking classes 

over the summer at USC and will be graduating in December. I’m 

working as a busboy at Larry’s and will be starting college this fall. 

“I’m going to the beach’’ says Cheryl and leaves. 

At work I drop three dishes and a bottle of wine because to tell the 

truth I’m slightly stoned. It’s not the first time that I’ve come to work 

high and Larry makes me leave early, warning me that I’ll be fired if 

I refuse to stay sober. If we were busy tonight he probably would have 

fired me. Not that I really care. The summer is almost over and I’ve 

got enough money until school starts. Larry did fire me once earlier in 

the summer for taking a bottle of vodka, but I came down and hung 

out at the bar for about a week until he rehired me. Larry is basically 

a cool guy and I know he likes me like I’m his kid brother. 

Larry has a Porsche which he let me drive once. I took it up to 120 mph 

on the freeway and knew that I could die in it. At that moment driving 

a Porsche at 120 mph was the only thing that mattered. I felt a rush 

that was better than coke and I wasn’t even high (Larry made certain 

I was sober), hocusing on the road and the cars ahead of me, 1 thought 

of letting my hands slip off the wheel. I could have crashed head on 

into a Mack truck and I wouldn’t have cared because I figured I had 

already had a taste of what heaven must be like. 

Jim is doing bongs when I get home. The apartment is cleaner than 

it has been in weeks. The kitchen, however, is still trashed. Doug bought 

a sign reading “Enter At Your Own Risk” and hung it above the kitchen 

doorway. I weave through the maze of unwashed dishes and grab a beer 

from the refrigerator, which thank God still works. 

I turn on the television and watch a rerun of my favorite cop show. 

The only shows playing during the summer are reruns. 

“Man, why are you home?” asks Jim. 

“I dropped a couple of dishes.” 

“Man, were you trashed?” Jim laughs. “Here, man, double-time.” He 

offers the bong from the floor. 
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“I’m fine.” One of the cops has just been shot in the arm and his partner 

vows to avenge his arm or something. I’ve seen this episode before and 

know how it is going to end. The partner chases the criminal, who has 

already killed three people, down a dark alley and shoots him after 

ducking a couple of shots. When he looks at the dead body, it turns 

out to be a fourteen year old kid, and the partner sits down in the alley 

and cries. The show just ends with this cop crying next to this kid and 

fades to black. 

Cheryl walks in with Ron, her boyfriend. I think of Cheryl as being 

smarter than any of us, but Ron is just about the dumbest person I have 

ever met. He graduated from USC last spring and is supposed to be an 

artist. I’ve only seen one of his drawings and it looked like nothing I 

had ever seen. Cheryl said that I was too young and unsophisticated 

to understand what Ron was saying; so I looked at the drawing closely 

and decided that what Ron was saying was bullshit, but I didn’t tell her so. 

“Where’s Doug?” asks Cheryl. She and Ron sit on our couch surveying 

Jim who appears unconscious. Ron is wearing an expensive suit which 

matches the pale green of his ’75 jaguar. Ron once told me that he avoids 

the cliche of being a starving artist by accepting subsidies from his parents. 

Jim stirs. “He’s not here, man.” 

Cheryl and Ron go into her bedroom just as Johnny Carson is coming 

on. This, too, is a rerun but I haven’t seen it before and fall asleep during 

the middle of the show. 

Most of the kitchen help are Mexicans or Latinos. I can speak baby 

Spanish, and when business is slow I hang out in the kitchen and joke 

around with them. I tell them that I am an undercover agent from the 

Immigration Office and demand to see their green cards. They reply 

with shouts of “maricon!” and “gringo muerte!” I tell them what this 

place needs are some chicas and they laugh and roar in agreement. 

Thursday is unusually busy and Larry ends up hollering at just about 

everyone. I even wait on a few tables myself because we have only three 

waitresses. I like waiting on tables because the customers are pretty cool 

and I like to figure them out in the short time that I talk to them. Earlier 

in the summer I waited on a guy who liked me so much that he bagged 

me some coke as a tip. He said, here kid don’t snort it all in one place. 

After work, Linda, one of the waitresses, offers me a ride home. I usually 

walk home, it is only a mile away and I like the darkness, but I am 
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® specially tired this night and get into her car. We talk about how busy 

t was, and Larry screaming, and dishes breaking (not mine); then she 

iroduces a couple of joints from her purse and we get high in front of 

ny apartment. She invites me to a party she and her roommates are 

^ laving tomorrow and drives away without saying goodbye, 

et 

I arrive at Linda’s apartment with Jim and Doug around eleven. We’re 

11 pretty high and so is Linda. She leads us into a spacious living room 

'll I'here a group of about seven or eight people sit in a circle passing around 

! three foot bong. Quick introductions are made and as usual I’m the 

n oungest one there. A couple of guys are at least in their thirties and 

)Oth Linda’s roommates appear to be in their late twenties. 

i \ After passing the bong around a few times the thirtyish guy sitting 

" lext to me is doing lines off a long jagged piece of mirror in his hand. 

1 )C^here did he get that mirror? Jim and Doug are aruging about God 

i§; 'gain and several others have joined in. Linda comes over smiling and 

ki akes my hand. 

Is ii Her room feels cool, and she has kept her windows open. The outside 

s ounds sharp and distinct; I can hear the crickets trilling above the traffic, 

anda giggles. 

?j i “Have you ever done it on shrooms?” she whispers. 1 smile. I’m still 

? barging from the coke. When I touch her she becomes motionless, and 

is our eyes meet we can’t help but laugh and fall. 

I’m watching a movie about college students and college life. It is the 

econd of a double feature. Doug is having some friends from the station 

)ver, and I think Cheryl and Ron will be there, too. I got off from work 

larly even though were pretty busy on Saturdays, and walked to the 

learest theater. 

I fall asleep and when I awake I forget where I am. It takes a few minutes 

or me to remember, and for a half second I’m actually scared. 

On the screen a guy rides a motorcycle around the middle of a big 

iving room with a pitcher of beer in his hand and a pretty girl on the 

)ack. The people in the movie seem to find this funny and so do the 

people in the theater. I wonder if college parties are like this. I don’t 

wen have a bike. The rest of the movie is filled with similar scenes: 

oud, rowdy guys drinking beer as if their lives depended upon it, pretty 

’iris acting pretty, and a couple of geeks trying to get laid. 
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I am tempted to watch the midnight movie which I’ve seen befo 

but I decide to walk home even though I know Doug’s friends and R( 

will still be at the apartment. 

I think about my parents in San Jose playing golf and racquetball ai 

watching movies and having sex without me in the house. My me 

was a little worried but my dad thought that being on my own over tl 

summer was a great idea. He said something about responsibility ai 

being a man and stocks, and then shook my hand. 1 think I was a litt 

high when I kissed mom. The pounding of the ground at takeoff seemi 

to signal the end of the world, and I had a fleeting sensation of nev 

seeing my parents again. 

Surprisingly, when I get home it is quiet. 

“Is that you, Mitch?” Cheryl’s voice sounds tired from the kitche 

“1 think so" 1 say. 

Cheryl comes into the living room with a glass of milk and a bag 

Doritos, and has her hair tied back as if she is going to take a bat 

“Want some?” she asks as she extends the bag. 

“No thanks.” 

She throws me a chip. “On the house.” 

“Great.” 

“Guess what?” 

“Where’s Ron?” I ask. 

“Ron’s a jerk.” 

I nod my head in agreement. “Painfully so. Did you guys have a fight 

“Something like that. Forget Ron. Guess who called?” 

“It’s late, Cheryl.” 

“Susan.” 

This takes me by surprise, but I just groan. 

“Well?” 

“It’s late,” 1 say. 

“She’s still up. I know.” Cheryl finishes her milk and returns to tb 

kitchen. 

I stare at the hundreds of dots on the ceiling. The dots begin to mo\ 

and when I look away I see dots floating through the living room. 

“Aren’t you wondering where Jim and Doug are?” Cheryl says. 

“Sure. It’s all I can think about.” Cheryl actually laughs. 

Cheryl tells me that one of Doug’s friends had some mescal and Dou 
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ccided that it would be a good idea to trip at an all-night church, and 

jttle the argument over God once and for all. Doug would become 

tmscendent and commune with God. He said that the Indians of 

lexico did it all the time. 

I call Susan while Cheryl is taking a bath. She’s called me a couple 

( times this summer and we talked about our jobs and what college 

uuld be like. I haven’t answered any of her letters; I’m not much of 

iletter writer. I don’t believe there’s anything really worth saying in a 

Itter. Whatever I’d say would either be stupid or a lie or both. 

The phone is picked up after the first ring. “Hello, is that you, Mitch?” 

“Hi Susan.” I can hear Cheryl humming a popular love song in the 

lithroom, but I can’t remember its title. 

We talk about what we’ve been doing lately. I don’t have much to say, 

5 Susan does most of the talking. She tells me how working at the 

link is a real drag, and how her parents are not letting her do anything 

lal, and about her brother getting knocked off his moped by a car and 

leaking his leg. She tells me other things but I’m not really paying 

luch attention. Suddenly she stops talking. I remember the name of 

te song. 

“Susan. ...” I can barely say her name. 

“Mitch, what’s going on? Between you and me?” 

Silence again. 1 begin counting in my head. Almost thirty seconds 

jiss before I hear the click, and the silence becomes my own. 

Cheryl has stopped humming. Passing the bathroom on the way to 

iy room I think I hear her crying, but I can’t be certain and it is soon 

diet. 

In high school Susan would meet me by my locker and we would 

smetimes go down to the school track and race. Most of the time we 

m for only a hundred meters, but if I was feeling especially confident 

Ivould challenge her to two hundred meters. Susan was on the track 

tam and usually won, hut it was always close. One day we had a fight 

ad she challenged me to a mile. Let’s see if you can go the distance, 

5e said. From the start of the race I stayed right on her hack. If 1 stayed 

' th her until the end I figured I could pass her on the last forty or 

Ity meters. By the last lap my sides were severely cramped and I was 

fre that my lungs were ready to collapse. I was running bent over as 

imy chest had already caved in, and it was all I could do to keep up 

' th her, but I knew she was hurting, too. She wanted so much to beat 
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me. I was two steps behind her when we crossed the finish line, my eyt 

were tearing, and as I reached for her she caught me and kept me fror 

falling. We stood there, holding each other up, trying to breathe. 

I wake up and decide to go to church. 1 look in the phone book an 

find a church nearby which has an eleven o’clock service. I have no decen 

clothes, and wear my best jeans and one of Jim’s jackets. 

TTae eleven o’clock congregation is small and 1 sit next to an old womai 

with brown spots on her neck. I wonder if she has ever gotten high 

It has been so long since I’ve been to church that I’ve forgotten th 

words to the doxology. I just remember the ending. 

I look at the people in the congregation and wonder why they camei 

but everyone seems to be staring at the pastor who is very young am 

wears sunglasses. First I think, only in L.A., but then I realize that h( 

is wearing the same kind of specially tinted glasses that this kid in m\ 

high school wore for some kind of eye problem. The sermon is abou' 

thermonuclear war but there is no mention of surfing. 

The pastor greets me at the doorway as I am leaving. He smiles anc 

asks me if this is my first visit. He asks me where I live, and I tell him 

that I’m from Rochester. He becomes excited and tells me that he grew 

up in Rochester. I know that he will want to ask me a lot of questions 

about Rochester and people I know there, so I make up some excuse 

and leave. I don’t even know where Rochester is. 

Back at the apartment everyone is still asleep, so I go back to bed 

and when I awake, everyone is up, watching tv. 

“Hey man, you decided to crash here for once,” says Jim. 

“Man, did you go out this morning?” asks Doug. Doug is standing on 

his head against the wall, Jim is doing bongs, and Cheryl looks happy. 

“I went for a short walk around the block. Who won the argument?” 

“He did,” says Jim. 

“Yeah man, you should’ve been there, it was gnarly. I was totally at 

one with God, man.” 

“Hey, me too, man.” Jim is spinning a frisbee on his forefinger, and 

Cheryl is blowing up our beach ball. 

“Mitch, do you want to go to the beach with us?” asks Cheryl. 

“Sure.” 

“Hey man, like it’s a roommate event,” says Doug. 

Thie beach is more crowded than usual for a Sunday afternoon. It seems 
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like everyone is here because summer is almost over, but this is southern 

California. Summer doesn’t end so soon here. 

Jim keeps falling off his surfboard. Doug is talking to a girl he knows. 

Cheryl is on her stomach tanning her already well-tanned hack with 

, the straps untied. I watch some guy and girl splashing each other and 

I kissing in the water. I think about Linda with her windows open waiting 

on tables, and Cheryl crying in the backroom, and Susan going to some 

! college in Nevada. 

I Larry once said that I was lucky to be going to college. He said I should 

' be happy even though he never went to college. Summer is over in two 

weeks and I wonder about college and if it is like that movie. Friday 

is my last day at work. I think maybe I’ll miss Larry, and Linda and the 

other waitresses, but I know I’ll miss hanging out back with the Mexicans. 

Jim and Doug are both wet and are arguing over the advantages of 

surfing stoned. Jim says it helps him flow with the waves. Doug disagrees 

and cites Jim’s numerous spills into the water. Cheryl looks up at me, 

takes her sunglasses off, blinks and smiles. After I tie her straps back 

together, she grabs my hand and pulls me toward the water. I slowly wade 

in, allowing my body to adjust to the change in temperature. 
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Sherryl Hurd 

Moving On 

Bare walls with wire and nail holes, 

This is the final season of our love, 

The final summer. 

Of days in heat and nights together. 

Just you and me and a fan in a room. 

Gray bedspread pushed between 

The mattress and the wall. 

The kitchen where I touched the iron 

And you stuck my hand in butter. 

Where the cat had kittens on newspapers 

And you went digging through the box 

For the funnies. 

The front room where we danced in socks 

To country music. 

The tom screen door that you came through 

I’ll never forget that rainy night and you. 

Bleeding after that awful fight. 

And crying in my arms. 

And all the nights you came back late and drunk. 

The couch where I made you sleep— 

Yelling on the front porch. 

The car door slam, the sound 

Of burning rubber. 

Life with you took too much patience. I’m tired 

Of counting weeks like piles of empty bottles. 

And taking out the trash. 

It’s hard to understand— 

We’ve hardly unpacked all the boxes and 

just like that it’s over. 

I know, the truck is here but 

I’m not ready yet: 

Old house of young hopes, 

I won’t forget you. 

Old friend, young love, 

1 won’t forget us. 
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Carl Martin 

Luther Telman 

Last summer Mort started hanging around with Luther Telman. Mort’s 

my brother. He’s thirteen, five years older than me and a lot taller. Mort’s 

pretty good at sports too; he’s going to try out for football, basketball, 

and baseball next year. He and Dad play basketball whenever we go over 

to Dad’s house, and Dad says Mort is almost good enough to beat him. 

1 played basketball with Mort once, and he killed me. 

Anyway, I guess it was in August when 1 first saw Luther. He was going 

to be a new kid in Mort’s class when school started in September. Mom 

took me to the pool one day, and Mort and Luther were there—that’s 

where all the kids their age hang out in the summer. They were sitting 

on the side of the pool with some girls. Mom told me to tell Mort to 

watch me while she changed. 1 am not allowed to go swimming without 

somebody watching me. As 1 walked over to where they were, I saw Mort 

point at me, and Luther stood up and looked me over. He wasn’t wearing 

a real bathing suit but a cut-off pair of pants with loose threads hanging 

off them. He was short, shorter than Mort, but he was thick, and he 

looked strong. He had long, straight blond hair and big sunglasses. I 

could see myself in them if I looked at him. I tried to ignore him while 

I talked to Mort, but I couldn’t because even when I had my back to 

him, I could see his shadow on the pavement between me and Mort. 

I already knew I wouldn’t like him. I told Mort what Mom said, and 

he told me to go watch myself. I told him Mom said he had to, and 

he said forget it. Luther was staring at me, and Mort was making fun 

of me, and I thought 1 was going to cry. 1 couldn’t cry there in front 

of Mort’s friends. Luther started talking to Mort. “Is this fat little crybaby 

really your brother, Mort? You got to be kidding me.” I was going to say 

that 1 was not a crybaby, but I couldn’t because Luther pushed me in 

the water. In the deep end. I kicked my way to the ladder, and ran to 

the ladies locker room. I had gotten water up my nose, and my shirt 

was all wet. I told Mom everything, and she looked mad. She went and 

said something to Mort and Luther, pointing back toward me. She grabbed 

them both by the arm and marched them all the way back. 
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“Listen, kid, I’m sorry I pushed you in. I didn’t mean to.” Luther was 

smiling and glaring at me. “I won’t do it again,” he said 

Mom tapped Mort’s shoulder, and Mort said, “Come on, Stephen, I’ll 

watch you in the shallow end.” 

Mort didn’t really watch me. Mostly he made signs to Luther and 

laughed. Luther was back at the other end of the pool with the girls. 

Every now and then he looked at me and grinned. I dove underwater. 

I was scared of Luther Telman. 

The next time I saw Luther was when Mom had gone out, and Mort 

was babysitting for me. We were watching “Hee Haw.” The back doorbell 

rang, and Mort told me to stay put. I heard him bring someone into 

the kitchen. I walked back and peeked through the kitchen door. It was 

Luther. He had a big brown grocery bag. He saw me through the crack 

in the door and said, “What the hell’s he doing here?” I was already 

running up the stairs. Mort caught me before I could shut my door. He 

spanked me until I cried, then he told me to go to bed and not come 

down anymore or he would beat the shit out of me. 

He went back downstairs. I lay on my bed. I had stopped crying. I 

could hear them talking and laughing in the living room. I left my room 

and sat at the top of the stairs and looked down at them. They were 

sitting next to each other on the sofa and drinking glasses of Coke. 

“What do we do now?” said Mort. 

“I don’t know. What’s on TV?” 

“Are you supposed to watch TV?” 

“Sure. Why not?” 

Mort turned on the television. Luther poured some water from a bottle 

into his Coke. He poured some into Mort’s too. He took a sip of his 

and put his feet on the coffee table. He laid his arm on the back of 

the sofa, behind Mort. He twisted a lock of Mort’s hair around his finger. 

Mort leaned his head hack, and Luther looked at him. 

“Want to smoke some of my Mom’s cigarettes.^” said Mort. 

“Yeah, sure.” 

When Mort had gotten the cigarettes, Luther said, “Ever smoked 

before?” 

“No, how do you do it.^” 

“Like this. Watch.” Luther lit one and puffed once. “You just sort of 

suck it in and hold it for awhile. Like this.” 
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“Okay.” Mort lit one for himself and started coughing. “How do you—’ 

“Just take it easy. It’s hard at first. You got to practice.” 

They smoked the whole pack of cigarettes. They both coughed, but 

Mort coughed the most. Then they lay back on the sofa, breathing into 

each other’s faces to smell the cigarette breath. They were looking at 

each other in a funny way, but they did not say anything. They went 

back to the kitchen, and 1 sneaked down the stairs. I took a sip of Mort’s 

Coke and spit it out in the trash can. 1 almost threw up. 1 heard them 

coming hack. 1 ran back up to my room. 1 brushed my teeth for five 

minutes to get the taste out of my mouth. 1 could not hear them talking 

anymore. 1 went to sleep. 

That was in September, right after school started. 1 don’t know if Mom 

ever noticed her cigarettes were missing, hut Mort threw up all over the 

bathroom, and she noticed that. Mort felt sick all the next day, so she 

made him stay home from school on Monday. We went to Dad’s on 

Wednesday to meet his new girlfriend, Tina. She made us dinner, which 

was gross. We played basketball after dinner, but Mort didn’t want to 

play, so it was just Dad and me and Tina. Tina and I played against 

Dad, but she is even worse than I am, and Dad won. Mort did not even 

come out to watch. He just stayed inside. 

Mort hung out with Luther a lot. He didn’t bring him to our house 

much, and 1 was glad. On school nights Mort stayed in his room all 

the time and only came down for dinner. He would not even come out 

to watch “M*A*S*H.” He took showers three times a day, and he was 

always in a bad mood. Once he came home three hours late, and Mom 

got really mad. She took him into his room and yelled at him. He yelled 

right back at her, and loud too. Mom got even mote pissed at him. It 

sounded like Mom and Dad used to sound when they would fight. They 

kept me up all night with their yelling. 

The next morning 1 went into Mort’s room to see how long he was 

grounded for. It was eleven thirty, and he was still asleep. His room smelled 

awful, sort of like a trash can full of trash that’s been in there a long 

time when you take the top off. 1 asked him if he wanted to throw the 

football if he wasn’t grounded, and he threw a shoe at me and told me 

to fuck off. 1 went downstairs to watch cartoons. 

Mort came down an hour later, and 1 heard him go out the back doot. 

When he came in, he said, “Hey, Stephen, 1 changed my mind. 1 do 

want to throw the football with you.” 
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“Great,” I said and jumped up. 

“Let’s go in the backyard.” 

I ran out to the backyard. Luther was standing just inside the back 

gate. He had a gun. Mort was behind me. He had picked up another 

gun from behind the door. Mort pushed me out into the middle of the 

yard, and Luther shot at me. I heard the bullet thump into the ground 

beside me. I ran to the far comer of the yard and tried to climb over 

the fence. I could hear bullets popping into the fence all around me. 

I was screaming at them to cut it out. I cut my hand on the fence. I 

got to the top and Luther was on the other side pointing his gun right 

at me. He cocked it against his leg. I jumped back down. Mort was still 

pelting the fence all around me with bullets. I buried my face in my 

elbow and charged at the back gate. But Luther was already there waiting 

for me. He shot me in the stomach. It felt like a bee sting, only much 

worse. I thought my stomach was bleeding. I fell down and tried to cover 

myself with my arms. I was crying, and my face was hot. I could feel 

stings in my shoulders and ribs and the backs of my legs. The bullets 

kept coming. Mort was trying to make Luther stop. 

“What are you doing? You could— 

“They’re just Bee-Bees, man.” 

“I know, but you said we wouldn’t shoot him.” 

“It doesn’t hurt, man. He’s just a wimp.” 

Luther pointed his gun at his shoe and shot it. Then he shot Mort’s 

shoe. Mort yelled. I took a log and hit Mort so hard with it he fell down. 

I hated him for doing this to me. I hit him against in the face. He 

screamed and pulled me down. His face was bleeding. He got me pinned, 

and I bit his hand. He hit me in the face and chest as hard as he could. 

I could barely breathe. My face was almost numb. Luther stood and 

watched us and laughed. 

Both Mort and I had to go to the hospital that day. He got twenty 

stitches in his face, and I got ten in my face and five in my hand. I 

was glad to know he got more stitches than me. 

Luther got kicked out of school in December for stealing something. 

I hate him, and I hope that he dies. Or at least that I never see him 

again. Mort is still the same. He never comes out of his room, sometimes 

not even for meals. Mom makes him go to see a doctor every Thursday, 

and Mort hates it. I don’t think Mort hangs out with Luther anymore. 

I asked him, and he said he hated Luther. 
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“I hate everybody,” he said. 

“Do you hate me?” I said. 

At first he didn’t say anything. Then he said, “Shut up,” and walked 

away. 

1 don’t hate Mort, and I don’t want him to hate me, but 1 don’t know 

what to do. 



Rebecca Williams 



David Moore 

Marie 

The leaves scuttle through the empty stones 

Like laughter through an empty room 

Unexpected 1 imagine, though not unwanted; 

As my footsteps, equally undaunted. 

Trail silently along behind. 

Past these names that I’ve now grown to know 

Preston, Bain, Winston, Royster, Craig . . . 

With dates accompanying each. 

Like the quiet covers of a book; 

And so politely I will stop to look. 

Read each epitaph, and then move on. 

How many lovers, their time now past. 

Lie together in this yard at last? 

I can only wonder if they knew 

One another, as I knew you. 

And I can only ask when ash 

At last is ash, and dust but dust 

That they lay me down 

Beside this verdant mound of earth 

Within a whisper of your sleeping form. 
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Robert John McAfee 

A Dark House and a Whip 

Rope coiled around Horn’s feet as he hauled up the last trap of the 

day. Raw orange sunlight humed off the water and glared in his face 

until he finally turned aside to clear his vision; when he did, he stumbled 

and fell over the wet rope on deck. Stow and Derek sighed, too tired 

to laugh. They had been fighting mishaps and foul-ups since five-thirty 

a.m., so all three weathered these last few with weary patience. The 

trap was up, empty, baited, and down within two minutes. Mary Ellen 

headed home. 

Weston’s Marina, at the end of Harpswell Neck, reflected the odd blend 

of the summer population; Stow anchored the twenty-foot lobster boat 

at his red buoy in between two thirty-foot, freshly painted Chris Crafts. 

Horn’s brow twitched in reaction to the sight of empty beer cans 

surrounding the pale blue pleasure boats. He muttered a Mainer’s curse 

and counted the days until Labor Day, when all the “foreigners” would 

go home. Derek followed the tom nets he had just dropped in the dingy, 

and Stow rowed them in to Bill Weston’s dock to weigh the catch. 

Horn watched Bill and a man in madras pants discuss something in 

the office; they emerged shortly, and Bill sidled over to the Mary Ellen 

crew. 

“Boys.” 

“Bill.” 

“1 was just talking to a Mr. Steele. Wants to buy the marina.” Bill waited 

for a vehement response that he didn’t receive. 

“What’ll you do with the money?” Derek asked. 

“1 didn’t say I’d sell yet.” 

“Well, are you.^” 

“Don’t know . . . suppose.” 

“Yuh . . . about time,” Stow agreed. 

“Well, thought I’d tell you.” 

Bill thought a moment, then moved away down the dock toward some 

Connecticut-looking people who were unloading their kids and a dog 

from their hlue-and-green cabin cmiser. The youngest of the kids hollered 
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for his father at the sight of old Weston advancing toward him; Bill never 

did get along with kids, nor they with him. Bill waved and walked away. 

Stow finished the weigh, and tossed the worn nets in the back of his 

pickup while Derek and Horn bought some Schaefer’s in the Marina 

Variety. Stow thought about how the place would look done up in “pink 

and green and L.L. Bean’’ like Derek always said. “Bill had been around 

for as long as Stow could remember—easily forty years—but the marina 

was getting big, too big for one old man and one helper to manage; 

Harpswell appealed to more and more out-of-staters and college folk as 

the years went along, and they began to live year-round instead of just 

summering. Yuh, Stow decided, he’d do best to sell now and retire to 

watch somebody else work. 

Derek and Horn slid into the pickup and immediately popped two 

beers. Stow turned on WGAN and drove in silence. After dropping the 

other two off at Derek’s he swung by JB’s Market for some chicken, then 

went home. 

* * 

Stow Stared at the trap. He kept thinking, panic rising in his throat. 

“Feels like somebody’s draped right over this one, feels as heavy as a 

man . . ’’ He knew who it was, too. He knew, but wouldn’t tell himself. 

The trap was about to break the surface when Stow woke up in bed; 

it was two in the morning. One hand on his forehead, he lay stiff as 

a board until he fell back asleep, but not before telling himself that Bill 

Weston was not ballast for one of his traps. 

* * 

Stow got up at five, checked the forecast for the third time, and called 

the others, giving them the day on the shelf on account of the storm 

coming onshore. Horn was so elated that he went back to sleep while 

he was still on the phone, but Derek wasn’t so happy; Stow knew he 

needed the money for him and his wife, so he promised Derek a day’s 

pay anyway. 

Stow hated days like this. Inactivity had a way of bringing on strange 

imaginings in him, ideas that ranked right up there with walking 

nightmares, all about the darkness he saw every day under his boat. The 
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dream about Bill Weston he had that morning, which he’d all but 

forgotten now, hardly compared to the thoughtful fear that manifested 

itself in his mind on stormy days. Blue-green water turned slate gray and 

a pale hlack in nor’easters; Jonathan Stow changed from a captain to 

a frightened cabin boy at the same time. 

He set about his daily chores, but since he had all day to do them, 

he left off after doing the breakfast dishes. A sharp wind had come up, 

so he sat on the glassed-in porch to avoid the whistling of the weathered 

kitchen. Mending and tying five old traps took up most of his morning, 

and by then, the rain had begun in torrents. The porch roof leaked. 

Stow moved in front of the fireplace. 

After lunching on a howl of fish chowder, he rocked by the fire, tying 

nets and drifting into drowsiness. The net lay in his lap. Stow found 

himself at sea. 

He sailed this boat alone; the engine chugged behind him in time 

to his own heart. The water was a blank gray, unbreaking and shifting 

only to allow the boat to pass. Fog meandered a few yards ahead; entering 

it was like putting on a wet overcoat. The boat tossed, as Stow had no 

wheel near him to steer by—it instantly appeared several feet away. He 

leaned over the bow, looking for—what? Two hands pushed him from 

behind, and he fell under his own boat, the barnacled hull shoving him 

down and away until he gave up and sank in cold gray water. Stow woke 

up by a dying fire. 

* * * 

The rain stopped at about seven that night, while the storm itself had 

blown out to sea an hour or two earlier, leaving only a few trees bent 

and one rowboat beached. Stow was out for a walk on the Cove Road 

when he came upon Bill Weston, out for the same early-evening stroll. 

“It’s not too easy’’ Bill was saying, “to think ’bout selling out to that 

man Steele. He don’t know the people, the town, the boats —hell, he 

don’t even like the water. How’s he s’posed to manage a dock like mine 

if he don’t like water?” 

“Can he done. Just tell someone else to do the real dock work.” Stow 

felt self-conscious, defending another man’s fear of the ocean. 

“Well, forget it for now. I’ll think ’bout it tomorrow.” 
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They stood on a jutting outcrop of rock, looking over Castile Cove 

out to the lights of Weston’s. Stow had hoped to have walked alone, 

but now that Bill had joined him, he decided to calm a few upset nerves. 

“Bill, how long’ve you been at sea?” 

“At sea? Well, 1 fished and trapped for thirty-two years, and run the 

marine for twenty-somethih now.” 

“D’you dream about the water? I mean, does it . . .do you have 

nightmares about it?” 

Bill paused, surprised by the frankness of the question, and startled 

to hear such vulnerability in one of the oldest friends he had. 

“Well,” he said slowly, “when 1 was fishing, 1 used to think that no 

harm could come to me while 1 was out there.” He pointed. “But 1 got 

caught one night in the fastest squall storm you’ve ever seen. Got tossed 

out and over, nearly drowned. For five, six weeks after, I woke up every 

night whenever the wind blew, afraid I was going under again. Eventually, 

I calmed down, though.” 

Stow thought for a moment. 

“But do you have them dreams now?” 

“Nope. You havin’ some?” 

“Kinda. 1 always have them. Always have. Ever since 1 was a kid.” 

“Well, I never knew that. So why’d you go into lobstering? Seems kinda 

foolish.” 

“Oh, come on Bill, you knew my dad—it was his life, so he made it 

mine.” 

“S’pose he did ...” 

Stow let the subject drop; it suddenly seemed too personal to talk about. 

Bill didn’t seem to have any objections. They resumed talking until Bill’s 

cottage came into view, then they parted company. Stow took a right 

and headed home. 

That night he dreamed that his father took him out on the Mary Ellen, 

Stow’s own boat, to show the young boy how to set traps. Stow, who 

felt much older but spoke with a ten-year-old voice, clung to the port 

rail and stared wide-eyed at the passing blue-black water. His father 

laughed and pulled him to the traps, shouting instructions over the wind 

and buzzing engine; Stow heaved traps over the rail. One rope caught 

his hand, and he felt the weight of the wet wood pull him overboard. 

Just before he hit the water, he heard his father’s instructions and the 

engine’s buzz. He hit the ice-cold wave and woke to the sound of his 

alarm clock buzzer. It was 4:30. 
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* * * 

The wind came up from the north, but Stow ignored it. They’d missed 

one day because of storm, they weren’t going to miss two. At a mile off 

the lee shore of the Neck were the majority of Stow’s red-and-blue trap 

buoys; by the time the Mary Ellen came around, the waves and spray 

nearly rendered her rudderless. Horn spun the boat toward shore as Derek 

frantically pumped out the leaky bilge. Stow stood impassive by the 

forward rail, soaked to the skin. 

Storms frighten small children, he thought, because the children know 

they’re small. 

The boat dipped and rose on a wind-driven crest; Derek climbed up 

on deck to shout to Stow. 

“Stow! Take her in!” 

Horn kept his course directly for shore. Stow gripped the worn railing. 

Derek shouted and was advancing toward the captain when he went 

over. Normally a good swimmer, Derek lost out to the strength of the 

churning water. Horn tossed the life ring, and threw out a gaff, hut Derek 

was lost from sight within a few seconds. Stow looked into the darkening 

see, muttering a child’s rhyme about an old fisherman. 
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David Urban 

Only Heir 

We’ve watched you as you to and fro in 

Your arrant coats, hair askew, and I see 

That your glances are sharp and sorry 

And that the arts and charms that make you 

Your mother’s prince have failed. 

So you fly around town, black with angry grace. 

Young and debauched. 

You say your life’s not right and 1 know why. 

1 see it in your black shoes’ fretful paces 

To your car, after dinner in your green eyes 

Through the rising vapours of your cigarettes. 

And in your hand when you lank into your room 

At night and give your antique globe one spin 

And dump your keys and wallet on the floor. 

We made you and now you want to make us; 

Things don’t bode well lately. 

But you are our jewel and you can do what you 

Want to do. 



Louis Mintz 
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Melissa Kelley 

Mom^s a Working Woman 

Fingernails gnawed to the quick— 

that’s the way she thinks; 

and she’s thin as an addict 

from hours of worry. 

She tends to hurry 

through the day’s activities, 

hardly taking a moment to blink 

until the microwave unfreezes 

the evening meal. 

Yet I can recall 

a day when she wasn’t tired; 

when she spent all 

her time telling 

me which heights 1 should aspire 

to. Those were BMW days: Before 

Mom Worked. Now well 

still talk of dreams, but 1 hear the desire 

leaving her voice. 

The skin sags, crease by crease, 

below her sculpted cheekbones. Her choice 

today would be release, 

feeling each vein swell 

with the blood of her ancestors: 

horse thieves and Cherokees. 
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Steve Lehman 
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Noelle McAfee 

Sienna 

Sienna in the morning 

You face down in the fountain staring 

blankly at coins 

Wet grass outside the piazza 

I rested 

hook in hand 

your diary 

smearing in daylight 

Should I tear the pages 

build a fire 

warm myself in your 

ashes 

nothing left but running words and water 

nothing left hut a corpse in a fountain 

and the children tossing coins 



Wendy Cousins 
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Cynthia Weiner 

Where Are We Going? 

They have been together for years. Even before they actually met, his 

uncle worked with her father, he knew her brother, her friend babysat 

for his sister. It is important, these ties they have. Their togetherness, 

he feels, is the solidifier of all these tangents. They will be together for 

years. They have been together forever. 

All this time, he has loved her. He says it often: I have always loved 

you. She says; that’s very sweet. 

The first time they meet is in an old restaurant across the street from 

the dentist’s office. It has been raining all night, and he wears a green 

raincoat for protection. She has been experimenting: her hair looks 

orange under the light. 

Listen, he says, I knew your brother. He was a great guy—I really 

respected him. We used to hang out together, and he was a great guy. 

I just wanted to tell you how sorry I am. 

Thank you, she says. 

I have to tell you something else. He leans down until his cheek is 

next to hers. I want to tell you that you’re beautiful. You’re the most ] 

beautiful girl I’ve ever seen. 

Thank you, she whispers. 

He calls her the next day. 

Listen, he says, I feel really bad. I know I upset you last night. I shouldn’t 

have said anything about your brother. 1 know I shouldn’t have, but I 

wanted to meet you and I didn’t have anything else to talk about. He 

says, listen. I want to see you again. Can I see you again? 

I’d like that, she says. 

I’ll come over tonight, he tells her, and I’ll cook you dinner. I’m a 

great cook. I bet you didn’t know that. I’ll come over and cook you a 

really good meal. 

That’s really nice, she says. What time should I expect you? 

Seven o’clock—he pauses to blow his nose—I’ll be there at seven. 
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The bedroom is bright, and messy with the clothes he has thrown 

on the floor. He turned on all the lights in the house when he left; 

he said; they better be off when I get back. She makes two piles of clothes 

on the bed—those that are still wearable, and those that he has ripped. 

She leaves the damaged articles by his pillow, and starts to put the rest 

in a suitcase. 

He does not come over to her house that night at seven o’clock; he 

does not make her dinner. He does not call for two weeks. 

I’m sorry, he says when he does call. I don’t know what to say. It’s 

just that you’re so beautiful. I’m so sorry, but I guess I’m just scared. 

It’s okay, she says. You don’t have to be scared. 

Listen. I’d like to come over tonight. Please. I still want to see you. 

She says, okay. I’d like that. 

Later that night he comes over and makes her dinner and from then 

on they are together. They have been together for years. They will be 

together forever. 

He likes to cook dinner for her. He says she doesn’t eat enough, she’s 

too skinny. He says: you’re hypercompulsive. That’s why you’re too thin. 

You’re probably right, she says. 

He makes her food she doesn’t like, all kinds of fish and birds and 

things with too many spices and too much oil. When she protests, he 

says: these dishes are an acquired taste. You shouldn’t always trust what 

you like instinctively. 

She learns to like the food he likes. Pretty soon, when she puts her 

hand in her pocket, she can no longer feel her hip bone against her palm. 

You look good, he tells her one night. You look a lot better. You look 

so good that I’d like to marry you. 

Squeezing her hand, he says: I love you. I want to marry you. 

She says: that would be wonderful. 

She wanders from the bedroom to the living room. He knocked a glass 

ashtray off the coffee table; there is glass all over the floor, and pieces 

in the fireplace. He said: this better be cleaned up when I get hack. 

She kneels on the rug and starts to pick up the glass with her hands, 

but she feels a sharp sting in her finger and stands up. As she puts her 

finger in her mouth, she thinks: it isn’t my fault. He introduced us. It 

isn’t my fault. She goes into the bathroom and searches for a Band-aid. 
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They were married in Milwaukee where his grandparents live. If they 

get married anywhere else, he insists, his grandparents won’t be able to 

come. Most of the people she invites to the wedding cannot go all the 

way to Milwaukee, but his grandparents don’t mind. 

There are few people at the wedding, and fewer at the reception. They 

push the tables together. He makes a speech; he toasts his best man. 

While her mother cries, he says: okay, listen. I have a joke to tell. This 

is in honor of my wife. 

Okay, he says. There’s this all-male convention. The speaker says to 

the audience; ‘I’ve got a question to ask. Everyone stand up. Sit down 

if you fit the answer. How many people here have sex every night?’ Some 

people sit down. ‘Once a week.’ Some more people sit down. The speaker 

says: ‘twice a month.’ Some more people down. 

Okay, he continues, most of the audience is sitting now. The speaker 

says, ‘Once a month.’ Some more sit down. ‘Once every two months. 

Once every three months. Five times a year.’ Now, everyone is sitting 

down but one guy. The speaker says: ‘How many of you have sex once 

a year?’ This one guy starts cheering. The speaker says, ‘Once a year? 

What are you so excited about?’ The guy says, ‘tonight’s the night!’ 

All of the wedding guests are laughing, and he laughs, too. 

Congratulations, they are saying, and everyone gets up to dance. He 

waltzes with his grandmother’s bridge partner. 

She stands up. My little sweetheart, her mother sobs. I’m so happy. 

I’m so happy for you. 

Thank you, she says. She excuses herself and walks to the bathroom. 

She locks the door and turns on the water. Huddled against a cabinet, 

she puts her arms around herself and rubs her shoulder. 

It’s all right, she whispers, her eyes tightly closed. It’s all right. 

Everything’s going to he okay. 

She cannot find a Band-aid, so she sticks a piece of toilet paper on 

her bloody finger. She glances at the shampoo bottles in the shower. 

She wonders why, after five years, they could never agree on one type 

of shampoo, on one brand of soap, on one kind of toothpaste. She wonders 

why, after five years, she does not hate him. She wonders how, after three 

seconds, he can hate her so much. 
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They are at a party in a huge brick house and she is nervous. She 

is not sure why, but the feeling is overwhelming her and her neck aches. 

She wanders through the house alone. The walls are crammed with 

paintings, most of which consist of one slash of color in a blank 

background. She is trying to decipher the largest painting when he comes 

up behind her. 

Honey, he hisses, why don’t you mingle? These are important people. 

Try to meet them. 

She says, 1 don’t want to meet anyone. 1 have nothing to say. 

He says: it means a lot to me. I want you to try. He turns around and 

goes back to the main room. 

She watches him walk away. She watches his legs: long and stiff, barely 

bending when he steps. She watches the way he scratches his scalp with 

one finger. She watches him talk to a tall man with gray hair. 

As she follows him, she says: I’m sick of trying. 

They have been married for five years and her parents give them an 

anniversary present: one week in Rome. They spend very little time 

together—she wants to shop, he likes to take pictures. 

Listen, he says, 1 think you should come with me. How are you going 

to get any culture? 

She says. I’ll look at your pictures. 

Every day, she goes into each store on each street. She makes methodic 

lists and buys exactly the right gift for each person she knows. She charges 

the purchases to him. 

On the plane ride home, she stares out the window while he sleeps. 

In her mind she goes over the gifts she bought, anticipating the reactions. 

When he wakes up, he says: what did you get for my parents? 

Her fist closes in her lap. She still stares out the window, scanning 

the thin clouds. 

A crystal vase, she says casually. It’s nice. It’s very pretty. He nods, 

and falls back asleep. 

When they get home, she hides all the presents she bought in the 

back of the closet, behind some old towels. She tells him the vase broke, 

and she fixes the lock on the door so that it can never be opened. 

She walks hack to the living room and closes the windows. He opened 

all the windows in the house before he left; he said: they better he shut 
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when I get back. He said the house smelled. He said it was disgusting. 

He said; you must be sick. What’s the matter with you? 

She said: do you really want to know? 

They are upstairs at the party in the huge brick house and the pain 

in her neck is spreading to her shoulders. She has escaped from the main 

room, and is staring at a crooked drawing of a dog with two heads. He 

approaches. 

I’m ready to leave, she tells him. Can we leave? 

He says, no. 1 want you to meet some people. He leads her to a closed 

door; she can hear music from inside the room. 

Listen, he says. These people are a little eccentric. I don’t want you ! 

to panic. He opens the door and it takes her a moment to register that | 

it is a bedroom. There are six people on the circular bed and the walls 

are mirrored. 

Steven, he calls, 1 want you to meet my wife. 

Nice to meet you, the man says. I’m Steve Williams. He points to 

a small woman next to him. And this is my wife, Elizabeth. 

Hello, the woman says. She sits up. She is wearing dark glasses, and 

her hair is in her face. 

They all shake hands. The music is loud, rough. All of their hearts 

pound. 

The woman looks at her closely, then takes off the glasses. It’s nice 

to meet you, she murmurs, and her eyes are hazy. 

A week after they return from Rome, he spreads his pictures on the 

coffee table. He puts his arms around her from behind, and says, look 

at these. Aren’t they great? 

She looks down at the pictures. He is massaging her neck, her 

shoulders, her back. 

Who is that, she says. 

He is blowing in her ear. He is kissing her hair. She gazes at each 

photograph. 

Who is that woman, she says. 

He is tightening his hold on her. His cheek is next to hers. He is 

rubbing small circles on her stomach. 

Why is that woman in every picture, she says. 

He is turning her toward him. He is staring in her eyes. He is 

whispering: you weren’t around. 
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The woman she met at the party in the huge brick house calls her. 

It’s Elizabeth, she says. I met you the other night. 

I remember, she says. 

I got your number from your husband, the woman says. I thought we 

might have lunch. 

I’d like that, she says. 

You intrigue me, the woman tells her. You’re very mysterious. 

She says: I’m not that difficult to figure out. 

The woman says; we’ll see. 

He gets the bills from Rome, from their five-year anniversary trip. 

What the hell is going on? he says. Two thousand dollars. I don’t believe 

this. We were there for one week. What the hell did you buy? 

I don’t know, she says. 

What’s going on? he demands. You’re going to pay these bills. You’re 

going to pay unless you tell me the truth. 

I’ll pay, she says. I’ll pay the bills. 

The lights are out and they are in bed and they can hear each other 

breathing. They breathe together, rhythmically, and they laugh because 

it is warm. They laugh because it is light outside the dark in the bedroom. 

They laugh because they are hungry, though they just had lunch. They 

laugh because it is perfect. 

She says: I’m very happy. 

The woman says; 1 know. 

I know you’re mad, he says the next day. 1 know you’re mad about 

the girl in the pictures. 

I’m not mad, she says. 

You can admit it, he tells her. I’m sorry I yelled at you last night. I 

was just upset. 

I’m not mad, she says. 

The truth is that she was the first, he says. Please believe me. She 

was the first and I’ll never do it again. Please don’t he angry. 

I’m not mad, she says. 

Their breath mixes and they smile. They are serious hut they smile 

because outside it looks like it might snow. They smile because they 
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both like to read. They smile because they wear the same perfume. They 

are still smiling when the front door opens. 

She drags her suitcase from the bedroom to the front hall, and goes 

into the kitchen. The dishwasher is empty; he smashed all the glasses 

and dishes against the wall. He said; you better sweep this up before 

1 get back. He took all the silverware out of the drawers and dropped 

every piece on the ground. He said: these better be picked up when 

1 get back. 

He looked at her once before he slammed the front door. He said: 

you better not be here when I get back. 

She said; I probably won’t be. 

She is standing outside her home, waiting for a taxi. Her suitcase is 

on the sidewalk next to her; she carries a blue umbrella. Her finger is 

still bleeding, and she pushes it over her tongue. 

It isn’t my fault, she is saying. I swear to God it isn’t my fault. 

She waves when she sees the taxi. The driver steps out of the cab 

and looks at her suitcase. He says, can I help you with that? 

Thank you, she says. 

He puts the suitcase in the trunk, and holds the back door open for her. 

He says: where are we going? 

She says: wherever you want. 
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Steve Lehman 
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Spring, spring, it’s in the air. 

Spring, spring, it’s everywhere; 

Birdies tell us of the spring. 

As among the trees they sing. 

from “Spring” 

hy Bill ’07, The Trinity Archive, June, 1905 
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canto 5: Minos and the winds 
from The Inferno 

The son of Zeus, the king of Crete, the judge - 

how changed in hell he seemed a monster now, 

this Minos, grinning sin-discemer here 

in circle two where all are judged and hurled 

into a region fashioned by their sin. 

I watched his tail make circles round himself 

to match the circle of the spirit's fate. 

The horror spoke to me and cried, "look how 

you enter here, trust no one now, you've reached 

the kingdom of the mad. " 

And then I saw, 

and felt the wind storm, void of light, that whirled 

the spirits through the air like birds, as if 

the lust of storms and bodies were the same. 

Semiramis was there, and Dido too, 

and hero-lovers: Tristan, Paris now 

flew by like willful children in the storm. 

I looked and felt the eyes of Minos pierce 

my lonely soul in caves of history. 

Wallace Fowlie 
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The Mule 

Various of the humbler folk here, my friend, 
Have told me that the figure one sees 
These months in the late hours 
Is the walking corpse of old Giro, 
The Mule, a carpenter of the town. 

But, my friend, the odd part's in this. Their minds 
Paint him not as our standard ghastly corpse, no, but 
Instead, they've allowed their old friend's 
Face to decay to a young man's, his old eyes to open 
Those of the oddest bright green, and his old, hooked 
Lope to ease and straighten to the gait 
Of the smoothest lord. Ask any of them at any of 
These tables, or our delightful drink-boy, and they'll 
Stop their little greeting smiles, pause, and say. 
Leaning forward in a hush that, oh yes. 
Nights, he walks the streets in dark robes 
And passes always up to the lanes 
Near the Villonias' grounds, where one sees him. 
Sometimes off the walks, moving under 
The wet night trees to the perimeter. 

What does he seek on those nights? 
I think, I don't know, but I gather from 
What I hear: none other than the daughters of my 
Host and client. They stay here in summers, and 
The people can see these beautiful three taking their 
Morning walks that cross. I'm certain, the forward gardens. 
Which open in plain view from the old lady's 
Board house and the carpenter's flats. 

To these folks, sir, think, they—the family walking. 
And in their file, with that constant red tie, my host 
Villonia himself—must seem another world's gods: there 
At the foot of their spired place, among all the flowers. 
The hedges, the lawn slopes, stables, the twin fountains 
they own. 

My friend. I've given you all I know of this old Mule. 
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But I will grant it to be one of their better tales. 

Imagine, what they imagine that is. 
That one Villonia girl whom the father calls 
Chesh, who speaks in a loud, fast, teasingly hoarse 
Voice at any gathering on her native coast, perhaps only to 
Annoy the father, who, if he could, would drag her from 
All the stunned young men about her but his friends' sons. 

I assure you, by the way, her eyes and jewels 
And arms nearly kill every young cad or prude she meets. 

But imagine all in deepest night now. 
The Villonia's house on the 
flattened mount of their hill. 
The ground-floor lamps stay lit as the 
Family sleeps, and upstairs all 
Is still down the panelled halls. 

Behind her bedroom door, this girl, remember 
A near princess to those of this town. 
Moves her leg over slowly, up slightly. 
Rubs a toe to her knee. Then she 
Wakes to see, on the porch-ledge. 
At the window, framed in the arms 
Of wide ferns, their dark man. 

The window-latch may click, and in may come from 
Trees and vines and soil a wet graveyard wind, but 
As if still in a dream, she feels a liquid floating. 
At once soft and cool, and she cannot move but only feel 
Her warm skin on the bed, the room's slow, turning 
Drift as if the ceiling were stars. 

Then at dawn, her Swiss maid, with the tea 
And new sheets, finds her lurched to one side 
Breathing slow, a warm smell in the room. 
And the girl, pushed awake, proves forgetful and 
Drunk, and like a child, laughing hoarse. 
Throws her arms on the pillows, tilts her chin 
Back again. Of course the maid is amazed 
And pulls up the spreads, clucks scolds. 
Calls for help. 

My question is, and you might find this 
As funny as I, how many nights, really. 
Can they suppose he drops by? 

Jackson Pierce 
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The Bone Man 

I don't know what I was thinking. When Daddy said if something was 
bothering me that much I should go to the bone man I thought he was 

crazy. In school Mrs. White told me them things was nothing but hokey, 
and I shouldn't have nothing to do with them. Well, I guess I believed her, 
Mrs. White, but something told me, boy, you got anything else to do 
today? Why don't you pay a visit to the swamp and see if that old man can 
tell you what to do. 

It takes half a day to get to the edge of the swamp, and then another 
hour and a half to get to the bone man's shack. He lives on stilts over the 
water so's you have to borrow the boat from the family that lives a little 
ways from the swamp on Moriah road. When I got to them, I found out that 
their daddy was fishing with one of the other girls. They don't got no boys, 
not a one. The mama always looks like she's crying but she isn't, she's just 
mad, got that sour look on her face like god hasn't been good to her. I 
guess I got there around one or two because I got such a late start. My 
brother lost the dog again and he was crying like a waterfall so I said I'd help 
him. We found Martha into some holes at the edge of my daddy's com crop. 
Damn dog looked to be digging to China. Lucky we brought a piece of 
bone from the house. Ephraim, my brother, gave it to the dog and brought 
her back to the house. Then I left. 

People wasn't doing too much at that family's shack when I got there so 
when they saw me we got to talking. I told them I was from Bartsville, 
well, right outside of it, and then they asked me if I come to see the bone 
man, because why else anybody come all the way out here? I wasn't going 
to tell anybody I come to see the bone man, so I just said my daddy wants 
some special fish from the swamp and I come here to get them. They don't 
believe this for longer than a second, and the mama starts out laughing and 
then the other three girls start laughing too. You'd a thought I was a clown 
or something from the way they laughed at me. The mama said well, I 
guess you're gong to get your fish and then hope to Jesus he talks to you 
because the bone man won't. I just kept quiet after that and kept to myself. 

The women left me sitting on the porch with an apple and I waited for 
the daddy to get back. He sure was slow in coming I thought. The girl my 
age, oh, I'm seventeen in March, come up to me and said it was okay to try 
to see the bone man to ask him something and not to let the others bother 
me. I thanked her very much, but said that I come to catch fish. She said she 
didn't mean anything by it. I looked out across the road to what I guess was 
their fields. There was some tobacco, just a little, sitting stout, flanked by 
com on all sides to protect it from the road. I thought the dust from cars 
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along the road wouldn't do for any crop at all and how smart they were to 
put the expensive stuff inside, away from it. 

Cynthia, that was her name, pulled her dress under her legs and sat down 
next to me on the porch steps of the house. What do you see out there? she 
asked me. I said a lot of farm. It's not all ours, she said and then we were 
quiet for a long time. I didn't have no idea what to say to a girl. I don't have 
no sisters and my own mama died when I was ten birthing Ephraim. 
Cynthia played me like a paper doll though. She must have known how I'd 
feel with her pretty little girl smell and that dress. Her hair was tied back in 
two tails with those rubber things that had small plastic balls that looked 
like you could see through them, but you couldn't. We stayed on the porch 
for a while, me trying to act like I was cool as a cucumber; my daddy 
always said before mama died to act like you was cool as a cucumber with 
women around, so I did. I was a very experienced fisherman, I explained to 
her. It was a lie and I wasn't being as cool as I thought daddy meant I 
should, so I left my story at that... She seemed very impressed and I felt a 
little bad about lying so I asked what her daddy liked to fish. Bass and carp 
mostly, lots of them, she replied, but he never caught no merlin. Well, 
yeah, them's ocean fish. You can't catch them around here. I never been to 
the ocean, she said, I heard it's real big and blue, so big you can't even see 
the other side. That's the truth, I said, and big waves. 

While we were talking the sun swole up and started to sit on the tops of 
the pine trees at the far edge of the field across from the house. I stole a 
quick look at Cynthia and she was staring at the sun. She looked like she 
was friends with it and it didn't even hurt her eyes. The evening sun never 
bums like the other times of day. I thought isn't that weird that sunrise 
always hurts your eyes, but the sunset is so easy to look at? I wondered 
why that was. Mama would have been able to tell me. She never didn't 
know anything. She knew why birds leave in November, why dogs got to 
go away when they die, and even how babies come. When she told me that 
one I near fainted. She started to get fat with Ephraim and I wanted to know 
why, who, what, and when, and especially how. She made it sound real 
beautiful, but when I tried to explain it myself to Ephraim I knew it didn't 
sound as good, and he laughed at me. He didn't believe me at all. 

Finally I saw the daddy and a girl a little older than Cynthia making dust 
behind them as they walked up the road to us. Mr. Robinson, that was his 
name, was carrying a long string of fish, about eight of them, in his left 
hand. In his right was his pole. Lucky pole and he don't want no one to jinx 
it. By this time only about half the sun was over the trees, and I knew that 
trying to get to the bone man's shack in the dark would be tough. I just 
hoped that the Robinsons wouldn't mind me staying the night, because it 
was a long walk home. They introduced me to Mr. Robinson, and then 
Cynthia asked me to stay the night. I was lucky. 

Dinner was some real good fish. Mrs. Robinson , Polly was her first 
name, really knew how to cook fish. After we ate, Cynthia took out a 
guitar and we sang some songs in front of the fire. It was so warm. I wasn't 
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used to this at all. Last time I saw so many girls was the last time I went to 
church, and you know how long ago that was. Daddy never was a real 
church-going man, he did it just for mama. The women went to bed pretty 
soon after the singing, so Mr. Robinson and me went on the porch. We had 
a pipe or two listening to the night. After a while we could see it too. There 
weren't any stars because of the clouds, but somehow the clouds soaked up 
some of the day and shined it out at night. We could see the outlines of the 
pine trees across the field , and once a pack of four dogs walked by with 
their heads down sniffing the ground. Their ears were up and they moved at a 
trot towards the swamp. The one in front was the biggest, he was all black 
with a white spot on his chest. I wondered if he was going to see the old 
man too. 

Listen boy, said Mr. Robinson, you got to be careful tomorrow. First of 
all, it's my boat, second, there's snakes. I had to tell him I was going to see 
the bone man because I had no idea where to look. He told me directions 
how to get there, and things to look out for. He said I might have to wait at 
the shack for a while because the bone man has business of his own. He 
also told me not to get out of the boat until the wizard said I could because 
he got all kinds of animals protecting his stuff. 1 started to get scared when 
he told me this. I didn't expect the trip to be so much to think about. I 
thought I'd just go there, get my answer, and leave. I didn't expect some 
kind of big trip like this one was turning out to be. 

We finally went to bed after getting all the details down, and I couldn't 
sleep. I was on the floor on some blankets and there was some real soft 
moonlight coming in through the window. I closed my eyes against the 
light but it was no use. I folded my hands behind my head and looked out 
the window from the ground. All my eyes could see was cloud, but what I 
saw in my head was swamp. I could feel the skeeters nipping my skin and 
the wet air, I could hear all kinds of animals that I didn't recognize. My head 
was full of fear of that wait for the bone man at his shack and whether after 
all I'd gone through he'd help me. I was really scaring myself when I heard a 
voice whisper my name. Joshua, it said. All I had on was my shorts and I 
sat up in bed real quick. I wondered how I was going to fight the devil in 
just my shorts. It's me, said the voice. I recognized Cynthia's voice. She 
walked over to me without even creaking the floor. She was such a wisp of 
a thing, like one of the new deer that comes to the back of our house in 
winter looking for a little food. She was wearing a nightgown that came 
almost to her ankles. I saw her shiny eyes in the light from outside. That 
tiny reflection in her eyes lit up the whole room. She asked if she could sit 
down, and I said yes. She lowered herself real graceful onto my blankets. I 
could barely breathe, and my heart was beating so loud I thought she might 
could hear it. What are you doing up? I asked her. Couldn't sleep she said. 
Her pinky on her left hand was touching mine. I didn't move it, neither did 
she. Yeah, she said, the night is real bright. We still whispered because we 
didn't want to wake nobody up. I asked her why her mama seemed so sour, 
but she didn't want to talk about it. It had something to do with someone 
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else dying. I told her I knew what that felt like. Makes some people awful 
mean for a time. Listen to the night bird, she said. Somewhere near the 
house a lonely bird sang for some company. Her finger slid over mine, so I 
curled another finger around one of hers. I leaned my face real close to hers 
and she whispered, what a pretty sound. I knew I couldn't speak so I didn't 
even try to. Her words smelled like flowers coming out of her mouth. She 
leaned her face into mine and we kissed. I never kissed a girl before. I died. I 
must have died a hundred times that night. 

When I woke up the next morning I heard girls running all over the 
place, slamming doors and crashing pans, and the sweetest smell of 
breakfast over it all. When I'd fell asleep I'm pretty sure that Cynthia was 
still there, but she must a left before the sun came up. Maybe if she stayed I 
wouldn't have had the dream again. Mrs. Robinson was frying bacon and it 
smelled so good I could feel it in my mouth. I put my pants on and went 
outside to the pump to wash my face. It was already hotter than a frying pan 
outside and the cool water woke me up quick. When I went back inside the 
table was set for me and Mr. Robinson to eat breakfast. I suppose the girls 
ate early. When the daddy came in they made room for him like he was the 
king, which I suppose he was, and the mama set a plate in front of him 
that was the biggest I ever saw; four eggs, a hump of grits with a fat pat of 
butter on top, three slabs of bacon, and to wash it all down a steamy mug a 
coffee. My plate wasn't so bad either. What made it even better was Cynthia 
served it, and when she put my plate down she looked like she was trying 
not to smile. I looked over at Mr. Robinson and saw that he was looking at 
his food as he ate, I was glad he didn't see Cynthia's smile. 

After breakfast I thanked the Robinsons very much for their hospitality 
and proceeded down to the edge of the swamp. Cynthia walked alongside me 
on the road because we didn't want to get wet from the morning dew that 
still hung on the grass. I waited until we were out of sight of the house and 
then I picked up her hand. It felt cool and clean in mine, and we didn't say 
anything at all for a while. There weren't any people or animals out yet 
except for this cat that I could see from time to time following us down the 
road. Cynthia didn't know whose cat it was, but she said she'd seen it 
around. She said it was a lot thinner than the last time she saw it and she 
figured it had kittens since then. The cat kept disappearing into the high 
grass that ran down the sides of the road and then reappearing a little ways 
down. I was always surprised to see her because in the morning light she 
was the same color as the grass. She also picked the east side of the road to 
travel on, so each time I noticed her she had already been watching us come 
down the road. 

When we got to the stream that led to the swamp Cynthia told me to 
follow her into the grass on the bank toward the boat. It was nestled 
between two rocks on a muddy space in the grass. When you bring it back, 
she said, leave it here or my daddy'll never find it. I said I would. Are you 
gonna stop by the house on your way home? She asked. I said I would. I 
pulled the boat real careful into the water. Once I got it from the two rocks 
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it seemed to slip in all by itself. I took my shoes off and threw them in the 
boat. When they landed they made two thumps with a water echo, kind of 
like steel rattling at the mill near my house. I was about to get in the boat 
when I saw Cynthia looking at me sort of sad. I was warm inside and it 
didn't have nothing to do with the sun. We kissed a couple of times and I 
thought how my daddy felt when he'd say goodbye to my mama. 

All I could hear as I drifted down the stream to the swamp was my oar 
scraping the side of the boat, a quiet ripple of water from the bow, and once 
in a while a skeeter go by my ear. I didn't think the birds were even up yet. 
In summer even the birds take it easy, it's too hot to work too hard. I took 
off my shirt and folded it up and put it on the seat in front of me where it 
wouldn't get wet from my sweat or splashing water. The sun felt good on 
my skin, and I started to feel like I wasn't me. I couldn't see the place where 
I'd left from anymore and the trees over the stream started to hang lower and 
lower, some of them even touched the water. Sounds starterd to come out 
that I hadn't ever heard before, coos and caws that were scary even in the 
morning. Mist was still floating across the top of the stream where the sun 
hadn't got to it yet to kill it. It got darker. I thought that as it gets closer to 
midday the sun'll brighten everything up, but it got even darker. Black-like 
past the first trees on the bank. I wondered why I'd come in the first place. 
Did I really need an answer that bad? The truth is that although I was scared 
I didn't want to stop going, if I went back now I'd feel like I stole 
something from myself. I kept feeling kind of like I was outside myself, 
watching me move slowly into the jungle. Suddenly I wasn't Joshua Waters 
anymore, I was a wild man, living in the trees, hunting and fishing for my 
food, fearless. King of the Forest. The sun warmed my muscles as I pulled 
into a clear spot where the stream widened, and right there I decided to lay in 
the boat with my head propped up on my shirt against the bow. I let my 
eyes half close so that I could keep most of the sun out of them but still see 
over the stem of the boat. I knew it was the stem because Mrs. White read 
us about some guy named Horatio Homblower who sailed the seven seas. I 
remember that book best of all the ones we read that year. 

In the back of the boat were my feet, and between them I could see the 
sun hitting the water, making it as bright as could be. The water turned into 
jumping spangles and I didn't want to move at all. I was lying like that, 
still as the water, when the whole thing came back to me and I had to get 
up. I got a sick feeling in my belly, like I was going to throw up my 
breakfast. I was scared. I was scared to go see an old man in a swamp, and I 
was scared about what I'd seen. I never felt helpless like that before. The 
way the scream echoed over the rocks in gully. After the first sharp one 
came slow echoed ones that grew longer and longer as they bounced from 
rock to rock. And Freddy Marple just watched her. I don't think after he did 
it that he meant to. They was fighting to beat the band about something, I 
don't know and I was minding my own business. I didn't want them to 
know I was there because I didn't have nothing on. Sometimes I do that, I 
take all my clothes off and lie in the sun. After my mama died sometimes 
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I'd open my eyes in the sunshine and let it bum the black away. It never 
burned it all though. 

So Freddy was yelling and yelling and Suzanne looked kind of like she 
was half laughing while she was pretending to be surprised about 
something. Then she looked behind her and she saw the cliff over the gully. 
She stopped laughing and started begging. I couldn't hear the words because 
they were too high up. I could just make out changes in the way they talked 
to each other. He kept walking toward her. Freddy Marple was the only 
person from Bartsville ever to go to college, (he got a wrestling scholarship 
but flunked out after his first year), and he looked like a big black bear who 
got bothered out of his sleep a couple months too early. She started to cry, I 
knew because I could hear her voice change and sobs start to come. Freddy 
just kept coming, he didn't even have to touch her until the very end. She 
twisted her head around to see how far down it was and she saw me looking 
up at her. Her eyes seemed to beg me for help, but all I could do was look 
up. My throat grew a big apple in it. Freddy pushed her. She screamed all 
the way down the cliff upside down with her dress flapping and her legs 
going every which way. I knew it only took a second or two but she seemed 
to fall forever with her body twirling and the scream echoing and Freddy 
Marple lookin out over the cliff with this real confused expression on his 
face like he wasn't sure he did the right thing. He was the last person any of 
us thought would go to college. 

What did it was the eyes. My dreams won't stop. Every night I feel my 
naked self standing in the dry leaves looking up at those two lovers with 
my neck so choked I can hardly breathe, and I see those eyes, Suzanne's eyes 
begging me, for just a second, and if I'd only yelled .... 

If I'd yelled maybe Freddy woouldn't have pushed, maybe he would have 
realized somewhere in that pea brain of his what he was doing. But I didn't 
yell. And now I sweat and wonder. 

By this time I was sitting bolt upright in the boat and I noticed that I 
hadn't seen the creek, or the trees, or the sun, all that was in me was 
Suzanne's eyes. I shook myself like a wet dog, you know, when the little 
drops of water come flying off like stars in a streetlamp, and I got myself to 
rowing again. 

I followed Mr. Robinson's directions to the shack, but I thought I must 
have messed up somewhere because it wasn't where it should have been. 
Then I noticed a few planks in a large clump of ivy weeds. Sort of built 
into this clump of brush and a few trees was a house. You could barely tell 
it was a house. Only a few cut pieces of wood sticking out of the leaves 
gave it away. I rowed the boat towards the shack and could see a porch and a 
small archway that led to darkness. When I got up to the porch I threw the 
moor line around a post and drew myself in. I yelled a hello, but nobody 
answered so I sat in the boat. The bugs were terrible away from the house, 
but just outside it seemed kind of clear. There was a funny, sweet, smokey 
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smell and I thought maybe that's what keeps the bugs away. I waited 'til I 
got tired of it. I relaxed in the boat and I dozed off. 

Boy, was that a mistake. When I woke up there was a cottonmouth in 
the boat with me. I gave a start but then I just took the oar and smashed his 
head in. Snakes is so stupid. 

A little while later, as I was lying in the boat, with my eyes open this 
time, a scruffy man made his way to the porch. I was fixing to leave 
because I didn't want to be in the swamp at night, but now it looked like I'd 
be there for a while. His hair was real long and gathered up in matted tails 
that hung every which way and over his eyes, and all he wore was a pair of 
old overalls. He asked me, what do I want, real nasty. I, uh... was all I 
could say back. Come up here, he said. And I did. 

It was sunset already, and I thought about how my daddy was going to 
worry by now, but here I was, and I wasn't going to leave. Finally I was 
going to see the bone man and he was going to help me with my dream, I 
hope. He lit a fire in one of those big cans cut in half on the porch as the 
sun went down. He still hadn't said anything, just ran around getting 
something for us to eat. We took meat and stuck it through with sharp 
sticks and put it over the fire. It smelled delicious, and even tasted great, 
until he told me it was turtle brains. 

After dinner I got the courage to try speaking to him, but he just hushed 
me up. We sat down near the fire and it licked up to the trees. Bugs kept 
flying in and out of the circle of light that the fire made, and once in a while 
a moth would just dive bomb right in to the tops of the flames. I wondered 
if you could hear a moth scream. I looked into his face, and for the first time 
I could see the bone man's eyes. They were like my brother's, wet and tiny 
and laughing, but the rest of his face was very serious. I tried to talk to him 
again, but he made a hushing noise. He stared into the fire and then he 
looked at me, way down deep, so deep I felt scared. I didn't want no one to 
take my secrets away. His hand came alive in his lap and reached into the 
top pocket of his overalls and he pulled out a huge silver razor. I started to 
get up, thinking the time to leave long past, but he sat me down and walked 
away to the chicken coop. It was nothing but a box with chicken wire on it, 
but inside was the most beautiful rooster I'd ever seen. He was a dark brown, 
almost like a racehorse, and his comb stood up straight, it didn't droop over 
like most roosters. The bone man stuck his hand in and drew the rooster out 
screeching and clawing. His hands were around the roosters neck and body, 
and he pressed the side of the rooster's head against his mouth. He whispered 
something to the rooster that I couldn't hear, and the rooster calmed down. 
Like lighming the razor whipped through the firelight flashing into my eyes 
and the rooster's head was off. I could tell there was blood on my face 
because I felt warm, thin liquid spurt on my cheek just after the bone man 
made the cut. The head lay in the circle of light around the fire in a pool of 
blood. The rooster's beak opened and closed slowly, but no sound came out 
and he looked like he was praying. It made me feel kind of queasy. 

Over the next hour the bone man plucked out all the feathers and put 
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them in a sack that was already half full with other feathers. Then he took 
the meat off and cleaned the insides so that all that was left was a skeleton 
with little pieces of rooster stuck on in different places. When he had just 
pulled off the feet, he dropped the skeleton into a pot of some boiling 
something over the fire, and the bubbles started to pop real fast over the 

top. 
The old man took the skeleton out and took the pot off the fire. He went 

into the shack and came out with a small rug that looked like somebody had 
spent a long time working on it. It had real complicated designs on it and 
tassles on the edges. Then he motioned for me to come to him. 

We sat down next to the fire again, and he started mumbling something 
over the rooster bones in front of him that sounded a little like a church 
song, but more serious, or sad. Then he broke the skeleton into sections, 
and then smaller sections, then little pieces of bone that all looked different. 
Each time he carefully broke, snapped, and divided he would mumble 
something else until there was a pile of tiny rooster bones on the floor. He 
closed his eyes and looked up into the night for just a second, then looked 
down at the pile of bones, grabbed them in his hands and tilted way back. 
He howled up in the air. I was really ready to leave again. I didn't know 
what the hell I was doing here in the first place. I should've stayed home and 
waited it all out. The dreams would have gone away after a time, what did I 
care if I was the only one who knew how poor Suzanne died? What was it 
to me? 

The bone man closed his eyes again and spilled the pile of bones across 
the little carpet. There was a blood spot in the middle of the little rug. He 
put the rooster's head on top of it. The old man picked up a twig that was 
by his side and he started sort of drawing lines with it through the scattered 
bones. His gnarled hands went down to the bones and hovered over them 
while he kept his eyes closed. Then he opened his eyes and looked down at 
the way the bones had laid across the rug. Not one of them went over the 
edge of the carpet. He put the stick down and looked at me. 

His eyes were bloodshot, and firelight shot over his face. A big puff of 
sparks blew up into the air and a log cracked and sank deeper into the 
flames. He closed his eyes and began to speak. His voice sounded far away, 
and he spoke English in a strange way, like he was a foreigner. 

He said; your dreams, I think. I sense something terrible, a very dark 
shadow on your soul, two of them. Both shadows hover over indecision. 
They are hitting against each other, and you, but I know not who they are, 
or what they are. That is all I can see. I don't believe I can help you. 

What do you mean? I asked him. 
He opened his eyes and looked at the rooster bones and sighed. 
I cannot see. Everything obscured by shadows. He paused again, and 

then he struggled to let some words out. In the darkness is a light, in every 
darkness. You have a light, just as everyone has a light, and it is that light 
that kills the darkness and the pain. Sometimes, in a travel to a tavern, or a 
walk in the woods or along a deserted stretch of highway with the waves of 
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heat floating on top I meet shadowed people. You have met them too. These 
are the people who scowl and hate and hurt others, all because their light is 
out. They just need to know that there is a switch, indeed many switches, 
only a flick and the light comes back on. Never kill it. Keep it alive at all 
costs. I cannot tell what your problem is, and even if you told me there 
would be nothing I could do about it. The only power I have is a little extra 
pair of glasses given to me by the rooster and the night, and with such dark 
shadows .... Sometimes, like when someone wants to get married or have 
a baby, I help. That is when I see the best, in happiness. Even sitting in 
your boat I knew something was wrong. I only hope that if you have the 
power to stop the shadows you will. Most of the time people who can do 
something know they can, but are just reluctant. Joshua, only your will can 
save you from the bats flying over your soul. Stop them now. 

That night I slept on his porch. I probably only got about an hour of 
sleep because of all the swamp sounds and the hard porch under my back. 
Plus, I was really mad. All this way for nothing. If I told and nobody 
believed me then Freddy Marple would kill me. Even if he went to jail I'd 
have to spend the rest of my life running from him when he got out. If I 
didn't tell then I might have these dreams forever, and I didn't want that. 
Even in that hour of sleep on the porch I had the dream again. I wished it 
would stop already. 

I was up before sunset and I waited 'til I could see some light before I 
got in the boat to go back. Finally I saw some pink over the tops of the 
branches and decided it was time. I stopped by the Robinson's and then I 
went home. 

When I got there my daddy had shaved off his beard. He grew it after my 
mama died. He didn't have no one to shave for anymore. He looked a lot like 
his old self again. We went into town together in the cart, even Ephraim. 
Down at the sheriffs office they didn't believe us at first. 

Mark Lazarus 
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Juliet 

When dusk falls, and the night 
sinks down through the trees 
and the day-birds hush their callings 

Something in this makes her 
pulse shift and quicken, makes her 
hands tremble, her breath catch. 

She waits at the lighted window, perched 
on the sill, still as 
the milky moon, awaiting the 

Voice of her lover, from among 
the fig trees and rosebushes 
he breathes her name soft, the way the 
clouds pass over the face of the moon 

And when he leaves the next morning, and 
passes his hand through her hair, 
she murmurs his name, over and 
over, as a chant 
in praise of moon and stars and close orchard walls. 
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Ode to a Ballbreaker 

Cranium cranked 
In Dolby for the 
Mescaline look. 
To screw the 
Rub-on sky 
In take home pay, 
The Doctor, deviants 
Hate Doctors. 
Groin-ripping radicalism 
In punk skunk 
Defunct on a rabid 
Rat gnawing at broken 
Ropes and eyes of flesh 
Sucked to the glass 
in Windexed glory. 
To seize, secure, seduce 
And copulate in 
Faggotted fantasy of 
Framed menopause. 
To think, to free 
The world one last 
Time in death do 
Us partly, as 
Shakespeared balls 
Agonize and anglicize 
On French-licked lips. 
It fits. 

Chris Henrikson 
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Tin Cans 

The sun stepped from behind a curtain of clouds, making its token 

appearance for the day. It met with little applause, and returned to the 

sheltered alcove offstage. For a moment, though, the expressway had been 
turned into a line of glittering bugs. The effect was lost on most of the 
drivers, Duncan Hamilton included. 

"Dammit!" Duncan said bitterly, his swearing more in control than it 
had been five minutes before. The tears were also coming in smaller 
amounts, perhaps because his body was having trouble keeping up with 
demand. 

Usually the traffic would be just thinning out as he approached the exit, 
but this was morning, and the line was moving in the other direction. He 
put on his signal light automatically, mentally picturing the few minutes 
drive to his house. First, the short strip of fast food restaurants, then a right 
onto Fenno Drive. The Oakley house, with its swimming pool he had spent 
so much time in as a child; Mrs. Bamsmith's house, with the weeping 
willow obscuring the front porch. Then an empty lot, home of the ghost 
clubhouse he and his friends had built when he was ten. A few years later it 
had burned when struck by lightning. 

Finally, his home. House, he corrected himself ruefully. Emptier than 
the field, because not even ghosts remained. 

He passed by the exit, and turned the signal off. 

A raindrop cut through the misty air, grazing the old man's nose. Sal 
tried not to notice, but a little bit of water stayed there. He could just see it, 
out of focus, and it bothered him. With his right hand, he brought the 
sleeve of his jacket up to his face and wiped the droplet off. 

On the ground near Sal's feet there was a beer can. A knife was poised 
just above the can, and was attached by electrician's tape to a wooden pole. 
Sal had taken the rusty head of a shovel off of the pole when he found it, 
and then added the old kitchen knife. 

When he so desired, a deft movement of his hand would send the knife 
into the can, and then he would bring the can up to the canvas bag at his 
side. He would repeat this routine all day, until his bag was filled or night 
fell. But, for the moment, he waited. 

Sal always started his day in this manner, waiting. He would make his 
way to the roadside early in the morning, just before dawn, and prepare 
himself. Find a can; no, not that one, ah, yes, this one here. Pole ready. 
Waiting. 

Then, the signal. Any noise, it didn't matter what. Sometimes a bird, or 
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a squirrel, or a tree branch moving against another in the breeze. Or it might 
be a car, a plane, or the distant gunshot of a hunter. 

All was quiet for several minutes. Then, very close and very loud, a 
woodpecker began rattling away at a tree. Sal was startled - it sounded like 
someone knocking on a door - but he immediately plunged his knife into 
the heart of the can. 

It was better when it was a bird. With a can, it was hard to imagine the 
sound as a personal sign. Birds were definitely better. 

He shuffled through the damp blades of grass along the side of the road, 
dew rolling across the tops of his boots. Every now and then a drop of rain 
would filter down, but when he looked up he saw that the clouds were not 
quite heavy enough for a real downpour yet. He didn't mind a little rain - it 
was so infernally hot these days anyway - but too much would mean he 
would have to go home. 

"Home" for Sal was an old tobacco bam hidden in the woods owned by a 
paper company. It was tucked away in an overgrown comer, and he often 
wondered why that part had never been cut down for pulp. There was the 
possibility that they knew he was there and didn't want to mn him out. 
More likely, though, they just didn't know it was their land. If they did 
know, Sal was sure they wouldn't hesitate to get rid of him. 

Inside the bam Sal had put a mattress in the one spot that didn't get 
much rain from the leaky roof. There was a shallow depression in the dirt 
floor on the other side of the building where he built his fire. A gaping hole 
in the roof above it kept the smoke from filling the room, but when it 
rained a fire was impossible. The few belongings he had were stored in a 
wooden box beside the bed. 

The rest of the barn's space was taken up by cans. When he made his 
weekly trip into town, there was barely enough room to move around. 
During the summer the bees were unbearable, forming thick clouds around 
the piles as they searched for the remaining drops of soft drinks. Many 
nights he was awakened by an avalanche of the cans when a raccoon or rat 
wandered across them. 

On Friday, he stuffed all of the cans into plastic bags and loaded them 
into the wooden wagon he kept behind the bam. Originally it was me2uit to 
be pulled by a horse, so Sal had been forced to tie a rope between the two 
mnners that stuck out in front. The trek to town was grueling, because the 
two-wheeled contraption was terribly awkward, but the old man looked 
forward to it like nothing else. 

It generally took several hours, depending on how successful his week 
had been. The longer it took, the more money he received. After leaving the 
huge pile of metal in exchange for a few smdl round ones and several green 
pieces of paper at the recycling center, he made his way to the grocery store. 
It took most of the money to pay for the food that would last for the next 
week, but he dutifully carried the remainder over to the bank. Sometimes he i' 
looked closely at the teller; it seemed they changed the ladies every week. 
None of them ever introduced themselves. Once he asked one of them why. 
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"Why, I speak to you every time you come in, Mr. Harris," she had 
laid. "I've been here for five years; you know me." 

Sal said yes, he did, now that he thought about it. But she was teasing 
lim, he decided later. They changed the girls all the time. 

Sometimes he wondered why he bothered to store the money away. In 
he back of his mind he had an idea to buy a puppy, a real baby dog. A 
egistered, certified dog of his own. 

Duncan's face stared back at him from the windshield, the straw-blond 
lair a transparent smudge running into elongated eyes. Below that his 
nouth and chin stretched grotesquely until they were lost behind the dash. 

A horn blared and he snapped back into awareness. He had drifted into 
he left lane, and an oncoming car had been forced to drive off onto the 
houlder. Duncan shrugged as he edged his own car back into the proper 
ane, stepping down on the accelerator in order to leave the angry driver far 
lehind. 

Now he switched off the interior light, and noticed that the face 
lisappeared from the glass in front of him. The gray backdrop of clouds had 
nhanced the reflection, and his eyes had become locked on the dreary image. 

Pine trees formed green walls on either side of the road, their needles 
nerging until only the jagged tops showed any discontinuity. Duncan's 
ittention returned to his original distraction, a crumpled piece of paper that 
le had pulled from his wallet and placed on the empty passenger's seat. 

There were two such pieces of paper in his wallet, and he neither knew 
lor cared which one this was. Each had quite effectively severed a string that 
leld him together. His supervisor's was typed, his wife's handwritten. "For 
hat personal touch," he laughed aloud hollowly. 

TTie sound seemed to linger inside the cramped space of the car, and it 
ut deeply into his thoughts until his head throbbed with dark mirth. He 
vatched the needle climb sharply up and up past all sense of motion to stick 
in the far right edge. Still the speed climbed with no gauge to count it and 
lo one in the car that cared. 

Sal stopped to wipe away the salty tears that were rolling down his face 
nd into his mouth. The bag was only half-full of cans; a poor haul for a 
aoming's work. Perhaps it wasn't noon yet, though; the cloud cover was so 
lick he couldn't judge the light at all. 

I see animals like that all the time, he reminded himself. But his mind 
/ouldn't leave it alone, so he began moving again, automatically spearing a 
eer can almost unnoticeable in the tall grass. What a talent I have, he 
lought, being able to find tin cans others might miss. 

A quail whistled somewhere in the woods, and Sal returned the call 
oftly. I bet if John James Audubon himself was here he couldn't tell me as 
luch about that bobwhite as I could tell him. Sal remembered everything 
bout Audubon, everything about the fifth grade teacher who had told them 
bout that bird man. Miss Renquest: fat, silver hair, a ring she wore and 
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tapped her desk with. Still, wasn't there something else he should be 
remembering? 

The thought wouldn’t come to the surface, and instead he saw the picture 
of that dog he had found earlier. Car must have hit it just this morning, he 
had decided. 

He let the canvas strap slide off his shoulder, and the bag clunked as it 
hit the ground. He bent to tie his right boot, because the lace was dragging 
and threatened to snag and trip him. The lace was tangled with burrs, but the 
old man's calloused hands could no more be pierced by the tiny thorns than a 
beer can could have been pierced by his finger. When he straightened up, he 
groaned. 

"Getting old," he said, louder than he had intended. 
For a long stretch of roadside there were no cans. He walked in silence, 

and even the animal voices that usually chattered away continuously were 
subdued. 

Finally he saw a glimmer of metal in fromt of him, but when he reached 
it he didn't stab it with his stick. Instead, he stepped on the can, grinding it 
into the dirt. The pavement to his right looked cold and soft, as if he might 
be able to dive into it like a dark gray sea. Morbidly, he stepped onto the 
white line, and began walking carefully along it. He brought the stick out 
and used it for balance. 

Sal imagined how simple it would be to take a wrong step, and sink 
into the asphalt forever. But it seemed almost too easy, and he really didn't 
trust anything like that. 

A tear that had been developing for several weeks in the seam of his bag 
chose that precise moment to open completely. The entire collection of cans 
spilled out, on the pavement and the ground beside it. 

The old man did not move. "He's dead," he thought. "John James 
Audubon could be dead for all I know. I can't remember if he's dead or 
alive." 

One of the cans was still moving, rolling along the road until it came to 
rest against a clump of grass growing up through a crack in the asphalt. For 
some reason, Sal's thoughts returned to the girl at the bank. She had seen 
him, had known him. But he didn't notice them. 

A dog was out of the question. It might run away, get hit by a car. Yes, 
that was too much. 

All those cans, all over everywhere. All those cans he had spent all day 
picking up. Sal closed his eyes. In the distance, he heard a sound like an 
automobile approaching, or maybe thunder. 

The last curve had almost done it. Duncan supposed that every muscle in 
his body was tensed; and several seemed to be pulling in different directions 
at once. Sweat dripped from his chin, but he didn’t dare look down to see 
where the drops landed. It felt as though his head had been sliced off of his 
body, as if it was floating alone and hurtling down a road at great speeds. 
Though he could feel the sensations, it seemed that he was more of an 
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observer than a participant. 
The engine whined, and Duncan was no longer concerned. One more 

curve. Yet the road had entered a straightaway now, and he could see no 
evidence of deviation ahead. His muscles began to ache, and his whole body 
started to shake involuntarily. This was not supposed to be difficult. Now 
the light from outside was dazzling, and cut into his eyes like a scalpel. He 
felt that his eyes were all that were left, floating free in a white-hot sea of 
light, staring. 

The scene in front of him was startingly clear. The low clouds, the trees 
near on each side, and oh so close, a curve. And an old man, standing frozen 
beside the road. No, not just frozen, because now the man was throwing 
himself in front of the car. 

There were several possiblities, but suddenly there was no time left. He 
could not even close his eyes to the horror that was upon him too quickly, 
as his car struck the man with bloody force. Neither could he move the body 
that might have pressed the brakes that might have stopped his own flight 
into the trees beyond the curve. He felt the car break to bits as he went 
through it and glass and then nothing. 

Drops of rain were beginning to hit the pavement randomly, bursting 
into fine showers of tiny beads that moved in hurried arcs toward infinitely 
different endings. 

When he saw the old man, he immediately sensed something was 
wrong. The expression on his face, the pile of cans ... Duncan blinked and 
just marginally let up on the gas pedal. 

The gap was closing, and he saw with horror that the old man was 
stepping in front of him. NO! 

The wheels did not want to move, but when they did they took Duncan's 
car far across the other lane into the ditch on the far side. He had missed the 
man, of that he was sure. 

The car slid down the length of the ditch on its side, throwing Duncan 
first against the steering wheel and then back against his seat. Finally the 
motion stopped, and water began to seep in around the door. Duncan had not 
lost consciousness, but neither could he move to escape. 

He watched without fear as the water crept up to cover his left arm, 
which was jammed tightly against the car door. Even with proper time to 
analyze them, he wouldn't have been able to understand the flood of 
emotions that had passed through him. They left him strangely quiet, and he 
was able to watch as one apart, while the waters swirled about his head. 

A sound diverted his attention, and when he turned his head slightly, 
with great anguish, he saw the old man peering in through the mud-covered 
windshield. The look on his face was of worry merged with relief. 

There was to be no escape after all. 

Duncan smiled, wondering why waving to that old man standing beside 
the road had made him feel better. More likely it was just that his own 
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mood had chosen that moment to pick up, to start swinging slowly the 
other way; it was time. He wondered if he had attributed the expression he 
thought he had seen on the man's face after the fact. 

He was hardly jubilant about his life, but most of it could probably be 
salvaged. It was still Monday, wasn't it? The worst day of his life perhaps, 
but even that wasn't necessarily true, and the day was almost over. 

Rain began to fall steadily, as expected, but Duncan could see the sun's 
outline through a tear in the clouds in the west. The shower was not 
widespread, it seemed. He decided to turn the car around. If he took his time 
and waited up, he could catch the sunrise at home. 

Lance Koonce 
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Just Visiting 

Hurried boots crunching through 
stagnant winter ice, 
the murmur, murmur of voices in 
:rowded rooms, 
the sullen screech of chair legs on 
slick waxed floors— 
sounds vibrate indefinitely like 
tuneless humming chords on 
an ancient piano. 
[ would join the cacophonous band, 
but I am a foreigner 
impatiently tapping out a beat with 
my red-tipped cane. 
TTie noise falls senselessly on my ears, 
and I turn away. 
When the music starts I will dance 

through 
mine fields. 

II. 

At night 
stomachs grumble like 
indulgent grandfathers; 
dishes shift precariously in 
the crowded sink. 
The weight of 
pregnant thunderclouds hangs over 
the apartment: 
loneliness made heavy by 
company. 
On my way to the refuge of 
the back room, where 
the sheets wait to be tom with 
my dreams, 
I try to grow deaf; 
but the click-click of 
agonized typewriter keys 
slaps the still air. 

Later when you touch me 
blue jewels crash through the sky. 

Melissa Kelley 
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I, Carnivore 

Thought I 
Had a Jewish friend once 
when I was 
young 
We were both fighting 
for a national 
cause 
Abraham liked Weizenbeer 
But 
I hated 
it 
I drank 
with him 
we clashed glasses 
laughing 

Dad said once, 
you know that 
new group 
fighting for a 
national cause 
WHY don't you join them? 

Mom would like to see me 
in one of those 
smart uniforms with the 
buttons 
Wouldn't she? 

Became 
An officer 
one day 
Mom baked me Sachertorte 
I ate every 
piece 
of 
it 

Kapitan von Totenlager Nummer 5E-1000 
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First night 
out to the Hofstube 
with 
the boys... 
No 
The Men, the officers 

yes- 
the men. 

Barmaids. 
Chesty, girdles pulled in tightly. 

In 
at their waists. 
Blonde hair in. 
Pig tails. 
-Nur fur die junge Deutsche Offiziere, und die 

Nation- 
Four Mugs, 
overflowing. 
Licking painted fingernails. 
Like flames. 

Quietly I sit 
with my buttons 
polished 

"Do you know a good Jewish 
joke? 
sorry 
And quietly I sit 
sort of 
smiling 
with my polished 
buttons 
A glass of Weizen beer please... 
The Men clash 
glasses 
snarfing. 

sipping 
tasting 

blood 
iretch 

yet. 
"We'll make a man of you 

Marc Vincenz 
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Telling Stories 

TViere's this guy, he tells her, and he can't think straight. All he ever 
does is rhyme things. Someone will tell him something, a whole 

sentence or some really long story, and he'll pick out one word. That's all he 
can do—concentrate on one word—and think, 'what rhymes with it?' Let's sa) 
I was this guy and you were telling me this story, I wouldn't have heard any 
of it but one word. And I'd have to think what rhymes with it. I'd have to 
think of every word that rhymes with that one word I'd picked out. 

There's this woman, she tells him, and she always plays this strange 
game with herself. It's not really a game. Actually, it's kind of sick because 
she carries it to an extreme. She's very extreme, this woman. Anyway, it's 
this game where she says, 'Which would you rather have happen?' Not just 
regular things, like would you rather be rich and sad or poor and happy. Not 
like that. That's too easy. It's more like would you rather marry a garbage 
man or have your leg cut off. That kind of thing. 

So if you were telling me this story, he says. I'd find one word. Let's 
say I picked the word 'story.' You could be saying. Til tell you a story,' and 
keep talking, but I'd have stopped at 'story,' and I'd be thinking 'Story. Tory. 
Lorry. Whorey. Porey. Cory. Chorey.' Doesn't even have to be a real word 
It just has to rhyme. 

This woman, she says. She looks at herself in the mirror sometimes 
and she doesn't look good. She doesn't think she's very pretty. I mean, she's 
okay, but not stunning or anything. So she looks at herself and she says, 
'Okay, maybe I'm not that pretty. But I'd rather be not that pretty than be hit 
by a truck.' 

So this guy, he says, the one who always rhymes things. He sits 
around all day and writes words down. I mean, when he's alone. Only when 
he's alone, because when anyone else is there, he's rhyming. But when he's 
alone, he'll write down a word—anything with a lot of letters. Like 
misanthrope. That's a good one. And then he'll take the word and see how 
many words he can get out of it. It has to be more than two letters. Like 
misanthrope has rope in it, and also tramp, and ramp, and tar. 

This woman, she says. When she meets people. No matter who she 
meets, they look like someone she knows. Like if she meets someone's 
mother, she'll say, 'You look like my seventh grade teacher.' They always 
look like someone. And she'll tell them—the person who she meets—why 
they look like the other person. She'll say, 'You're so short. You look like 
the boy who mows my lawn.' 

He's a photographer, this guy, he says. But he only takes pictures of one 
thing. He only takes pictures of sunsets. So he'll be showing people his 
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jictures from some trip or something, and they'll all be of sunsets. He has 
hem framed all over his house. He hangs little cards next to them, 
dentification cards. Next to one picture the card'll say, 'Sunset Over the 
Vlississippi River.' Then the next one will say, 'Sunset in Vienna.' Then 
Sunset Behind the Empire State Building.' 'Sunset Over Lake Michigan.' 

This woman, she says, she bites her nails. It's not a habit, but she bites 
hem anyway. See, first she lets them get really long. She takes really good 
;are of them, gets expensive manicures—everything. Then, once they're 
)erfect, she bites them all off and starts again. She says it's the challenge. 
5he likes a challenge. 

So let's say I was this guy, he says. I'd be looking at those 
dentification cards, next to the pictures. I'd see one that said 'Sunset in 
jreece.' I'd stare at that card, not even see the picture. 'Greece,' I'd be 
hinking, 'Greece. Fleece. Geese. Lease. Peace.' 

This woman, she says, she lets all her nails grow then she bites them 
ill off. Each time she bites them off she regrets it. They feel all soggy and 
hey hurt, but she keeps doing it. Then she'll stare at her hands and think. 
Okay, maybe they're ugly. But I'd rather have ugly nails than have my hair 
all out.' 

This guy, he says, he was the youngest of four children. Four boys. 
\nd he was always being beaten up by his brothers. He was a real crybaby, 
fhey didn't like him. They used to chase him around the house. They'd be 
lolding pins and they'd chase him for hours and make him cry. But he never 
old anyone. He was too scared to tell anyone. 

This woman, she says. She has an answering machine. The kind that 
:an tape calls when she's speaking. She has tapes of every phone call she's 
lad since she bought the machine. That was six years ago. She keeps the 
apes in boxes, filed under each person's name. It's because she can't 
emember voices. She can remember what people look like, how they dress, 
;ven the way they smell—but not their voices. So she keeps these tapes and 
vhen someone dies or something she still has their voice. 

This guy, he says, he dreams a lot. I mean, when he's asleep. He sleeps 
i lot. So he has this system. Every night before he goes to sleep, he writes 
lown what he wants to dream about. Then when he wakes up, he writes 
lown what he did dream about. He's been doing this for years. So now he 
las this system. Let's say on March 13, 1979, he wrote down that he 
vanted to dream about car racing. He looks in the next column and sees that 
le actually dreamt about buying a new house. So now whenever he wants 
0 dream about buying a new house, he writes down that he wants to dream 
bout car racing. It doesn't work if you reverse it. I mean, if he writes down 
hat he wants to dream about buying a new house, he won't dream about car 
acing. It doesn't work that way. 

This woman, she says, her parents got divorced when she was ten. Her 
nother ran away, so she lived with her father. Her father had a lot of 
;irlfriends. He had a different girlfriend every night. He picked up women 
verywhere. Like one time when she was little, she and her father were in a 
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restaurant and she was telling him about a painting she'd made in school. 
She was describing it and the waitress came over and her father said, 'Do yoi 
paint?' and the waitress said, 'How did you know?' and her father said, 'You 
seem very artistic.' They stayed in the restaurant until the waitress got off 
work, and she came home with them. 

This guy, he says, has lists and lists of words, and all the words in that 
word. He's been doing it for so long that now he's almost finished the 
dictionary. And you can ask him any word—any word up to the 'Q's'—that's 
where he is—and he'll tell you what words are in it. He has a great memory. 
Or sometimes you'll just be talking to him and he'll say, 'Did you know the 
word 'grind' is in 'dcU'ling'?" - | - 

This woman, she says, she hated her father. He always had a different 
girlfriend and he didn't pay any attention to his own daughter. So now when 
she meets a man she doesn't like, she says, 'You look like my father.' She'll 
say something nice, like, 'You're so muscular,' or 'You have such long 
eyelashes,' but then she'll also say, 'You look like my father,' and you know 
she doesn't like the guy, no matter what else she's said. 

This guy, he says, he mailed in a picture to a magazine one time. A 
photography magazine. It was a contest. He mailed in 'Sunset Over the 
Rocky Mountains,' but he lost. They mailed the picture back, and he got a 
nice letter, too. But all he could think of was, '1 lost.' Then he spent the 
whole night thinking of words that rhyme with lost, like cost. And crossed. 
Mossed. Tossed. Throssed. They didn't even have to be real words. He was 
up all night. 

This woman, she says, her father died last year. She had a beautiful 
funeral for him, even though she didn't like him. She didn't even have any 
pictures of him. But she had those phone tapes. So after the funeral 
everyone went back to her house and she played the tapes. A tape of each of 
the phone conversations she'd had with him. And everyone cried. 

TTiere's this guy, he tells her, and people think he's crazy. They don't tell 
him that, but he knows. They say he's eccentric. Troubled. Complicated. He 
has three brothers and he hates them. He never speaks to them. He doesn't 
talk to too many people. But when he does, he knows they think he's crazy. 
And lazy. That's what this guy thinks. 

There's this woman, she tells him, and she knows she's not popular. 
She goes to extremes. She's a very nervous person. She knows people only 
like her sometimes, like when her nails are long. She meets a lot of people, 
but she doesn't have many friends. But when she looks in the mirror, she 
says, 'Okay, I'm not popular. But I'd rather be unpopular than be found dead 
in a sewer with pantyhose over my head.' That's what this woman says. 

Cynthia Weiner 



Leaves 

"To Elizabeth, 
Wherever she may dwell." 
I never knew 
How, but it thrilled 
Me the way she held 
Her breath for weeks 
On end, her Victorian 
Sleeves dormant in 
The brisk wind and 
The wasted 
Crest 
Tottering on the sill. 
Her mind made 
Time 
Stand still. 

Like your parents 
Enjoying 
A hot midnight. 
Often it is 
Difficult to imagine 
A Star like Lincoln 
Uttering the words 
Wow 
And gee. 

"To Carrie" 
Caffeine 
It shoots up the dropper's neck 
Hits my mainstream 
And I leave, away, go. 
Hot air balloons race— 
Krakatoa, and fire hot lava 
Severs my wind. 
Extra blotto, I wheel 
And cart, skip 
No lump. 
I'm out of the sugarbowl 
And gassed up 
With seven feet of wind. 
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"Crime" 
A red brick 
Wall hides nervously 
Behind my lace curtains 
As my weather turns 
Cool and 
I age quickly. 
Feeling November, 
My scalp snows, the 
World shys away, and 
I am struck by the notion 
That swinging my legs 
On the wall isn't 
Acceptable anymore. 
The clouds look the 
Same but 
Horses have changed 
To patrols, and 

"Summer Thunder" 
Upstairs she glides 
Along like a herd, prancing 
And hunting, and her 
Breath is really quite 
Beastly, I bet. 
She owns the 
Entire set of Jetsons, 
And I own none. The 
Fire escape offers its 
Virginity and she 
Swings on the frail iron. 
Flaunting gravity as 
If only she owned 
The necklace of dirt. 
I know her intimately. 
We are the closest of 
Friends and a little more. 
And some day 
We shall speak. 

It is now a 
Crime to be 
What I am. 

Shep McKinley 
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Three Brides 

|And it was inside, 
pmall and moving, 
me too young to 
wake up and get sick 
Sn the mornings. 
Mama mustn't know 
jhow it grew inside me, 

ouldn't go. 

jMe lying on that 
chintz sofa, my friend 
drying my face and 
trying to feed me 
until after that doctor 
sucked it up, gone; 
no more of its moving. 
Now the man who made it 
saying he wants me 
for his own. 

I 

^ Linen princess 
with a pearly gait, 

j Daintiness 
on father's arm so tight. 
Silvered women 
cry into lavender 
monogrammed handkerchiefs; 
the pollen waits outside. 

I And I-of honor 
I peer oddly at the soft blooms 

adorning the altar; 
they look so funny, 
removed from their origin, 
a place where combread 
and fields must be. Julia Knowlton 

Time was, 
you couldn't take on 
more'n two or three 
in a night, 
takin in one, two hundred. 
Neon light shieldin you 
til you cry out 
"Aint you lonely tonight 
boy? I make it right." 
Then since you gotta lay there 
you learn; close it out, 
it's just thumpin, 
and don't think about 
his wife alone all night. 



Pinned to the Floor 

You're on an airplane, sitting by the window. You're about to land in 
San Francisco. The plane is banking so that you get to look out and 

down where you see a hillside striped with rows of houses. There are paralle 
roads, and on one road you see a car driving. It's an old blue station wagon 
that looks like it's moving very slowly, but it could just be that it's so far 
away. The car slows down, then turns and you can't see it any more, so you 
lean back in your seat and close your eyes. 

Marty is lying in a hammock that Vance put up in their living room 
last week, and she's almost asleep. She hears a plane fly overhead, which 
means the wind is from the north today. As the roar fades, she feels her 
mind sagging off to the right. Vance walks in the front door. He's breathing 
heavily. 

"I whipped him," he says. Through half-closed eyes, she sees that he has 
a tennis racket under his left arm and he's wearing grey sweats, sneakers and 
a Tigers hat. "Six three, six two, six love. I whipped him, bear." 

She rolls a little on the hammock pretending to be asleep. It's 
midaftemoon on a Saturday in September and the place smells like a sponge 
after you've rinsed the Comet out of it. While she slept late, Vance had 
scrubbed all the floors. Now she lies in the hammock wearing shorts and a 
yellow t-shirt. 

"Marty, I know you're not asleep." 
She gives up."What if I was," she says, trying to sound tired, "wouldn't 

you feel bad?" She stretches her arms out, playing it up. 
He moves over to the stereo in the comer. "Honey, it's Saturday 

afternoon. You shouldn't be sleeping. You should be outside cavorting in 
the autumn breeze." He takes a record from a tom sleeve and puts it on the 
turntable. 

"Don't." 
"I won't play it loud." 
She's sitting up in the hammock now. The living room has wooden 

floors and white walls with a couple of striped throw mgs here and there. 
There's also a sofa with a director's chair on one side, and a La-Z-Boy they 
got for their wedding on the other. Whatever it is, he'll play it too loud, and 
the people upstairs will get upset. She looks up at the ceiling and wonders 
how funny it would be if it was made of glass. All the things they'd see. 
Climbing from the hammock, she bmshes her long hair from her face and 
stands behind him. 

"Your sister called," Marty says, "she wants you to call some time this 
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weekend." 
But he isn't listening. Curled over the turntable, he pulls a velvet brush 

icross the record and then lets the tone arm fall. "Listen to this," he says. 
'This is great." The speakers crackle and pop and then she winces. Tommy 
Dorsey and his band echo around the room. Vance steps away from the 
itereo until his back is up against her. When his butt touches her stomach 
le reaches his hands around behind her and holds on. 

"Is it too loud?" he says. His back is still wet and salty. 
"A little." 
He turns around and looks at her smiling. With one hand, he pushes a 

3ad and the tone arm swings up and off the record. He asks in her ear, 
'Byrum and his wife are coming in about now, aren't they?" 

I She wishes they weren't, but they will be there for dinner in a couple of 
lours. Doris who she's never met and Byrum who she's slept with. Bound 
:o be a night of belly laughs, she thinks. 

"Why don't you cook tonight?" she says and pulls away from him to 
^ab the hammock. She lies down in it and shifts over, giving him enough 
room to get in with her. The hammock is swinging and the living room is 
starting to look orange in the afternoon light. 

"You know, I should," he says. He strolls over to the sliding glass 
doors that lead to the back yard and stares out. His sweat pants are about to 
fall off. "I really should cook tonight, and I feel kind of bad that I didn't 
offer." He sounds serious, but she knows he's smiling. Laughing, she pats 
the hammock where she wants him to sit. She sees the Japanese maples in 
the yard past him as he stands and looks out over the lawn. 

Scratching the back of his head, he says, "Do you think the grass needs 
mowing?" 

"Get over here," she says. He is turning from the glass doors and she 
motions for him to come over. He turns his baseball cap around backwards 
and dances slowly over to the hammock. She doesn't think he dances very 
well, but she's laughing because he looks funny with his sweats falling off 
and his hat. 

Outside it's sunny. They have two Japanese maples in the yard that 
sway and flicker each time the wind blows. There is a low fence around the 
sloped, grassy yard and she can see down the hill across the bay to Berkeley. 
Once she took the kids from her art class to their yard to draw it. One of 
them, Genevieve, did a pencil drawing of a leaf that was gorgeous, as good 
as anything she could have done. 

Sometimes Vance goes out to the back yard and lies on his back under 
one of the maple trees. He'll lie there with his knees up staring into the tree 
or into the sky. When she comes out one day he is crying. She asks him 
why and he says because he never had a golden retriever as a kid and he feels 
cheated. Then they're both laughing and she still doesn't know why he cried. 
Another time she comes out and lies with him under the maple tree and they 
fall asleep. Her head on his stomach. His hand on her head. Her hand on his 
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leg. And the wind is blowing that day too. 

Byrum and Doris Philips are ten minutes late, but they don't apologize 
because they're all friends. All of them except Doris, that is. Byrum met her 
two years ago when she was a stewardess. Now she's a wife. Byrum has 
been twenty nine for a couple of years. He is shorter than he used to be, and 
bald with a little moustache. He used to be a good wrestler. Marty hasn't 
seen him for five years and has rarely thought about him. The last time she 
saw him was when she married Vance. 

Doris Philips is taller than her husband, and the skin on her face is too 
tight. She wears a blue skirt, a white blouse and a little scarf. As she 
introduces herself to Marty, Vance shakes Byrum's hand. It's a complicated 
little handshake that Marty's never bothered to remember or watch all the 
way through. Byrum slaps Vance on the back and tells him to eat more. 

"I can't believe we've waited this long to get together," says Vance. 
Vance and Byrum were good friends. Byrum hugs Marty and then looks at 
her. 

"You really look fine," he says. When he talks, she can feel his tongue 
in her mouth. She tries to smile and asks for Doris' coat. 

"Sorry to be rude," says Byrum, "but I've got to use the bathroom pretty 
quick." Vance points through the bedroom. 

As Byrum walks past Marty, he pats her on the side. She watches him, 
but he's not looking back. 

While Vance starts to steam the brocolli, he talks to Doris. Marty 
finishes setting the table and Doris sits down in the living room. 

"Can I help with anything?" 
Vance stirs the brocolli. "Yeah, could you crack me about three eggs 

and.. .damn.. .we're out of flour." 
"Don't listen to him," says Marty. She stands by the door near Doris. 

"So you're just here the night?" 
Doris crosses her legs. She brushes a finger across one cheek. "We have 

an early flight to Seattle tomorrow. You have a lovely little place here, 
Marty. Did you decorate it yourself?" 

Vance is putting potatoes in the oven to warm. Marty says, "Yes." 
"How did your hammock break?" says Doris. Marty looks at Mrs. 

Philips, then down to her legs where there's a run in one stocking. Behind 
Doris is a hole in the white plaster wall. One of the bolts has pulled out, 
and the hammock is twisted in a bunch on the wooden floor. Marty sees 
Vance's baseball cap still tangled in the hammock. 

Vance is giving Mrs. Philips another gin and tonic. He takes a sip from 
his scotch, then sits on the sofa next to Doris in the La-Z-Boy. Sitting on 
the floor, Marty drinks a glass of white wine. She hates liquor before dinner 
and the crackers are right in front of her. 

The table is set and the brocolli is overdone. They’re all still waiting for 
the pot roast. Since it’s September, the sliding doors are open and the 
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sky is still a little light. Marty walks to the open doors and looks up at the 
vapor trails from jets. She thinks the vapor would feel spongy if she could 
just touch it. Byrum and Vance are talking on the couch and Doris is alone 
on the La-Z-Boy getting lipstick all over her glass. 

Vance is talking. He says, "No, we haven't heard from those guys for a 
while, have we Marty?" 

She looks at him with her eyes wide, I didn't hear. 
"The Henderson twins who wrestled with Byrum, we haven't heard from 

them for a while, have we?" 
Marty shakes her head and remembers the Henderson twins. Short, dark 

like Byrum, and she wonders if they've gone soft too. 
"Smells like pot roast," says Byrum. She can only see the oil on his 

forehead and the bulge of his waist. 
"Hope you're hungry," says Vance. Doris asks for another drink. Marty 

looks at Byrum's wife and imagines her pointing out the exits, two in the 
rear, two over the wings and two at the front of the aircraft. She knows 
Bymm is looking at her but she doesn't look at his eyes. She sees him rub 
a hand back and forth on his thigh while Vance brushes lint off the arm of 
the sofa. 

Marty, Byrum and Vance are on a beach. It's a small one with thick 
sand, pinched between high brown cliffs. Nobody else is there. Vance and 
Byrum pick Marty up and carry her to the water screaming and struggling. 
They heave her. One. Two. Three. Into the green water and she has a 
mouthful of salt. The day is hot, she's in a black bikini and she likes Vance 
and Byrum. She likes them both. Byrum still has all his hair and is thinner. 
Vance looks the same. They're all tan. 

She wants them to come in the water with her, and she knows they both 
want her. That makes her feel good. As the ocean laps around her knees, she 
pushes her long hair back and watches Byrum run up behind Vance and 
tackle him. They wrestle on the beach until Vance yells, then Byrum stops. 
Bymm is compact and solid. She looks at Vance and thinks that all his 
tendons are too loose, but he's tall. 

She shouts. Why don't you come in? They both sprint into the water 
and collapse around her headfirst, getting salt water up her nose again. 
Bymm grabs her around the waist from behind and pulls her out deeper. 
Vance can't swim so he waits where he is. She and Bymm are laughing, his 
hand on her belly, both of them tread water. Marty feels his fingers slip 
under her bikini. Vance stands close to the beach, up to his waist in the sea. 

It's late afternoon and Marty, Vance and Bymm sit at a round table on a 
patio. Marty has a white ribbon in her hair and she's wearing a yellow sun 
dress. Vance wears a white t-shirt and Bymm has a Hawaiian print. The 
white marble veranda has three other metal tables on it and looks out over 
the Pacific. A bottle of wine sits sweating on the table. 

Marty looks at Bymm across the table and puts her hand on Vance's 
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knee. Byrum touches with a foot what he thinks is Marty's leg, but Vance 
says. Excuse me. 

The three are in Golden Gate Park on a path through dogwood trees. 
Byrum is walking on his hands ahead of Vance and Marty. Vance is asking 
Marty about a wood block she's done, he's asking what inspired her. Byrum 
comes to his feet with his face all red. 

The brocolli is boiling over again, so Vance jumps up from the sofa and 
turns the stove down as he takes the saucepan off the burner. He starts to 
melt some cheese. 

"Byrum," says Vance, "How about some tennis tomorrow?" 
Marty is still by the doors but now it's dark outside. "They're leaving 

early for Seattle, honey. Isn't that what you said, Doris?" 
Vance checks the oven and sniffs before he smiles." Where's my Tigers 

hat, honey?" he says."I need my Tigers hat if we're going to play Monopoly 
later." 

Doris shifts in her chair and finishes her drink. As Marty goes to make 
her another, Vance finds his hat in the hammock and puts it on backwards. 

"So," says Byrum, "when are you two going to have some kids?" 
"Not for a while," says Marty and her throat feels shut. She wants to 

turn on some music and dance with her husband. She wants to lie on the 
couch with him and talk. She wants to do anything but have dinner with 
Byrum and Doris. In her mind she walks up behind Vance and slips her 
hands into his sweats. Mrs. Philips is asking her if she's flown much. 

"No," she says, "I flew down to Arizona once to see my grandparents, 
but we mostly drive. We've driven to L.A. a lot." Marty makes sure to 
smile. 

"Well I can't blame you," says Mrs. Philips with a pushing gesture. "If 
I weren't a stewardess I'd drive myself." 

Marty sits in the director's chair across from Doris. When she feels 
Vance put his hands on her shoulders, she smells roast on him. 

"How much more time?" she says. 
Vance rubs her neck right where it hurts and tells her they're ready to eat. 

Vance looks over his shoulder. "Who wants to slice the roast?" he says 
as he puts the steaming meat on the low table between the kitchen and the 
dining room. "We should let the sucker cool," he says. 

Marty looks to Byrum who is sitting again. He pulls a hand forward 
over his shiny scalp. 

"Byrum, you want to cut the roast," asks Vance from the kitchen. He is 
washing some dishes in the sink. His back is to the living room and the 
steaming roast. 

"Where's the knife?" Byrum says as he walks to the kitchen and fingers 
his lip. Marty turns to Mrs. Philips then watches Byrum, who opens a 
drawer. Next to the stove is a diagonal wood block with all sorts of knife 
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handles. He pulls the biggest one out of the wooden sheath. 
"Is this one good?" he says. 
"Whatever," says Vance from the sink. "I'll be done with this stuff in a 

sec," he says. "Why don't you guys sit down. Bear, could you get the 

brocolli?" 
Byrum is standing behind Vance with the knife, back to back and he 

slices the roast. Vance takes off his cap and snatches the potatoes from the 

oven. 
"Is that enough?" says Byrum to Marty as she walks near. He's cut two 

slices. He winks at her, enough for us. 
"A few more," she says and her neck is cold. She puts the brocolli in a 

big bowl. "Come on, Doris," she says to Mrs. Philips who sways to her 

feet. 
"Dinnertime already?" she says. "Marvelous," she says and laughs. 

"Give me a hand please. Byrum," she says. He walks her to the old wooden 
table and tucks her in a seat. He pulls out Marty's chair and she sits as well. 
She waits, but he doesn't touch her. Taking the seat closest to the kitchen, 
Vance places the potatoes on the table and slides his chair in. Byrum sits 
down last. Vance gets up. 

"Kitchen light," he says. 
Vance comes back to the candlelit table with a bottle of red wine and 

sits. 

Marty and Vance are walking out of their wedding. Walking down the 
aisle to their car. Marty sees Byrum as she walks out. He is intent on her. 
His eyes are sharp and catch hers but he is still smiling and waving like 
everyone else. Marty can feel his eyes inside her, moving like razors, 
moving over her skin, touching her. Her hand tightens around Vance's and 
he leans over to kiss her forehead. She looks away from Byrum and thinks 
of being pinned. A stucco ceiling and one lazy fan turning in the salt-breeze 
that comes in the window. Light green walls, sheets damp with sweat and 
his hands all over her, him smiling. Then, she and Vance are in church and 
he's hugging his brother. 

They're all at the dinner table and Vance pours wine. It's very dark out 
now, but she can see over the yard down to the lights of the airport and 
beyond that the black of the bay. In the middle of the food, there is a candle 
on the table. Her heart is beating, and she doesn't want to look up. 

"Honey," says Vance, "why don't you make a toast?" 

Chris Depree 
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Our Playground Selves 

Afternoon at the playground: 
Children waver between slide and swing. 
While dogs crash through each mound of leaves. 
In the distance a boy would call, "ready ... set" 
If we could hear him from our place 
On the merry-go-round. We glimpse the metal-strewn sunlight 

Reflecting from slides and cars, and the light 
Glares back, blinding our eyes. The ground 
Blurs as we hold our place 
In this swirling circle, then leap for the grass, swinging 
Arms to steady ourselves. We pause for a moment; unsettled 
Like the windblown leaves. 

Then we trip on to the next ride, leaving 
The last one to bake alone in merciless daylight. 
By afternoon the monkey bars are so hot that setting 
A hand on them sends us wailing to the ground. 
We return to the rubber-seated swings. 
Or head for someplace 

Where ice cream is cheap; a place 
Where children can go to leave 
Handfuls of coins on the counter and swing 
Stubby legs under a flourescent-lighted 
Table, feet far from the ground. 
But someone is always upset 

At the thought of a childless swingset. 
So we tear ourselves from the air-conditioned place 
To return to the playground. 
We never really wanted to leave. 
But afternoon dways faded into twilight. 
Shrouding the teeter-totters and swings 
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In gray. The back door would swing 
Open, and Mom would yell, "Come set 
The table for dinner." Then our delight 
Would dim as we turned toward home, displaced 
By mother's voice and chores and the thought of leaving 
Behind our playground 

Selves. We couldn't know this place 
Wouldn't always matter; that one day we would leave 
for good, and bury our childhood ten feet underground. 

Melissa Kelley 
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Landscape of Renewal 

Here we are at the end of the world: 
White cliffs, an incredible sky. 
Boulders lie strewn like great molars 
On the beach where the bay comes in. 

But dusk hues do acquiesce 
As the sun plunges into the sea. 
We thrill to have been the first 
To spread out a picnic here. 

(Where seagulls wing over the sea.) 

A flood of light is released 
When the phantom moon arches its back. 
We seem to remember this place 
As shells come to life in the sand. 

Where now? I had asked, and What's new? 
Nowhere's left, nothing's new, you had moaned. 
Yet here, where crabs question us 
With eyes on stalks. 

Here, where all rivers flow 
And the start meets the end. 
We seek ourselves anew; 
Here the answer begins. 

(Here where gulls sing of the sea.) 

I could smile, I could laugh. 
Or caress (your perfect outstretched arm). 
I could join the chorus of the birds. 
And waft a note to spoil tranquility. 

But the moment is ripe for its silence 
And the waves whisper all I could say. 
So here I stand mute, a statue transfixed; 
You launch pebbles into the spray. 

D. Edmond Miller 
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A Penny for Your Thoughts 

Marc jerked his head up. He had slept with his mouth open, and his 
shoulder was wet. He was sitting in a seat somewhere. On a bus. He 

looked outside. The window next to his face was cold. The bus was moving 
down a two lane highway through barbed-wired fields. It was snowing, and 
the few remaining patches of green would soon be white. 

His head ached, especially behind the eyeballs, and his face was hot. He 
held his palms against the window for a few seconds, then he rubbed his 
face with them. He wondered where Ellen was. She had been sitting next to 
him when he had decided to sleep. How long had he been asleep? The last 
time he remembered looking out the window it hadn't been snowing. They 
had left Baltimore at 8:30 in the morning after a forty minute delay. Marc 
guessed it was about 4:00 or 4:30 now, but it was hard to tell in the snow. 

"I'm sorry, honey. Did I wake you? I tried not to disturb you." Ellen 
resettled herself into the seat beside him. "I had to use the bathroom," she 
whispered. "Did you have a nice rest? " 

"How long was I asleep? " 
She glanced at her watch. "Oh, at least four hours. " 
Ellen picked up her book. Marc looked out the window. A red pickup 

truck with a huge dog in the back passed. The dog was holding its head up 
in the wind, and Marc could see its teeth. 

"Do you think we'll have any trouble getting in? " he said. 
"Hmm? " Ellen bent a comer of the page she was reading. 
"The snow, I mean. Do you think we'll be able to get into Buffalo? " 
"Oh, I hope so. I'm sure we will." She leaned across him, stretching her 

face to the window. Marc watched the vertebrae jut out on the back of her 
neck. He thought about what it would be like to slam the heel of his hand 
down onto them. 

"1 don't think it's sticking to the roads," she said and moved back to her 
seat. She smiled at him. Marc saw thin black lines on her eyelids. He 
nodded and said he was tired. He pushed his feet up under the seat in front of 
him, leaned his head back, and closed his eyes. 

When he was sure she had turned back to her book, he opened his eyes. 
Ellen was wearing a pink shirt with a white sweater. She had blond hair 
pulled together in the back by a rubber band. Marc noticed a gray hair above 
her ear. In the middle of her ear lobe was a small gold earring. He fingered 
his own ear lobe. He tried to imagine what it would be like to have it 
pierced. He tried to imagine what it would be like to rip an earring out of 
someone's ear. He pictured himself reaching up to Ellen's ear, taking the 
earring between his thumb and forefinger, and yanking it down through the 
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fleshy ear lobe. He pretended to hear Ellen screaming and to see the blood 
dripping onto her sweater. He felt a pain in his jaw and realized he was 
biting down as hard as he could. He relaxed his jaw muscle. 

Damn, he was weird sometimes, Marc thought. How long had he been 
married to her? Almost a year? Jesus Christ. And here he was thinking 
sick thoughts about her on the bus. The first time they met, Marc had 
caught himself thinking sick thoughts about her, but then they were sexual, 
now they were just.. .sick. They had met at the beach—a friend had 
introduced them. Ellen had been sunbathing, and she was wearing a black 
bikini. Her body was tan, and it had reminded Marc of butterscotch pudding. 
He remembered wanting to lick her all over and taste her skin. He had 
suddenly realized he was staring at her belly button. He hoped she hadn't 
noticed. 

On their first date, Marc remembered, he had taken her to a movie. Ellen 
was watching the movie and crying, but all he could think of was fucking 
her in the middle of the theater. 

The first time they had made love was in Ellen's apartment a few weeks 
before the wedding. It was clean and quick. That became a pattern with Ellen 
over the next few months: clean and quick. Always in the bed, always with 
the lights out, and never more than once. She would take a shower, Idss 
him goodnight, and fall asleep. Marc had lain awake that first night 
watching her. She was wearing a blue nightgown that someone had given 
her. He had rubbed her nipples through the nightgown until they were erect. 
She did not wake up. He had wanted to put a hand over her mouth and ram 
his penis into her again and again. He had started for her but stopped himself 
when she turned over in her sleep. He went to the bathroom and masturbated 
before going to sleep. 

A huge black woman was making her way past Marc and Ellen to the 
seat in front of them. She was wearing a sleeveless yellow dress, and fat 
hung from her arms. The woman's hip brushed Ellen's armrest, and Ellen 
giggled at Marc. The woman began to lower herself into her seat. She lost 
control at the last second and fell most of the way. When she hit the seat, 
Marc heard her moan. A young boy with neatly combed wet hair sat with 
his mother across the aisle from the fat woman. He was gaping at her. 

"Did you see that black woman. Mommy? " he said. 
"Hush, Timothy, " his mother said and pulled him to her. "Don't point." 
"But, Mommy, she's so fat. Look how fat she is. She's the fattest 

woman I've ever seen." The mother was laughing and trying to quiet her 
little boy. "How come black ladies are always so fat? " he was asking. Marc 
heard snickers pass up and down the bus. His fists were clenched. The little 
boy was staring wide-eyed over the top of his seat to see what the fat 
woman would do next. Marc hoped she would stand up and slap the boy's 
mother or at least say something nasty to her. The woman just sat there as 
though nothing had happened. Marc wanted to squeeze the boy until his head 
popped off. Ellen leaned forward in her seat, twisting her face at Marc so he 
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could see how hard it was to keep from laughing out loud. Marc ignored 

her. 

Outside it was snowing more heavily now, and the ground was solid 
white. This trip to Buffalo, Marc realized, would be the first time he had 
seen Ellen's parents since the wedding. She had gone to visit them once, but 
he had been unable to get away. Mr. Lewis was a retired insurance man or 
stockbroker or something like that. His face was red, and he was bald and he 
was always sweating just a little bit. He had a small pair of glasses which 
he always took off to laugh at the jokes he made. He asked all the right 
questions, and he nodded as Marc gave the right answers. Mrs. Lewis was a 
kindly looking woman. She had silver hair, and she wore blue dresses. Her 
voice was very soft, and everyone at the dinner table had to be quiet to hear 
her talk. 

At the wedding reception Mrs. Lewis had gotten very upset. Her 
husband was drunk and dancing and singing in a deep voice. She was 
wringing her hands and crying in the kitchen while he made a big show of 
hugging one of the bridesmaids. Ellen was running around trying to calm 
everyone down. She had to hold up her wedding dress with two hands to 
keep from tripping. Marc was drunk himself, and he had sat down to keep 
from falling and to keep from being slapped on the back. 

Ellen had put her parents to bed that night. She had come into the 
bedroom and fallen asleep on top of the bed. Marc had tucked her in and sat 
in a chair beside the bed, smoking cigarettes and wondering about the future. 

In the seat beside him Ellen was still reading her book. She was never 
without a book, it seemed: on the beach, on a bus, or a plane, even at 
home. Marc could never tell if she was actually reading them or just 
following the words. Her books did not make her laugh, cry, frown, or 
anything. Her face was always blank. At home Marc would often take the 
book from her hands and quiz her about it. She would always be right, 
though, and he would toss the book at her. Marc did not quiz her now. He 
did not want to hear about romance in Italy or what it means to be a woman 
in the eighties. 

Marc wondered if she knew he smoked. Probably not. He only did it at 
night when he was watching her sleep, as he had done on their wedding 
night. There were a lot of things she didn't know about him. She didn't 
know where he had been to high school, she didn't know where he kept his 
checkbook, she didn't know which was his favorite pair of shoes. What's 
more, Marc sometimes thought to himself, she wasn't curious. She never 
stayed up late wondering about things while he slept. She got up every 
morning at 7:00 to shower and blow her hair dry. She left for work at 8:30, 
just as Marc was getting up for breakfast, and she came home at 5:30. On 
the weekend she read, went to movies, and wrote letters to her college 
friends. Her checkbook, Marc knew was in the upper right hand drawer of 
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the desk in the living room, and he doubted if she even had a favorite pair of 
shoes. 

The bus was travelling more slowly now. Marc watched the passing cars 
dig slushy gray paths in the opposite lane. Without saying anything, he 
stood up, stepped over Ellen's knees, and walked to the front of the bus. The 
bus driver had a neatly trimmed beard, and his uniform was immaculate. He 
did not seem to notice Marc. The speedometer was on thirty-five miles an 
hour. Through the windshield he saw the snow lying thick on the highway. 
He could feel it crunching under the tires. The bus driver held the steering 
wheel in both hands, easing it one way and then the other. What if he, 
Marc, grabbed the wheel and pulled hard to the right? Would the bus skid 
and topple over? Would all the passengers be thrown from their seats and 
snap their necks on the roof? Or what if he yanked the bus driver's head 
back so he lost control of the bus? Would the... The bus driver glanced 
over his shoulder at Marc. 

"Do you think we'll make it? " said Marc. 
The bus driver nodded. "It'll take a while. I got to go slow in weather 

like this. But these buses can take it." He rapped his fingers on the 
dashboard. "We'll be a few hours late, but we'll make it." 

"Thanks. " 
The bus driver nodded again. Marc walked back to his seat. 
"What did you find out? " Ellen was looking up at him. Her eyes were 

wide, like a puppy waiting for a biscuit, Marc thought. 
"He said we'll be a few hours late, but we'll definitely get there. " 
"Oh, good, " said Ellen. As Marc sat down she locked her fingers in his. 

She was still reading. Marc turned to her, but she was concentrating on her 
book. He gave her hand a squeeze, and she squeezed back without looking at 
him. He thought of twisting her arm behind her and ripping it out of her 
shoulder. He thought of grabbing the hair behind her head and smashing her 
face against the window. He thought of pulling her onto his lap and forcing 
himself into her. He rubbed his eyes and slapped himself across the cheek to 
clear his head. Ellen laughed. 

"What'd you do that for? " she said. 
"I don't know." Ellen was still smiling at him. "I don't know, " he said 

again. She did not seem to hear him. He wanted to scream it at her. 
"Are you okay, honey? " she said. She gave him the puppy dog look 

again. 
"Yeah, yeah. I'm going back to sleep." He folded his arms, slumped in 

his seat, and forced his head down as far as it would go. He shut his eyes so 
tight they hurt. Thoughts of her kept coming to him. Punching her eyes 
with an ice pick, ripping her apart at the legs, twisting her head off like a 
bottle top, tearing her tits from her chest. Marc dug his fingers into his 
palms. His shoulders and his neck were throbbing. He had no room in his 
seat—he had to get out. He ojiened his eyes, stepped over Ellen again, and 
made his way to the bathroom at the back of the bus. The air in the 
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bathroom smelled like an overdose of lemon air freshener. Marc splashed 
some water on his face. There was a sign that said, "Do not drink water, " 
but he drank some anyway. It tasted like metal. 

Marc wasn't sure what had just happened to him, but his neck was 
feeling better now. That must be what his brother felt like, Marc thought, 
when Marc used to pin him down and pretend to spit on him. Marc would 
let the spit dangle from his lips until it was about to fall then he would 
suck it back into his mouth and grin. Charles would scream and flail his 
head from side to side. Marc never told anyone he did that to his brother, and 
as far as Marc knew, Charles never told anyone either. 

Charles had been Marc's best man at the wedding. In fact, he had been 
the only person there Marc knew except Ellen. Marc remembered glancing 
over his shoulder at Charles while Ellen was saying her vows. Charles had 
stuck out his tongue at Marc. There he was in the middle of what Dad used 
to call one of the big four moments in your life—birth, marriage, children, 
and death—and Charles was sticking his tongue out at him. Ellen was in her 
mother's wedding dress reciting vows of love she had written herself. There 
were stained glass windows and candles all around, and the preacher was 
looking at Marc and Ellen as if they were his children. And Charles was 
sticking his tongue out at Marc. 

Marc remembered exactly what had gone through his mind just then. He 
would never forget it. This was his own wedding, one of the big four, and it 
was like any other moment. It wasn't earth-shattering at all. Charles could 
stick out his tongue and no one would notice. Charles could drop his pants, 
and life would go on. A few people would be upset, but Marc would still be 
married to Ellen. That is what Marc had thought, and suddenly he had 
wanted to get the wedding over with so he could go get drunk at the 
reception with Charles. 

Marc woke up just as the bus pulled into the station. Ellen was standing 
over him. "How do you feel honey? " she said. "Did you have a nice rest? " 
For an answer he kissed her. 

"Oh, glad to hear that," she said. 
The bus had stopped. Marc went to pull their luggage from the shelf 

above where they had been sitting. Ellen double-checked to make sure they 
had everything. As they got off the bus they passed the fat black woman, 
and Marc remembered her. There was no sign of the woman with the little 
boy. Marc decided they must have already gotten off. 

He saw Mr. Lewis's car in the parking lot. Mr. Lewis was standing 
beside it, wearing a heavy down parka and fur cap. Ellen ran over the snow 
to hug and kiss him. 

"Hello there, my boy. Here let me help you with that." Mr. Lewis 
laughed and took off his glasses with one hand and shook Marc's hand with 
the other. They opened the trunk and packed the luggage. Ellen sat next to 
her father in the front seat, and Marc sat behind the old man. They pulled 
out of the parking lot. Mr. Lewis was talking of snow, Christmas, and 
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Mrs. Lewis. The snow was still falling, and there were hardly any cars out. 
A snowplow was clearing the street a little ways ahead of them. The old 
man's skin was rough and crinkled, with red splotches on the back of his 
neck. It reminded Marc of bacon. Marc put his hands behind his head and 
licked his lips. It was at least a forty minute drive to Ellen's parents' house, 
he knew. He was surprised to find himself sleepy. He wondered if he had 
time for a nap. 

Carl Martin 
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The Woman in the Seminar 

We mix the mortar. 

The sweat flows steadily in 

ink from cramped fingers. 

We dump another load of bricks. 

Capsules of electron attention swirl, 

nowhere and everywhere at once. 

Except in the clock face that stopped 

on an important moment. 

During the renaissance or something. 

Good, even bones in this face. 

Parasitic shadows deepen the stilled eyes, 

and carve trenches between willow fingers. 

Hey diddle diddle. 

We scrape the dribble. 

The imp-voice throws back its shoulders. 

And then breathes, "You can see hope in a handful of sand." 

Construction continues. 

Her name stares up from the card 

like a sick joke: 

LILY 

There's a house built around the moon. 

Deborah R. Schwartz 
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Diving 

This 
troubles me 
to move, painfully, 
within these numb waters, slow 
and dark with plankton 
and the weight of the fathoms. 
I press downward, reluctant, 
teeth clamped on the mouthpiece, 
listening: the sound of my 
Breathing, labored and ghastly. 
The ship's rotted ribs arch upward, 
like some dead insect, 
astonished at its own misfortune. 
Broken masts and rusted pipe, 
barnacled and malevolent, complicate 
the interior, hellish 
with the memory 
of the incessant, the deadly 
slap of the water in the windless ocean, 
the heat, the disease, 
the blindness of the final storm. 

There are eyes there. 
They watch me as I shift the debris. 

Kimberly Flint 
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Murder 

The clock screamed 

12:00. 

The phone grinned silently. 

I shot it off 
the wall. 

I saw you in 
the market, 

skim milk 
in your right hand, 

fruit 
in your left 

That moist smile. 

Your right hand 
caressed, 
your left hand 
reassured. 

You knew 
I wasn't worried 
just dangerous 

guns in my head 

anger 
in my hands. 

Still I held them 
together 
grasped tightly 

around 
hard steel 

waiting. Ginger Harvey 
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Sites: A Third Memoir by Wallace Fowlie. 

Durham: Duke University Press, 1987. 173 pages, index. 
$19.95 (to be published in January, 1987). 

Sites is in many ways the best and most interesting of Wallace Fowlie's 

three books of memoirs. It is the most compelling because it is less about 
ideas than about people. The sites are places where Fowlie has lived or 
visited, places that have moved or attracted him and influenced his thinking. 
They are places peopled with the famous, the near-famous, and the obscure; 
Fowlie treats all these with the same insight and compassion. 

Fowlie is well-qualified to write such a book as Sites because not only 
is he a practitioner of autobiography, he is an able student of the genre as 
well. From the introduction, "On Writing Autobiography," it is clear that 
he has profited from multiple readings of Thoreau, Saint Augustine, Henry 
Adams, and Rousseau. Fowlie mentions Dickens, Joyce, Proust, Henry 
Miller, Lawrence, Roth, Bellow, and Mailer as examples of writers whose 
fiction is more or less autobiographical. He plays in tune with Ralph 
Waldo Emerson's dictum that "novels will give way, by and by, to diaries 
or autobiographies—captivating books, if only a man knew how to choose 
among his experiences that which is really his experience, and how to record 
tmth truthfully. 

One reason Sites seems more vibrant than its predecessors (Journal of 
Rehearsal and Aubadcl is that it is quite simply more joyous. The chapter 
on Popham Beach, Maine is rich in sensory images, and poignant beyond 
the poignance of a seventy-four year old man remembering the summers of 
his boyhood. Fowlie does more than merely reconstruct the patterns of his 
life by describing people, places, and events—he builds his life into a book. 
"So I call this text my salvation, because in it, by means of words, I have 
restored myself. Almost as a building is restored, brick by brick, wall by 
wall. I have written the inventory of those who once surrounded me in the 
past, and of those who surround me today." 

"Sever Hall" is the building at Harvard where Fowlie heard T.S. Eliot 
lecture in 1933, and where he himself later instructed freshmen. It was in 
Sever that Fowlie's friend Paul Schofield had first introduced him to Eliot's 
poetry (in 1929, when they were both undergraduates). It was also in Sever 
that Fowlie began to examine the relationship between Eliot and the French 
Symbolist poets, especially Mallarme. 

After graduating from Harvard, Fowlie taught at the Taft School in 
Watertown, Connecticut from 1930-31. There, in his first year of teaching, 
he began a personal tradition that has continued to the present day: a 
tradition of empathy, of being friend and helper to his students. "Taft 
School prepared the majority of its students, at least its brightest students, 
for Yale. Yale would be, if reached, the continuing of a tradition in which a 
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Taft graduate would feel at home. Here I was, fresh from Harvard, 
unaccountably admitted to a foreign stronghold. The gibes and jokes about 
my presence, my invasion, gradually wore thin as masters and pupils grew 
accustomed to seeing me there among them, seemingly permanent in my 
new office of master. In a way I was a freshman too, and that helped to 
make our almost daily meetings harmonious. We were all starting off 
together, exploring a new land..." 

On several occasions, from the mid-1940's to the early 70's, Fowlie 
spent time at Yaddo, the famed writers' colony in Saratoga Springs, New 
York. Many of the best writers of the day enjoyed fellowships at Yaddo, 
among them Ben Belitt, John Malcolm Brinnin, Elizabeth Bishop, Truman 
Capote, Katherine Anne Porter, John Cheever, William Goyen, and Galway 
Kinnell. During his first visit to Yaddo, Fowlie felt awkward at being a 
literary critic among poets and novelists. "Although I firmly believed in the 
creativity of criticism, I felt inferior to the poets and novelists, to the 
painters and sculptors and composers. I was writing a book based on other 
books while they were creating from the imagination and from their 
personal experiences and reactions." That feeling diminished, though, as 
Fowlie came to realize that even a critic's writing must be permeated to 
some degree with his personality. Wallace Fowlie was on his way to 
becoming a beloved professor, a distinguished translator, and a renowned 
scholar of Dante, Proust, and the French Symbolist poets. 

"The Basilisk," perhaps the most fascinating chapter in Sites, describes 
Fowlie's discordant friendship with a frenetic young man named Seth and his 
sister Judith. In the final chapter, "A Letter to Myself," Fowlie reveals that 
he once received a letter from rock star Jim Morrison. Morrison wrote to 
thank Fowlie for translating the Complete Works of Rimbaud (19661. 
Fowlie elucidates several similar themes in the poems of Rimbaud and the 
songs of The Doors. 

Wallace Fowlie's prose style improves with each volume of 
autobiography that he writes. The language of Sites is spare but elegant, 
always lucid. With increasing liveliness and candor, Fowlie unfolds his 
life's story. An unusual integrity becomes apparent in this book; though it 
is a coherent whole, any chapter can be read and enjoyed separately. In the 
Wallace Fowlie of Sites, we recognize ourselves—not only our intellectual 
curiousity, but also our hesitation and uncertainty, the first faltering steps 
we take following a change in direction or the establishment of a new 
commitment. We are held, edified even, by this astute self-portrait, just as 
we are held by our collective identification with J. Alfred Prufrock. Sites is 
a delightful and instructive book from a man who is-to the very core of his 
being—a teacher. Though an autonomous tome, it is really the third panel 
of one triptych; useful hieroglyphe. 

D. Edmond Miller 
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'Trinity Arghivr. 
Published undtr the Supervision of the Professor of English. 

Trinity College, Nov., 1887. 

Goe, little booke! thy selfe present! 

Spenser. 

The movement set on foot by the 

Board of Trustees to advance the in¬ 

terests of Trinity exerts a stimulating 

influence upon the College itself. The 

students, feeling the impetus given, 

have entered heartily into sympathy 

with the new management. That an¬ 

other door to literary work might be 

opened to them, they have planned 

and, with the approbation of the Fac¬ 

ulty, established The Archive. Its 

columns will receive and preserve their 

best work. Dull efforts to say nothing 

in many words, mild platitudes on an¬ 

cient classics,and meanderings through 

hazy sentiment will be buried in the 

dust of the top-shelf along with “Which 

is mighter, the pen or the sword.>” A 

concise statement, however, of original 

investigation in any department, 

whether from student or from member 

of the Faculty, will be welcomed; for 

it has been determined that its aim 

shall not be solely a literary one. It 

is desired, also, that the paper be a 

means of communication between Col¬ 

lege and patrons. To this end, the cir¬ 

culation will be extended as far as 

possible over the territory covered by 

the North Carolina Conference. Trinity 

news. Trinity interests, Trinity an¬ 

nouncements will be made prominent. 

The co-operation of clergy and laity, 

especially of the Alumni, is asked in 

putting The Archive into general 

circulation; for Trinity claims as her 

patrons the whole membership of the 

Conference. 

The responsibility of publication is 

undertaken by the two Literary Socie¬ 

ties. The two Managers and ten Edi¬ 

tors are chosen out of their members, 

and the Professor of English has been 

designated Censor. Training in jour¬ 

nalism is a legitimate part of College 

work. A proposition, however, to es¬ 

tablish a C//a/> of Journalism merits the 

jocular tone with which the press has 

greeted it. The practical exercise af¬ 

forded in publishing a paper helps to 

make ready writers, and is a valuable 

auxiliary to the regular course. 
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Editor’s Note 

So when I think to end that / hegonne, 
I must begin and never bring to end. 

Edmund Spenser 

Earlier this year we decided to put together a magazine that would properly 
celebrate The Archive's one hundredth anniversary. We searched through 
shelves of old Archives in order to find out about our history. What we found 
is a magazine with a history of enthusiastic, unpolished, and often opinionated 
writers. The form of the magazine, we found, has changed drastically. The 
impulse to write has not. 

When the Trinity Archive first appeared in 1887, it was the newspaper, 
literary magazine, and alumni newsletter for the campus. In 1905 a student 
paper was established and the magazine began to concentrate on building a 
literary community. By the early thirties the Trinity Archive had become 
simply The Archive, but its literary community had expanded to include the 
southeastern United States. Allen Tate and John Crowe Ransom were among 
some of the contributing writers who helped to establish the Archive's 
reputation in the South. By the time the next decade had rolled around. The 
Archive had ceased to solicit outside contributors because they were producing 
their own body of writers, many of whom are included in this issue. 

The time has come to begin again. We hope that this issue serves as some 
form of inspiration to the students who will create future Archives. And it is 
to them that we dedicate this book. 



I 
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Memory 

{pages from an autobiographical work in progress) 

We call it now "stream of consciousness," but through the centuries, 
memory has been referred to as flowing water. During these past ten years, I 
have descended into that stream more often than I have stayed on its banks, on 
the solid ground of day by day life. Currents of the past are indeed deep, and at 
times I have struggled hard to raise my ghosts, watery figures mist-covered, in 
order to join them and walk again with them. 

Self-writing, with which I am now unshamedly allied, is, in a fundamental 
sense, mimesis. It has its grandeur, and its misery too. But it has the music of 
human life. I can still hear the waves breaking on South Beach in Popham, 
which I heard when I was nine years old, as clearly as I hear this morning, at 
the age of seventy-seven, the cars rushing along Chapel Hill Boulevard on 
their way to Chapel Hill or to Durham. 

The eternal moment; that is the sole subject of autobiography. I am who I 
was. Life is a narrative, and self-writing is narrative discourse, whether I am 
recalling a specific episode, or the words of a friend, or thoughts that rise up 
again and again in my consciousness. When I say to myself: 'observe each day 
as it comes in, and celebrate it as if it is an anhade,' I am really saying: 
'observe age as it comes in, and make it serviceable.' 

1 pursue a lonely conception of this book and often ask myself as I resume 
daily work on it: where is its grand design'? I persevere because 1 am the sole 
custodian of the figures of my life. Those invisible presences play their part as 
I rehearse the repetitive patterns of living. There was, of course, at the 
beginning an original text, a first occurence. But then, each year, each decade, 
the original text is reworked. For Dante Alighieri it became one of his hundred 
cantos, written perhaps in Verona, in his exile from Florence. For Ezra Pound 
it became one of his Pisan Cantos, also written in exile, and possibly in 
Rapallo. 

Such master craftsmen as they were, are examples for minor writers who 
live in far less dramatic exiles. From such writers, and from others: Pascal, 
Saint Augustine, Thomas Merton, I have learned that what I have been 
seeking I have already found. From the writing of these pages I know that 1 
am going to where I am. Circularity in time and space is the mode of my 
existence as I recall words and sites, figures and sounds, desolation and 
jubilation. 

Places, real places where I once lived are more real than the town in which 
I now live. And they haunt me and draw me back through intervening spaces: 
a street in Boston, a hotel in Nice, a eucalyptus tree in Taomiina, a movie 
house in New Haven, New York's Central Park, Golden Hill in Colorado. . . 
Paris is my pillar of cloud and fire. 

In retrospect I can remember clearly the unique power of Paris. It 
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obliterated for me all personal affairs, all personal attachments. I had read Le 
Pere Goriot and Le Spleen de Paris, and thus in the streets of Paris I dreamed 
not of myself but of Balzac's Eugene de Rastignac and le vieit.x saltimbanqiie 
of Baudelaire. There I learned to think of books as artifacts, as objects not 
related to me but to truth, and when I came upon the sentence (I believe it is 
Flaubert's), Tout ee qu'on invente est vrai ("Everything invented is true"), I 
knew I had discovered a major clue to the art of reading and the an of teaching. 
The old writers of France: Villon and Ronsard, Rousseau and Nerval, were 
revenants for me whom I welcomed in my promenades, whom I accosted at 
times and on whose marginal intellectual worlds I poached. 

My inner life has experienced too little guilt and too little despair. Thus 
my life has been too drab, too thin. This urge to write about it is most 
certainly an effort to alter its drabness by understanding it better, by allowing 
memory its miracle. So, in these exercises of memory, I experience almost 
simultaneously two kinds of excitement: the pull to chronicle and the pull to 
compose a work of art. 

Autobiography is fiction of a special breed. One picture is always clear in 
my mind when I hear the word "autobiography": a young man from his 
province en route to the city (and the city is usually Paris). Flaubert. Balzac, 
Stendahl, of course, but also James Joyce, Rimbaud, Hart Crane, Saint 
Augustine, Thomas Merton. The pattern is the same, but the adventures and 
the goals differ. 

The personal growth in each of these famous cases is unique, and that is 
what autobiography means, that is the meaning of a Bildungsroman. In this 
shocking comparison I am making with these big names and accomplish¬ 
ments. my own personal growth, if I can call it that, is linguistic. I study 
words in order to become more human. Words at first not understood, but 
spoken over and over again until I have learned them by heart. Separate 
isolated words at first, in this process of turning myself into a human being, 
and then whole poems ("Memoire" of Rimbaud, "Vergine madre," canto 33, II 
Paradiso), then whole scenes from Moliere (Les Femmes Savantes) and Racine 
(Phedre). 

The usual cycle in a man's life of exile and return to the home base, is , in 
my case, the cycle of exile and a further exile in a new place. There has been 
no return home. Boston-Cambridge to Connecticut(Taft School and Yale), to 
Chicago, to Vermont (Bennington), to Colorado (Boulder), to North Carolina 
(Durham). And now at Duke University, where I still teach long after I should 
have legitimately retired. I contemplate the next (and last?) move, one not too 
far from this site of favorite courses, and medicine, and the thwarted hopie of 
building a chapel on Campus Drive which I planned to call "Chapel of the 
Angels" to offset the "Blue Devils." 

My essays and books of literary criticism are today my quarries. Thanks to 
them, this new text I am writing can be stabilized. Let me be a self-writer 
now and not critic. 

Whatever this chronicle is, whatever it becomes, I know now it is rooted 
in the reading of literature, and in the exercises I have written about French 
writers and Dante. There has been little or no influence of other 
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autobiographies. Almost nothing from Rousseau and Yeats. Some, it is true, 
from Thoreau and some from Henry Adams. But that is because I already knew 
their woods and their cities. I remembered the fields and ponds of New 
England. I remembered Boston and Paris: the Virgin of Notre Dame and 
Lx)uisberg Square. 

Personalities of my teachers in early adolescence, and, later the 
personalities of my Harvard professors, form a meandering succession whom I 
have mythologized, and who have become me in some unique metamorphosis. 
I hear them in my voice and see them in gestures I make in my classroom. 

This fictional guise I am calling autobiography is made up of conventions 
and mythologies that frame half-truths. A meeting of minds took place—not in 
reading Rimbaud, but in trying to explain him in a classroom. The presence of 
others around me, of young lives- innocent despite all their worldliness and 
sophistication-forced me into moments of self-identification. I would never 
have written about Rimbaud if I hadn't taught him. I would never have written 
a memoir-book, if I had not half-memorized Une saison en enfer. 

Without the support of literature, no one can have an image of humanity, 
no one can have a theory of life. Books of science lead into literature, but they 
lack the splendor, the portentous truths of Four Quartets, of Ulysses, of 
Pascal's Pensees. It is, after all, racial memory that counts—the transmission 
of experience from generation to generation: Boethius to Dante to Chaucer to 
Machiavelli. Only after such a genealogy will a man begin to comprehend 
such a figure as Fortuna. 

We are continuous from generation to generation. The embryo that turned 
into the child I once was, and which is now an old man, will not have reached 
its end at my death. Concerned as we are with our bodily changes, we easily 
forget the transmigration of our soul that is also taking place when we breathe 
and when we will no longer breathe. 

Light veils of clouds have allowed me to converse frankly with Dante and 
Montaigne, with Saint John on Patmos, and Jules Laforgue in his Pierrot 
complaints. Such men have been my fellow travelers. And they often kept me 
outside the major movements of my plot. Now that I look back more often 
than I look forward, I journey back on the road of ancestry, to emperors and 
pontifices, to gallows' victims and court jesters. I must be after some theory 
of recovery I am unable to resurrect. A seminal source in the sun, perhaps. A 
myth fostered in my childhood as I walked around Walden. I have moved from 
pagan learning to letters of Paul. 

Truth is to be found in autobiographical fable. I try to hear voices that 
echo in the pages of this narrative, and often recognize them to be echoes of 
my fledgling selves. I remain principally an early naive persona. 

Wallace Fowlie 
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Ideally Grasping 
the Actual Flower 

after Kant's Prolegomena 

1. 

Here is a gross and bumbly man, alas. 
At large in the garden he postulates perhaps. 

In the indifferent space within him or beyond 
Something appears that represents its name as rose. 
Some shape that employs the gross and bumbly mind 
To identify itself, a humoresque 
Geometry that colors saturate. 
That mortal perfumes burden and extend. 

He has the impression of being unsatisfied. 

He is unsatisfied, being one 
Of the only class of beings that regrets its being. 

Determined to picture this rose as pictureless. 
He says, "It is a statement, 
A mere location of possibilities 
Which may remain unsatisfied." 
Thus he can see (so far as he can see). 
Requiring a mind as pure as the senses which feed it. 
Demanding senses pure as spaceless time. 

Blit where is the sky without a world beneath? 

He moves upon the rose like a cloud of smoke 
Attempting to envelope a puff of mist. 
Ignoring the blandishment of metaphor 
And all the appetites of his rude sensorium. 

He gives the impression of being satisfied. 
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3. 

The final possibility has been satisfied: 
"I am a man alas and gross." 

Now that even the numbers have stripped to their motives. 
Now that the unquestioned authority of music 
Is questioned by its smallest elements, 
This rose begins to reckon its proper genus. 

His flower is an angel. 
The Rose is an Angel whose qualities 
Are as mathematic as a snowflake. 
As empiric as the deep Empyrean. 

This truth comes to him as clear and poignant 
As one's own porch light seen from a distant planet. 

Fred Chappell 
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St. Silvere's Head 

The passenger boat from Marseille to Tunis leaves in the early afternoon 
and takes twenty-four hours to cross the Mediterranean. You may try to sleep 
out the bumpy night in a cabin bed or sit frugally in the lounge with destitute 
Arabs—whichever, your spirits rise around noon and you think Africa itself 
must be minutes away when you pass the first landfall, the island of La Galite 
(Jeziret Jalita). In fact you still have two good hours to go, and the trip would 
be even longer were you travelling between the island and Bizerte or Tunis in 
one of the smaller slower fishing boats that provide the only access to La 
Galite, now as in the thirties when St. Silvere lost his head. 

La Galite is an irregular crescent some seven kilometers long and three 
wide at its widest, with a good natural harbor. Several far smaller islands lie 
within sight. Les Chiens aren't much more than a pair of barnacled rocks, the 
lonely lighthouse stands atop Le Galiton, and finally there is La Rochelle 
with its black rabbits. 

The Galitois of fifty years ago and their ancestors had come to the island 
from coastal cities and towns in Italy, Tunisia and France. They spoke a kind 
of French Neapolitan with many Arabic words and phrases. The men fished 
the surrounding waters for langouste and sold their catch in the mainland 
harbors where they and their families used the money for a few luxuries-a 
magazine, a fancy rooster-and what few necessities they were unable to 
provide for themselves. For they were very nearly self-sufficient. With the 
langouste they took fish and squid from the sea, and around the island's rocky 
shore they gathered limpets, urchins, octopus and sometimes gull eggs. They 
had olive and fruit trees, raised many vegetables and kept chickens, sheep, 
goats and pigs, and made their own wine, cheese, bread and sausage and their 
own clothes and shoes. 

Mariadjire, called The Greek because you couldn't understand her, had the 
little grocery near the water and Conchette had the one on the hill. But even 
these, the only commercial establishments besides the tiny bar at the harbor, 
were merely rooms in the white flat-roofed cottages. No one had electric lights 
or telephones. Islanders drew fresh water from wells, trying not to disturb the 
eel that lived in one, and for their laundry they used rainwater and ashes. A few 
families had outhouse sheds but for most there would be simply a latrine in a 
clearing in the bamboo some distance from the house. 

Conchette of the upper grocery, by the way, had the island's only cow, 
whose good milk she sold at a fair price or drank herself Years later in the 
south of France this same Conchette disgraced herself and her family with 
milk. She had developed a habit of stealing a bottle before dawn from one of 
the crates left by the dairy truck in front of a neighborhood grocery, and the 
owners took a flashbulb picture of her in the act. 

Had such a thing happened before Conchette left La Galite she would 
surely have been given a name to commemorate it. Children as they grew up 
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learned two names for many of the adults. Jacomine the Tripod and Elyse The 
Viper had three daughters, Eliane The Moray-Eel-In-a-Nun’s-Habit, Rosette Ear- 
To-the-Ground and Ninette The Cheesegrater because of her complexion. And 
there were stories and stories--how one Sunday afternoon in the Cafe Riche in 
Bizerte a rat ran across the dance floor and bit Crazy Djoulina's shoe, how 
skinny Achilles The Strong saw a ghost near the lighthouse. 

People called Lucia Matzel by the bland name of Zia (Aunt) Lucia. At the 
time of this story she was around fifty, a small lively widow with bright green 
eyes and a few long grey whiskers on her chin. She lived with her son Silvere 
who was barely twenty and didn't have a nickname yet. His father had been 
killed in an accident with the langouste trap lines after six months of marriage, 
before Silvere's birth. Lucia had grieved and stayed in mourning some longer 
than decorum required, and then she had looked about for another husband for a 
while until, finding none, she had reconciled herself to being Zia Lucia in the 
houses of her sisters and brothers and their families, and raising Silvere herself 
with their help. 

Silvere at twenty had become one of the island's most eligible bachelors, 
cheerful and steady, handsome and a good sailor and fisherman. Some islanders 
opined that Zia Lucia would be a burden to whatever wife he might take, the 
love between mother and son was so strong. Otherwise the Galitois, who 
weren't at all slow to find fault, had mostly good to say about these two. 

One morning around nine, when the large and small boats had been out 
several hours and were all a good distance from port, the sky darkened 
precipitously and a storm of unusual violence blew in out of the northwest and 
lasted until late afternoon, with gale winds and waves high enough to capsize 
any of the unlucky fleet. No island woman was more fearful than Zia Lucia, 
for that day Silvere had gone out in one of the smallest boats alone except for 
old Totot, who was a good sailor but slow and weak. More than Silvere's 
father had died at sea, and hardly a man was without injuries. Near the top of 
the ridge Zia Lucia at her parlor window looked out over Papa Nioque's roof 
(which served her as a terrace for drying figs and cod) down into the harbor 
where by noon only five boats had struggled in to dock, none of them her 
son's. 

Half an hour later she saw Silvere's boat coasting in past Le Galiton. She 
had prayed for his safety to the Virgin and St. Lucia, and especially to St. 
Silvere, kneeling in front of the wooden effigy that stood under a bell jar on a 
stand beside her hearth, clothed in silk Pope's robes and crowned with the 
orange blossoms she had worn as a bride. Now she went out onto her terrace 
to wave a scarf in the wind to welcome Silvere. Others from their terraces and 
windows and doorways saw the scarf go to Zia Lucia's mouth as the ship came 
nearer and she saw it wasn't Silvere's at all, but Hassen's which also happened 
to have a red prow. 

By two the sky had cleared some and the wind wasn't quite so fierce. Three 
boats that had been fishing together in the west filed in, one with a sheared 
mast. By then Zia Lucia had learned that Totot and Silvere had last been seen 
making for La Galite in mid-morning. By three theirs was one of two boats 
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missing. Zia Lucia lifted the heavy bell jar off St. Silvere and laid aside the 
dry coronet. She turned the saint around, picked him up and ran out to the edge 
of her terrace, holding St. Silvere straight out toward the sea, for him to use 
all his power to bring back his namesake. 

Galitois dogs ate well enough, and had children to play with and rabbits to 
chase into the brush, but from adult islanders they might receive a solid kick, 
delivered in Arab disdain and amiable southern European contempt, as easily 
as a good hustling of the fur over their shoulders. Those who didn't bear their 
lot with equanimity became fishbait but some, like rangy old brown and white 
Reziel whose mistress lived in the lane above Zia Lucia, might engage in 
wary mischief now and then. And a storm excited and frightened the dogs more 
than other island animals. 

Old Reziel was loping by when Zia Lucia brought St. Silvere out. He 
paused and perked up his ears. Zia Lucia prayed aloud for her son’s safety. 
Then by some mischance the saint's head tumbled from his shoulders. Zia 
Lucia's eyes widened as the head rolled away from her feet across the terrace in 
the wind. Old Reziel watched too and then with a bound he picked the saint's 
head up in his mouth and ran. 

Apalled, Zia Lucia watched Reziel stop and turn halfway back toward her 
so that he could watch without seeming to, like a puppy at play, rump in the 
air and elbows on the cobbles. St. Silvere's pious whitened resignation to the 
sixth century turns of fortune that would result in his martyrdom as well as 
the latest affronts of being several meters from his body and framed in teeth 
and loose jowls, shone sideways, the normally heavenward gaze now directed 
over the rooftops to the wild sea. Zia Lucia's neighbors who had seen her carry 
out the icon watched in a kind of silence that spread under the howl of the 
wind, the event was so unpropitious. 

"Filthy beast!" Zia Lucia rushed forward waving the headless saint as if 
she intended to club Reziel with it. He, sensing the gravity of his misdeed. 
dropp)ed his prize and scooted under a fence. Zia Lucia might have had the head 
then if she'd been faster but it began to move over the cobbles along the path 
that wound between fields and garden plots and houses down to the harbor. 
The head slowed as it rolled through a depression and up a mild incline where 
it seemed to pause. Gasping "Aie! Aie," Zia Lucia tried to comer it with her 
foot but instead tipped it over so that it went down a ten-step stair in three 
bounces and continued on its way. At the top Zia Lucia, too winded to run 
more, crossed herself as if the untoward omen were the actual death of her son. 

The head caromed off Maria Radze's garden wall and skittered across the path at 
an angle into the comer formed by the walls of Lucrece Darco's house and her 
dead father's empty one, where it stopped. Fifteen years later when Habib 
Bourgiba was confined for a time on the island he lived in Lucrece Darco's 
father’s house. A neighbor recalled hearing of St. Silvere's more drastic 
confinement on an island in the Ligurian, and said Zia Lucia's effigy must 
have foreseen Bourgiba's coming. 

The wind was yowling. Zia Lucia, her rope-soled canvas shoes flapping, 
St. Silvere's chasuble and skirts billowing from under her arm, came down fast 
as she could and retrieved the head, which she replaced and then there where she 
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stood once more pointed the intact icon toward the black harbor. She gave it a 
gentle but entirely firm shake, as though it were a recalcitrant child. Almost 
horizontal, a boat slipped in out of the rain into the harbor's lee where it 
righted itself enough for islanders to see it was Kagaliose's. A shout went up 
from his house and from others on the hillside. Zia Lucia crossed herself once 
more since Kagaliose's safety seemed a possible omen that Silvere and Totot 
would shortly come limping in to port themselves. She climbed back up to 
her house. 

Dusk was falling now, and it seemed to happen more slowly than usual for 
simultaneously the sky was clearing as the storm made its way east past Tunis 
and Carthage and south, passing well above Djerba la Douce and dissipating as 
it went until it must have made landfall in Libya and died in the sands. On La 
Galite lanterns and lamps were being lighted in houses and down at the harbor. 
Galitois visited neighbors to hear news of damage the wind might have done 
on the island, and of what had happened at sea. From house to house went the 
story of Lucia, old Reziel and St. Silvere's head. Each time the story was told 
for new hearers a cautious alertness would come over the room and speaker and 
hearers would search each other's eyes for amusement, as they crossed 
themselves or laid hands over hearts. Whenever some glimmer threatened to 
break through the solemnity, they would think of Zia Lucia waiting alone and 
afraid for her son. 

Before night fell, before it was too dark for the dash from the shoal beyond 
Les Chiens where he had spent the worst of the storm at anchor, Silvere 
brought his boat home. As he and old Totot came ashore they learned that this 
storm had taken no friend's life. Totot lived with his brother around a hill in a 
house consisting of a cave with a door and windows built over its entrance. He 
set out on the path that led there and Silvere headed up the path to his 
mother's. Word of his arrival preceded him so that fellow sailors and their 
families and other islanders stepped out of their houses along his way to clap 
him on the shoulders and joke, and Zia Lucia stood in front of her house 
waving and brushing some tears from under her eyes until Silvere stepped out 
onto the terrace with her and she could put her arms around him. She didn't 
mind in the least that already the story of St. Silvere's head was being retold, 
this time with the laughter that had been withheld before. She herself would 
recount it many times in her life, usually to islanders who knew it well, and 
laugh as much as they did. Today around the Mediterranean and elsewhere 
people who know that Zia Lucia must have died, and who remember her dimly 
if at all, still sometimes tell the story. It continues to give pleasure, in the 
safety of its time. 

Joe Ashby Porter 
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Ballad of Cambysses 

Cambysses staggered to his throne, 
. a jug of wine in hand. 

He ordered war, then declared peace 
a while, till he could stand. 

His gold crown tilted above his ear, 
his royal visage burned. 

He danced a while, then paused to banish 
his last meal to an um. 

The courtiers suppres.sed their laughs 
or snickered in their palms, 

and toasted him throughout the day, 
too drunk themselves for qualms. 

A voice was heard, a discordant ring: 
"The king's had too much wine." 

The fog cleared and he straightened up, 
king again, semi-divine. 

"I shall prove,” he roared, "that I am 
immune to any spirit! 

Give me a target, the smallest thing- 
with an arrow I'll shear it!" 

Objects were quickly offered: dishes, 
fruit, a small child's toy. 

These he dismissed as too easy; 
instead he chose a boy, 

the son of that fool who spoiled his fun. 
"Stand still," he ordered 

the motionless child. From impatient bow 
the arrow sprang forward. 
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and imbedded itself-bull's eye— 

amidst his target's head, 
who gurgled once and poured blood like wine, 

a dark, full-bodied red. 

Spectators cheered and enjoyed the feast, 
except the grieving father, 

who learned: no matter how much he drinks, 
a king is always sober. 

Yoji Yamaguchi 

David Anderson 
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Four Poems from a Journal 

Praise 

This stands for praise— 

A book of days 

Of frozen terror. 

Scalded nights, 

The horn of healing. 

Tethered flights 

To follow that 

Tall muffled light: 

Whatever name 

It wills to bear. 

Again 

Praisel—this mountain bursting my back. 

Blundering out toward day and light 

Through me, the space I've fought to hold- 

Clear of pain, secure for rest: 

One evening glide toward tranquil night? 

Pain. Labor. The birth-throes of death— 

Mine, for me. Selected by what 

Or whom? Sent why? 

The source and socket 

Of end and start. 

What else? Praise. 
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Rex 

Fourteen days at a dismal junction. 

Forty-two meals at the All-You-Can-Eat 

Buffet and Grill (obese Gold Agers 

Burdened with platters of strangled catfish). 

No liquor, no unblotched skin to touch— 

Yet I leave, reluctant. Your actual face, 

Frank miracle, your pillared throat- 

Dense abutment to bear a mind 

That in dark eyes bums steady. 

Grave, extending gifts: constant you. 

Valentine. Heron. 

Mid-February, pond laced at the rim; 

You chime one more year frozen shut. 

Locked behind us— 

lilac heron. 

Old as the pines that shade your shallows; 

My famished grateful counting eyes. 

Reynolds Price 
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In the Hours Before Hiroshima 

A patient was allowed visitors on the psychiatric ward of the naval 

hospital on Saipan. A few days before I was released I received a visit from 
Chaplain Wickersham, who had gotten used to my condescending tone. "One 
of your outstanding qualities," I said as we sat in my sunlit room, "is that you 
don't seem to stiff arm people in regard to religion. I think that's exemplary, if 
you don't mind my saying so. I mean, one does expect an erstwhile 
missionary to try to do a little proselytizing now and then. I'm really grateful 
for all your generosity." 

Wickersham laughed. "I wouldn't for the world want to make a religious 
pitch. Lieutenant," he said. "All I've ever wanted to do is to offer you 
whatever small advice and aid I'm capable of giving. So you say you've been 
addressing yourself to Kierkegaard? How do you find him?" 

"He's good hospital reading, better than the Nembutal," I replied and 
immediately regretted the jibe. I went on: "No-I'm sorry for that-I really 
think he's incredibly provocative. I'm glad you put me onto him. I read and 
reread him for three solid hours last night. I mean, he's tough-but rewarding." 

"I thought you might find him so," he said, "anyway I'd like to know 
what you think." Wickersham had been over on Tinian, visiting a fellow 
chaplain, and while there his sandy-pink complexion had been badly broiled by 
the sun. Most of his exposure, he said, had come as he stood on a dock 
watching sailors from the U.S.S. Indianapolis gingerly unload a strange cargo, 
top secret, which was soon to be utilized by the Air Force. He said rumors had 
been flying around Tinian that Gen. LeMay's bombers were about to employ a 
fiendish Buck Rogers device which, as they swept over Japan, would shower 
down billions of "death rays," paralyzing the little creatures at their tea 
ceremonies and turning to statuary the raw-squid eaters, chopsticks poised in 
mid-bite. (God, I thought, how easy it was to hate those despicable lice!) 
More likely, though, Wickersham said, the mechanism was an experimental 
supergadget, a flopperoo costing the taxpayers useless millions. We both 
agreed, however, that anything that might render the inhabitants of that 
maggot heap motionless for even a minute or two was worth the effort. I had 
become very fond of Wickersham. White awaiting some corpsman to bring up 
a healing lotion from the pharmacy to spread over his blazing face, he 
extracted from a bag a big pile of books for me to read: Saroyan short stories, 
two Aldous Huxley novels, a volume of Robert Bums, a potboiler called 
King's Row and You Can't Go Home Again, which I'd earlier asked him to try 
to dig up for me, since it was the only novel by Thomas Wolfe I had yet to 
read. 

"I tike this desperation of Kierkegaard," I said, "this idea that in becoming 
a Christian you have to make a leap into the darkness. My problem is that 
I've already made that leap—backwards. But there's something admirable and 
compelling about his anguish and loneliness. And about his ultimate faith- 
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even if it's faith in something so problematical and lacking in proof that it’s 
literally absurd. I like that bleakness, it suits my masochism. If I had to have 
a favorite philosopher I'm sure he would be Kierkegaard. I paused then said, 
"Even so, you know, there's an aspect about him I'm unwilling to buy." 

"What's that?" said Wickersham. 
"He never saw war, and so he never really knew fear and trembling. I read 

the brief biography in your book. He travelled a little but never truly left 
Copenhagen. His suffering was neurotic, an abstraction, outside of real 
experience. I know he had afflictions, and he died young. I don't want to 
belittle any person's misery, you understand. But Copenhagen must have 
offered a fine shelter, at least physically, in those peaceful days. What I think 
I'm saying. Chaplain, is that war is so unspeakably terrible and loathsome that 
it makes even a tough and obdurate philosophy like Kierkegaard's-the 
philosophy of suffering-meaningless, irrelevant. I know this goes against 
your grain-you're a man of God, and I respect your belief—but to my mind 
there is nothing in the chaos of human experience that so distinctly repudiates 
the idea of faith as war does. War says, fuck faith—even Kierkegaard's. War, 
you see, says fuck everything. Everything. 

"As strong as your disbelief, your agnosticism-whatever you call it—is, I 
would not want to quarrel with you," Wickersham said. "But I have to defend 
myself a little. Which is to say I've seen many frightened marines go into 
battle steadied by their Christian faith. Still frightened, I know, but somehow 
given a steadiness and reassurance." 

"I'd never doubt that, "I replied, "and I say it again that I respect your belief 
and theirs." What flashed through my head for me to add, but which I did not 
say was: On Okinawa, I happen to know, my little four-man fire-team from 
Philadelphia, the Murderous Micks, were prayed over by the Catholic chaplain 
before they went into battle. They pitted their young Irish courage against 
mortars and Nambu machine guns and none of them came back save one, and 
he a basket case. What mattered to them the steadiness and reassurance of 
faith? 

After a bit, the Chaplain left, saying that he'd look in on me again in a day 
or two. I had just settled into You Can't Go Home Again when the nurse 
Mamie Eubanks tapped at the door and said that I had another visitor: Captain 
Hipp. The news pleased me, and I was rather surprised at my own pleasure, 
until upon swift analysis I realized pretty much what the nature of our little 
chat would be, and the relief with which I would welcome the confrontation. I 
felt a bit like some benumbed victim on death row who after dwelling so long 
in the presence of the executioner finally accepts his fate with resignation and 
even a perverse sense of blessedness. 

"Hi, of Stingo, how's your hammer bangin'?" he said, in one of the 
hoariest of Marine Corps greetings. 

"Quite splendidly, sir," I responded with cheer, and motioned toward the 
chair just occupied by the Chaplain. "Sit yourself down." 

He brought me from the PX an entire carton of Baby Ruth candy bars, and 
this he deposited on my bed and then seated himself While he sat down there 
passed through my mind in a quick burst: If I hated a man like this, if I hated 
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the Marines, everything would he so easy. But ole Ravenal Calhoun Hipp- 
and all the men like him, and the entire Marine Corps-have become as much 
a part of my life as the heart that pumps my blood. How can I betray my own 
substance, my own flesh? 

"I'm embarrassed, sir," I began, "I want to get out of here already." 
"You know. Stingo," he replied, "the whole Hipp family has had a 

drinking problem. I had two great-uncles ended up in the lunatic asylum in 
Columbia from booze. Aunt on my mama's side died of delirium tremens and 
the heebie-jeebies-saw vampire bats climbing down the walls. Nobody's more 
sympathetic to the alcohol problem than I am, I just wanted you to know 
that." 

He ran a hand through his cropped lemon-blond hair, grinned at me 
fraternally, then said: "God damn. I'm sure glad it's no worse than a little run 
in with the Schlitz. The doctor told me that all you needed was to dry out for a 
little while and you'd be fit as a fiddle again." After a pause, he went on: "You 
know, the Corps has always been pretty lenient when the situation has been 
booze. Remember Lou Diamond?" (He referred to a legendary gunnery sergeant 
of ancient vintage, revered throughout the Marines—a flamboyant reprobate 
whose escapades were universally tolerated, finally, because when sober he 
was a supreme master of the engine of destruction that was his forte, the 81- 
mm. mortar.) "Lou Diamond had to be dried out at least a dozen times, so 
you've got to figure you're in good company. Meanwhile your platoon's 
operating real smooth under Longerbone. Smooth as snakeshit." 

"All I needed, sir, was to be able to stop and take stock, so to speak. I'll be 
okay. I'll have to keep in shap)e by running around the lagoon a lot," I said, 
"but I'll be looking forward to getting back-and drinking muchas Coca- 
Colas." 

Hipp gave a laugh, then said: "You're still plenty motivated, aren't you." 
"How do you mean, sir?" I replied, slightly puzzled. 
"You still hate the little yellow rats so you can keep your platoon's blood 

boiling? I was getting the feeling for a while there—when you were running 
into difficulties-that your motivation might have been slacking off. That you 
didn't have a rage to kill Japs. Platoon gets to feel it, you know, when an 
officer loses that rage. It can begin to affect the whole company." 

"No sir," I said, "don't worry. I'm motivated. I can kill." 
"Remember Pearl Harbor." 
"Fuckin' A." 
"You know. Stingo," he said, "there's something about the goddammed 

miserable Japs! You've got to keep thinking about their lack of humanity! 
Their bestiality! They just call out to be hated. It's what differentiates the Japs 
from the Germans. You know, last winter when I was stateside, back home in 
Spartanburg, I had a lot of long talks with my brother Dalzell. He was a 
Lieutenant in the Eighty-second Airborne and got shot in the leg somewhere 
in Germany. He pointed something out to me that I found fascinating. He said 
that very few Army guys really hated the Germans. The German soldiers were 
so goddammed expert and professional that you had to respect them. They 
were extremely human. Naturally, you killed them and you killed them 
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ruthlessly, 
but you killed them without hate, killing them because it was your job. 
Sometimes, he said, there was even a feeling of regret, like a good prize 
fighter that finally knocks out a really scrappy opponent." 

"Could it be," I put in, "that in many ways—racially, culturally—the 
Germans are not too different from you and me? While the Japs areT I 
thought of Longerbone and his flame-thrower. 

Captain Hipp failed to answer the question immediately, having fallen into 
a long moment's rumination. 

"What it all boils down to, I think," he said finally, "is that the Japs— 
unlike the Germans-are not Christian. They've been formed by a different code 
of ethics, with no real reverence for life. You've seen those Kamikazes 
yourself, haven't you?" 

"I sure have, sir," I replied with fervor, recalling the Zeros swooping and 
spiralling off Okinawa only a month before, the ghastly collision of plane and 
warship, the boiling seas. They were among certain past memories I'd just as 
soon forget. 

"No Christian fighters would have so little reverence for their own people, 
their own lives. You know, when I went to V.M.I. my great hero was 
Stonewall Jackson-he taught there, you remember. I identified with Jackson, 
there had been certain similarities in our upbringing—both impecunious 
Southern boys, both of us from humble churchgoing families, both of us 
thinking at one time of going into the ministry. I wouldn't be honest. Stingo, 
if I didn't tell you that it's been my ambition to eventually become as great a 
soldier in this century as Jackson was in his. And that has a lot to do with 
being Christian, fighting like Jackson did with a firm belief in Christian 
principles." 

As Hipp spoke I reflected that, between Chaplain Wickersham and Captain 
Hipp it had been a long time since I had received such a concentrated dose of 
religious conviction. I was relieved, though, that at least Hipp, like 
Wickersham, was not attempting to make a convert. He smiled and went on: 
"Now, I'm a poor, poor Christian in many ways. I drink and I use cuss words 
and I sure do like to roll a pretty girl when I can get my paws on one. But I 
think my faith in the Lord's word and my training as a Marine have combined 
to make me a better than average Christian soldier. We're going to need both 
faith and guts when we hit Kyushu. Little Japanese vermin are going to be 
waiting for us with every weapon they got." Hipp paused, then said, "Didn't 
you say you had a granddaddy in the Confederate army. Stingo?" 

"Yes, sir," I replied, recalling a conversation of a couple of weeks before. 
"My grandfather was badly wounded at Chancellorsville. He was with a North 
Carolina regiment. I think he was only seventeen." 

"Well, we've got that to share, too. Stingo, you and I-the memory of 
greatness in the blood that's been handed down to us. I must have told you 
about my own great, granddaddy, a boy a bit older than your granddaddy was— 
old enough to have a couple of sons—only he was with Anderson's division at 
Antietam. He'd made sergeant. He got caught on this famous sunken road 
called the Bloody Lane, where the Union troops were laying down killing 
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accurate enfilading fire and chopping down the Grays like ducks in a shooting 
gallery. You know, there were ten thousand Confederate casualties at 
Antietam! My great-grandaddy and the rest of those South Carolina boys didn't 
stand a chance, he caught a piece of lead in his throat and went down--kerblam- 
without a word. He'd written a letter the day before to my great-grandmama, 
and you could read between the lines that he knew he was going to die. But he 
died a hero, protecting a comrade-there were witnesses to that-with 
Confederate bodies stacked up like cordwood on all sides around him on that 
cold, stony Maryland ground. He spoke to the very end of his faith in the Lord 
and his expectation of the life to come." 

Hipp had not yet allowed himself to weep, and I achingly hoped this would 
not happen, but his impassioned wide eyes were brimming as birdbaths do 
after a deluge. He continued with some effort; "Kyushu by all accounts is 
going to make the slaughter of Antietam look like a small brawl in a country 
juke joint. But by God, Stingo, we're going to go in there like Marines, with 
the spirits of our granddaddies looking down. You believe that, don't you?" 

"I believe it, sir," I hastened to say. "I do. I do!" 
"Stay loose, ole buddy," he said as he rose to leave. He quickly composed 

his features and gave my leg a playful slap, saying: "I sure am glad you've 
come around to feeling genuinely motivated. Like I keep telling you, "E" 
company is the best goddammed company in the Marine Corps and we're 
going to spill a lot of Japanese guts even if we go down in the Bloody Lane. 
Semper fi. Stingo?" 

"Semper fi!" I responded with feeling. 
"Attaboy!" he said. 

Journal entry, August 4, 1945 

A little before ten P.M. I borrowed a flashlight from a corpsman 
and walked down to my promontory by the ocean. This was done 
without difficulty, since I am not under any security regs. Besides, 
fve struck up quite a palship with Mamie Eubanks, who more or 
less runs things on the nut ward, and who, in an access of Georgia 
outgoingness, allowed as how she thought I was cute. I guess 
Mamie's about thirty. Plainly Dr. Spicehandler fulfills her every 
need, and this permits her to be uncommittedly flirtatious with a 
patient, especially one of my years. I haven't been called cute since I 
was nine years old, and (while I was flattered) I shivered at a certain 
incongruity: should a male person of an age to be called cute end up 
serving his country in the role of professional killer? Watch out, 
Tojo, here comes the cutest killer ever to storm the beeches of 
Kagoshima Bay! 

But. Jesus, I realized—in my evening walk to the ocean—that I no 
longer was really quite so afraid: unutterably filled with sorrow, yes, 
and burdened with despair that I never thought a human animal could 
possibly endure, but miraculously free of anxiety that was a yoke 
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around my shoulders. A nervous breakdown nicely nipped in the 
bud. Was it the Nembutal? No, it couldn't be. I received my last (and 
smallest) dose hours ago, early in the afternoon. Perhaps it was 
putting a halt to the gallons of brew. Perhaps I've simply begun to 
shape up like the good marine I once was, and was trained to be—full 
of that jazzy piss and vinegar, the stiff dick for murder I possessed 
just before Okinawa and Aguni-and will acquit myself with credit, 
even glory, when the time comes. I can hardly believe it, really, but 
I've developed a morbid but delightful fantasy concerning a 
newspaper headline: Tidewater Marine Awarded Posthumous Medal 
of Honor. 

Walking through the dense humid tropical night, I heard a sound 
that skewered my heart—Bob Eberly singing "Maria Elena." The 
voice quavered out of the Sixth Marines NCO slop chute-a big 
Quonset hut almost empty because the regiment had just staged an 
all-day landing exercise on the west beaches and the troops were. I'm 
sure, nearly dead from fatigue. But a few die-hard corporals and 
sergeants were boozing it up with their two beers each in a brightly 
lit bam, and from a juke-box Jimmy Dorsey and Bob Eberly's 
amorous vibrato trailed me down the jungle path, plucking at my 
memory so insistently that it was as if I were listening to the song 
for the first time. Miraculously, (perhaps another sign that I've been 
shocked back into a semblance of normality) it stirred my libido, 
producing simultaneously relief, exhilaration and the awkward, 
hobbled gait that comes from tumescence interfering with forward 
motion. However, this lasted but a few moments, and I subsided 
into a lurid reverie of my puppy-love years, almost entirely 
automotive, eons ago: seat leather and the scent of gardenias, girls 
with lipstick smears on their teeth, gearshift sticks obtruding, 
fortress-like brassieres, electric contact with panty silk, horns going 
off by accident, jammed zippers, aching balls-and over all, "Maria 
Elena." as sweetly relentless as unrequited desire. Jesus, I thought, 
trudging through the cricketing and frog-filled jungle, that's one of 
the few past ordeals I'd be willing to place on the order of the one to 
come. 

I sat on the little point above the ocean for an hour or so, 
beneath a blazing canopy of stars. A few of the stars-Sirius, and 
Betelgeuse and Rigel in Orion-seemed as close as hovering bright 
birds; some good shots from an M-1 would bring them plummeting 
down on top of me. Years ago as a child I would stare up at the 
whirling universe with its nebulae and galaxies and take awe-struck 
comfort from its sheer fathomlessness. It was good to have the 
feeling that one was no larger than a speck of dust. One becomes 
even more insignificant beneath the night sky of Micronesia; the 
tropical clarity makes the stars glitter like billions of diamond 
grains, each discrete and scintillant against the black cosmos and its 
incomprehensible distances. I am even a tinier speck of dust here 
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than I was on the banks of the James. The sea tonight, so perfectly 
at peace that it was without sound, smelt like the James, throwing 
up an odor of seaweed and iodine and brine, and of still-damp 
mollusks stranded on the shore. For a moment I thought of home in 
an anguish of longing—that pungent saline smell drowning me in 
memory as irresistibly as Proust's madeline-but then I banished 
home from my thoughts with deliberate care, as I have done a 
hundred times before, lest such longing become unendurable. 

Before he left me today Chaplain Wickersham said something 
which I thought about as I sat there in the dark. He had asked me: 
Now that you're a little bit more composed, do you continue really 
to believe what you told me a few days ago—your certitude about 
your own death'? 

Again I had been unable to tell him of the covenant I had made 
with Stiles—still too grotesque, too fraught with superstition, maybe 
even juvenile, brainless. But it remained one unquestionable surety 
that had not deserted me, even down to the ghoulish conviction I 
rarely let surface in my thoughts: that I would not only die as Stiles 
did, but die in the manner he did, infernally, unspeakably. (Perhaps 
too, like Stiles, deservedly? Perhaps.) So although I kept the matter 
secret, I did manage to say this to Wickersham: Yes I'm afraid I still 
hold onto that premonition, padre. But it's becoming something I'm 
learning to live with, which is to say that I have the feeling that it 
doesn't obsess me quite so much anymore. I don't want to sound 
pious or insincere-I really mean this-but maybe if I straighten up 
and fly right, and do all the things I've been told to do and trained to 
do, and do them well, I just may be able to help save some of my 
forty-five guys who are going to be landing with me. That's 
something, isn't if? 

That is something, he agreed. There's no piety in that, son. (He 
had never called me son before, I let it pass.) 

As for death itself, I added. I'm sure there are worse fates. The 
only aspect of death that is unthinkable is to die without even a taste 
of the thing—or things—that make life such-I paused. That make life 
so- And I halted, on the verge of using words like precious or 
glorious, or some other chewed over sugarplum pleasing to the spirit 
of a parson, no matter how worldly. I settled on entertaining, unable 
to comprehend why, to this sympathetic and honest man, who loves 
Yeats, I was too shy to say: Up from my heart's root/ So great a 
sweetness flows/ I shake from head to foot. Which at that instant, for 
some reason, could not have more devastatingly described my 
yearning to live for at least sixty more years. 

Now tonight, trying to sleep in this room, I had troublesome 
dreams that finally forced me awake—whereupon I had to go at 
reading (Kierkegaard, Saroyan, the book on Japan) but felt distracted 
and commenced again to write these pages. I think one of the dreams 
was vaguely connected with my interview with Spicehandler, that 
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weird incident on the bus, with perhaps even growing suspicions 
about my "pedophilia"-a nasty term I picked up while mired in a 
course in Abnormal Psychology. I must consult not a mind doctor 
but my own muse concerning this feeling I have about children, so 
filled with tender, inchoate passion that it grips me with a kind of 
fear. It seems hardly an emotion appropriate to a six-foot-one marine, 
expert rifle shot, and a mean hand with the .30 cal. light machine 
gun. Has it anything to do with my upbringing, with having been the 
solitary offspring of a minescule family distraught with illness? Lord, 
how I yearned in that childhood village with its spawn of loud¬ 
mouthed, multi-siblinged families to have just one loud-mouthed 
little brother, though a little sister would do. 

And I recall how when I was ten years old or thereabouts, still full 
of faith, I fell insanely in love with a neighbor kid named Johnny 
Loring, who was somewhat less than three-a cherub with a diadem of 
curly red hair and a swarm of freckles on his serene little face. No sex 
here. Dr. Spicehandler-an "affect" more directly akin to religion, for 
to me he was some small creature God-given and holy, maybe Jesus, 
and under my breath I called him just that-but my captivation was 
complete, overwhelming, and the few times I was able to steal away 
with him, rocking him in my arms and crooning goofy love-words 
into his ear, were moments of mysterious beautitude. Why must I 
vanish without knowing such an embrace ever again? Is this then the 
reason for the intolerableness of death, "even before life's begun," and 
the thing that renders it "beyond description!”? As if in search for 
some final affirmation, I open the book on Japan, where almost 
without volition my fingers turn to the page upon which my two 
tiny girls in straw hats are on their voyage to Amakusa. What I do 
then I must do rather surreptitiously—lest these gray hospital walls 
themselves think me crazy-but 1 do it with adoration, bending down 
to press my lips against those solemn, bright eyed faces. 

William Styron 
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Late Spring 

I. As my plane touched down in Leningrad 
The birches had begun to shoot out buds. 
This slender forest seemed to whisper in 
The evening to its brothers, 
Multitudes rooted a hundred miles deep to the North. 
But I remarked to no one that the people living 
On the lower fringes of Karelia 
Drew water from the same wells as the birches. 

II. I hadn’t been in Leningrad a week 
Before the birches quickly wrappred themselves 
In thin green leaves, covering modestly 
Their cracked pale skin, catching the long light. 
I was glad to leave those foreign forests 
For the familiar cottonwoods in Kiev 
And the dark-skinned trees that shaded street bars 
In the better parts of Yerevan. 
Even Moscow's oaks stood robust, leafy. 
All along the twenty-mile perimeter. 
Leaves from last year lay stubbornly 
Where they had fallen near memorials. 
Tawny and defying the cold 
That had cut them from the trees. 
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III. The other day Agnieszka told me 
How her father, when he lived in Poland, 
Would go into the birch forests 
On moonlit summer nights 
And play his violin 
While the woods around him shined like ripples 
Arching through dark water. 

So last weekend I reviewed my slides. 
Hoping I would hear a drift of Brahms 
Or Mozart washing through the branching columns. 
Out of three hundred photos— 
Eighty-five just of palaces and churches- 
Only seven are of birch forests. 
And none show Jozef Stachura 
Wandering through the moonbeams. 
Playing waltzes till the air is full. 

IV. I look for birch trees now 
When I drive along the interstate. 
I suppose they need the harsher climate 
For they're rare in Carolina, 
And the half-peeled sycamores 
Won't whisper secrets to me in a chorus. 
Or sing with violin strings 
In the brilliant silver night. 

J. Fl aser Bennett 
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In Sweden 

Gerda Ulrika Danielson from Kalmarian, 
I've come to your city on the Baltic Sea 
to walk wet cobblestones of Stortorget 
and find you. The kyrka still casts down 
shadows of its copper domes, baroque, 
long gone to green even before your time. 
Grandmother, the square is rough yet 
underfoot, your feet and mine. 
Over the slott's turret the flags still fly. 

I’ve come to choose a rose from the Island 
of Oland, summer for you then, 
the heath a mist of silky ashes, pink, 
pale pink, and white. If I wear it 
in my hair, though not your waterfall, 
maybe I'll suddenly see you 
near a windmill, studying the grass. 

Your brother Carl's field in North Mbckleby 
keeps its rune stones. I've come to ponder 
their circle, as you did, rocks 
hauled upright a thousand years ago 
and planted like a crop of mute speech. 
This is how we can talk. There is a circle 
two things make, moving around each other, 
you here first, then me. 

I think I feel your presence most 
in these huge stands of lilacs 
spilling across the road, whole forests 
of lilacs so purple my heart aches 
to see you gather them in your arms 
again and carry the nodding blossoms 
into that Pennsylvania kitchen 
where I sit at the oilcloth-covered table, 
six and waiting. 

Joan Swift 
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Amie Thomasson 
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The Golden Robe 

I am not going to put on the lady's golden robe, even though it is the 
color of the body of my son. It is too soon. The robe is so heavy in my hands 
and it is also so light that I can roll it into a ball and hold it next to me under 
one arm. It rests against my hip. I know of no smoothness that is so smooth 
as the golden robe. But not one time until last night did I show to the lady 
how much I have wanted to touch the robe with both my hands and dream of 
somebody else's life. 

The lady said I was to die for. She said it on the first day that I was 
brought to her and on many days after that. She made me speak long 
American sentences to the ladies who came to play cards in her living room. I 
do not know why she wanted to die for me. 

Last night the lady said to me that the golden robe was to die for and that I 
knew why. But now it is resting against my hip and I am not dead. 

I am remembering the first day, one year ago. The lady was so angry at the 
weather, which was very cold. It was even colder than it is today. Her hands 
took away my coat and they took away my sweater and then they turned me in 
a circle so that she could see my whole self. The lady said she knew that I was 
different from other wetbacks. She said that she wanted me to love my room. 
She said that the room had been especially designed by a designer of rooms. 

My room is behind the kitchen where there are blue and red and green tiles 
on the floor and on the walls and on the counters. The tiles in the lady's 
kitchen were made in my country. The lady owns many precious objects that 
were made so long ago by the Mayan people of my country. Many times 
company has come to her house to touch these objects and to stare at her view 
of the ocean and to eat the food that her caterers make. 

My room is next to the room where I have washed and folded the lady's 
large white towels and where I have ironed her heavy white sheets and where 
only one time did I stroke my face and my neck with her undergarments, 
which have no color. 

I do not need a mirror to know how I will look when I put on the golden 
robe. But there is a mirror in my bathroom. I am the only one who is 
supposed to use my bathroom, but many times I have found the lady's old son 
with his lips loose against the seat of my toilet, sick with drunkenness, so 
heavy and so soft when I have tried to lift him up and send him back to his 
own place that is on top of the lady's garage. 

He comes to this house for his meals every day. He does not speak to the 
lady. He has knocked on the back door and on the front door this morning, but 
I have not let him in. One time he came to my room and cried for so long 
when I refused to suckle him. 

Yesterday I became forty-eight years old. I said to the lady when she came 
into my room last night that I would never let my son's two golden daughters 
die in a room like this, but the lady did not answer. 
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I am not afraid. I am not afraid of the red eyes of the lady's old son. I am 
not afraid of the black water that surrounded the boat that brought me here. I 
am not afraid of the lady’s hands. I am not afraid of this place which they call 
in my own language Corona del Mar. 

The walls in my room are gray. The blinds are white. The drawers are 
white. The carpet is black. The bedspread is black and white and gray. On the 
wall beside the bed is a large painting of black and blue streaks. The towels in 
my bathroom are dark red like the color of the blood of my son. 

I am remembering when the lady had so much company that she wanted 
her old son to stay in his place on the top of her garage. But he would not go. 
He stayed with me in the kitchen and drank his liquor and talked. I did not 
look at him too many times. He is an albino man. He told me that he wears 
white clothes to hide it. I told him that he looks as if he were designed by the 
designer of my room. He laughed. His lips were pink and wet the whole time. 
The lady's caterers pretended that he was not there, even though he talked very 
much. 

He asked me many questions about my son. What does he look like? Once 
he was golden. Once? Now he looks like you. Like me? Now he looks like 
death. Where does he live? In a grave in the town of Concepcion del Oro. He 
is dead? He could not swim fast enough. How old was he when he died? At the 
moment when the ocean filled his body he was very old. How old? Twenty- 
two. Was he married? He was. For how long? For three years that felt like 
three minutes. Children? Two. Boys? Girls. Where are they now? With the 
Sisters at the Church of the Angels until I return. Was he brave? His hair was 
thick and wet. Was he strong? His dark eyes saw California. Was he 
handsome? He could not run fast enough. Can I stay with you when I take 
you back to your village? No. Can I stay with you? You cannot stay. Can I? 

The lady's old son went to sleep on my bed. I sat on the white stool in my 
room and went to sleep two times. The second time I woke up and I knew that 
I must never put my brown hands around his white white throat and hold him 
tight against my hip. I woke up and I knew that his sickness was a sign. The 
lady's old son had vomited on the beautiful tiles on the kitchen floor many 
times. 

I have cleaned all the tiles in the kitchen two times every week. One time 
every week I have polished the lady's silver. I do not like to polish the silver. 
In order to polish it I must look at it. I cannot look away. I always see my 
round brown face in the lady's shining silver trays. I do not see myself clearly, 
but I know that it is me. 

1 am remembering the silver vase that is so high and so wide that I must 
carry it with both my hands and still it is heavy. I had to see my face stretched 
out long and thin in the vase while I polished. I was not myself when I saw 
myself in that vase. Then I saw the lady's yellow hair and her long pink face 
in the va.se next to mine. She smiled. In the vase the lady's smiling teeth were 
as long as the tiger's. I did not smile into the va.se. But still we looked like 
long sisters. One pink, one brown, both silver. 1 could not make my eyes go 
away from tho.se faces until the lady said to me that she wanted to wash my 
hair. 1 did not let her do that. 
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Now I will have to open the door and speak to the lady's old son. But first 
I must iron the wrinkles from the golden robe. The lady never put on the robe 
when it was wrinkled. She would always call someone who would come to 
her house and take the robe away. For a whole day the robe would be gone 
somewhere to be cleaned and ironed by strangers. Yesterday this happened. Sh 
would not let me do it. She did not worry when they took the robe away. I am 
the one who has always worried that they will lose it or steal it or forget to 
bring it back. 

Last night I was asleep when the lady opened the door to my room and 
came in. She said for me to wake up and then she tried in my own language to 

wish me many more birthdays. She was wearing the golden robe. I was so 
happy that the robe was back with us. That was when I showed to her in my 
face what I had vowed not to show her. 

She sat down on the end of my bed. She leaned her yellow hair against the 
gray wall and began to tell me her memories of many happy birthday parties. 
Her big teeth bit at her dry lips and made them bleed. Her long hands were red 
and so dry. They were holding a crystal goblet, like that of a priest. In the 
goblet there was milk mixed with liquor. The lady's yellow hair snapped from 
the static in the air. Strands of her snapping hair grabbed onto the gray wall 
where she was leaning. She ran one of her dry hands over the bedspread and 
laughed at the sparks that her hand made. 

I got out of the bed. I put on my black sweater over my nightgown. I sat 
on the white stool in my room while the lady talked. The golden robe covered 
every part of her except her head and her hands. It also covered the bed and it 
poured down onto the floor. 

The lady drank from the goblet. She said that on her last birthday she gave 
herself the ruby ring that she wears on her right hand. She told me to look at 
the ring. She said that she might decide to give the ring to me. But I did not 
want to look at the ring because the lady's right hand was holding and rubbing 
her breasts. Her right hand with the ruby ring was moving the golden robe 
around and around her nipples. I did not want to look at the robe moving over 
and over the lady's breasts because it was my own breasts that the robe wanted 
most to touch. 

I said that my year in her house was over. I said that her old son would 
take me back to my granddaughters. I said that I must go back. She could not 
make me stay. I said that I did not want the ruby ring. The lady pressed the 
golden robe between her legs. 

I said that I did not know what to do. 
The lady leaned toward me and I took the goblet from her. I drank some of 

the gray milk. She let the robe fall open. I did not want to see her soft pink 
body. I did not want to see her wrinkled stomach or her limp breasts that were 
swollen at the tips from rubbing. 

The golden robe was everywhere. 
The lady put some of it into her mouth. I knew that she wanted me to go 

into the robe with her. That is what she wanted me to do. Both of us inside 
the robe moving it over our breasts and between our legs in so smooth a circle 
many times. That is what she wanted us to do. She wanted us to love the 
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robe. She took it out of her mouth and rubbed herself with the wet piece and 
said that I wanted it too, many times. 

I told her that she must leave my room and that she must leave the golden 
robe with me. I do not know why I spoke to the lady as if I were the lady. I 
said that she will do as I say. I do not know why I said that. Then the lady 
stood up. Her yellow hair snapped and flew. She stood up so fast that the 
golden robe filled with air. The lady looked like a pink bat with golden wings 
that did not belong to it. The lady knew that is how she looked, but she did 
not care. I told her that she must leave the robe with me because it was mine 
and not hers and that she must not move it over and over her breasts. 

The lady laughed very loud. She brought the golden wings of the robe 
down and around me where I stood in front of the white stool in my room. 
When I did not let her kiss me on the mouth, she slapped me hard, two times, 
with the back of her hand. And then three more times. I slapped her back. I 
slapped the lady with the crystal goblet that was in my hand. I slapped it hard 
against her dry mouth and her pink ears. The rest of the gray milk splashed 
into her flying hair. The lady's face was bleeding. I hit her again. Then she fell 
down. 

The golden robe was all over her. I could not see her. I did not want the 
blood from her face to soil the robe, so I removed it with both my hands 
because it is so heavy. 1 tried not to look at the lady curled up on the black 
carpet in my room. 

Then she said that she wanted to give me something for my birthday. She 
said that she wanted to give me the golden robe. 

That was all the lady said. 

At home in my broken village I will put on the golden robe. Then I will 
stand atop the highest hill and look upon the brown and yellow land that 
surrounds us. I will stare in the direction of the black and selfish ocean that 
gives me no peace. For many days I will supplicate the blank white sky while 
I feel the golden robe so smooth against my skin. The people of my village 
will gather at the bottom of the hill. They will gaze upon the golden robe for 
many days. And the ancient eyes that have lost their color will see that when I 
wear the golden robe I look like an Aztec princess. And the dead eyes that have 
watched the heavens every day and have seen always the same empty sky will 
believe that I look like an Angel of God. And the dark eyes that belong to the 
daughters of my son and have seen everything already will think that I look 
like the Statue of Liberty that stands somewhere in America. 

Melissa Lentricchia 
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37, avenue Samson, Cimitiere 
Montmartre 

I 

Nigh mad Nijinski's wanton bones. 
Slant among these cornered stones. 
In dust of roses, buttons, cloth, 
F*romised kingdom of rust and moth. 
Circle and parabola stand. 
Ellipse and hyperbola and. 
Splendid within that tetragraph. 
The old accountant's epitaph. 
Who spat on silver to inspire 
The keef)ers of the sacred fire: 
Eyes in their loving generate 
Character, attraction, fate. 
Wayfarer, you have come upon 
Charles Fourier the merchant's son. 
Who is asleep, asleep. Deny 
If you dare that the good can die. 

II 

Here, there 
And the ladder. 
The hitched mimestra. 
Krios and Tauros. 
Buttercup, mousetail, 
Didyma and Karkinos. 
Meadow with poppies, 
Leon and Parthenos. 
Brown woodling, 
Zygos and Skorpios. 
Red valerian, 
Toxotas and Aigoceros. 
Strapwort, sea lavender, 
Hydrokhoos and Ikthus. 
Time is light 
Stilled to dust. 
Journey is place, 
End beginning. 
North was once 
The Twins. 
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The young Girl 
Was once east. 
Bowman Centaur 
Drew South. 
West was the fish. 
River of light 
Between. 
The moon 
Our daimon. 

III 

The circle's friends, ellipse is love. 
Parabola's the mating dove. 
In cycloidal quicksilver rolled. 
Bound all by logarithmic gold. 

IV 

Man and god were one. 
The backward onwardness of the sun. 
Late for every dawn, left-handed, red. 
Set the salmon north. 

Fate is the head. 
In the eastern leaves midsummer night 
See the Twins. 

That fire in green twilight 
If you look south is Virgo and west 
Chiron draws the bowstring to his chest. 
The cusp, index of the Dragon's A 
In folded time, Vega in its day. 
Starlit tiptop in the middle air. 
Points to alpha in the little Bear. 
Time is light, stilled and made dust. 
The journey is a place that begins by ending. 
North was once the Twins, the Virgin east. 
Bowman Centaur south, west the Fish. 
A river of light between. 

The world's circle 
Threads through the hundred-branched oak. 
South of Andromeda 

the sun has swallowed 
The Fish. 
The red flag is among the stars O drums 
And the white moon is wild over Illyria. 

Guy Davenport 
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Halley's Comet 

On a farm in Wisconsin, February 10, 1986. Cliff Farr and his fifteen year ok 
nephew Billy are looking through a telescope into night sky. 

BILLY: Can you see it? See it moving under Sagittarius? Isn't it beautiful? 

CLIFF: I think I see it. 

BILLY: One fist above Jupiter. 

CLIFF: How do I know that's it? 

BILLY: You've got to believe. Like the Indians believed comets were the 
souls of warriors coming back to earth. 

CLIFF: I see something looks like a flaming marshmellow. So small. 

BILLY: Halley's Comet is more like a snowball boomeranging toward Earth. 
At it's core the comet is solid ice. It has a radius of only 2.5 
kilometers. It's quite tiny. But it has an amazing tail--125 million 
kilometers long. 

CLIFF: That's a lot of tail. 

BILLY: Heart of ice, tail of fire. That, Uncle Cliff, is a true phenomenon. 
It's on a perfect course. Change it by one degree and like 
Greatgramps says, the whole earth explodes tonight. 

CLIFF: I'm not sure I see it. (He sits on porch.) You really sleeping out 
here? 

BILLY: Best time to see it is just before astronomical twilight-four a.m. 
I'm ready-sleeping bag, long underwear, a space blanket. I got it all. 

CLIFF: It's cold out here. 

BILLY: I've even got electric socks. Look at these things-battery powered. 
(Pauses, looks heavenward.) Just once in a lifetime. Right above 
this house. Think of the future. Uncle Cliff. There's so much left to 
do. Like intergallactic space travel. That's where the future is. I want 
to be up there travelling through space. 

CLIFF: What about the space shuttle? Didn't you see it blow up on TV last 
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month. Seven astronauts dead. 

BILLY: I saw it, over and over and over on TV. Like fireworks. Like special 
effects in a movie. They brought a TV into the lunch room and 
teachers were telling us it was like when President Kennedy was 
shot and like watching soldiers die in Vietnam on television. I don't 
know. I think the teachers were fucked. They were crying like they 
knew the people, and all I could think was how beautiful it was, all 
those exploding colors in the sky, like they hadn't died at all. 

CLIFF: But they did die. 

BILLY: You should have heard President Reagan. Like he was bom to talk at 
funerals. He said the astronauts "were trying to touch the face of 
God." That's pretty awesome. And they haven't even found the 
bodies yet. Maybe they're still up in space— Huckleberry Finns 
watching their own funerals. Some churches say Halley's Comet 
means the end of the world. I don't believe that. 

CLIFF: But if this were our last night-what would you do'.^ 

BILLY: I'd stay right here and watch it happen. No point in running. 
Everyone seems to be waiting for the bomb—my teachers, the 
newsmen, the movies. What if the bomb doesn't drop? 

CLIFF: Then you go to college, come home for vacations. 

BILLY: I want you to see something. It's a secret. Promise not to tell a 
soul? 

CLIFF: I promise. 

BILLY: (Shines flashlight beam into the night sky.) See those stars all 
around Venus. I named a star for each of you-my family. That's 
Galena, Greatgramps, Greatgram, Ray, Davy, Roxy, that's you. 
Uncle Cliff, and that little one over there, that little firecracker, 
that's Vivian Sawtell. 

CLIFF: Which one is your daddy? 

BILLY: That star is my father. A double helix. That's Lee Farr. 

CLIFF: Your father loved the stars. After he got killed I couldn't look up at 
night without thinking-somewhere out there is the blackest hole. 

BILLY: You're up there now. Everybody I love. You won't fall out of the 
sky. You have to squint though. To see yourself 
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CLIFF; (Kisses Billy on forehead) Thank you for that. 

BILLY; I didn't know my dad. Sometimes I wished you were my father. 
Sometimes I tell myself that you are, that there never was a man 
named Lee Farr, that there never was a place called Viemam. I look 
at pictures; I look at you-people say you look like him. Somedays 
my dad's no more real to me than Johnny Appleseed. 

CLIFF; Johnny Appleseed's not a bad way to think of him. Your father 
loved trees, being alone in the woods. 

BILLY; How come you weren't my dad? 

CLIFF; Because your mother loved Billy. 

BILLY; She loved you too, still does. 

CLIFF; How do you know? 

BILLY; Mom and I talk about lots of things. She said you made her happy 
once. Before you left. I want my mom happy. 

Pause 

CLIFF; BJ, who's Vivian Sawtell? 

BILLY; A girl who wants to jump my bone. 

CLIFF; You like her? 

BILLY; She's okay. But I tell her I'm saving my bone for science. 

CLIFF; That's one thing all the Farr boys got-good bones. 

BILLY; All of us? 

CLIFF; You get your hair from your mother; but you get your penis from 
your father. 

BILLY; Did my daddy have a big one? 

CLIFF; You really want to know? 

BILLY; Sometimes I wonder. I was going to ask Mom, but that's 
embarrassing. 

CLIFF; When your dad was in high school, wearing this letter jacket, he was 
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handsome-dark eyes, black hair. You know what his friends called 
him? Binocular-dick. That's what they called him. He could see a 
good looking woman miles away. Like radar. 

BILLY; Binocular-dick? 

CLIFF: Well, now you know. 

BILLY: That explains it. I was getting worried. 

CLIFF: Explains what? 

BILLY: I never told anybody this, but I get hard-ons just riding in cars, from 
the vibration. I'm going along and all of a sudden, hoiingg, I get a 
hard-on. And I get real light-headed, like all the blood drains from 
my brain to pump up my dick. It's especially bad when I'm crossing 
railroad tracks. Next year when I get my license. I'm afraid I'll be 
driving along the road, cross a railroad track, my dick'll get hard. I'll 
get light-headed, lose control and crash through Fleishman's 
Department Store, right into the section that sells women's panties, 
maybe even kill someone. And Uncle Cliff, I don't want to kill 
anyone. 

BLACKOUT 

Daniel Voll 

"Halley's Comet" is a scene from the play Venus Rising. 
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Nightmares and Love Poems: 
The Fred Chappell Reader. 

New York; St. Martin's Press, 1987. xx, 491 pages. $22.95 

For those already familiar with Fred Chappell's work. The Fred Chappell 
Reader will serve as a generous second helping--a judicious selection of his 
fiction and poetry. For those who are encountering Chappell's work for the 
first time, the Reader provides in compact form a welcome distillation of his 
wide-ranging literary output. Dabney Stuart contributes an illuminating 
introduction. 

Among the most easily recognizable of Mr. Chappell's traits as a writer 
are his formidable intellect and his astonishing linguistic gift—which is rarer 
than intellect. His words seem more than precise; they seem inevitable. And it 
comes as a relief that the tragic component of his vision is bolstered always 
by a wry and rather sophisticated sense of humor. 

Fred Chappell began his literary career as a novelist, publishing It Is 
Time, Lord in 1963. This slim novel, seeped in astrology and dreams, depicts 
the spiritual collapse of James Christopher. He ransacks his past in order to 
find a means of escape from the maelstrom of inebriation and infidelity into 
which he has descended. The first three chapters are included in the Reader. 

The Reader also contains the first three chapters of Chappell's second novel 
The Inkling, which appeared in 1965. The Inkling is a terrifying novel. 
Obsessive and hermetic, it tells the story of a household in the process of 
decay, of a family careening toward insanity and, ultimately, violence. The 
novel reels in drunkenness and child's imagery—it has the lingering power of 
hallucination. 

Mr. Chappell's early fiction startles and disturbs. The plots of the early 
novels stand secondary to the intense psychological portraiture. A discordant 
tension exists between actuality and the imagination—and the line defining the 
two cannot always be drawn. These effects (which tilt Mr. Chappell's writings 
toward the surreal) perhaps reach their apogee in his third novel Dagon, 
published in 1968. Printed in its entirety in the Reader, Dagon is generally 
considered Chappell's best novel (though I favor The Inkling). Its literary 
antecedents would appear to be Poe, Hawthorne, Kafka, and H. P. Lovecraft. 
among others; and Munch, Magritte, and De Chirico if one includes painters. 

Dagon exemplifies Chappell's probing into "the darker, inarticulate regions 
of human nature" and his awareness of "the horrible possibility that the 
animal in us might indeed be severed from the articulation of mind and soul, 
and that human life might be reduced again to the mute, destructive servitude 
of the will." The young minister Peter Leland is ultimately debased by his 
own inner perversion. Like Borges's "Funes, the Memorious," he suffocates 
under the weight of his own thoughts. His wife Sheila explains: "Do you 
know what hell is? It's edification without entertainment." Dagon becomes a 
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frightening symbolic treatise on depravity and suffering. It leaves no doubt 
that the worst terrors emanate from labyrinths of the mind. 

Beginning with The Gaudy Place, published in 1973, Mr. Chappell's 
novels assume a lighter tone. As Dabney Stuart points out. The Gaudy Place 
shares the multiple-narrators technique of Ai- / Lay Dying, as well as the 
mordant humor of Faulkner's novel. The crux of The Gaudy Place is one of 
causality-the interconnectedness of seemingly disparate events. Aspirations 
and vicissitudes bring the six principal characters together in the oddly comic 
final scene. Chapter one is included in The Fred Chappell Reader, its opening 
command as bold as Ishmael's; "Consider Arkie. (But it breaks your heart.)" 

If Dagon is Fred Chappell's most provocative novel, / Am One of You 
Forever is easily his most mature. Composed of several related stories (in the 
manner of Eudora Welty's The Golden Apples), / Am One of You Forever 
appeared in 1985 to broad critical praise. Three of the chapters included in the 
Reader present the various unlikely uncles who visit upon the young 
mountain boy Jess. In a fourth chapter, Jess describes his Aunt Sam singing 
to his grandmother's rusty piano accompaniment: "Her singing transfigured the 
music entirely. She had a dark contralto that sounded like it had mellowed in 
an oak barrel for slow decades, a voice as rich as damask soaked in burgundy 
wine. The song began to take on strength and shape. In the middle of a chorus 
Aunt Sam stopped singing and fiddling and all the music was my 
grandmother's harmony chords with so many notes missing. She played on, 
hesitant but unfaltering, and those wistful broken chords sounded like the 
harmony that must lie beneath all the music ever heard or thought of— 
tremulous, melancholy, constant. It was a music you might hear down in the 
autumn grass on a cold hillside." Such lyrical passages abound in the novel. 

According to Dabney Stuart, / Am One of You Forever represents Mr. 
Chappell's "most extensive dramatization of the values of a fami family's 
cohesion and support, which foster the mutual independence and growth of its 
members." The book is calm and funny and wise—the product of an author 
who has come into fully controlled use of his own powers. 

Six short stories from Chappell's 1980 collection Moments of Light are 
included in the Reader, as well as two previously uncollected stories. "Notes 
Toward a Theory of Flight" is a brief humorous piece from the perspective of 
a would-be flying cat named Drummond. 

The Fred Chappell Reader includes poems from his collections The World 
Betw'een the Eyes (1971), Castle Tzingal (1984), and Source (1985). But also 
included are parts of Chappell's most important poem (and perhaps his most 
important contribution to American literature), the book-length Midquest, 
published in 1981. Each of Midquest’s four sections corresponds to one of the 
four elements: River, Bloodfire, Wind Mountain, and Earthsleep. Each part 
also concentrates on a different family relationship. The narrator "ole Fred" 
celebrates his thirty-fifth birthday through memories of his parents and 
grandparents and wife and friends. 

Though ole Fred is not strictly Mr. Chappell, he shares the attitudes and 
experiences of the poet. Ole Fred was constructed, writes Mr. Chappell, "as 
was Dante's persona, Dante, in order to be widely representative. He was reared 
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on a farm but has moved to the city; he has deserted manual for intellectual 
labor; he is cut off from his disappearing cultural traditions but finds them, in 
remembering, his real values." Midquest does breathe and expand from its 
Appalachian origins to a universal dimension. Ole Fred is the 20th Century 
man; his creation is one of the substantial accomplishments in 20th Century 
poetry. 

George Garrett has written that Fred Chappell, "by dint of hard labor and - 
unmistakable achievement alone, without any boot- or apple-polishing, 
politicking or hustling or swaggering self-aggrandizing," has staked out for 
himself a solid reputation. It is to be hoped that The Fred Chappell Reader 
will find many appreciative readers, that it may even propel the author and his 
works out from under the parasols of the literary cogniscenti and into a 
warmer, brighter light of honor and recognition. 

D. Edmond Miller 
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Paul Gibson 
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Believable Lies 

For our fifteenth wedding anniversary my husband took me to the Silver 
Moon Nightclub, where I fell in love with a magician. After that my life was 
never the same. 

The name of this magician was Gabriel the Great. He was a very young 
man, younger than I, with a pale face and dark hair. He wore a shabby black 
business suit, a white shirt, and a wine-colored tie. His voice was boyish and 
not really impressive. However, his illusions were wonderful. 

He had one special trick that I had never seen before. He stood in the 
middle of the stage and lifted both hands, palms up. For a long time he 
remained motionless, with his female assistant motionless behind him. Then, 
very slowly, a thin tendril of colored light writhed up from each hand—one 
tendril red, the other blue. They traveled toward each other, met and climbed 
higher to form a design. As the tendrils lingered they widened, like colored 
smoke or vapor trails. Like vapor trails, they eventually melted away. But 
their memory hung in the dark a while. 

On other, later occasions I saw him use the tendrils to form pictures. He 
had a mind-reading act where instead of naming the object a person held he 
would show it in the air: a key or a watch or a wineglass. But I liked his 
designs much better. Great curlicued affairs like wrought-iron gates would 
tower above his head, blurring and growing translucent and finally fading. To 
this day I’m not certain how he did it. I suppose the colors may have issued 
from some sort of chemical pellets secreted in his palms; and perhaps by 
tilting his hands he could affect their course. Yet I would almost swear he 
never moved a muscle. 

Now as I said I had been married fifteen years and I had a perfectly good 
husband. His name was George. He was slightly built but nice-looking, 
absent-minded, kind-a traveling salesman. He covered three states, showing 
office copiers to various small business corporations. Every night that he was 
away, he would telephone person-to-person and ask to speak to Mr. So-and- 
So. If he had made one sale that day, he would ask for Mr. Allen. If two, for 
Mr. Benson; if three, for Mr. Carter. If none, for Mr. Zimmerman. That way 
we could stay in touch without running up our phone bill; we were not well 
off Of course I always said that Mr. So-and-So was out; but if anything was 
wrong I told the operator that I would take the call. 

This was the way our life had gone on for fifteen years. 
On the night following our anniversary George had to be in Virginia. I 

waited till after his call, which was placed to Mr. Zimmerman, and then I 
went into our bedroom and tried on every dress I owned. Not one was right. I 
wasn't fat but it was true that over the years I had settled somewhat. I had to 
make do with an old blue knit that bunched at the armpits. What I really 
would have liked was a silk sheath, and two little hipbone knobs to poke out 
underneath it. 
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I left the bedroom, with its welter of crumpled dresses and the six wrong 
shades of dried-up lipstick. I went out to the living room where my daughter 
was drawing horses. She was twelve by then and could be left alone. "I'm 
going to the P.T.A.," I told her. 

"Bye," she said. 
It was a Thursday night in September and the Silver Moon was almost 

empty. A few businessmen were getting drunk in one comer. A man and his 
wife were eating without speaking. Half the lights were out and there was a 
rickety, careless feeling about the place that I hadn't noticed before. But I had 
come this far. I asked for a table near the stage. I struggled free of my coat and 
ordered a daiquiri. 

Then the magician's assistant appeared in her sequined costume-a 
plumpish blond with purple lipstick. She waved a hand to her left and 
swallowed a yawn, silently introducing Gabriel the Great. He bowed. 
Everything changed. It seemed to me that the Silver Moon collected itself 
somehow-solidified and grew dense and purposeful. But I was the only one 
who noticed. 

Gabriel the Great did tricks with brass hoops. Then he sent a dove 
fluttering from an empty teacup. The businessmen went on drinking and the 
man and wife began to argue, but I looked only at the magician's tense, wiry 
white hands shooing away the circling dove. When he spoke, I was amazed 
that he would use ordinary English words. "I'm going to f)erform a feat of 
mind-reading," he said. It was a pity that his voice wasn't deeper; perhaps then 
the others would have paid more attention. "I'm going to ask someone to take 
hold of some small object, and I will show you what it is. This lady here," he 
said, looking at me. His eyes were extremely dark and wide, like a child's. In a 
way, he was too handsome. No doubt he had a wife somewhere—perhaps his 
assistant, or someone even younger and prettier waiting at home to smooth 
the single, oily-looking lock of hair off his damp forehead. However, it was 
too late to back down. I nodded. I groped in my vinyl purse for the first object 
I could find—my glasses. 

"Concentrate," he said. 
But I couldn't. 
He held up his palms and closed his eyes. He might have rocked very 

slightly. His assistant gazed at the ceiling, clasping her hands as if praying. 
Two vines rose up, both red this time. They met, parted, curved out and then 
met again. Gabriel the Great op)ened his eyes and blinked. "A...heart?" he said. 

"Yes," I said. 
After his act he joined me at my table. He ordered a double bourbon. I had 

the dazed, uncertain feeling that people usually have when their dreams come 
true too suddenly. 

Now I haunted the Silver Moon every weeknight, telling Katie I was 
going to book clubs, zoning hearings. Stretch 'n' Sew. I spent my grocery 
money on daiquiris, the only drink I knew of that didn't taste of alcohol. I 
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beamed upward, watery-eyed from the smoky atmosphere, marveling at the 
multicolored scarf spinning out from his assistant's ear and the blue grass vase 
that was never emptied and the rabbits hopping dully from spaces much too 
small to have contained them. Like a child at a birthday party (the only other 
occasion on which I had ever seen a magician), I clapped and then pressed my 
fingers to my lips. 

Between shows he would come to sit at my table, drained, saying little, 
drinking quantities of warm straight bourbon. At the end of the evening he 
would vanish into his dressing room. I always followed. Invariably I found 
him slumped on a stool, alongside a formica counter scarred with cigarette 
bums. His assistant, to whom he wasn't married after all, drifted through 
bearing doves retrieved from the kitchen, where they liked to perch on the 
overhead pipes. I would nod at her. I would set my purse down and massage 
his neck. (It ached, he said.) Often as I worked I asked him questions. I asked, 
"How do you get the dove in the teacup?" 

"There's a false bottom." 
"False...in a teacup? I mean the teacup, the little china teacup." 
"Yes, it has a false bottom," he said. 
"But where? It's so little." 
"The larger part is invisible," he said. 
He would always keep a straight face when he told me these things. 
I loved him. I suppose he knew. Yet he treated me as a friend, gently, 

seriously. (What could I expect? I was thirty-eight.) And anyway, after those 
shows he was so tired he seemed to be in a trance. His eyes were ashy. He 
would sit silent for long moments, clutching a box of birdseed. Then he 
would rouse himself and set aside the box and we would walk out to the 
parking lot. On a sea of moonlit gravel he would stand lost, jingling his car 
keys. I would climb into my Volkswagen. Part of me was home already, 
guilty over my daughter, but I never could resist rolling down my window to 
ask him one last question. "Wait," I said into the frosty night. "Would you 
explain those colored designs?" 

"It's a simple matter of light refraction." 
"But how do you refract the light?" 
"I make a wish," he said. 
I rolled up the window and drove away. 

Weekends, of course, George was home and I couldn't go out. Also 
Gabriel didn't even work on weekends. The Silver Moon had a blowzy red¬ 
headed singer then, and a tinny-sounding dance band. (They never did value 
him sufficiently.) So Gabriel would stay home with his elderly mother, a 
diabetic, and I would pace the kitchen and consider extravagant gestures like 
dyeing my hair. What a stupid life I was leading! I would snap up all the 
windowshades and stare into the glassy dark. George would look worried. 
Katie would dust her plastic horses. And the weekend would creep on and on, 
and finally be over with after all. 
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Mondays I was flushed and silly. I fixed enormous, nutritionally balanced 
suppers that neither Katie nor I could finish. I sat very straight, holding my 
stomach in, waiting for the phone call that would free me. Mr. Allen, Mr. 
Benson, Mr. Carter. "He's just stepped out. Operator." 

"He’s just stepped out, sir." 
"Thank you. Operator, I'll try again," George said. His voice was thin and 

faraway, but he put a lot of cheerfulness into it. As I did into mine. Our 
subterranean message: Everything is fine, please don't worry. We really did 
love each other. 

"I have to go to my first aid class," I told Katie. 
Katie only nodded and went on tracing a picture of Black Beauty. 
This daughter of mine, who used to be so soft and giggly, had fallen in 

love with horses. Of course many young girls go through that stage but I 
myself never had, so I found it hard to understand. Also I hadn't expected it to 
last so long. For two years now she had been talking and dreaming of nothing 
else, horses, horses, horses. She wanted to be a jockey. She knew all the 
terms, "filly" and "gelding" and "quarterhouse." She whinnied and cantered 
around the living room when she was supposed to be doing her homework. 
Eleven months' allowance had gone into the purchase of a blue velvet riding 
cap with a metal lining. Very rarely-maybe three or four times a year, when 
we found ourselves with a little extra money—she would actually have a chance 
to use this cap. George would take her out to a farm near Bensonville where 
you could rent a horse by the hour and ride a weedy trail around a pond. They 
would return very late-Katie dirty and smelling of ammonia and poor George 
chilled through. He said it was worth it, though, to see her face when she was 
riding. 

Also she had changed in other ways. She had grown so tough. She wore 
only jeans and sweatshirts, and these terrible scuffed boots from the Army 
Surplus Store. She tied her hair in a ponytail and was very distressed that it 
curled. She sauntered and she slammed doors and swung a ridiculous 
homemade riding crop, and she had become very short with her speech. What 
she did say I could barely understand. All this harsh-sounding slang had crept 
in. "Doo-dah," for instance. Now, what kind of word is that? I mean it’s not 
even logical; it's not one of those words whose meaning you instantly guess. 
She said it whenever I told her something obvious, something she already 
knew. "It's snowing out." "Doo-dah." I just couldn't see the point in it, 
myself. 

Sometimes, watching her swagger around the living room in her combat 
boots, I would wonder: What's going on here? What is she training for, the 
cavalry? Should I be more worried than I am? I would ponder her frowzy head, 
her spiky elbows and muscular hands. I would roll and unroll the end of my 
apron sash. "I love you, Katie," was all I could think of to tell her. 

"Doo-dah," Katie said. 

People failed to appreciate Gabriel the Great because he sweated when 
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performing his magic. Yet I thought I knew the purpose of his sweating. He 
had adopted the technique of a tightrope walker-that nerveless, graceful man 
who deliberately trembles upon the wire, who hesitates for an agonizing 
moment before undertaking his stunt. For him the stunt is easy, but if we 
guessed that we wouldn't be so impressed. Now look at Gabriel, a master of 
illusion. He had learned his trade as a child; his great-uncle was in vaudeville. 
His tricks must have been second nature to him. Yet before each one there was 
that same breathless moment, that gathering of reserves. He had nothing in 
common with ordinary magicians—those wing-fingered, slick men who keep 
up a patter of cheap jokes as they pluck feather dusters from customers' vest 
pockets. Instead he was very silent and intense. His face would become 
extremely white—pearly, almost-and his eyes almost black. His wiry hands 
would seem electrified. A hushed, vibrating pause. A tightening of muscles. 
Then-look! Glass balls, gold rings, silver chains, rabbits and doves and flocks 
of canaries. Oh, he was astonishing! I was sorry that the audience had already 
lost interest and turned away. 

"Listen," I told him, after an evening barely pocked with applause. 

"Maybe your technique is a little...! mean, I know you're only trying to make 
it believable, but-" 

"Believable?" He looked at me. "Why, of course it's believable. These are 
not lies that I do." 

"Ah, well, whatever," I said. 
It didn't matter to me what name he called them by. 
I tried to draw him into my life; I told him about my daughter, my house, 

my Made in Occupied Japan collection. It's hard for me to admit this but I 
even discussed my husband. I seemed to have lost all sense of loyalty. 
"George means well," I said once, "but...last year for instance on my birthday 
he gave me an electric deep fat fryer." 

"Really?" Gabriel said. "I didn't know there were such things." 
"For my birthday present!" 
"I wonder how he knew, in fact," Gabriel said musingly. "It's not a thing 

you'd expect to...and then he had to locate one, I suppose, in the appropriate 
store." 

He had missed the point. He often did. He would give something I said a 
quarter-turn that altered it unrecognizably. Against my will, I saw George 
moving down the housewares aisle with his hat in his hand and a bewildered 
expression on his face. I frowned at the canary cage. 

I tried to be drawn into Gabriel the Great's life too. I inquired often about 
his mother's diabetes and I asked how his head felt. (He had a sinus condition.) 
I wandered around his dressing room touching things, putting things away, 
screwing tops on. I brought the outer leaves of lettuce for his rabbits. Before, 
I had always assumed that magicians' animals were made of plush. These were 
real. Too real, you might almost say. They smelled of old hay. The birds were 
continually molting; the rabbits were not of the white cottony variety but a 
stippled brown, like clover blossoms. This ultra-reality extended even to his 
inanimate objects—to the brass hoops shedding metallic flakes and the crystal 
ball as scratched and foggy as a well-used marble. There was a graininess to 
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his illusions. Or, in the case of his trick deck of cards, a stickiness-perhaps 
from the varnish-colored bourbon he drank so unceasingly without ever getting 

drunk. 
One evening he told me that he was doing a children's show at a church on 

the following Saturday. He wondered if I would like to help him. Doris, his 
assistant, had a dental appointment. Now on Saturday George would be home, 
of course, but my mind was just racing; I could say I was going to a remnant 
sale. George hated fabric shops; some chemical in the cloth caused his eyes to 
water. "Oh," I said, "naturally I'll come! I know her routine already and I'm 
sure I can fit in her costume." 

I had to tell myself, all week long, to be calm and dignified and act my 
age. I sptent half of Friday evening rolling my hair on special metal curlers 
that clanked when I tossed in my bed. 

On Saturday morning at ten o'clock I drove to Second Presbyterian Church 
and parked in the gravel lot. I went down to the basement—linoleum steps and 
green cinderblock walls. From somewhere I could hear children Jabbering, and 
I caught the smell of bubble gum. Backstage, Gabriel the Great was setting up 
his props. He gave me my costume, and a fluttery little Sunday school teacher 
showed me to a children's restroom where I could put it on. All the fixtures 
came up to my knees. I worked my way into the strapless satin bathing suit 
with its gold sequins, some of them missing or dangling by a thread; then the 
gold pumps; then the tiara which dug its plastic clamps into my scalp. It was 
very cold in the hall and there were goosebumps on my chest above the grimy 
wired bodice. But maybe that was from nervousness. I was extremely nervous. 

When it was time I walked onto the stage, curtsied and held out my arm to 
herald Gabriel's entrance. (As I had watched Doris do—long, long ago, it 
seemed.) But after that, there wasn't much work involved. It was a simple 
matter of passing him things, retrieving them when he was finished, and 
looking awed and expectant in between. At the end of every trick I would fling 
one hand toward him and look at the audience, inviting applause. There wasn't 
much. The children were restless and inattentive and their folding chairs kept 
squeaking. Fools! I wanted to say. Gabriel did his best, though. He worked 
with the hoops and then with the canaries. He did several tricks with the 
rabbits. (Though I didn't see how, even standing that close.) Then he pulled 
the scarf from my ear. There, at least, you would think I would catch the 
secret, but I didn't. In fact I really did have the sensation of something 
unwinding from within my ear—the loosening of a knot inside my head, an 
emptying out. His hand lightly brushed my neck. He was very warm. I 
glanced into his face and saw how white it was—the tightrope walker's pearly 
pallor. I forgot myself and clapped when the trick was over. 

At a sign from him, four Sunday school teachers lowered the yellow 
windowshades. The room grew dark. He straightened and held out his hands. 
Ah, he was going to build one of his wrought-iron gates. Standing on tiptoe, I 
peered into his palms. As far as I could see, they were empty. 

He held very still. He closed his eyes. He drew in his breath. Slowly, very 
slowly, a red vine grew from his left palm and a blue vine from his right. 
They twined and twisted, sprouting hooks and swirls and brackets. From this 
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close up the colors were almost painful, but 1 didn't glance away. I didn't want 
to miss anything. I kept my gaze fixed firmly on the tendrils until they 
widened and began to melt. Then I looked at Gabriel the Great. Red and blue 
paisley squiggles were drifting across my vision; I had to blink several times. 
But I saw him, finally: his glistening face and his hair damp at the temples. 
He was swaying slightly. I understood that a touch would tip him over. 

The shades were raised. The children applauded. Gabriel's eyes flew open. 
"Listen," he whispered, on a breath of bourbon, "that's real clapping this 
time." 

I just kept staring at him. I didn't know what to say. Why, it was all real! 
Not only the clapping but the exhaustion, the effort, the tightrope walker's 
pause. He really did have to work for it, after all. 

But I felt too numb to reason it through just then. Besides, my eyes were 
still acting up from the lights. 

On the way to the parking lot, after the show, Gabriel stumbled over the 
door ledge and nearly fell. "There, now," I said absently, "take care." I 
straightened him and smoothed his coat, and helped him get a better grip on 
his hutch full of shivering rabbits. Then we proceeded across the gravel. 

It took me a while to drive home because of my eyes. I wished 1 had 
known not to look at the lights close up. A sort of rainbow effect had been 
seared into my retinas. All the objects I looked at-cars, buildings, pedestrians- 
took on a peculiar glow. An old lady plodding along with a shopping bag 
traveled in a sac of light; so did a thin gray man waiting for a bus, and a 
woman pausing to let her child unwrap a stick of gum. 1 was concerned that 1 
might have an accident. But gradually the colors faded, and I did make it back 
all right. 

At home, my daughter was reading Misty of Chincoteague and my 
husband was making lunch in order to surprise me. He set out three soup 
plates. He aligned the silverware neatly with slow, slightly faltering hands. I 
put my arms around him and kissed him, and he smiled and kissed me back. 
Then he trudged over to the cupboard for the crackers. 

My daughter said that George was going to take her horseback-riding after 
lunch. She kept wringing her fingers while she told me. She was so excited, 
her forehead glowed. 

"Listen!" I said. "Don't forget your metal cap. And you ought to wear your 
combat boots. How about gloves? Do you have leather gloves, or vinyl? 
Something to protect you? You have to start preparing, Katie, you have to be 
ready for anything." 

"Doo-dah," my daughter said. 

Anne Tyler 
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The Folk Sculptor of Chapel Hill 

Retarded, besieged by delusions, 
one hand's fingers cropped by 

a mill wheel, he took up arms 
of tools. The plush rabbits and 

pandas he hung in his rafters— 
above concrete deer, plastic 

flamingos-wanted companions. 
Other faces surrounded him— 

eyelessly. From the wind-wrecked oak, 
he set free the anteater-elephant 

with the key of a chainsaw. 
He saw the tail in a crooked 

stick, alligator jaws in logs. 
He gave them sight. Potential 

vision in glass insulators and 
buttons began blearily to focus, 

though angled strangely by wood 
grain. His menagerie was a 

peaceable kingdom, his burl lion 
lay down with the stove wood 

lamb. Not having read how the 
beasts pawed free of earth’s womb, 

he touched them with paint like 
a red clay caul. He named them 

only with his hands. Reindeer of a 
Santa generous beyond reason, 

they riot on a restaurant roof, their 
stares absolute as all beginning. 

You can commune with them there 
through the ceiling, eat field peas, 

combread and barbecue straight from 
the road-twisted gut of the South. 

His animals neither devour nor 
fatten. They only feed fantasy, 

succulent and improbable as creation. 

James Applewhite 
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Thin Air on a Winter Day 

Settler or scholar, the idea first 
Was of power: the words weighted like 
Laws, the laws wrested from texts. 
The cabins founded on clay, the logs 
Peaked and notched, systems of comers extended. 
The scriptures commanded, land listened 
To the plough's lines, raised grudging com. 
Was quick to revert, cedar-wild after the mule. 
All this cellar-hole, below these half-squared 
Oak joists—poles with old bark— 
Is past, is poetry, is force 
Belonging to no one, emotion 
Bequeathed by those who are gone. 
A baby shoe, laceless, rests beside 
The parent brogan. Antique brick 
Holds a fingerprint, a shard of melted 
Glass in the fireplace aches as if flame 
Congealed. These present day scholars in power. 
These coerceres of words, whose words 
Are a creed, but not religion—let them 
Huddle an afternoon on this ridge, this edge 
Over river where the periwinkle and ivy 
Grow greenest in shadow of headstones. 
Let them wrestle with the jungle 
Of this thought: that vines and briars 
Hold nexuses of forces where human 
Life has rooted. As I drive toward home, 
A cedar at nightfall springs from two 
Bleak chimneys, a nameless flame. 
The birds that flutter reluctantly 
Like tired heart muscle 
Don't even whistle. Weather 
Dismantles the cabins. Words 
Carved in beech bark stretch and flake. 
Earth is scorched by new wit. If it 
Wants no intentions, let it marry time. 
Two hundred years is a clarifying lens. 

James Applewhite 
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(They Probably Shouldn't 
Have Gone) 

"It's windy out,” Olivia said at the breakfast table. 
"How do you know?" Nicholas asked. "You can't .see wind." 
"But look how the grass is moving," Olivia said. "That's how you can 

tell. And the way the trees shake." 
"It may be too windy to drive," their mother said. 
"Don't make excuses," her husband said. 
Olivia said: "I don't want to go." 
Her father said: "You have to." 
"Do I?" Nicholas asked. 
"You, too," his mother said. 
(The Davidsons probably shouldn't have gone. Nicholas had spit jello in 

his father's face the night before, and Mr. Davidson still felt agitated.) 
Mrs. Davidson liked to search through Olivia's garbage. Olivia didn't know 

that her mother had yesterday found a list of who was most popular in the 
whole sixth grade, a tissue with fuschia lipstick stains, and the scratch copy of 
a story about a dog in a palace. 

"I have nothing to wear," Olivia said. 
"Wear the green dress. 1 ironed it—yesterday?—two days ago," her mother 

said. 
Olivia said: "I hate that dress." 
"1 love green," Nicholas said. 
"You don't even know what green is,” his sister said. 
"What color is a tree?" Nicholas' father asked. 
"Green," Nicholas said. 
"And brown," Olivia said. 
"He knows his colors," Mr. Davidson said. 
(It annoyed Mrs. Davidson that her husband made Nicholas feel smart 

when he wasn't.) 
On that day, two of the Davidsons were too tired to think; too drained to 

even think of thinking. Mr. Davidson had been up nearly the whole night (he 
thought-he wasn't sure-his wife usually buried the clock in the undershirt 
drawer-it made too much noise), trying to decide whether or not he was 
intellectually fulfilled. Nicholas had been folding colored paper into hat and 
airplane shapes all the previous afternoon, and developed a rash on his fingers 
that kept him awake until ten. 

"I'm hungry," Nicholas said. 
His mother said: "We'll eat when we get there." 
Olivia said: "Can we at least leave soon?" 
"What's the rush?" Mr. Davidson asked. "It's only a forty-five minute 

drive." 
(They probably shouldn't have gone. He didn't even really care if they came 
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or not. He didn't really notice them, anyway.) 
Last week. Mr. Davidson found dog hairs on the rug, although the 

Davidsons didn't have a dog. They didn't have a cat, either. There had once 
been a turtle, but Nicholas had suffocated it with toilet pap)er. Olivia used to 
pretend that the couch in the livingroom was a kangaroo, but that didn't count. 
They didn't have a rabbit or fish, either. 

Olivia wanted to be popular more than anything, although she knew she 

wasn't very pretty. Her father might say she was, if he was in a good mood, 
but sometimes he couldn't even look at her. Olivia was smart-she could label 
all the states on a map-but she wasn't the smartest in her class. She was too 
tall-already as tall as her mother. She could whistle well, though, and her 
music teacher said she might have absolute pitch, although no one in the 
Davidson family knew what that meant. 

"My hair will be a mess—the wind—it'll blow all over," Mrs. Davidson 
said. 

(Someone had told Mrs, Davidson that she was ethereal, on her twenty- 
second? twenty-first birthday.) 

Her husband said: "It's just a wig. You can fix it in the car." 
Mrs. Davidson had two major fears. One was of being shot-she couldn't 

help it—someday, she knew, someone she didn't know would shoot her-in the 
head, probably. The second was public bathrooms. Each time she opened the 
door to a stall, she expected to find a dead person, a skull smashed against the 
metal napkin disposal. 

Leaning against the dishwasher, Nicholas pressed his ankles and wrists 
together. "Someone tie me up," he said. 

Olivia was angry. It had come over her suddenly, when she remembered 
something she hadn't wanted to think about, something that had happened on 
the street the other day. Something like a boy had said something to her. 
Something mean. 

"We ran out of rope last week, stupid," she said. 
Nicholas started crying, hating his sister, wishing she would die and then 

he could throw her down the incinerator like she had thrown his turtle. 
(They probably shouldn't have gone. Olivia had seen a crushed squirrel on 

the way to school the other day; Nicholas had dreamt the night before that his 
mother was run over by a car with a blade at the bottom and all of her fingers 
sliced off.) 

Mrs. Davidson wasn't tired, but she felt ill-something in her ear-maybe 
an infection. She was prone to ear infections—maybe a throat virus had crept 
up her ear canal. It didn't matter what—she just didn't feel right-her nose hurt, 
also—when she sniffed too hard. Maybe they shouldn't go. 

"Behave yourself, Olivia," Mr. Davidson said. 
Mr. Davidson liked to quote the Bible, but only to himself Nicholas 

sometimes saw his father mumble, but he thought he was singing. 
"If we don't leave soon, we won't get back in time for me to do my 

homework," Olivia said. 
"Me, too," Nicholas said. 
(If they hadn't gone, Olivia probably would've married a blue-eyed, left- 
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handed man. Mrs. Davidson's father was blue-eyed and left-handed, as was Mr. 
Davidson.) 

There were four things Mrs. Davidson hated. One was when people winked- 
she couldn't stand it-blinking was okay-but winking was awful. The second 
was the way certain people ate-when they touched the food with their fingers 
first-pressed at it. The third was tall women-they looked so awkward. And 
clowns. She couldn't stand clowns. 

Nicholas liked his mother better than his sister. Olivia touched him too 
much. 

(He was usually asleep before six o'clock. He ate at five-thirty, then went 
to sleep. He never let them come for dinner; they made too much noise. 
Lunch was all right-they could sit outside and their voices would be absorbed 
by the air-so they came every Sunday afternoon.) 

Nicholas, at such a young age, had seven fillings in his teeth. Last week, 
the dentist used a laser device and wore orange glasses and Nicholas was so 
scared that he kicked him and the dentist's hand shook. 

There was a boy in Olivia's Sunday School who she liked named Danny 
Scott, two nights ago, at a slumber party, a girl said she had a boyfriend 
named Danny, and Olivia said she did, too, and the girl said, "His last name's 
Scott," and Olivia had to say; "My Danny's last name is Smith"—and no one 
believed that she really had a boyfriend. 

"You don't have homework in kindergarten," Olivia said. 
Nicholas said: "Yes, I do." 
Mr. Davidson said: "An early start is the best start." 
Mrs. Davidson picked up her son and hugged him; Olivia glanced at her 

father. 
"When can we go?" she asked. 
"ItA getting late," Mrs. Davidson said. 
"If it's eight-zero-zero," Nicholas said, "It's time for me to go to sleep." 

(His mother had taught him to tell time on a digital clock.) 
"It's not eight o'clock," Olivia said. "It's ten-forty-five in the morning. 

Stupid." 
"Don't call my son stupid," Mr. Davidson said. 
Nicholas drew better pictures than anyone in his class, especially of his 

dreams. Last month his parents had been called in to see the teacher, who said 
Nicholas' pictures were scaring the other children. 

"Let me down," Nicholas told his mother. 
Admittedly, there had been another fear plaguing Mr. Davidson the night 

before, that kept him awake until whatever time it was (the clock was in the 
drawer). It was his hair. Suddenly, at such a young age, it was going fast. His 
father had died without ever losing a single strand; Mr. Davidson had always 
believed he'd do the same. 

(Mrs. Davidson's father was blue-eyed and left-handed. He didn't use his 
hands much anymore, and he usually forgot what color his eyes were, but on 
that day, while he waited, he looked in the mirror and saw navy.) 

"Daddy, can I have my allowance when we get back?" Olivia asked. 
Years later, if Olivia had gone into analysis, she might have said she was 
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an emotionally abused child. 
"Didn't I already give it to you?” Mr. Davidson said. 
Olivia said: "No. That was last week." 
Mr. Davidson often followed short fat women on the street. Sometimes he 

didn't even know he was doing it until he realized he was miles away from 
where he'd meant to go. 

Mrs. Davidson said: "Your grandfather will give you some money." 
"But it's not the same," Olivia said. "That's just extra.” 
"'The love of money is the root of all evil'," Mr. Davidson said, and then 

he was ashamed (he'd forgotten he wasn't alone). 
Nicholas began singing a song about Florida. The Davidsons had been to 

Miami the year before, in the spring. Nicholas, sunburnt, had developed huge 
blisters on his shoulders, which Olivia popped. The next day, their 
grandmother died. 

"Brooklyn, sweetheart,” Mrs. Davidson said. "To see Grandpa." 

"Are you going out tonight?" Olivia asked. 
Mrs. Davidson said: "Maybe to a movie.” 
"Can we get a sitter?" Mr. Davidson asked. 
"Will you get Phyllis?" Olivia asked. 
Nicholas said: "I want Phyllis.” 
"I'll call her from my father's," Mrs. Davidson said. 
Mr. Davidson said: "Call her now." 
So Mrs. Davidson went into the bedroom and called, and Phyllis said she'd 

be there at eight. 
"She'll be here at eight," Mrs. Davidson told her husband. 
Mr. David.son preferred seeing movies alone, although he hadn't had the 

chance in the fifteen years he'd been married. Mrs. Davidson thought her 
husband's need to be by himself was a sign of infidelity, and she panicked if 
he so much as said the word "I". 

"I love Phyllis," Nicholas said. 
"More than me?” his mother asked. 
"Yes." 
Mr. Davidson laughed. 
"That's not nice," Olivia said. 
"He's kidding," Mrs. Davidson said. "Aren't you?" 
"No, he isn't," Olivia said. "Daddy, tell him to stop." 
"Quiet, Olivia," Mr. Davidson said. 
Mrs. Davidson wore a size six dress until she was twenty-seven? twenty- 

eight. Now she wore a size twelve. 
Olivia started whistling "Delta Dawn", but her father had left the room. 
The Davidsons were all dressed by eleven o'clock. By eleven-thirty— 

Nicholas threw up and had to change his shirt-they were on their way to 
Brooklyn. 

(Mrs. Davidson's father waited until six o'clock, then went to sleep. When 
Phyllis came at eight, the door was locked.) 

Cynthia R. Weiner 
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Jane's House of Sloth 

To sleep, 1 think, and ease my arms. 
Head, and low eyes down right here 
On the carpet while my friends talk 
Over my head, maybe even 
About me, and I can listen. 

James T. speaks on about "rock bands" 
In a slow, detached, and East Coast, 
Head-tilted-back way people hate. 
He is husky, a sports fan, and 
Pleased to be among my old friends 
As if they were Japan oysters. 
To be tasted, explained, bested. 
And told of later at home. 
Only James likes to set things straight 
With people. 

Garni, dark, poor, and smart. 
Loathes him and sees in his face 
Wealth, nice girls, and all the gardens. 
Houses, and starts money can buy. 
Concludes that he is just one more 
Socially programmed storm-trooper 
Whose life will be only dumb lust. 
Cars, and drinks from billboard pictures, 
But then stops momentarily 
His judgement, tells himself again 
That James is my friend. 

For me now; 
The world is rivers of good wine 
Everywhere. The whole den orbits 
In a moving sway, always up. 
That illustrates to me in some way 
My love for my friends here, sparkles 
In the atmosphere, my old life. 
Plants of all shapes and kinds. 

And Jane, 
The exact bounteousness of Jane 
That I do not always perceive. 
My head on the floor, I see her 



Up on her couch's edge, cat eyes, 
Legs crossed in an undemure way 
For her skirt and for one beautiful 
Nylon thigh. I do not, really. 
Think of her often like this. 

Lisa, dangerously thin as 
A pinched-nose wolf, walks, with arms crossed. 
Alone along rows of shelved books 
That wall the long den to the fems- 
All Jane's parents's books. Lisa sees: 

Macroeconomics, World Politics, 
Advanced Calculus, Fluid Dynamics, 
Godel, Escher, Bach, Playboy Interviews, 
The Recurrence of the Phallic Mushroom 
In Early Christian Cults, Home Gardening. 

Garm is still ignoring her. 
Couched near Jane, his hair is messed. 
His gaze goes to me on the floor. 
The lazy orange carpet hairs. 
Then back cool to James T., whom Jane, 
With a pleased and languid feeling 
In her legs and eyes from the wine. 
Peruses—his neck, his straight hair. 

I have no idea of this from 
Where I am pushing myself up 
Toward sitting, rising rough and slow 
Like some great biblical weight from 
The rug. It's the big spins for me. 
I close my eyes and hear Freddy, 
Carlos, Glorianna, and Bob 
(None of whom I have mentioned yet) 
Being very amused at me 
There over by the record rack. 
"La La La La," I say to them. 

Lisa is just drunk enough to 
Start using power politics. 
She moves by a chair. First is Bob, 
Who has drawn girls from Garm before. 
Nice gossip is not for nothing. 
She sweeps herself to Bob, smiling 
Rubs his shoulders, then her fingers 
Go down his chest, she behind him. 
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"There's a book over there that you... 
Have got to see." 

This brings them both 
To the shelves in plain sight of Garm. 
This ploy only works the first time. 
So she needs to make it spicy. 
But not uninterruptable. 
Bob laughs, tugs the book from its place. 
Brushes for one second, her breast. 
She feels a sudden blank. Why? 
She breathes out long and with the breath 
Goes her anger. She is left dumb 
And unsmiling for a moment. 
No more of this, she thinks, no more. 
It has been years. She laughs with Bob 
At the book, and craves to see George. 
He's busy. Then she wants to see me 
Go outside on the lawn, smoke, talk 
Alone. But at this point I look 
Even more to her like an ad 
For the March of Dimes. 

She walks back. 
Slow, to Bob, draws some soft stray hairs. 
Behind her ear. 

I am near out. 
I roll op)en my eyes-lazy. 
Dimly sapient as a lion. 
And feeling good to everyone 
Gathered here as a long touch 
Of fur--one more time when James T. 
Asks me what "intermittent" means. 
And I forget at once exactly 
What he asked, and then we're all sliding 
Sideways down, and in three seconds 
I am lost to darkness and the rug. 

David Urban 
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A Flash of Insecurity 

Lauren lies awake listening to Peter breathe and watching the mole on his 
neck. They're squished on the twin bed in the other room again because the 
paint in their room still smells. Lauren hates this room. There's a Coca-Cola 
sign across the street and its light spills in through the blinds flashing jailbird 
stripes on the bedclothes. Peter's mole casts a shadow on his neck, a flaw in 
the stripes. Lauren counts in her head to find a rhythm that will make Peter's 
breathing and the stripes' flashing seem in sync. 

Peter sits beside her and doesn't take notes. He's drawing pictures. L.auren 
lets her hair droop over her eyes so he won't know she's looking at his test. 
An A minus. The teacher is down there rambling about heavy irony and 
Peter's drawing pictures of himself being crushed by a huge steam-iron from 
heaven. An A minus! He's making "Road Runner" sound effects, whistling 
and thunking and hissing under his breath. Lauren never pays attention either 
but she at least has the decency to fail. Peter looks up mid-hiss and catches her 
watching. He smiles, sheepish. Lauren's eyes dart to the blackboard in search 
of something important to scribble down, but it's over and students are 
flocking to the professor, waving tests. And Hilary, ubiquitous girlfriend, is 
waiting for Peter at the door. 

Breathe, flash, there's the mole, flash, breathe, breathe. Today Lauren had 
recess duty and couldn't meet Peter for lunch. He could've met her though. He 
usually brought a picnic when she had recess, and he usually played freeze-tag 
or something with the kids. They asked her was he sick. She sent Shane 
Ormsby to the Principal's office for sneaking around to the front playground, 
fourth-graders are too big to play there. She forgot to ask Peter why he hadn't 
come today. He probably got stuck redesigning some architect's fiasco of a 
building and just ate in that office he shares with whatsheraame, Katy. That 
must've been it. Flash, mole, breathe. Shane was just looking for his sister, 
he had her milk money. Lauren squeezes her eyes shut, she hadn't let him 
explain. 

They study together. She has the notes, he just knows everything. The 
library is closing and they are confident. 

"Tomorrow after we ace this test do you want to go to the movies?" says 
Peter. 

"I'd love to," says Lauren. 
"I'll call you," he says. Lauren goes home and tells her roommate he asked 

her out, on a date. 
Peter aces the test; Lauren, not quite. He calls her. 
"I'll pick you up at quarter to nine. We have to swing by the bank because 

my roommate needs money. Then we'll get Hilary and her roommate. Is that 
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all right?" 
"Oh," says Lauren. She tries to recover, "Is it only the five of us then? 

You and Hilary, your roommates and me?" 
"Did you want to ask someone else along?" says Peter. "We can go in 

two-" 
"No," she says, "no." 

Breathe, mole, mole. Lauren can't stand it anymore. She rolls over and 
stares at the wallpaper. It has all these houses with little paths going into the 
woods. In a few weeks they'll know if Peter's comic strip is being syndicated. 
Then there'll be no more architects and no Katy. It looks like the paths 
connect in the woods and you could stay on the same path and go to seven 
different houses before you got to one identical to your first. Lauren inspects 
each path to find one that will get her lost in the woods. 

Flash, house with nautical shutters, path. Lauren had stopped by Peter's 
office hoping he'd make her feel better about Shane. They were busy, he and 
Katy. Backs to her they swayed over the draughting table pushing familiar 
protractors. Not wanting to interrupt, Lauren looked around the sparse white 
office and waited to be acknowledged. She noticed Katy looked sleek, like a 
pantyhose ad. She always did. A lull in their work, they turned together, a 
comfortable fluid motion. Too comfortable. Peter grinned, glad to see her. 
Lauren felt flustered. Cool and sophisticated, Katy swept a blond wisp behind 
her ear and said I'll get coffee. Lauren didn't want to be there pestering him 
with her dowdy schoolteacher problems. 

They go to a bar and split a pitcher of beer. Why shouldn't she go, he did 
ask her. He knows and she knows that he has a Hilary. Lauren has never 
played pool before but they play anyway. Peter makes up special rules: Lauren 
gets to shoot twice, and after all his balls are gone he takes her odd-numbered 
ones. It's a close game but Lauren wins. They find a table to sit and talk and 
watch people dance. Peter hates to dance. Hilary is there with her roommate, 
Lauren had not seen them come in. Peter is drawing a picture of himself 
dancing very badly, one foot caught in a bar stool, when Hilary floats over and 
drags him off to dance. Lauren poors herself a glass of foam from the pitcher 
and examines Peter's napkin artwork. The foam is gone when Peter gets back. 

"Hilary's mad at me," he says. "She says I spend more time with you than 
with her. It's funny, whenever I feel like doing something you're the one I 
call." Lauren wonders what he expects her to say, she says nothing. 

The path from the house with the cupola goes straight into the woods and 
doesn't come out. Lauren can't wait until Peter's done with their bedroom. 
When the background is dry he's going to paint scenes on one wall. Not his 
usual cartoon stuff either, a surprise, he says. Lauren thinks how much the 
value of the apartment will increase when he gets famous. If no one paints 
over his work, that is. She's got to remember to move this bed away from the 
window and put up a World War II brown-out shade or something. That 
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incessant flashing will make her crazy otherwise. She wishes she was one of 
those women who keeps a cute little pistol in her nightstand, then she'd just 
open the window and start blasting the sign. Flash. Earlier she'd been thinking 
about Shane and not really listening to Peter. What had he said? Oh yeah, 
Katy this, Katy that, and something about helping him pick out a present for 
Katy. Why would he buy her a gift? Oh stop it this is absurd, she thinks. She 
turns back over to the mole side. 

Lauren and Peter sit in the back of the lecture hall. She takes notes, he 
draws his headache. Mid-lecture she passes him a note. Let's get out of here 
and go to the beach for a couple of days, it says. He looks at her, now? She 
looks at him, right now. They walk out leaving Yeats to fend for himself in 
the Irish Senate. 

A half hour later they're leaving. A cabin is reserved, they've got a map, 
there's food in the trunk, and Peter's putting their two duffel bags behind the 
seats of his yellow convertible. Lauren turns around and sees Hilary, the girl 
from Peter's past, watching. The sun is bright, harsh, and the cars in the 
parking lot are dirty. Lauren won't look Hilary in the eye. Let's go. They peal 
out and Hilary is still just standing there. Lauren wonders if birds' eyes tear 
like this when they fly. 

Maybe Lauren was asleep. There was Peter's mole and she remembered 
that day in the parking lot, but not that way. It wasn't the old yellow 
convertible it was a blue one with a big silver bow around it. She saw Katy 
untie the bow and Peter throw lugage in the back. Then, laughing, they drove 
off. Lauren was left standing in a parking lot full of dirty yellow convertibles 
with no wheels. The parking lot at her elementary school. Her grandmother 
used to say it. What goes around comes around. Lauren thought it was dumb. 

She rolls over and gets back on the path into the woods. Think, Peter 
must've said why Katy should get a gift. Birthday, no. Hospital, no. Thank 
you, hope not. Hmm. Back around to Peter's mole again, breathe, flash, sigh. 
Peter stirs and turns to face her. 

"What's wrong, can't you sleep?" He draws a smiley face on her neck with 
his tongue and kisses it. 

"It's the flashing. What sort of gift do you want for Katy?" 
"Hmm? Oh, just a little something to make fun of her for taking that job 

in Canada. Why don't you put a sheet over the blinds if its bothering you?" 
"No it's okay." Lauren turns and nestles against him. Canada. She's going 

to Canada. What has Lauren been worried about? Stupidness. 
Lauren follows the path out of the woods from house to house until she's 

been to four cupola houses. She drifts between the rhythms of Peter's 
breathing and the Coca-Cola's flashing, and makes up a little song: What goes 
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around comes around, thats dumb, don't ever get that mole removed. The 
words spin in her head until she is lost in them. She wonders if Shane has a 
mole and imagines that Katy has a huge raised one on her rear. Breathe flash 
there's the mole flash breathe breathe. She still can't sleep. 

Jennifer Richardson 
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Dream Vigil 

Et le reve fraichit. 
-Rimbaud, "Veillees” 

I wake to my dream’s rising. 

Not sleeping I would hardly know this land 
where the place names are out of joint 
and the faces are a haunting, transmuting 
with the season's certainty. Some are as clear 
as the reflection in rainwater 
of the veined leaf against sky. 

But there are those who hover on the edges, 
most in some way bearing my resemblance, 
who sometimes call to the silent other, 
whispering words of poets or my own. 
"He unfolds the unconscious and folds it back," 
one tells me. Only one gives warning 
of his entrance. My grandfather knocks 
and answers my call with another name. 
He hands me messages that go unopened in my waking. 

JejfTalmadge 
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Sometimes I Have This Dream 

I am in a mall. There is a clothing store with sharp red and blue sweaters 

and orange and yellow sundresses. There is a shoe store and a greeting card 
store and a novelty shop. There is a shoppers rest area with fat women eating 
ice cream cones. A man walks by holding the hand of little girl of about five 
or six. His daughter? He has a thick mustache and glasses and a blue shirt with 
green parrots. The girl is wearing a little pink jumpsuit with a black sash 
around her waist and slick leather boots. I smile at her. She smiles back. She 
has shiny blond hair cut short in a sort of bowl haircut. They pass within five 
feet of me and continue through the mall. I watch the wrinkles in the jumpsuit 
slide across her hips. Her legs look tight and muscular, like a gymnast’s. I feel 
my cock getting hard. 

I follow about fifteen yards behind them. The girl looks over her shoulder 
at me. I smile again. She smiles back. I want her so much I get dizzy. I have 
to stop walking and take a few deep breaths before I can go on. Her father takes 
her into three different shoe stores and has her try on shoes. He does not buy 
them. I stand outside the stores and peer in at the little girl. She sees me, but 
her father doesn't. In the fourth store she turns to her father and says something 
and points at me. I gaze at the floor. I can feel the father looking me over. At 
first he doesn't think I am following him and his daughter. But he notices me 
as he walks out of the store, and he sees me hovering about when they go into 
the next one. He walks slowly into this store holding his back very stiff and 
his head up. He looks as if he is trying to smell the air to find out if I am 
following him. As he sits down to help his daughter try on more shoes, he 
tries to catch me staring by glancing out at me, but I am too quick for him. 
He only sees me looking at the floor. A salesman begins to ask him a 
question, but he doesn't seem to notice. He is still staring at me, and I am still 
staring at the floor. Then he comes out of the store. He wants to confront me. 
I concentrate on a pair of shoes in the store window. He walks over casually 
and feigns interest in the same pair of shoes. He is no good at this—way too 
obvious. I could walk away, and he would think I am just some guy. 
Anybody. He would never know I was following his daughter. But I don't walk 
away. I don't move. He is right next to me now. We stare at the same pair of 
shoes. They are brown leather with thin heels about an inch long. He wants to 
say something to me, but he can't because he is not sure if I am following 
him. I keep staring at the shoes. He does not want to confront a total stranger, 
but he must protect his daughter. I can feel how worried he is. I turn to him. 
He lowers his head shyly and asks if I am following him. His daughter is 
standing a few feet behind him holding one hand on her hip and twisting 
strands of her through the fingers of her other hand. I tell him yes. Now he 
stares me straight in the face and asks why. I say I don't know. He says cut it 
out and grabs his daughter's hand. They walk away. She does not look back. 

I watch them disappear into a crowd of people. My cock is still hard. For 
the first time I am aware of how loud it is in this mall. Rock music and 
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shopping announcements and hundreds of private conversations blend to make 
a sort of dull roar. It gets louder and louder, and I leave. 

It's weird. I first had this dream about a year and a half ago, and then I kept 
having it about once or twice a month after that. I started thinking of the little 
girl as Nicole. I sort of named her that I guess. She reminds me of a little girl 
named Nicole who used to live down the street from me when I was 
seventeen. She and I used to play Chutes and Ladders together. She would sit 
on my lap and roll the dice, and I would tell her how many spaces to move the 
little black pawn. That Nicole was seven. The Nicole in the dream is closer to 
five. 

The father, I decided, was named Tony. He looked sort of Italian with his 
receding hairline and thick mustache. It was almost like they were friends of 
mine, Tony and Nicole. Now when I had the dream, there was another part of 
me which was sort of watching me while I was dreaming. I mean there was 
the part of me which w^s in the dream as I followed Nicole around and wanted 
to fuck her, and there was this other part which wanted me to make friends 
with Tony and Nicole and ask them what their names were. 

But I couldn't change what happened in the dream-it was always the same. 
I wrote notes to myself before going to sleep to try to make myself do 
something different like introduce myself to Tony. But every time I had the 
dream it was like I was watching myself on video tape, and I couldn't change 
what was happening. 

After a while I started to wonder if there were a father and daughter named 
Tony and Nicole somewhere in this city. I started going to the mall to look 
for them. I would sit in a shoppers rest area and watch people walk by for 
three hours at a time. I checked all the shoe stores. I didn't see any sign of 
Tony or Nicole. 

For about six months I went there every other Saturday. I never saw 
anyone that looked like them. I stopped going for a while, but then my dream 
started happening more often, like about once a week. I started going to the 
mall every Saturday and sometimes on Friday nights. 

Then about four months ago, I saw this woman who looks exactly like 
Nicole, only she's about twenty two. She has the same blond hair in the same 
bowl haircut. She wears all black: Tight black stretch pants, black leather 
jacket and boots, round black earrings. I saw her in the mall one day and 
started to follow her. I watched the muscles shift in her ass while she walked, 
and I felt myself getting hard. It was almost the same as the dream. Except no 
Tony. 

I followed her home. She lives downtown, I found out, and she's a college 
student. I started going to the parties in her neighborhood regularly, hoping to 
see her at one of them and introduce myself. I don't know anyone down there, 
but all the parties are loud, outdoor open-invitation deals, and I blend in pretty 
easily. For a month I went to three or four parties every weekend. I didn't see 
her. 

Then I decided to follow her to class one day and figure out her class 
schedule. I started driving down to the campus every Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, so I could pass her in the hallway as the twelve-thirty classes let out. 1 
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would say hi, and sometimes she would answer. Every day without fail, she 
wore black. 

By now I had started having the dream more often, like two or three times 
a week. And in the dream Nicole was now this woman in black, twenty two 
years old. No more pink jumpsuit. Everything else stayed the same. She 
would hold Tony's hand, he would help her try on shoes, she would notice me, 
he would confront me, they would walk away. But now Nicole made me so 
hard I thought each night I would explode. Not only in the dream, but when I 
passed her on the campus too. 

It was getting unbearable. This woman was dominating my dreams, and I 
didn't even know her name. I had named her Nicole, but I didn't know her real 
name. I started going down to the campus every day for a few hours. I would 
walk through the halls, look in at classes through the windows, and check the 
library. I had to find a way to meet this woman and figure out why she was 
making me have this dream. Or at least find out if her name was really Nicole. 

I parked my car outside her apartment building on weekends. Once I saw 
her coming home with a bag of groceries, but I didn't get out of the car. I 
knew she would know I was following her. The only contact I had with her for 
four months was saying hi to her in the hall after twelve thirty classes on 
Monday, Wednesday, and Eriday. I didn't miss a day. 

Finally I saw her at one of the parties. She was the only person there 
wearing all black. She recognized me from the hallway, and I introduced 
myself. Her name is Randi, not Nicole. Her voice is kind of scratchy, and she 
has a slight Southern accent. I asked if she was from around here, and she said 
yes. She told me where her parents live. Actually, she said, just my father, I 
never knew my mother. 

I talked to her for a long time. I asked her why she always wears black. 
She said she doesn't know. I tried to tell her about my dream, about following 
her around the campus for months, but I couldn't say it. It was like in the 
dream before, when I was watching myself follow her and Tony and trying to 
make myself ask them their names. I stood there at the party watching her 
talk, but I didn't hear what she was saying. All I could think about was telling 
her about the dream. I tried like hell, but I couldn't do it. I just stood there. I 
asked her to meet me sometime for lunch. 

That was three weeks ago. I went home and looked in the phone book for a 
man with her last name in that neighborhood. It didn't give his first name, just 
the initials A. C. Antonio? Tony? I am not sure. 

1 am still going down to the campus every Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, to pass Randi in the hall. Sometimes she stops to talk to me. We have 
a date to eat lunch next Wednesday. 

The dream is getting more frequent, it's almost every night now. And my 
cock gets so hard it hurts in the morning. 

Now I go to her father's neighborhood every Saturday and try to catch a 
glimpse of him. I .saw him from a di.stance two weeks ago, but all I could tell 
was that he has a mustache. And glas.ses. Just like Tony in my dream. Today 
is Friday. 1 have this feeling tomorrow something will happen. I will see him. 
I have to find out what his name is. 

Carl Martin 
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Old Abandoned Places 

Four in the afternoon: the fields and the trees 
stream away from the road like the 
wake from a boat, rolling, then settling out to stillness. 
The grass in the fields is glossy gold 
sweet as sauteme. 
The trees cut the afternoon light to ribbons. 

I don't think I know where I'm going. 
Went out to pick up some groceries, drop off the mail, 
and kept on driving—like some damn country-western 
song. I just couldn't go back. 
On a bank to my right, the twin 
bars of railroad tracks 
bum in the sun beside the road. 
The steel is paired all the way to the horizon, 
smug and bright. 

Pull up at an old gas station- 
a rusted trailer-home on cinder-blocks— 
with two red-topped gas pumps 
and a cat nosing carefully into a Jagged 
tin of food. He starts and 
slips under the trailer, glaring 
while I fill up the car. 

It is too quiet inside the trailer when I go to pay up, 
like a mill that has shut down for the day, 
sawdust in the air and a buzzing 
silence. 
Just one old man inside with a 
dried apple face, suspicious eyes, 
no cash register at the counter. His dry hand moves 
like a bird, 
separate from the rest of his motionless body. 
He puts my money in one pocket and gets change out of the other, 
then turns away, muttering, as I leave. 

A few miles on down the railroad tracks settle 
to the level of the road, and just beyond, 
a street beginning at a dump and ending at a clump 
of trees, with four or five 
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One tiny settlement with barely a road, 
houses like skulls in the desert. 

I stop the car and get out to look around. 
The air is sullen with heat and pollen; 
I can't hear any birds. Walking toward 
one of the scorched-looking homes, I can see 
a tramp on the porch, legs splayed, 
jaw slack, with white-ringed blank eyes. 
The house looms behind him— 
door agape, empty dark windows, 
rags, bottles, beer cans, old tires strewn out front. 
I raise my hand to him, but he either doesn't 
see or care; 
the breeze lifts his jacket for a moment- 

there is something inside the house. 
They are disturbed, whirling like dust demons, 
beginning to take a cloudy shape- 
they are pressing against the windows to stare. 

It's not until I get to the front porch that I realize 
the man is dead. The butt of a cigarette, 
burnt out all the way to the filter, 
is still fitted in his swollen fingers. 

I can't go any further. 
They are waiting, 
shuffling and muttering 
in the interior. 

The sun is beginning to 
ebb away. I have to 
get back to the car 
the sound and the motion and 
the thrumming of the engine 
pulling me home like a wire- 

And the headlights flash on the 
front of my house: 
it jumps from the dark like a nightmare. 

And later, on my porch, the wind begins. 
Something in my mind 
is beginning to take a cloudy shape— 
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they are here, conspiring 
in the trees 

shuffling their limbs in the wind 
murmuring to the moon. 

Kimberly Flint 

Bill Beasley 
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Leanings 

A timber creaked for some reason all its own, and then the store was quiet 
again save for the hum of refrigerators. 

A bee settled on the counter, and Lester waved it away. He watched it fly 
across the room, circling over the silver trash can in the far comer before 
finally reaching the window and beating itself senseless against the glass. 
"Last one of the season," Lester said aloud to the rows of food and household 
items. The next cold day will get it, he thought. 

But this day, like the last, was unseasonably warm. "Too warm," Lester 
complained. "The cats like it, though." 

The minute hand on the Coca-Cola clock above the door clicked loudly, 
and he looked up. "Nine-twelve." He wondered if Jumpin, Rascal and 
Skinnyone, his cats, missed him. 

A drop of water fell off of one of the shelves to Lester's left. An open 
bottle of Mountain Dew rested near the edge, sweating, and moisture slid down 
the sides and puddled on the dark wood. Every so often a drop would roll over 
the side and splash a few inches from Lester's withered, brown hand. 

He looked around the room. Everything was stacked neatly, all the coolers 
filled. The deeply stained plank floor was swept clean. "Wonder if those potato 
sticks would sell better if they was out front, near the peanuts?" Only the bee 
answered, by hitting the window panes several times in succession, creating a 
chorus of angry buzzes and taps. The minute hand clicked again. 

Lester turned on the small black-and-white television that sat on a stack of 
i soft drink crates to his right and behind the counter. He shifted his weight on 
I the stool and turned to watch. The rabbit ears were wrapped in tin foil, and 
' after some adjustment the picture was relatively clear. "A parade," he 

announced. Then, a few moments later, "Too damn loud." He turned the sound 
down until he couldn't hear it at all, and then, as an afterthought, switched off 

' the set completely. 
Another drop of water showered his hand, which had found its original 

position, in a fine ticklish mist. He looked up at the ceiling. "The roof don't 
leak, though - put the tar on myself" The sun threw patient columns of light 
through the window, whitewashing the back part of the store. His end of the 
building was in shadow at this time of day, because Lester refused to use the 
electric lights "in the middle of a sunny day." 

The clock ticked, and he glanced again at the time. No, the cats were 
probably still asleep. At least Rascal was - "that animal could sleep through 
an alarm," he laughed. They were his family now. 

It was a hot day. A board popped in the wall, as if the store itself was 
stretching lazily. 

The screen door flew open and a red-faced man dressed in a grey suit 
stepped in, breathing hard. He squinted his eyes, forcing them to adjust to the 
dim light. Finally he saw the black man behind the counter. "You have a pay 
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phone? My car broke down about a mile back." 
Lester nodded, and pointed to the back of the store, to the left of the big 

window. The man thanked him and walked down the first aisle, then turned am 
walked quickly across to the phone. Lester studied him in the brightness of the 
morning sun. He was a middle-aged white man, with blond hair turning white 
on the temples. He carried a little extra weight, and Lester decided he had 
plenty of money. "He wears nice clothes." 

The man turned around and looked at Lester quizzically, and the older man 
grinned back, his dark face splitting open to show a few widely separated 
teeth. The man began to speak into the phone. 

"Hello? This is Randall Whitney, you service my car there. . .Right, the 
blue Olds. . .Well, I need some help. It broke down. . .About thirty-five miles 
from town. . .No, I have no idea what's wrong. . .No, it has to be today, 
because I. . .Right. . .Well, can't someone else there drive it?. . .No one else 
there can drive a wrecker?. . .1 see. Well, when do you expect him?. . .1 guess 
I'll have to. . .Route 54. . .555-8788. Listen, I'm in a hurry. I'm going to call 
some other places - if I find anyone. I'll call you back...Goodbye." 

The minute hand snapped forward fifteen more times before the man gave 
up. It seemed everyone was either not working or their wreckers were out 
helping with other emergencies. "Never can get anyone when you need help," 
Lester said to no one in particular. 

The man who called himself Randall took the comment to be directed 
towards him. "Ain't that the truth. Why are you open on Thanksgiving?" 

Lester watched the other cross the room. His shoes ticked against the floor 
boards, and as he neared the counter his sleeve caught on a protruding 
cardboard box and knocked it to the floor. Pieces of bubble gum scattered 
about his feet. With a nervous laugh, he bent to pick them up. 

"My cats hate the heat," Lester said. 
"Hmm? Oh, yes, it is hot today, isn't it?" 
The black man nodded. 
Randall Whitney stood up, and carefully replaced the box. He coughed and 

then walked to the counter. "Thanks for the phone. I have to stay around and 
watch my car. I can't just leave it here, something might happen to it, you 
know?" 

Lester looked at the man, and said nothing. "Nervous," Lester thought. 
"Anyway, I have to wait here for a call-they have to come get my car. But 

there wasn't anyone there-anyway, do you mind if I wait here?" Lester shook 
his head. 

Randall Whitney walked over to the magazine rack near the door. He made 
a show of looking through the copies, flipping the pages noisily and glancing 
frequently through the screen out at the road. After a few minutes he stepped 
over to the soft drink cooler and withdrew a bottle. As he started to return to 
the counter, he stopped at a shelf with comic books stacked on it. He made a 
quick decision and brought both the drink and magazine to Lester, who rang 
them up. "One dollar ten." 

Randall looked at him with surprise and then examined the comic book's 
cover. "You're right," he said. "This thing is 75 cents. Wow." He pulled out 
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his wallet and fumbled through it; then he slapped a five-dollar bill onto the 
countertop. 

"Do you mind if I sit in that chair by the window and wait?" 
Lester shook his head, the comers of his mouth dipping slightly. Once 

again the man clumped across the store. He slid the wooden chair back and sat 
down, but then quickly jumped up again and walked to the cooler, where he 
snapped the top off of his soda bottle. As he returned to his seat, he said "I can 
see my car from here. That's good. I can keep an eye on it and still listen for 
the phone." 

The sun looked in through the only window, making a golden pattern of 
light on the floor that reached almost to the counter. A truck rumbled by 
outside, swirling dust up from the dirt parking area. The cloud tried to follow, 
but then the truck was gone and the particles settled back to the ground. Lester 
could smell diesel fuel. 

"I was surprised to see you open," the white man called from his seat by 
the window. "It being Thanksgiving and all." When Lester didn't respond, he 
continued. "I'm supposed to go to my mother-in-law's for supper. . .Well, she's 
not really my mother-in-law anymore. I'm divorced...it's to see the kids." 

Randall Whitney stared out of the window at his car. "I haven't spent a 
Thanksgiving with my children since we separated. But now the damned car. 
It's a long drive -1 don't know if I'll make it now." He stood up and walked 
over to a drink crate, and placed his empty bottle inside. He pulled a bag of 
roasted peanuts from a wire shelf, and brought it to the register. 

"Thirty-eight cents." 
"Let me see if I have...here's forty." 
Lester gave the man his two cents. "Am I bothering you by being here?' 

Randall Whitney asked. 
Lester thought for a moment, and then said "No." The other man looked 

relieved, and went back to his chair. 
The sunlight had crept onto the counter, and Lester squinted to keep his 

eyes from hurting. "Too bright," he muttered. 
"I can't believe they haven't called yet," Randall Whitney commented. He 

got up and went to the phone, checked to see if the receiver was on the hook. 
Then he picked it up and dialed a number. After a brief wait he slammed the 
receiver down and swore, the word seeming to echo in the cramped store. The 
man slid the chair across the floor and dropped into it again. 

"I have to get to this dinner," he said. "It's been three months since I've 
seen my children at all. They need their father once in a while, you know. I—" 

"I wonder if the potato sticks would be better in front?" 
Lester looked up at the clock. It was nearing midday. 

Randall Whitney stared out the window. For a long time there was silence. 
Lester noticed that the man was reading his comic book now, as he kept 

his vigil by the window. The chair leaned back on two legs, and the man's 
legs were crossed on the window ledge. A drop of water leaped off the shelf to 
his left and splashed onto his little finger. 

"I used to have a family." 
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Randall Whitney looked up from his reading. 
"My wife -1 was married thirty-five years. Had a son, two girls. They 

lived in our house even though they was old enough to move out." 
The clock moved again. The sun was climbing towards noon, and the light 

in the store was slowly being driven back by the shadows. "I didn't mind. My 
son, he was in the marines. Come back, got a job driving a mail truck. We 
had a big house, and he wasn't married, so he lived with us." 

The white man slowly nodded, to show that he was listening. "The girls 
were younger than their brother. Mary was engaged to be married to a boy. 
Nigger named David." 

Lester watched Randall Whitney wince slightly, and he thought to himself 
"I was right." As another droplet fell on his hand and rolled across the 
knuckles, he continued. 

I came home one night. I was...out. House burned down, they all slept 
through it. Killed them all, all four of them, dead." 

Both men looked at each other's faces. The rays of sunlight pressed in at 
an angle from behind Randall Whitney, casting a gray silhouette that stretched 
down the aisle between the two, until it met the line of shadows halfway to 
the counter. For moments no one spoke. 

"I'm sorry," Randall said. 
Lester smiled. "Ain't anything. Something always happens to someone." 
The phone rang and Randall answered it. Some minutes later he said. 

"That was the station. They found the driver, but he can't be here until 
evening." There was resignation in his face. "Do you mind if I stay a while 
longer?" 

Lester shook his head, and replied, "You play cards?" 
Randall started across the room. "Not well. Do you have a checker set?" 
"No," the old man answered. " But I play chess. You play?" 
It was Randall's turn to shake his head. "Never learned." 
Lester laughed. "What's so funny?" Randall asked. 
"Nothing, ni teach you." He reached under the counter and pulled out a 

box. As he set up the board, Randall asked again, "Why are you op)en today?" 
The man waved his hand, indicating the whole store, as if the answer was 

apparent in its very existence. "In case anyone needs something." Randall 
pulled up a stool as Lester finished setting up the board. 

"I put a piece in each hand, and you pick a hand." 
Randall chose, and Lester opened his hand to reveal a dark bishop. He turned 
the board around so that Randall had his color in front of him. and the old man 
began to explain the game. 

Lance Koonce 
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Gone on the Mountain 
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I 

You would have have been climbing all morning, 
moving patiently, carefully 
over the sunlit rocks, 
bending to the pitch of the slope, 
smelling the pine, 
breathing the cooling air. 
Somewhere in those hours 
you would have passed the timberline, 
moving into the time 
of the mountains, climbing closer 
to the beginning, becoming 
older with every reach. 
If you had looked back at the green camp 
lying between two fingers of snow, 
the small world you were leaving 
must have seemed no more 
than the moss at your feet, 
the clouds in your hand, 
when you turned 
and stepped into the sky. 

II 

Even in death you are more vivid 
than any of us, more vivid than this day 
that is ripe beyond measure. 
A high, deep cloudless blue, 
the full light of late October 
the autumn-turning trees. 
Where does such living go? 
All over the ground, numberless, 
lie fallen gingko leaves, 
bright as stones underwater, 
lovely, yellow gingko leaves, 
pooling the shade, 
the color of your wind-scattered hair. 

Nothing I know answers for this. 

Deborah Pope 
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Pamet Roads 

Today, where we live now, 
we watched a flock of golden plovers skim 
the tideline, a loose handful of birds 
perfected in their grace, their easy, 
light passage over the sea-smoothed 
and hollowed sand. The day was ending 
in bold, redoubling barricades of cloud, 
dark blue and heavily dimensional; faint streamers 
of hazy purple attached them to each other, and here and there, 
bright buffed patches of sky shone through 
like reminders of another world. We pulled a heavy branch 
around so it faced the water and sat together 
looking out. The branch was worn mealy gray, 
the gray of so many worn things, and made us think 
of the upland storm that had broken it loose, 
the long life of trees-so solitary 
and tolerant—and fires, the green and blue flames 
that the sea salt makes. Looking out at the sea, 
which was darkening into the blues of night, 
and which came on so smoothly 
that the heavy sodden waves startled us 
with their ferocity and power-like a quiet man 
splitting sudden words of rage-we could not keep 
ourselves from embellishing 
each brief story we told, 
polishing and extending each 
until each became—though beautiful- 
impossible, and hopeless. 

When I was ten, 
my brother, who was older and should have known better, 
rushed in on April Fool's Day 
to announce our mother was dead, and smirked and gloomed 
while he tried to keep from laughing 
as I keeled into tears 
above the waxed and mirroring tiles of her kitchen floor. 
This was two decades before you and I knew each other 
and has nothing to do with us, 
though I thought of it the morning after I undid the straps of your dress 
for the first time, when, in underwater light. 
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our bodies came to claim the other, amid 
the scents of partridge berry 
and dust, and I pressed my hands into your breasts 
that flattened like powder beneath me, and felt the new 
pemianent rhythm of your body 
close around me, and take me with it. 

Forgiveness 
is an act which I think must be performed new each time, 
since it includes, is enclosed by, forgetting, 
a release totally of the withering 
and inhabited past. My brother 
became a drunkard; driven blind one night in Carolina, 
he sailed his car into trees. My father, who never understood 
my brother's life, or his own, fumbled off 
into age and mocking cries, 
the endless revisions 
of the impermanent fortune he had squandered 
scattered in his mind like weeds. 

Far out, 
a single green light, 
hung in the mast of a fishing boat, 
moved with a steady speed toward the distant harbor. 
I took your hand 
and held it, hard enough to feel the pulse 
behind your thumb, steady 
and enduring, entirely human, 
so doomed-though perhaps doomed 
is too strong a word-confined, 
by this place and time. Your father once 
showed you pictures of female anatomy, 
complex and colored portraits of cross-sectioned breasts 
and pudenda-\\\% version, so he said, 
of a sexual education. In the thin light 
of our morning bed I saw your hands tremble 
the first time you told me this, 
and heard the widowing descant note in your voice 
as you heard his voice again, harsh 
and impermeable, and saw his face, welted 
with lust—which you only knew later 
as lust-bared before you, and I wished then 
there was a word in our language 
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for what I wanted to give you, for what my heart ached 
to offer you. but there was none. 

All passes 
and ends, and begins again. 
All those we knew and loved 
are dead now and lie face up 
in the dark of their graves. 
What they brought us we carry 
forth, as best we can, into 
the world. 

Some days I wake 
and don't know where I come from 
or where I am, so the light, which no matter 
how compromised, is always stronger than the darkness, 
must chime me 
into life again, in a slow transfusion of breath 
that is like waking for the first time. I don't know why 
I'm on the earth; or why love, even in its moments 
of greatest concentration, 
is difficult 
and strange, why it seems so much like a visitation 
from another, impossible complex 
harmony, and sings, in a song sweet sometimes 
almost past enduring, of loss 
and an empty world—why, as you pushed back 
the blue and white striped band that held your hair, 
on a beach, which still, three hundred years 
after the first American wanderers waded ashore, 
has known no sustained human habitation, 
in this country 
where the lights will bum for generations after we are gone, 
pushing across the silence 
the false and beautiful colors of neon, 
why it seemed to me, as your face, rare and beautiful, only 
human, lifted like a young animal's 
sniffing breeze, I saw you 
from the other side of time, 
both of us grown old 
in marriage and enduring, 
our lives 
redeemed and forgiven by time, and only by time. 
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as if this were only possible--and 
wholly true-in a passing world such as ours. 

Charlie Smith 

Stuart Douglas 
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Penelope's Poetry 

Very late in his life in a poem called "The World as Meditation" Wallace 
Stevens returned to the figure of the poet not as virile youth (a figure, for 
him, of the persistent anxiety he felt for his masculinity), but to the figure of 
the poet as woman, Homer’s Penelope as himself, without a trace of the self- 
consciousness that accompanied his earlier, lady-like poses as the versifier of 
the trivial. The world as field of action belongs to Ulysses; the world as 
meditation is Penelope's creation. Penelope's poetry is her special kind of 
writing, her active passivity; she is his final representation of desire as a 
capacity for reception, rather than an agitated seeking of desirable objects, a 
traditional female image with which he identifies completely in the last 
printed poem in his Collected Poems, there without the safe distancing effect 
that the character of Penelope provides in "The World as Meditation." It was 
what, as writer and collector, he wanted all along; it was the position, critical 
and sexual, that he courted all along; it was his way of saying "no" to the life 
he felt forced to lead. 

If Ulysses is the male principle expressed as the epic genre of action, then 
Penelope is the female principle expressed as the lyric genre of contemplation. 
Ulysses is quickly and tellingly reduced to "The interminable wanderer": a 
comedic sort of epithet which has a very different, undercutting kind of effect 
in the context of the heroic style that is being recollected. This is not Homer's 
man skilled in all the ways of contending; this Ulysses is closer to Bill 
Bailey, whom Pearl of the same surname importunes, in a low musical genre 
of domestic relations, "Won't you come home?" Penelope is drawn into the 
poem's center of consciousness: Stevens' Odyssey is not the great later books 
of adventure but wholly its beginning, in the perspective of Penelope who 
imagines maximum distance, absence, and uncertain return: a radical reduction 
of The Odyssey to domestic anecdote. (Will he ever return?) Ulysses is an 
exterior figure, quite literally, outside the room which is the universe of her 
waiting, just as the sun, with whom Ulysses is strategically confused, is 
outside. The division of the genders (and genres) is starkly projected in the 
"fire" and "cretonnes," antithetical figures of energy and enclosure respectively: 

Someone is moving 

On the horizon and lifting himself up above it. 
A form of fire approaches the cretonnes of Penelope, 
Whose mere savage presence awakens the world in which she 

dwells. 

The "savage presence" in this poem of his last years retrieves by self¬ 
quotation the self-conscious, primitive moment of forced phallic music from 
"Sunday Moming"(VII). This "savage presence" implicitly grants, without 
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anxiety, what Stevens anxiously desired in his youth to grant himself, as poet 
and economic actor—autonomy of the male principle figured as the energy of a 
system, the sun itself (in appropriate pre-Copemican vision) like a self- 
sufficient hero "lifting himself above" the horizon. (Stevens' father might have 
liked that phrase: it came so close to his kind of cliche, like lifting yourself up 
by your own bootstraps.) Stevens grants to Ulysses what males have typically 
claimed for themselves but which he does not wish to claim for himself (now) 
and in the same act grants to canonical Homer an authority of epic mastery for 
which he no longer yearns through the disguises of sexual self-irony and his 
self-styled minority. 

It is the sun (or the thought of Ulysses) which stirs Penelope's 
consciousness from sleep to vision; she depends upon it (him), it (he) 
motivates her meditation. The sun lifts itself over the horizon, Ulysses 
approaches, (maybe), Penelope both dwells and creates a dwelling place. Her 
power, located literally within domestic dwelling place, is the power of lyric 
meditation, whose actual domestic site is a figure for a site and dwelling which 
she makes and which is impervious to male presence: it needs no real Ulysses 
to fill her desire, for there, in the dwelling she makes, she is the composer of 
selves, the single artificer of the world in which she dwells, the principle of 
high formalist imagination so revered by modernist writers now (unlike its 
earlier canonical evocation in "The Idea of Order at Key West") unequivocably 
rendered and accepted as a female principle, the autonomous goddess of radical 
creativity whose function is much more than formal. She composes selves— 
his as well as hers—and she places them in a sheltering beyond violation. She 
creates them-in that sense she composes them; she consoles them—in that 
sense also does she compose them: gives them poise in the face of unassuaged 
grief. She gives deeply-founded stability: Not a "shelter," but a "sheltering"; 
not a place but a process of mind, in never ending meditation, whose security 
is inviolable; perfection of lyric internalization, Penelope's poetry: 

She has composed, so long, a self with which to welcome him. 
Companion to his self for her, which she imagined. 
Two in a deep-founded sheltering .... 

Her meditative process is "so long" because its object is absent—and 
though in the end, in Homer's story, Ulysses is brought home, in Stevens' 
version he is kept away; in Stevens' version there is no plot, no culmination 
of touch. Erotic fulfillment is imagined ("His arms would be her necklace / 
And her belt"), and imagined as an alternative to the wordly booty he might 
bring but which she doesn't want—"She wanted no fetchings" because "His 
arms" would be "the final fortune of their desire." Note: not "her desire," 
which might seem logical but "their desire," which is correct because the 
world as meditation is wholly hers. Ulysses has no say in it; there, she is the 
arbiter of all desire; what she wants is what he wants. In Stevens' lyricizing of 
Homer's narrative, in his draining of plot and draining of time, Penelope is 
placed in the suspension of an interminable imagining because knowledge of 
the end is denied her; no narrative climax, no sexual climax. 
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The trajectory of the long poem Stevens compared to the trajectory of 
love: prolonged attention to a single subject is like prolonged attention to a 
forbidden woman and success in the longer forms is like success in love--if, 
that is, one can write / love like an Italian: both trajectories were denied 
Stevens and he likewise denies them to Penelope. Lyric longing is no more a 
choice than erotic longing; they are impositions, that's how it felt to him, and 
he so imposes them on Penelopje who accomodates (we need the pun) her 
circumstances, what she does not choose, with a tenacity and force that 
answers Ulysses' savage presence and absence with her own "barbarous 
strength" which "would never fail." Stevens' Penelope is a strong revision of 
Whitman's agonized voyeur ("Song of Myself," section II), whose desire to be 
male, painfully described in her fantasy of assuming the classic male sexual 
posture, only underscores what she really is: a proper and properly repressed 
lady. Penelope refuses all male posture, but she is no "lady"—her sexual and 
poetic identity is "within her," it is not imposed by a male superego, it's 
primitive. Savage to savage. Penelope's meditation sustains her life; Stevens 
is of no mind to designate it "trifling poesy." 

But Penelope, though the poem's center of meditation, is not the poem's 
voice: this Stevens reserves for himself, as a kind of frame meditator and 
would-be story-teller, reduced to telling and brooding over one moment of The 
Odyssey. With all narrative action denied him, the long poem that he 
attempted repeatedly in the thirties and forties now frankly beyond his 
possibilities, Stevens pens his farewell in "The World as Meditation" to the 
Homeric text which he can in no way rewrite in the epic spirit but can 
appropriate in his lyric mode, converting Ulysses' world as field of action, 
male arena, into Penelope's world as interior moment of reflection: the world 
not as object of meditation but the world as meditation-victory over the 
canonical principle of epic bought at the heavy cost of idealization. Poetry at 
the interior, lovers at the interior: both set by the frame meditator into a 
natural context large and inhuman ("an inhuman meditation, larger than her 
own") which he insists is itself a creative process of meditation, yet so figured 
as to render the inhuman domestic, a process of Penelope's mind: the grand 
natural cycles a reflection of household work—mending and washing ("TTie 
trees are mended. / That winter is washed away."), as if Penelope herself were 
what she never was, a dutiful bourgeois wife. And then, having adopted 
Penelope's metaphors as his own, he reduces his lovers to greeting card 
sentiment: "friend and dear friend." Here, at last, is a Homer for the little 
things, the small tasks and pleasures of the sort of house that Stevens knew 
so well because he lived in it. Stevens, who was never confident of his ability 
to stand with "your man-poets," here, in this poem of 1952, has made over 
the canonical of canonical poets into an image of himself: the frame meditator 
becomes Penelope. 

If Penelope's isolation is terrible that is because her idealization fails to 
compensate perfectly for her exclusion from her husband's world. Hers is an 
incantatory poetry, dependent on its absent male object of focus: "She would 
talk a little to herself as she combed her hair / Repeating his name with its 
patient syllables" (Ulysses, Ulysses). Ulysses is at home in the Greek 
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universe, taken care of by such as Aeolus, even recognized by his dog after all 
those years. Penelope does not belong: "No winds like dogs watched over her 
at night." What she has, in the end, is what is left over when all "fetchings" 
have been refused: purified lyric longing. And what a miracle of a creation 
"fetchings" is, even for this poet who performed them as second nature. Fetch: 
to reach by sailing, especially against the wind or tide; to go or come after and 
bring or take back. Fetching: attractive, pleasing. Thus fetchings: attractive or 
pleasing things, which bring a price, as the price a commodity will fetch, 
brought back over water, defined as commodities by the act of fetching which 
brought them home, valued as fetchings in the homeland of the actor who 
fetches: an etymology of imperialism. She wanted none of that. 

Frank Lentricchia 

THE WORLD AS MEDITATION 

by Wallace Stevens (from Collected Poems) 

J'ai passe trop de temps 'a 
travailler mon violon, 'a voy¬ 
ager. Mais I'exercise essentiel 
du compositeur-la meditation 
—l ien ne I'a jamais suspendu 
en moi . . . Je vis un reve 
permanent, qui ne s'arrete ni 
nuit ni jour. 

Georges Enesco 

Is it Ulysses that approaches from the east. 
The interminable adventurer? The trees are mended. 
That winter is washed away. Someone is moving 

On the horizon and lifting himself up above it. 
A form of fire approaches the cretonnes of Penelope, 
Whose mere savage presence awakens the world in which she 

dwells. 

She has composed, so long, a self with which to welcome him. 
Companion to his self for her, which she imagined. 
Two in a deep-founded sheltering, friend and dear friend. 

The trees had been mended, as an essential exercise 
In an inhuman meditation, larger than her own. 
No winds like dogs watched over her at night. 
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She wanted nothing he could not bring her by coming alone. 
She wanted no fetchings. His arms would be her necklace 
And her belt, the final fortune of their desire. 

But was it Ulysses? Or was it only the warmth of the sun 

On her pillow? The thought kept beating in her like her heart. 
The two kept beating together. It was only day. 

It was Ulysses and it was not. Yet they had met. 
Friend and dear friend and a planet’s encouragement. 
The barbarous strength within her would never fail. 

She would talk a little to herself as she combed her hair. 
Repeating his name with its patient syllables. 
Never forgetting him that kept coming constantly so near. 
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EDITOR’S NOTE 

We dedicate this issue of The Archive to the memory of Richard Whitted, 
who served as the Assistant to the Vice President for Student Affairs for 
seven years, and as a member of the Duke Undergraduate Publications Board 
for five. With his patience and sharp observations, Mr. Whitted helped us to 
work constructively with others for change and expansion. He taught us to 
look beyond our individual roles as members of the Publications Board, to see 
our contributions to the university in perspective, and, above all, to look 
toward the future. 

With this issue of The Archive, we look toward that future. We have 
moved into our second century, and we hope to follow in the tradition of 
publishing the best fiction, poetry and artwork of the Duke community. We 

will try to continue our support and encouragement of undergraduate students 
who strive to develop and refine their creative abilities. 

But The Archive is not published for the sole benefit of its authors and 
artists. It is published, primarily, to be read. We hope that you will find work 
in this issue to talk about, to think about, and to remember. 
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American 

brown freckle-faced kid 
drinking milk leggy blonde 
with big boobs in red dress 
old-man farmer in overalls 
and pitchfork minnesota 

all look the same grey men 
in an office oval talking bomb 

shell pink and dainty oh say 
Carolina gull can you see 
sea sea all around us 

spokesman for laxatives 
insurance and diet frozen foods 
school of course used to be 
one room and walk 3 miles 
babies dropped off at nine 

spells out success, amber 
waves of grain, slobbering cities 
new york san fran loss ange 
lay offs and left turn signals 
finally all coming down 

to the capitol image which is the 
blueness whiteness redness restlessness. 

Julia Knowlton 
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Love in a Shopping Mall 

Jennifer thinks she has the world by the balls just because with a smile and 
a wink and a shake of her blue jean ass, she can get anything she wants. She is 
fifteen, but can pass for twenty-one. The first girl in the seventh grade to 
French kiss, now she says she gives head. But no one knows for sure. Jennifer 
is hot as shit, and anyone who hangs with her is not good enough to date. 
Jennifer gets her kicks at the mall. 

Jason thinks he is a rebel because he hates everything. He wears his 
dark, curly hair short on top and long down the back. This is the way he wants 
it because it makes his parents sick. Jason is sixteen and a half. He wears a 
dagger-shaped earring in his left ear that is only a model of the blade he 
carries in his hip pocket. And he’ll use it! At least that’s what he says. No one 
knows for sure, but why bother finding out? The closest anyone has ever 
gotten to Jason’s blade is “I’ll kill ya’ man!” which is Jason’s favorite 
opening line when he’s angry. Or even when he’s just playing. All Jason 

wants is some kicks. He hangs at the mall. 
Thank heaven for the mall, or maybe hell. It doesn’t really matter 

what’s responsible for it as long as it’s there. You can have your stinking 
lightbulbs and telephones. Besides strobe lights and obscene phone calls, 
those things aren’t worth shit. Who the hell cares if you can see people, or 
talk to them? If you can’t meet them (really meet them) then nothing matters. 
The shopping mall is all that counts. That’s where the action is. 

But you have to find the right time to go. The right time to hang. Not 
any time will do, but to a regular, the right time is pretty obvious. 

Of all the times to hang, never go in the daytime. That’s when all the 
old farts go to the mall. To shop, for Chrissakes! What could they possibly 
need? Little old ladies in flowery house dresses and tight blue hair-do’s, with 
plastic pocket books clutched close to their sides and tainted brown support 
hose gathering at their ankles hobble through the mall looking for bargains on 
frying pans, facial cream and fish food for the imaginary gold fish they keep 
in a bowl on a crickety old table in the living room. Their husbands, tired old 
men with cue ball heads in beige polyester slacks and brown buttoned 
cardigans, sit with legs spread and heads down as they smoke fat, smelly 
cigars or puff sweet cherry pipes. (Only the cool young turks do cigarettes.) 
They wait for “Mother” to spend the better part of the monthly check so that 
they can go home and watch “The Price is Right.” 

If you’re looking for action at that time of day, you can forget it. Might 
as well stay in school. You’ll have to go to class, but you won’t have to listen 
to anything. How the hell will anyone know, except on test day. But that only 
comes three times a quarter. By then you would have already made it with the 
soft fuzzy sweater who sits in front of you in math class whose perky tits you 
elbow rub every time you walk through the aisle on the way to the head. Take 
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the sex over the grades any day, man! That’s what the gang at the mall does. 
Oh, the gang at the mall! Or rather, the gangs, for the whole group of 

them can be divided into sub-groups. Druggies, punkers, jocks, prom queens, 
heavy metalers, princesses, home boys, geeks, honor rolls, and faggots. 
They’re all there and well represented. Where else are they to go? What other 
establishment could harbor all their bullshit and still be left standing? 

That’s right—the mall. That magical, mystical glass and steel building 
erected by man to provide the utmost convenience in shopping and eating 
pleasures. But oh, is it more! At least for those faithful who hit the mall 
loyally every night. They’re not looking for white leather sneakers, blue 
double-breasted suits and sixteen inch cable-ready television sets with remote 
control. And they’re not going to scarf your Big Macs, Whoppers and extra 
crispy chicken. Sure, they’ll take it if you give it to them, but that’s not what 

they come here for. They want action, man! Action! And they’ll take it in any 
form they can. Sex, drugs, rock’n roll. But for some, those have gone flat. 
What about love? Can’t you find love in a shopping mall? 

Jennifer thinks so, or at least that’s what she says. It seems logical 
enough. Why else would she spend all her time searching for ultimate outfits 
with matching shoes, painting her face with rouge, mascara and “passion 
flower red’’ lipstick, and eating nothing but apples and granola? She doesn’t 
look that way by no damned accident. But you can bet that her free time will 

be expensively paid for by a homy adolescent looking to lose his virginity in 
a big way. 

Don’t get Jennifer wrong. She’s not a whore. She just looks like one. 
There’s a difference, you know. A whore actually does more with her body 
than strut it. But Jennifer gets off by causing turgid sexual reactions in the 

Levi’s of fuzz-faced/video game/chocolate shake boys who up until that time 
thought they were cool and ready for a girl of Jennifer’s kind. It’s not a matter 
of being ready—you either are or you’re not. And Jennifer’s not going to wait 
anyway. She’s got her sights set on something else. 

“Love, man, what the fuck do you want with love?’’ Jason’s friends 
can’t understand why he’s not satisfied. They’re not his friends anyway. They 
just hang with Jason to make themselves look good. But a black-striped tabby 
doesn’t appear any more ferocious when it’s near a saber-tooth. Ah hell, 
Jason doesn’t care. If he gave a damn it would be too much. 

Jason has other worries. It’s that “shit called love’’ that’s got him 
confused. He only thought soap opera phonies, pink and blue cream puffs, 

and old farts fell in love. He didn’t think it could happen to a tough, young 
stud like himself Maybe he’s getting soft, or at least part of him is. Jason still 
thinks with what’s in his pants, but now there’s something beating in his chest 

that’s leading him in a different direction. 
“Who’s that chick?” is Jason’s first response when Jennifer comes 

slithering by as he stands tough in front of Roma’s Pizza with a burning 
cigarette held in his hand the way James Dean did in theRebel Without a 
Cause poster. None of the hangers know who the hell Jennifer is, but you can 
bet each and every one of them would give their left nut to press their lips to 
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any part of her body. 
Not Jason, though. He has had enough sex, although sex to Jason can 

take many forms. And some don’t even have to involve girls. Jason can get 
off on an “I’d never thought I’d be writing you, but the most incredible thing 
happened to me the other day” Penthouse Forum letter, a sizzling guitar solo 
by a shoulder-length haired, spandex legged heavy metal hero, or maybe even 
a six-pack of beer, a half pack of Marlboro’s and a glazed donut. Sure, there 
are times when Jason takes a pretty little thing with lots of curly hair and nice 
white teeth to the top of Lover’s Lane, the Point, or even his parents’ bed¬ 
room for an evening of touch, tongue and anything else he can get from her. 
No matter what happens, Jason scores. No one bothers asking him what really 
went on. They all sort of “know” (with a wink to each other as Jason strolls 
into first period class late on the morning after.) 

Jason’s tired of that shit now. He’s heard there’s more to life than a 
good buzz, a good song and a good lay. Jason wants love, but he hates having 
to admit it. And no one in their right mind would assume such a thing. 

“You want love?” Jennifer’s friends can’t understand her seemingly 
sudden change in attitude. “We can’t even get cable t.v., and you want love.” 
But Jennifer doesn’t care. There are certain things in a girl’s life that just 
happen. Her first bra, her first period, and her first love. Jennifer’s ready for 
the third of these for the thrill of the first two have worn off. And if she’s 
going to fall in love, she might as well fall in love with Jason. Or as she calls 
him, “that cute guy with the piercing brown eyes and the distressed leather 
jacket.” Jennifer has a way with words, doesn’t she? But when you’re in love, 
you’re allowed to say anything. 

Ah to be young and in love! That’s what we all yearn for, isn’t it? We 
all look forward, with swollen lips, shaky knees and beating heart to finding 
someone whom we can claim as our love. Someone whom we can claim as 
ours. Someone whom we can claim. And if that true love has already passed 
us by, we reminisce with parched mouth, nervous hands, and dreamy eyes on 
those insecure times when love didn’t seem to be worth shit, yet now it has 
skyrocketed to a priceless value. Instead of participating in love, we should’ve 
just bought stock in it. But these kids nowadays, they don’t know a good 
thing if it bites them in the crotch. They think that the world’s a veritable 
Garden of Eden with lovers growing red and plump on trees. Little do their 
naive, innocent little minds know that there’ll be the devil to pay. 

To Jason, the devil is merely the subject of the rock’n’roll .squealers he 
listens to on his birthday gift boom box outside of the Goldmine Arcade. It 
fits into the same category as fast shiny cars, loose shiny girls, and screaching 
shiny guitars. But the devil’s not just shiny, man! He’ll burn your ass! 

That’s okay with Jennifer. She wants to get burned. She heard it was 
the “way to go.” Jennifer has invited too many Harlequin Romances into her 

bed-time head. Fiery passion, lovers’ heat and burning desire aren’t the same 
in reality as they are in her mind, although they all can get her wet and 
sweaty. And there’s more to life than “a naked, muscular leg tossed posses¬ 
sively over Charlotte’s snow-white, sleeping body.” Ah hell, lots more! 
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But no one’s going to tell our lovers that. Jason would just as soon 
wipe the sidewalk with your ass than listen to you talk shit about him. And 
Jennifer would merely give you a toss of her hair spray/perfume/lip gloss 
head and take her business elsewhere. But what do you want for nothing? 

So it seems the perfect setting for our two lovers to meet. They share 
the same attitudes, the same wants and needs, and the same location. My God, 
love in a shopping mall! Can it be? As Jason, with thumbs hooked in denim 
pockets and sly, wry smile covering any insecurities, passes Hank’s Leather 
Shack & Gift Shoppe and struts to the other end of the mall where Jennifer, 
with hip bent and tongue teasing wet lips, stands against a table in The Gap 
with half price sweaters, there seems to be more in the air than the smell of 
cotton candy from The Peanut Shell. Jason feels it. Jennifer feels it. The fat 
black cop with the wide brim hat and sweaty face feels it. Now all they have 
to do is feel it together. (Except for the fat black cop who already has a wife 
at home in curlers cleaning up after three miserable kids.) 

“Hey,” Jason grunts to Jennifer in his best Sly Stallone (too bad he 
hasn’t seen Brando in The Wild One ), “Wot’s up?” 

Jennifer melts with Jason’s words and her heart explodes into a million 
cherry red valentines that swarm at Jason’s head. Jason gets cocky (no pun 
intended) when he sees what he’s done (and his “friends” are rooting him on 
from behind the glass window at McDonald’s), but he’s not ready for the 
victory dance yet. It takes two to do the proverbial tango. Right now, Jason 
would settle for a slow drag to a sappy ballad by that guy who used to lead the 
band into “Auld Lang Syne” every New Year’s Eve. 

“Hi,” Jennifer whispers, trying to sound like an innnocent Wisconsin 

farm girl she had once read about in a paperback novel, but coming across 
more like Ginger from a Gilligan’s Island rerun. “How’s it goin’?” 

Their conversation isn’t intellectual, but who needs to think when 
you’ve got love on your mind? And that is clearly what these two have. There 
are more stars and fireworks going off around the two than a collection of 
New York City Fourth of July’s. Jason, our hero, knows Jennifer is different 
from all the chewing gum/pimple faced/mini skirt teases he’s been with. And 
Jennifer, our damsel, realizes that Jason is the knight in shining armor she has 
fallen asleep dreaming of and wandered the mall in search of. 

Find love, now buy it. Some things are still sacred. In a world that 

provides sex over the phone, video nasties on cable and “Oriental women 
seeking husbands” in the back of magazines, it’s nice to know that love has 
yet to become a commodity. Sure, you can still pay to get laid, but you can’t 
buy love with money. Let’s just say that Cupid’s bow and arrow have been 

replaced by mini skirts and muscle t’s. The aphrodisiacs of today are Cokes 
with no ice. And the vestial virgins have given way to bare mid-driffed 
madonnas. But hell, everything changes. 

No matter how much fault you try and find in love, it’s presence cannot 
be denied. Jason and Jennifer will testify to that. Jason has relaxed his pose to 
one hand on the wall just above Jennifer’s head and the other hand stuffed 
into his back pocket. Jennifer has turned around to yield more than her killer 
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profile and is actually starting to pay attention to what Jason says. 
As the two talk, they laugh and carry on as if they were a couple of 

kids. This love stuff sure does distort the camera more so than just fogging up 
the lens. Life goes on at sixteen, but when Jason and Jennifer look back on 
today, they’re going to think that this is where life began. 

Life began at the mall? Christ, that sounds so blasphemous! But the 
mall, like Adam and Eve’s pad, sure has a lot of things you’re not supposed to 
take. You got to work for that shit. Jason’s got to work for Jennifer. Jennifer 
wants Jason to work out. The whole fucking world is working yet we still 
have time for love. Go figure, huh? 

Jason finally takes Jennifer by the hand. Hell, they’ve been talking for 
twenty minutes. What do you want, a conversation? It’s time for him to ride 
off with her into the sunset in his sleek white Mustang. The radio might be 
playing some Top 40 pop ditty, but who’s to hear it? There’s too much noise. 
Not noise from the souped-up 405 Jason is proud to have installed himself. 
Not noise from Jennifer’s growling stomach because she has skipped today’s 
feast of apples and granola. No, it’s that love stuff that is causing all the com¬ 
motion. Neither of the two can get a word in edgewise because love is filling 
their ears and minds and hearts and everything else with delusions that far 
surpass anything their dreams have to offer. 

So if there’s nothing to dream about, then what do you do in bed? 
Jason and Jennifer will probably think of something. But they’re not ready to 
leap under the covers Just yet. Fucking on the first date is boring. It doesn’t 
give you anything to look forward to unless you’ve been looking forward to it 

long before the date. 
No, Jason and Jennifer will probably just hang for a while. At the mall, 

no doubt. After all, that is their kingdom. Jason and Jennifer will be put on 
display right in front of the orange and yellow multi-decked fountains for 
everyone to see. They owe a lot to the mall, and they have to pay that shit 
back. You don’t get anything in this world for nothing, my friend. Yet again, 
if the price is right, you can get whatever the hell you want. Oh Lord, where is 
Johnny Olson to say “Come on down!” when you need him? 

Peter Stavros 



Jamie Redwine 
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Children of Sea 
(Spain 1976) 

Soon our fathers neared, reminding 
us, children of a modem Jesus, 
how he might have walked across the water. 
We, herding—beach to pool, water to water 
sank like bricks, trying to fathom 
—eight jumping, splashing sprites. 
One day, lost in the roll of a wave 
father sea, swallowing me whole, 
I, choking, gasping for life 
reach to grasp Emma’s floating ring. 
Emma, toying with tricks of her mother’s taste 
holding panties in full view, 
screams, “Mum, look at me!” 

“Emma,” I gurgle, loosing precious breath, 
churning every life-forced limb 
“I’m drowning, let me hold on.” 

She, responding to my water-logged howl, 
laughs, “I’m trying Marc, my panties are off!” 
Brother Richard, amphibious by birth, 
slithers under my pumping feet, 

forces me upward—I surface break. 

Later, lying softly on the beach 
a calamari roots in hot sand. 
His eyes swell like over-ripe fruit 
ready to burst from their skin. 
He whines to me, pleading. 
Knowing he cannot tread air, 
I ease him toward his life-force. 
Tucked under the comer of a wave 
he finds his heart, grasps it, 
slides it into place. 

Marc Vincenz 
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Cow Hill 

My nickel dropped and rolled forward under the pew on a hard wooden 
floor. I thought everyone had heard it. The pews were white, the walls were 
the color of the sky outside the arched windows, beyond Mrs. McDowell who 
sat next to me and watched the pew in front of us. Before church, before we 
came into Aiken Hall she had told us about Jesus and let the children come to 
me. We had colored in a picture of Jesus on a rock. 

She watched a carpenter ant crawl along the back of the pew where 
Mr. Dillon and his wife sat. Their daughter was older than me. I saw Mrs. 

McDowell’s eyes follow the ant and quickly her cat hand reached out and 
squished it into the wood and it fell 

from Matthew 

twitching onto the hard wooden floor. I scrunched down to see if I 
could see my nickel that I was supposed to have for offering. It was next to 
the big black shoe of Mr. Dillon. Black shoe and black sock solid on the floor 
next to my 1962 S nickel. I looked at Mrs. McDowell. 

and we all know the feeling, the desire to hide 
her thumb and forefinger stroked from the comers of her mouth down 

to her chin. I felt for my nickel with the toe of my shoe. Outside it was sunny. 
A bird dove on the other side of the tall clear window, then disappeared 
behind the sky-colored wall. The carpenter ant was walking in 
a circle, black and shiny, crippled near my nickel. My toe was about an inch 
away. Mrs. McDowell looked at me. 

I knew outside there was the rock where Paul and I would go and play 
later. After the benediction and the milk and oreos, and the old book behind 
glass in the parlor, with fs where there should be s’s, we would run out onto 
the lawn, down by the side of the church where Mrs. Thomas was buried in 
loving memory. It would be the Himalayas, and we would be Admiral Perry. 
But that was the North Pole. The ant had found my nickel and struggled 
around and over it, toward Mr. Dillon’s shiny black shoe. 

Mrs. McDowell was pushing back the cuticle of her nails. Her nails 
were the color of blood and strawberries. 

Paul was two rows behind me. I looked over my shoulder and he was 
there with his tie, picking his nose. His hair, red and close-cropped made me 
think of making models in his basement. The USS Mississippi. The ant was a 
wounded soldier struggling back to the bunker of Mr. Dillon’s shoe. I was the 
sniper with him in my sights. My toe moved in. 

the Light and the Word and the Way 
I had my nickel under my toe. 
Outside the trees waved in the cold and I wanted some milk. Mrs. 

McDowell handed me a peppermint and I put it in my pocket. Must conserve 
supplies. 
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Reverend Scully was in the pulpit. An old man with a face like a 
skeleton, shrunken skin around his eyes and freckles across his nose. He had 
bad breath and big spotty hands. Mrs. McDowell picked stuff from her skirt 
and then brushed it with the palm of her hand. 

The carpenter ant was coming back toward me. Kill me. Kill me. Tm 
wounded. 

Paul and I were at the stream behind the house. I set the USS Missis¬ 
sippi on fire and pushed it into the stream. Paul started throwing rocks. The 
guns melted, sinking into the foredeck, men leaping overboard into the frothy 
seas. We’ve been hit! We’ve been hit! We had candy bars with us that we ate 
when she ran aground on the other side. 

Let us pray. 
Then we were up on the hill and the ambulance came. We were eating 

meatloaf sandwiches around our campfire on Cow Hill when the ambulance 
came. 

Mrs. McDowell patted my knee. I was wearing shorts. 

Paul said, “Why’s there an ambulance at your house?” I didn’t want 
to go back. I had my p-40 Warhawk with me, and my guy was in the cockpit. 
I took him out and he was still crouched, like sitting. 

“My guy rolls out and takes cover.” 
“There’s an ambulance at your place,” said Paul. 
Let us especially remember today . . . 
I squished the ant, and it came in two pieces, the back part still, but 

the front still moving around, so I squished it again. Mrs. McDowell looked 
at me and patted my knee again. I got the nickel with my toe. 

“My guy’s plane blew up,” I said. “My guy still has a gun.” Paul was 
looking down the hill at the house. 

The USS Mississippi was by the side of the stream, black and bent. 
The attack on Pearl Harbor was over. A day that shall live in infamy. Many 

wounded. I had burnt my finger. 
“Do you have any firecrackers?” I said. 
I slid the nickel across the floor toward me and picked it up. 1 flicked 

an ant leg off the side of it. And then we all stood and sang. Reverend Scully 
wasn’t singing. He looked out the window at something. 

Mrs. McDowell held my hand as she sang. She was a soprano and had 
a high pretty voice like my mom. She had made my bed that morning. 

In the boxes at the back of Aiken Hall 
We walked out and I put my nickel in after Paul. There was a building 

on the back of the coin. Paul had a tie on that looked too tight. Reverend 
Scully shook my hand and patted my head back where the cookies were. The 
rope for ringing the bell was up against the blue wall. He told me to be strong. 

It was windy and cold outside and we climbed on Mrs. Thomas’ rock. 
In loving memory. 

“Is she under here?” said Paul. 
“Of course she is. It says so.” Of the men who died here, December 7, 

1941. 
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“But wouldn’t she get squished?” said Paul. 
I climbed up the side where I always did. Where there was a place for 

my foot, and then for my hand, and then I was up. The field by the rock ran 
down a hill to a grove of trees. This was the top of Quaker Hill. A long time 
ago there had been a hotel here. When there was a depression, or before. The 
Mizzentop. There were pictures under glass in the parlor, and you could see 
brown lines in the grass where the walls had been. Like in Rome, the ruins. 

My guy was behind a blade of grass. 
Paul said, “They put your mom in the ambulance, and the lights are 

on.” I could hear the siren, and my head was tight. It smelled like someone 
had punched me. My guy ran toward his plane, the p-40 Warhawk, instrumen¬ 
tal in the battle against the Japanese. The ambulance skidded out of the 
driveway, going downtown. 

“Shouldn’t we go back?” said Paul. 
I was lying on my stomach and I could smell the brown-green of the 

dirt. We were on Cow Hill, and there was only one scraggly tree on it, up near 

the top. 
My dad from the house calling, “Mike! Paul!” I put my guy back in 

his plane. 
“This is a new plane. Prepare for takeoff.” The P-40 just cleared a 

rock and headed for home, flak in the air all around him. 

Paul climbed up on Mrs. Thomas’ rock next to me where I was crying. 
“It’s okay,” he said. I put my head on my knees and looked over 

toward the white church between my legs. White with a little spire where the 
bells had rung when they took mom in a shiny black box. Arched windows on 
the side, and inside the sky-blue walls. It sat where the lobby of the Mizzen¬ 
top used to be. Behind were the other white buildings and the piles of leaves 
that we would bum in the afternoon. The trees were sharp against the sky and 
I was cold. 

Chris DePree 



Faces 
(Near Joyce Kilmer National Forest) 

Breasting the ridge, knee-deep in leaves 
That splash across our boots in gold 
And silver foam, we’re borne like rafts 
On a wave’s crest, deposited 
On a hidden bank before a tree: 

Mountain driftwood, with engraved face. 
That’s testament to years counted ring 
By painted ring. If Mount Rushmore 
Had been wind-carved. I’d believe 
In its permanence, too. Yet this sculpture 
Is also human, if only because 
You and I are. I grasp your hand: 
Pool our strength for this mute communion. 

A stinging smell of prophetic smoke 
Touches my thoughts like a laugh. 
Mocks us at least. Perhaps a fireplace. 
Or the entire wilderness ablaze. 
A bottle lies beside the stump. 
Wine-empty, note-empty. 
But a tree frog clings precariously 
On the slick grass. 

Lance Koonce 
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Loch Ness 

What hidden hand now tilts the Highlands 
And sends this model train sliding 
Serpentine down sloping green, 
Scattering sheep like moist snowflakes, 
Sliding and straightening at the last. 
To dump me, drunken with scenery. 
On the concrete floor of Inverness station? 

Monday morning—I’d like to laugh 
At all the crowded bodies lining 
The boat’s rail, but I’ve paid /my/ money, too. 
The motor hacks like a weathered local 
That shuffles patiently around familiar shores. 

Full of tales: moonlit lochs 
And rivers running pink with salmon. 

Stirring the water into murky motion. 
The boat groans into the channel. 
How many thousands each month 
Turn rolling waves into homed heads. 
Fill miles of film with empty water? 
“Each man, woman, child on Earth 
Could be sunk in this Loch.’’ But who’d watch then? 

Can you imagine if they caught God, 
Drugged Him, caged Him, wet and helpless. 
Declared a modem mystry solved? 
How much harder then to find time 
To scan monotonous waters for furtive movement. 
Unless proof had never been the motive? 

Lance Koonce 
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Ashland 

Needed something to do on a Monday night, 
So we put our hands together and climbed. 
The breast was green and steep, 
The rest was easier, stepping and lifting. 
And the breast came last. 
Sideways slate shingles covered it round. 
Fingers looked for holds in between sharp edges. 
The palms pushed flat and butt pushed up. 

I reached the top after two others and felt blessed. 
Divinely nourished. 
Three hundred and sixty degrees 
Of unfiltered divinities. 
Glorified lights. 
Red blinking on two towers, 
A blue one looking lost. 
And I could free it by thinking. 
I felt a hero coming on. 
So I sat down and breathed deeply. 

Apparently, some fat blonde blister behind a badge 
Got a shot of my shade from the ground. 
He waited for us to descend. 
Descend back to Ashland, 
And he asked us for names 
And where we lived. 

As if it mattered. 

Nick Sholley 
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Mein KuB 

The mystical frog—illustrious and green, 
Too bright to go unnoticed. 
Brings to mind the Prince and the Kiss 
As if Machiavelli might have 
Mocked us all—intentionally. 
He did it; in 1944 the whole 
German nation believed him. 
The kiss that melted a million. 

Marc Vincenz 
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It Felt Like Sunday 

The fish looked like kites. Some of the fish looked more like birds than 
like fish or kites: peacocks or parrots. Not dime-store kites, but complicated, 
serious kites. 

The market was busy and there were as many people as there were fish. 
They wore capes and shawls, some carried bags bulging with produce, others 
pushed carts. A man with a cane sat with a young boy who was eating an 

apple though most of the apple was running down his chin. He never looked 
anywhere but at this old cane man. A layer of sawdust covered the market 

floors. Shoeless children in their socks slid through the sawdust. 
At one merchant’s stand there was an especially lonely looking fish who 

appeared to be smiling at me. Though 1 could only see half of him, I could 
swear he was smiling. 

Yes, 1 touched his eyes and they were cold and rubbery and seemed to 
bounce back against my finger when I pushed them. 1 liked touching his eyes. 
1 still think about that poor old fish, not even rotting because of the ice, but 

just dead. 
Actually the fish looked more like birds than like fish. More like kites 

than like birds. They seemed prouder than fish. They lay on their sides, eyes 
open, in straight lines on their ice beds. 

1 still don’t know what made me go that night. They were waiting. I was 
alone, curled and empty. Waiting all the while in the night air which hung like 
fur over the narrow littered streets. The streets glistened in the wet cold night. 
Reflections of street lights rippled in sidewalk puddles. Sounds were muffled. 
I remember hearing cries, but whether they were from a baby I still don’t 
know. The air was heavy and smelled musty like a dog wet from rain. It 
smelled like rain. There was no moon. 

Actually when I set out it was dusk, the light soft and flat. It was the 
hour when day people retreat and surrender the insidious nighttime streets to 
the night people who ooze out of cement cracks and alleys. Night people 
stood against empty storefronts, their shadows long and thin. They looked at 
me but said nothing as I passed. Men stood and men waited, some leaning 

some sitting, others rested like snails in deserted doorways. 
It felt like Sunday. There was the stillness of Sundays, a stillness only a 

Monday could bring. I don’t even remember if it was Sunday, but it felt like 
one. 

It was the kind of night that hurts the hands, I could feel the coldness in 
my palms. My lips were so chapped that they hurt and bled. The dry blood 
caked against my lips, cracked as I spoke. Now and then I could taste dried 
blood flakes. They tasted stale. And the fleshy comers of my mouth were 
cracked. It hurt to speak. 

She said her name was Corine, but I don’t believe her. It sounded too 
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typical. I don’t know what made me single her out. None of them had eyes, 
except for Corine. They all had faces and postures, but no real eyes. None of 
them reminded me of anyone I had known or of anyone I could know, except 
for Corine, though I’m not sure who it was that she reminded me of. She had 
a sadness that caught my attention. 

When it was all said and done, and she slipped the crinkled bills into her 
purse, I waved goodbye. I thanked her though I don’t know why. And as I 
turned my back to her window, and was confronted by the myriad of win¬ 
dows, I felt worse than she ever could. She was smiling when I left. I wanted 
to cry but couldn’t. 

It stopped raining. Steam seeped upwards from the streets. I remember 
that the canals were high, and at places where the pavement drooped water 
spilled over onto the streets. My feet were wet and cold. A storefront window 
was frosted over, but through the frost I could see the ducks hanging upside 
down. They looked so silly without feathers, like Vaudville chickens. Poor 
ducks. 

A man with a hat asked me for some change for a cup of soup. I knew it 
wasn’t soup he was going to buy, but I gave him some change anyway. He 
said, “God bless you.” 

I walked home alone through the dreary whorelined streets. People 
walked in groups. Now nobody looked at me. Five Chinesemen with cameras 
tried to negotiate a group rate with one of the women. Men were everywhere. 
They came and went, leaving the flimsy plateglass doors swinging guiltlessly 
in the night. A business night. Nobody looked sad. Nobody on either side. 
Business as usual. Some were laughing. 

“I’m not going to hurt you. Not unless you want me to,” she said. I 
laughed, whether or not I was supposed to. 

“1 can do it,” I told her as she started to unbutton my pants. I didn’t like 
her touching my pants. A radio was on the windowsill. She turned up the 
volume a bit as she closed the curtains and locked the door. The sound of the 
deadbolt sliding across the doorway was louder than anything else could have 

been. She sat up on her chair, a barber shop type contraption with lots of 
shiny brass that looked cold to touch. The red bulb looked black through the 
curtain. Its light leaked through the curtain, into the room, which seemed 
empty despite four cheaply framed prints. She looked pretty in the red light. 

“Those are lovely pictures,” I said as I slid my pants down around my 
ankles. I felt like I do at the doctor’s. 

“A commercial free hour of soft rock for your listening pleasure...” 
“You like them,” she said as she removed her breasts from some black 

laced contraption. They were lumpy and sorry looking. 
“A friend gave them to me for Easter last year...I love art,” she said. 
Her tired arms sagged more than I’d expected for a lady of her age. As 

she stood the red light fell across her face making her complexion look not so 
soft. She was wearing too much makeup. On a table next to the door was a 
wind-up clock. I wondered if it needed winding. 

“Your lip is bleeding,” she said as she kneeled before me. Her head 
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eclipsed the red light. Her hair felt much more coarse than it appeared. I 
didn’t enjoy touching it. Her part was off center, and a little crooked. Her 

teeth were crooked too. The shadows of people who passed in the street fell 
through the curtain and onto the floor. Their heads glided across the back 
wall, and I heard their voices though their lips were still. 

“That was Jimmy Buffet’s Margaritaville." 
“Do you want to lay down now?” She held my hand. 

She led me to the sheetless mattress and stood above me as she com¬ 
pletely undressed, except for her stockings which she just unrolled to 
midthigh. She ran her finger up and down her entire body. I don’t know what 
it did for her but it scared the hell out of me. “Don’t let me die here," is what 
I thought. “Wind the clock. Wind the clock." 

“I said I wouldn’t hurt you.” 

“Please don’t.” 
The light glowed red. 
It couldn’t have been more methodical, or more mechanical. She could 

have had an odometer or a serial number. I wouldn’t have been surprised. 

Jeffrey Scott Bass 

Frances Stroh 
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13 Steps 

13 steps 
not symmetrical, he would say. 

not lucky she would say. 
Linking arms and counting 
he first with a left 
and she offering the right 

13 steps leading upward 
a brown door 

with worn gold handle 
left right 

right left 
creak on 7 
again on 10 
arms unlinked 
stretch toward handle 
dull like a fogged mirror Apologies 

Promises 
fragrant 
unspoiled 

forgiveness 
promises 

13 steps ended 
handle turns 
door locked. 

Arms linked once more 
he now takes the bannister 
she the outside 

13 steps. 
Who will start? 

Hesitation and a slight stumble 
caught before danger. 
dreams of flying 

and 
falling 

13 steps down 

creak before 7 
and sometime after, 
arms linked 
He counts to himself 
she not at all. 

David Lang 
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Snakes 

I am sitting under my favorite tree eating a bagel and reading the newspa¬ 
per when I look up and see a woman walking toward me. She is wearing a 
white shirt, and she has skin so silvery tan and smooth it reflects a beam of 
sunlight at me. It occurs to me that I know her from somewhere. I must 
know her because she is smiling and walking right at me. When she gets 
closer I realize that she is smiling at somebody else. She notices me, though, 
and says “Hi.” I hear somebody say “Olivia!” and she looks up and grins and 
walks on past. I turn and watch her go up to some guy and give him a hug. 
The two of them sit down cross-legged on the grass. She glances up at me, 
and I can’t get rid of the feeling that I know her. Or she knows me. Her eyes 
are such a sharp green that 1 can see them clearly from ten feet away. I can 
even make out her pupils, tiny dots black like her hair, in the middle of the 

green. 
They are talking in voices too low for me to hear. 1 try to read my paper, 

but I cannot concentrate with this Olivia person sitting this close to me. I get 
up and go to my history class. 

Just before class starts she walks in and looks for a place to sit. I have 
never noticed her in this class before. She sees me looking at her and smiles 
and chooses the desk right behind me. All through class I am thinking about 
this woman behind me. I keep wondering what it would be like if she started 
massaging me. I half expect to feel her hands on my shoulders. 

Instead I start to feel her staring at me. I feel her eyes on my back like two 
cold marbles on either side of my spine. It is impossible to concentrate on the 
lecture. I keep wanting to turn around. When 1 do, she looks right at me 

without smiling, as if to say, “What do you want?” 
Next day I arrive half an hour early and sit in the back row. The whole 

time I stare at Olivia, trying to make her feel my eyes on her back. She 
doesn’t seem to notice, but when the lecture is over she walks back to my seat 
and, before I can stand up, holds out her hand and says, “I’m Olivia.” I tell 
her my name and shake her hand. Again I am struck by this feeling that I 

know her. “I’ve seen you before,” I say. 
“Have you?” she says, “Where?” 
I am not sure. 

Imagine a rattlesnake coiled in a circle on the ground a foot and a half in 
front of your face. A thick tube of muscle fibers wrapped in dry, leathery 
skin, bending half its body into a vertical S-shape so you can’t tell how long it 
is. Mouth open, fangs curving downward. 

Don’t move. Quicker than you can possibly imagine, it will snap forward 
and puncture your skin right at the cheekbone. It won’t hurt more than a 
small splinter, but the venom will make its way through your body and your 
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muscles will stiffen. Your gums and eyelids and intestines will start bleeding. 
Your heart will beat furiously. But soon it too will stiffen. And there is 
nothing you can do. 

Olivia is sitting opposite me playing the guitar. She is wearing a bluejean 
miniskirt and she has her feet perched on the sides of her chair. I can see her 
underwear. Every time I glance at it I feel selfconscious, as if the glance lasts 
just a little bit too long or I am glancing at her underwear more than anything 
else. I try to keep my eyes focused on her face while we talk, but I have to 
shift around my field of vision. I look at her guitar, the bookshelf behind her, 
the clock on the wall, but inevitably my eyes return to her underwear. She 
must know what I am looking at. There is no way she couldn’t know. Yet 
she doesn’t cross her legs or change position in any way. She looks right at 
me the whole time, strumming her guitar and telling me about her poly- sci 
class. Her underwear is white with large green frogs on it. 

Later on she introduces me to George. George is a boa constrictor, about 
four feet long. She makes me hold George so he can get to know me. George 
weaves himself around my wrists and forearms like a piece of cold rubber. 
His skin is mostly green with yellow and brown splotches. He stares at me, 
sizing me up, darting his tongue in and out of his mouth. I hate snakes. 1 
especially hate their eyes because there is always something in the way they 
stare at me, something that makes me feel slimy, like 1 have tiny leeches all 
over my body. 

Olivia has gone into the kitchen to get something. I am alone with George. 

I can tell by his eyes that he senses this. He starts to make his way up my 
arm. He winds his middle around my right bicep and stretches his head 
around behind me. 1 can feel his tongue playing about the back of my neck. I 
am waiting for a pair of fangs to dig into me or for him to wrap himself all the 
way around my neck and begin strangling me. 1 can’t move. Sweat is 
trickling down my forehead. I close my eyes and wait for something to 
happen. 

Olivia is back from the kitchen. She plucks him off me and says, “He 
likes you.” I wonder if we are talking about the same snake. She walks back 
into the bathroom to put George in the bathtub. “He likes to hang out in the 
bathtub,” she says, “and take baths with me.” 

That night I dream a giant anconda is wrapping itself around my ankles, 
then my shins, thighs, waist, and now my ribs. 1 feel its scales rubbing tightly 
against my armpits. With one quick contraction of the huge muscle which is 
its body, it is going to crush my ribcage then crawl away and leave me to 
suffocate. I am slamming my arms wildly against it. My hand hits the lamp 
beside my bed. I wake up and I am screaming. There is no anaconda. I go to 
the bathroom and throw up all over the floor. My hand is bleeding. I put on a 

coat and drive to the hospital. I get eight stitches. 

Olivia and I are meeting for lunch. I try to avoid going to her apartment. 1 
meet her places whenever I can. I have almost finished my beer when she 
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slips into the booth opposite me. She leans way over toward me, and her hair 
smells like lemons. She is wearing jeans and a purple sweatshirt and a yellow 
scarf around her neck. “Hi,” she says. 

Whenever she is near, I feel like my chest cavity is filling up with hot 

blood. My face and ears get so hot that my eyes start to water a little bit. I try 
to look calm, but I am so excited I feel like an idiot. She smiles at me as if 
she can’t tell I’m an idiot. Either she is trying to put me at ease because she 
likes me, or she enjoys making me feel this way. 

We talk about all kinds of things while we eat. When I am talking, she 
rests her head in her 
hand and stares at me. It seems like she never blinks. When she is talking, 
she leans in close to me, tapping me on the arm every now and then. Before 
long she has licked her salad plate clean and is picking at what’s left of my 
hamburger. She has to leave at quarter of two, for a meeting or something. 

She gives me money for her share of the meal, checks her watch, and says she 
is late already. I sit there watching her jog away. Her legs chum up the 
sidewalk, thick, smooth and powerful. 

I wet the bed until I was seven. Every night I imagined thousands of 
snakes twisted around each other under my bed, poised to strike at my bare 
heel the minute I set my foot down to walk to the bathroom. Or sometimes it 
felt like one huge snake coiled up under there, ready to swallow me alive on 
my bedroom floor. I would shut my eyes tight, too scared to come close to 
the edge of the bed. I would wake up in the middle of the night with my 
bladder aching. When I couldn’t stand it any more, I would roll over on my 
stomach and pee. 

I finally got tired of waking up in puddles of urine. When I had to pee, I 
would stand on the bed and jump as far away from it as I could, run to the 
bathroom, and slam the door. My brother used to tease me every day. When 
I was ten, I told him why I used to wet the bed so much. A week later a small 
brown snake crawled out from under my bed while I was putting on my 
pajamas. I jumped up onto the bed screaming and stood there while it 
explored every inch of my bedroom floor. Then it crawled under my door 
and left my room. It was three months before I stopped wetting the bed again. 

Occasionally I meet Olivia at work. She has a part-time job in the reptile 
department at the zoo. She feeds snakes. If I arrive early, she tries to get me 
to feed them with her, but I won’t do it. I watch from outside the cages. 

Sometimes she feeds them a live mouse and then insists on waiting until one 
of them has killed and swallowed it. She tucks her hair behind her ears and 
leans down close to them, coaxing them as if they were little children. She is 

so incredibly beautiful. 
I watch the mouse sniff around the comers of the cage, unaware of what is 

about to happen. The snake whips its head around and sinks its fangs into the 
mouse’s body then wraps itself tightly around the mouse and begins to 
squeeze. If the snake misses, the mouse squeaks frantically and tries to find 
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some escape. You can barely hear it squeak through the glass. If the snake 
misses once, it does not miss again. When the mouse is dead, the snake 
begins to swallow it head first, stretching the sides of its mouth down the 
mouse’s body bit by bit. I want to turn away, but I can’t stop watching. 
Olivia is so intent on the process she doesn’t know I am there. Within ten 
minutes all that is left of the mouse is its tail sticking out of the snake’s mouth 
like a round, grayish tongue. 

In sixth grade once I had to spend the night at Ethan Lublin’s house. I 

never liked him, but his mother called my mother and said could I come over. 
Even though I was the guest, Ethan made me do what he wanted to do. Play 
with his snake. It was a garter snake called Lucas he had caught under his 
front porch. Ethan put Lucas on my shoulder, and before I could do anything, 
Lucas was slithering around in my hair. I started crying, and Ethan took 
Lucas off me. I took a shower and washed my hair four times. 

Ethan kept Lucas in an old fish aquarium on the floor of his bedroom. I 

had to sleep in that room on one of the twin beds. 1 kept my eyes trained on 
the aquarium all night long, terrified that Lucas would find a way out. Once I 
thought I saw something sliding over the steel rim at the top of the aquarium. 
I wet the bed that night for the first time in two years. 

Monday at school I called Ethan “snake freak” until he cried. I started an 
“Ethan is a snake freak” club, naming myself as president. One of the 
teachers called my mother in, and they put a stop to the club, but I continued 
to torture Ethan in the best ways I knew how. I wrote “snake freak” all over 

his books. I refused to let him play touch football. I told all the girls he kept 
snakes in his locker. I found a way to make him cry almost every day. 

Ethan’s parents transferred him to another school over spring break. 
I still have my class picture from that year somewhere. When I clean out 

my desk, 1 usually 
find it. I look at Ethan sitting there in the front row with his glasses and 
camper pants and wonder if he still hates me. 

We drive out to the quarry at two in the morning. Olivia has always 
wanted to go skinny-dipping here. Surprisingly we have the place to our- 
selves-there are no teenagers drinking beer in the parking lot. It is dark, and 
there are trees all around, full of crickets. We follow the path down to the 
gate and climb over. I slice my forearm on the wire at the top of the gate, but 
I don’t tell Olivia. I wouldn’t miss this for anything. 

I .start unbuttoning my shirt. By the time I get my jeans off, Olivia is 
already in the water. I dive in ready for ice water, but it isn’t cold on top, 
only down around the ankles. I tread water while Olivia circles around me 
without saying anything. She stares at me, and I stare back. It is very dark, 
but I can easily see the green of her eyes. Slowly the circle she is swimming 
gets smaller and smaller until she stops right in front of me. Glistening drops 
of water roll down her face. I try to pull her to me, but she slips under water. 

1 hear nothing for at least a minute except my own paddling and the 
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crickets. Then I feel something at my feet, and all of a sudden she has 
surfaced in front of me and is kissing me. I stop treading water and we go 
under. She is kissing me so hard it feels like she wants to swallow me. We 
sink down into the cold water, and I can feel her nipples pressing against me 
like two pebbles. I rub my hands up and down her back, pulling her up 
against me as hard as 1 can. 

She lets go of me and disappears. I am dizzy, and I have to stop a minute 
to figure out which way is up. When I make it to the surface, I can’t find her. 
Everything is quiet for a while. 

There is a rustling in the trees on the far side of the quarry. It seems 
impossible that she could get that far away in the time it took me to surface. I 
start to swim over there. 

As I get closer to the side I notice something moving a few yards in front 
of me. It looks like a hose sticking out of the water. It turns one end toward 
me, and I see two green eyes with vertical black slits. A snake. In the same 
water as me. Four yards away. I feel like a cold hand with callouses rough as 
sandpaper has grabbed my heart muscle. I turn and swim for all I am worth 
toward where I got in. Another snake crosses in front of me. 1 pull myself up 
onto a rock, cutting deeper into my forearm. I scream Olivia’s name. There 
is another snake crawling across my jeans. I run to the gate and climb back 
over. I scream her name again. A car starts and drives away. Teenagers. I 
stand naked in the sandy parking lot and watch for snakes on all sides. 

I haven’t spoken to her since that night. I have no idea how she got home. 
I got a ride from a cop, who came in response to complaints of noise, and I 
had to pay a two hundred dollar fine for nudity in public. 

When I see her in class now, she still smiles at me. I see her walking 

around campus with George wrapped around her shoulders like a shawl. But 
we never speak. 

I have started hanging around at the zoo a lot. The first few times I went 
there to see Olivia. 1 felt like there was something I had to ask her, something 
I needed to know that she could tell me, but I couldn’t find the words. It’s not 
her I go to see now, though. I go there to see the snakes. I spend at least an 
hour every day just staring at them. They stare back at me. Sometimes when 

I get too close to their cages they try to strike at me through the glass. The 
first time it happened I was so scared I fell down backward. Now I’ve gotten 
so I expect it; I don’t even flinch. They don’t do it very much, though, I 
guess because they’re tired of banging their heads against the glass. 

Snakes are all I can think about now. At the zoo it’s not so bad because 
I’m protected from them by the glass. Every place else I am terrified. I can’t 
listen in class because I keep feeling them slither up my back and into my 
hair. I can’t study in the library because I have to keep checking under my 
table for them. At night I can hear crawling around under my bed. 

I am trying not to think about what could be coiled up under my chair right 
now. I checked a few minutes ago-there is nothing. But still I’m not sure. I 
swear I can feel something moving down there. 

Carl Martin 
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Odds and Ends 

It’s nice... 
It’s good, turning it 
Put flowers in it. holding it out 

as valueless as the smile 
I offered in return. 

The room was mine now 
but still hers 

in silence 
which like the vase 

I accepted. 
It was too late 

to be more than 
the names and faces 
we were, 

but that mystery 
had been 
my greatest attraction 
to her 

and real nonetheless. 
It’s great, looking around 

another last time. 

You’ll love it, running 
a hand through 
her hair, 
and holding it 
back. 

Taking and leaving what 
was left, 
what we knew I 
would leave too 
in a year. 

I knew the room 
wasn’t empty 
when she closed 
her eyes 

So I took the vase 
whether it was 

her way 
of staying, 

or ours. 
It’s great, clutching it, 

like the idea 
of loving her, 
too worthless 
to keep, 
too much 
to throw 

away. 

Will Cox'iello 
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The Method Writer 

Bernard lives alone with his fish in two rooms on the second floor of 
this lady’s house. He’s a writer, a poet. An artist. He’s also divorced. Under 
his bed he keeps a suitcase packed full of clothes, toiletries, whathaveyou, just 
in case his ex-wife ever calls him up and asks him to come back. He knows 
she won’t. She lives in Anchorage with some Dick guy, they sent him a card 
at Christmas. It matters only a little, he’s decided to look for someone new. 

The lady downstairs, her name is Faye. She’d rather be hit by a truck 
than have her house bum down. Her house is everything. It’s small, the house 
she grew up in, nothing special, old, white, across from a gas station. But it’s 
hers. She has a beauty salon in her basement where she and this other woman, 
Patrice, cut, color, and crimp people’s hair all day. They also gossip. Patrice 
thinks that there’s something going on between Faye and her new tenant. 
Faye likes to let her think it. She likes to think it herself. 

Bernard doesn’t make any money being a poet. So he’s got this job in a 
restaurant as a busboy. They didn’t make him a waiter or a bartender because 
when he went for the job he pretended he could hardly speak English. He 
doesn’t like to interact with people much, he likes to observe them. It’s for his 
writing. People at work will say anything in front of him. They don’t think he 
understands them. Then he goes home and writes about them. 

Before Faye took in a boarder she was always afraid. She was afraid 
somebody would break in and rob her. There is a lot of cash down in that 
beauty salon. Everybody knows it. She was afraid somebody would break in 
and attack her. Faye is a big woman, close to two hundred pounds, and she 
knows karate, but she was still afraid. With no man around, Faye was afraid 
somebody would break in and wreck her house. Her everything. Now, 
because Bernard has a lower voice and a little more facial hair than she does, 
she feels her house is safe. Faye can relax, Bernard is her protector. 

As usual, Bernard comes home from work and doesn’t see Faye. He 
goes straight up the outside stairs to his room. The only thing he knows how 
to make is macaroni and cheese from a box. So he likes to bring something 
home from the restaurant and heat it up. He sets his fishbowl on the table 

opposite his place and talks while he eats. 
Want some veal, fish? he says. 
So, fish, what do you want to do tonight? he says. 
I must be heating this stuff wrong. It’s awfully dry, he says. Or do you 

think maybe it’s dry when they serve it? 
You want to watch TV tonight? Well, 1 don’t. There’s nothing good 

on. Besides, I’ve got a story idea. 
Oh, fish, he says, our first fight. I’d let you watch TV but I might get 

sucked into one of your shows and not write this story. You don’t really pay 
attention anyway, he says. What do you care? 
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Faye watches him come home. She didn’t have any appointments this 
afternoon so she baked banana bread. She wants to invite Bernard to share 
some, but she doesn’t. All afternoon she’s been thinking about how she’ll ask 
him in. How she’ll tell him about these bananas that have been sitting around 
her kitchen turning black because she keeps forgetting she bought them for 
her cereal. She’s been planning to tell him she bought so many bananas that 
she had enough for two loaves of banana bread. I can’t possibly eat both of 
these myself, she’s been planning to say. Why don’t you take this extra loaf? 
But she doesn’t. 

Patrice will call her chicken-shit. She shouldn’t tell Patrice her plans. 
Patrice knows why she bought all those bananas a couple of weeks ago. Faye 
doesn’t eat cereal for breakfast, she’s the bacon and eggs type. But Patrice 
doesn’t know how really forward Faye is being. Patrice has been led to 
believe that Bernard gives Faye flowers. 

Bernard goes up the outside stairs and doesn’t even see Faye or her 
banana bread. He warms his veal and talks to his fish. Hey, listen up fish, he 

says. Tell me what you think of this. I’m going to write a story about a guy 
who’s divorced. A guy who lives in the upstairs of some dump and works in 
this restaurant. He’s a busboy, no, a dishwasher. 

Even being a busboy doesn’t make Bernard any money. Faye doesn’t 
charge him much rent though. She has him do things around her house, things 
like plumbing, and bringing fresh flowers in from the garden, handyman 
things. Bernard sets aside every other Sunday for these things. Keeps me from 
watching too much church on TV, he tells his fish. Bernard doesn’t talk to 
Faye much. He spends time thinking about her, enough time that he gets 
nervous around her. Sweaty palms and school-boy stuff. 

Bernard the writer is really good at expressing himself eloquently on 
paper. Bernard the artist has a lot of trouble imagining new things to express. 
He can’t write about something and do it justice unless he has felt it first. 
Bernard the man doesn’t communicate. His wife told him this on the same 
day that, coincidently, he received the 500th rejection slip of his career. 
Shortly thereafter she became his ex-wife. She threw him out. Bernard was 
baffled. Aw hell, fish, he says, no one communicates. Not really. He says it 
every day. 

Faye watches Bernard walk up the path to the house and she scurries to 
the kitchen so she can watch his feet go up those outside stairs. She hears him 
unlock his door, open it, close it. He’s probably overwhelmed by the smell of 
fresh banana bread, she thinks. Maybe he’ll come down on some pretense 
knowing I’ll offer him a slice, she thinks. I’ll just wait for him, she thinks. 
Patrice will say she played it cool. 

Bernard comes home, doesn’t see Faye, eats veal. He has allergies so 
he doesn’t smell anything. He tells his fish the idea he got at work. It’s a story 
about a divorced dishwasher, he says. This dishwasher’s wife ditched him so 

she could move to, Alaska say, and live with this other guy, some guy the 
dishwasher has never even met, so he’s stuck hating someone he can’t 
picture. Well there’s this really pretty waitress at work. The dishwasher isn’t 
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into her because he’s still getting over his wife. The manager, though, the 
manager is into her. In fact, he’s made several advances, has been rejected, 
the whole rigamarole. He refuses to give this waitress a good station. 

Faye watches Bernard arrive, waits for him to come down hinting 
about banana bread. She pictures him complementing her on her cooking 
skills. She pictures herself giving him a loaf, just to say thanks for all those 
flowers. Faye pictures herself showing Bernard around her house. Somehow, 
on this tour, Bernard knows exactly which details of workmanship in the 
house to admire, which photographs to inquire about, which knick-knacks to 
touch. He knows which is her bedroom. 

Upstairs, the unsmelling Bernard continues telling the fish his story. 
This waitress knows why she keeps getting stuck in the crummy stations. 
Everyone there knows. But she’s not going to have anything to do with that 
manager. Well, one day the manager comes in to work drunk. I’m not saying 
this excuses him, fish. I’m saying this explains him. He comes in to work 
drunk and he gets a little out of hand. He hangs out in the kitchen pinching 
bottoms and waiting for this waitress. 

Faye starts to think maybe she overestimated the magnetism of banana 
bread. She starts to think maybe Bernard isn’t coming after his banana bread. 
She’s thinking maybe she should have made something else. Maybe she 
should just get up the guts to go up there, she’s thinking. She really does have 
an extra loaf of banana bread. She hears Bernard’s voice. Has he got com¬ 
pany? No, she saw him go in alone, she watched his feet. Maybe he’s got his 
TV on, or maybe he’s on the phone. She’s not sure, she wouldn’t want to 

disturb him. 
Bernard has only four toes on his left foot. He was writing a poem 

about a divorced man who chops wood for his landlady and accidently cuts 
off his foot with the axe. Bernard couldn’t complete the poem until he knew 
what it felt like to cut his foot off. So he took Faye’s axe and cut off his little 
toe. He was sorry to know what if felt like, but glad to have the makings of a 

good poem. 
Faye pulls herself together. She baked him banana bread. She should 

just go up those stairs and say, here, I baked you banana bread. It’s not so 
difficult. Patrice would do it. Heck, Patrice would go up there and say, here, I 
bought a diaphragm. She shouldn’t imitate Patrice. Still, there is something to 
be said for the direct approach. Faye wraps her banana bread in seran wrap 
and ties a piece of yam around it. She hopes he is on the phone. Then she can 
hand him the loaf, notice he’s on the phone, and get out. She’ll tell Patrice 
how he invited her in for coffee, how sweet and well-mannered he is. Faye 

starts up the outside stairs. 
So, anyway, fish, the drunk manager waits in the kitchen for the pretty 

waitress. She has no choice but to come into the kitchen, it’s her job. When 
she does, the manager moves toward her, lewd and menacing. The dishwasher 
watches from the sink near the grill. The manager moves forward, the 
waitress moves backward. She’s got a tray full of food on her shoulder. She 
needs to set it down to get away. A line chef takes it for her. She backs up a 
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little further, a little further, further. She’s back against the grill. 
Her apron strings catch fire without anyone noticing, woosh, her whole 

uniform is ablaze. She dances around shrieking, trying to get out from under 
the flames, trying to get out of her skin, her hair. The manager just stands 
there gaping. Somehow a grease fire starts. That whole area of the kitchen is 
very bright, nothing holds still long enough to be looked at. The closest cook 
is still holding that tray. It’s up to our divorced dishwasher. 

Outside on the steps Faye is stalling. She decides the banana bread 

would look prettier if she put it in a little tin container. She goes back down to 

find one. 
The dishwasher grabs a tablecloth from the laundry bin, wets it, and 

starts whacking the waitress with it. But instead of putting out her fire, the 
tablecloth catches on fire. Then when the dishwasher swings it back to give 
her another whack, his own clothes catch fire. 

I don’t know what happens next, fish. I guess somebody sprays them, 
sprays everything, with a fire extinguisher. But the whole kitchen is gutted by 
this time. Later, 1 suppose, there’s an inquiry and the owners discover that the 
manager was drunk. That’s when he gets his. But the waitress and the 
dishwasher are scarred, fish, scarred. 

Faye rummages around in her kitchen. She can’t find that tin she was 
thinking of. She remembers where she saw it last, she was using it to hold 
permanent wave rods downstairs. She goes down and gets it. 

Before we can write this, fish, what do we need to know? 
Faye smells smoke as she comes back upstairs with the tin. Bernard 

must be burning his dinner. Good. He’ll be needing the banana bread when 
she gives it to him. Faye swallows. She starts back up those stairs. 

Jennifer Richardson 
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Into Repair 

“I remember once at the coast. 
The mister liked the looks of us” 
Yes but we answered no to him 
And do you remember other times, 

feeling gravity and its smell 
and moving moving moving 
“Mowing the lawn used to be 

fun with the red iron kind, remember?” 

Yes, yet it caused so much labor, 
so we read books, waiting for it in repair. 
We were a pair in winter 
skidding across each other 

sledding using each other’s limbs 
and breath “Until it got too cold” 
and remember taking the cold inside? 

Yes so we read the paper, looked at the pictures. 

Daily we rise, moving moving moving 
And daily the job of expression beyond 
the grunt or sigh. The geese have all gone by. 
And we go into repair today, remember? 

Julia Knowlton 
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Jeffrey Scott Bass is a junior English major. It Felt Like Sunday is a chapter 
of a novel in progress. 

Dean Boyd is a senior Political Science major. He plans to continue his work 
with graphic outdoor art when he graduates. 

Will Coviello is usually late. 

Chris Depree is a senior Physics major. 

Julia Knowiton is a Trinity senior majoring in English. 

David Lang is a senior English major. 

Lance Koonce is a Trinity senior planning a career in writing and journalism. 

Carl Martin is a junior English major from Richmond, VA. 

Pam Parsons is a senior majoring in Art. She hopes to teach art when she 
graduates. 

Michelle Pena is a Trinity junior majoring in Art History. Her photo was 
taken in Asila, Morocco this past summer. 

Jamie Redwine is a junior History major. He intends to continue his career as 
a schoonerbum off the coast of Maine. 

Jennifer Richardson is a senior English major from Ithaca, NY. 

Nick Sholley is. 

Peter Stavros is a senior English major who drinks too much and falls in love 
with girls. 



46 Contributors’ Notes 

Frances Stroh is a junior majoring in Psychology and Religion. Her photos 
are part of an independent study of a Hare Krishna commune in Hillsborough, 

NC. 

Marc Vincenz plans to move to Edinburgh when he graduates to further his 

career in writing. 

Dr. Annabel Wharton. Associate Professor of Art History, is a specialist in 

Early Christian and Byzantine Art. “Art as Escape and Possession” was 
doodled during a seminar in which the work of T.J. Clark and Michael Fried 

was discussed. 
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Announcements 

The Newman Ivey White Award for Literature is being presented for the 
seventh year to the Duke undergraduates with the outstanding samples of 
poetry and fiction in The Archive. The judges are selected from the Duke 
community by the management of the Gothic Bookshop. The names of the 
Judges may not be made public. The prize consists of a $50 gift certificate to 
be used at any of the Duke University Stores. The winners of the Newman 
Ivey White Award for this issue are Peter Stavros iorLove in a Shopping Mall 
and Julia Knowlton forAmerican. 

Newman Ivey White graduated from Trinity College in 1913 (M.A. 1914) 
and taught at Trinity College and Duke University from 1919 to 1948, serving 
as chairman of the Department of English from 1943 to 1948. He edited with 
W.C. Jackson An Anthology of Verse by American Negroes (1924) and 
American Negro Folk Songs (1928). In 1943, he became general editor of the 
Frank C. Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore. 

White was a noted scholar on Shelley and published many works, among 
them an anthology7//e Best of Shelley (\932),The Unextinguished Hearth: 
Shelley and His Contemporary Critics (1938), a two-volume biography, 
Shelley (1940), and Portrait of Shelley (1945). 

Every book that is read should be read with some special object in view. 

Never read a book merely to say you have read it, or because it has a reputa¬ 

tion, or because some one else has read it. Promiscuous reading is of little 

value to the reader. 

Editorial 

The Trinity Archive 

March, 1889 
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THE ARCHIVE 

If we look at the past with some gratification what must be our thoughts as we 

turn to the future? It is the ideal life that strives to make each day mean more 

to it than the previous one; it would be an ideal world where one generation or 

century strives to make greater progress than the preceding. 

The Trinity Archive 

January, 1901 
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Julia Knowiton 

Family Sitting 

That is why we need good 
poems, so five is not five 
but is the violet hour. 

The little lady: it is her hour. 
She is eloquent; what cheekbones 
and such a delicate neck. Doesn't 

give a whit for anyone right now. 
□ghteen and never, no matter. 
How she sings and dances. 

I should rather sit up front 
here, the seat is better. Turn 
that light away, oh now, look. 

These poses are not natural. 
The father: there, in front, a smile. 
The tie could be brighter, I should think. 

II. 
This is why we need good prose, 
because needless to say is 
needless to say. If its needless 

then don't draw attention to it; 
I shouldn't think. Oh, my smile 
in this one is ail wrong. And 

my grey streak shows. Vou don't 
have to worry, you're only twenty, 
you've a long way to go! 

The mother: little crows have 
walked the eyeskin on her face. 
She uses make-up to erase. 

7 



The daughter rather likes them 
there, at least they prove a smile. 
She's seen worse on other mothers. 

III. 
This is really why we need to 
laud the word; because of catchy 
phrases like "sleep and poetry." 

The new wife; is gentle, petite. 
His hand her shoulder, all smiles. 
Flash. I have a memory on ail fours 

from the carpet's point of view. The 
white hot light of dad's now old 
movie camera. This comment, a nod. 

Little beads of sweat on her brow 
have upset the little lady. But pose, 
pose, until all film is spent and time. 

The sitting complete, they rub 
a stray neck, leave the church parlor 
and talking of, falling like, the snow. 
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John Dewey 
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Carl Martin 

Kimberly 
Kimberly is sitting on the beach, crying. From behind you 

can't tell she's crying because she isn't making any noise and 
her breathing is regular. Even if you're standing right in front of 
her, you might think she's just staring out at the ocean. But if you 
look again you can see tears dripping out of her eyes and rolling 
down her cheeks one after the other. 

She hugs her knees to her chest and rests her chin on her 
elbows. She's wearing a white t-shirt over a black bathing suit. 
Her arms and legs are a deep, smooth tan that reminds you of 
freshly stained pine. Her hair is light brown, so similar to the tan of 
her face that you can't tell without looking closely where fore¬ 
head ends and hair begins. Out in front of her waves crash and 
push white foam up onto the beach where it lingers for a few 
seconds then is swept away. 

It's past eight o'clock and the sun is setting, but the sand 
is still warm. Kimberly wants to dig a hole and bury herself in 
warm sand like she used to do when she was a kid. But only the 
top layer of sand is warm. Below that it's cold and itchy. 

Walter is sitting in his office in Richmond dialing the 
number of the beach house. He usually calls around this time to 
let Kimberly know he's on his way and to see if she needs him to 
pick up anything. Because Kimberly likes to go out on the beach 
just before sunset, he usually leaves a message on the machine. 
If Kimberly needs something she puts it on the recorded greeting. 
"Hi, honey. Hope you had a good day. Could you pick up two 
cans of condensed milk on your way? I'm taking a key lime pie 
to Phyllis'. Thanks. Drive safely. Love you." 

Today there's no message. The machine is supposed to 
answer after four rings, but Walter gets nothing after seven. He 
hangs up. Maybe Kimberly turned off the phone to take a nap. 
When he called last night she said she'd been feeling tired. 

Every Thursday from June until Labor Day Walter works 
late at his office in Richmond then drives two hours to the beach 
house to have a midnight supper with his wife. He spends the 
weekends with his family at the beach and gets up at five-thirty 
on Monday mornings to drive back to work. In the winter the 
family lives in Richmond, where Michelle, who's fifteen, and 
Phillip, who's thirteen, go to school. In the summer the kids are in 
and out. Right now Phillip is at lacrosse camp In Charlottesville, 
and Michelle is with a friend at Myrtle Beach. So Kimberly and 
10 



Walter will have the house to themselves this weekend. 

Kimberly is standing at the edge of the surf, letting the 
tide bury her feet. This is another thing she used to do when she 
was a kid. She and her sister would stand for hours as the water 
washed back and forth over their feet, pulling sand out from 
under their heels. When they were buried almost up to their 
ankies, they would step out and start over. 

It's starting to get dark now, and the wind is picking up. 
You can hear Kimberly's t-shirt flapping about her hips. She has 
stopped crying, but she's still staring out at the ocean as if she's 
looking for something. There's nothing out there, no sailboats, no 
surfboards, no people, just water. 

Walter throws a quarter into the exact change booth 
and pulls out onto the interstate. He's wondering about the 
phone machine and why Kimberly didn't leave a message. He 
isn't worried, only curious. It's what Kimberly would call a piddling 
little detail. Piddling is the word Kimberly uses when she's irritated 
by Walter's questions. Which grocery store did you go to today? 
Did you have to wait in line long? Did you use a cart or a bas¬ 
ket? Did you go to the bank? Did you drive through or go inside? 
Was there a line? 

It's not that Walter is trying to irritate her. He's genuinely 
curious. He loves her and he wants to know what she's doing all 
the time. He wants to share in her life. He wonders if she'll say 
he's piddling when he asks her why she left the machine off. 

Kimberly is thinking about the answering machine too. 
She's wondering what kind of message she could have left. She 
doesn't need anything from the store. She really didn't have 
anything to say to him. "Hi, honey. I don't need anything from 
the store, and I don't really have anything to say to you. Bye." 

That would have been the worst thing she could have 
done. Walter would have dialed over and over again until she 
answered and then asked her in his worried-yet-sympathetic 
voice what was wrong. 

"Nothing," she would have said. 
"We'll discuss it when I get there," he would have said. 
A discussion with Walter means he sits cross-legged on 

the floor, looks deep into your eyes, and tells you how he really 
feels while you sit on the sofa watching him and wanting to 
scream. While he talks he closes his hands into tight fists, opens 
them, closes them, opens them. Then he asks you how you really 
feel, and you tell him everything's fine really so you can get the 
discussion over with. 



Kimberly couldn't have handled It. Not today. So she 
turned the thing off. 

Twenty miles outside of Richmond Walter is forced to slow 
down. They're doing some work on the airport exit, and they 
have to restrict traffic. Walter doesn't mind the delay. Going 
thirty-five miles per hour for two miles isn't going to make much 
difference in his travel time. Besides, there's something peaceful 
about driving a car. Walter does his best thinking on these drives 
to and from the beach. Sometimes he keeps a tape recorder in 
the passenger seat to record his ideas. Today he left it at the 
office. 

Kimberly spent four years at an all-girls boarding school 
outside of Baltimore then went to college, where she met Walter 
at the beginning of her sophomore year. He was in his last year 
of law school. They spent almost all their time together that year, 
and she moved in with him after Christmas break without telling 
her parents. That summer they went to Europe together and 
came back married. The wedding was in Munich, and Kimberly 
still isn't quite sure if Michelle was conceived before it or right 
after. 

Walter had a junior executive position waiting for him at 
his father's firm in Richmond. Kimberly didn't have any friends 
there, and she was younger than the wives of Walter's friends. 
Alone in the house every morning, she wandered from room to 
room searching desperately for something to do, something that 
needed cleaning or straightening. The furniture was so clean it 
glinted in the sunlight. The floors were cold on her bare feet. It 
was a few weeks before she realized she was throwing up 
because of morning sickness and not loneliness. 

Before long she had Michelle, and then Phillip, to keep 
her busy. Feeding them, bathing them, dressing and undressing 
them, changing their diapers. Nursery school, kindergarten, 
doctors, dentists, birthday parties, slumber parties, soccer games, 
ballet recitals, baby sitters. Carpooling them and their friends to 
school, picking out clothes for them, taking them for haircuts. 

There was the time she went to pick up Michelle from 
school and couldn't find her so she wept in the teachers' lounge 
until a woman called and said her daughter and Michelle were 
friends and Michelle had come home from school with her. 
There was the time Phillip called her from school in tears because 
he had wet his pants and the time she had to drive him to the 
emergency room to get stitches in his cheek after he ran into a 
fence. There was no lack of things to do for them. 



Now they're both in their teens, and they don't spend as 
much time with her. Kimberly is glad she doesn't have to change 
their diapers and drive them everywhere. She plays a lot more 
tennis these days, and when the house feels cold and empty, 
she goes jogging. She's up to three and a half miles a day. 

So far, knock on wood, Walter's life has turned out just the 
way he planned it. He went to a boarding school too, in upstate 
New York, then college and straight into law school. He spent 
the summers interning at his father's firm, with an occasional 
vacation at the beach. It was always understood that after 
graduation from law school his parents would send him to 
Europe as a graduation present, then he would take a position 
with his father's firm. The only part of the plan Walter didn't know 
was at what point he'd get married, but that part worked out 
well too because he met Kimberly at just the right time. 

Occasionally, he wonders if he over-planned his life. He 
loves his job and his family very much, but could there be some¬ 
thing he missed? Should he have left some room for surprise? 
Maybe, but you can't have everything, Walter tells himself. He 
has plenty of money, interesting work, and a great family, be¬ 
cause he planned so well. If planning means you miss out on 
something, so be it. Pay your money and take your choice. 
That's the way Walter sees it. 

Walter is a very good-looking man. He's a little less than 
six feet tall with curly black hair and light green eyes. He's had a 
beard since freshman year in college. In fact, Kimberly has never 
seen him clean-shaven except in pictures from high school. In 
college the beard was long and bushy with a few sunbleached 
whiskers sticking out at odd angles. One of the things that at¬ 
tracted Kimberly to him was the way his laugh seemed to burst 
out unexpectedly from somewhere in that thick black beard. 
She told him so. Now Walter keeps the beard neatly trimmed. It 
looks better that way, and it makes a good impression on clients. 

Kimberly isn't the only person on the beach tonight. A 
little ways to her right a fat woman in a pink bathing suit and a 
man wearing bluejeans are walking along the edge of the 
water. Beyond them an elderly man is casting his fishing line into 
the surf while two little boys scuffle about his knees. 

Kimberly walks backward until she's out of reach of the 
surf. She takes off her shirt and drops it on the beach. She puts a 
few handfuls of sand on it to weigh it down. She stands there for 
a moment, not really seeing the waves rolling toward the shore 
or the seagulls diving to just above the water and swerving back 
up into the air at the last minute. 



Walter is pulling out of the Stuckey's parking lot, where he 
always stops to get a Diet Coke and wash his face. It's pretty 
much the halfway point of the trip. When he gets back onto the 
interstate he puts a Beatle tape in the stereo. By the time both 
sides of the tape have played, he guesses, he'll be within a mile 
or two of the bridge tunnel, which is slightly more than two thirds 
of the way there. 

Kimberly signed up for a dance class once. It was In an 
old place downtown that used to be an office building. She 
drove down there the first night with a feeling of ice in her stom¬ 
ach. In the entrance hall she couldn't find dance studio in the 
directory. A huge black man wearing a yellow sweater and a 
patch over one eye got off the elevator. He was holding hands 
with a young girl who had long blond hair. Kimberly asked them 
if they knew where the dance studio was. The man looked her 
up and down. Kimberly stood there In tights, leotard, and wrap 
skirt, and felt the ice expanding in her stomach. He grunted 
something Kimberly couldn't understand and walked away. 
Kimberly ran outside and sat in her car, breathing deeply to 
make that feeling leave her stomach. Then she drove home. 
When they called to ask if she was going to be in the dance 
class, she told them something else had come up. 

Walter has been playing racquetball for about a year 
and a half now. All his friends play golf, but he finds golf boring, 
so he joined a racquetball club over on the Southside. Most of 
the members there are at least a few years younger than he is, 
but he's in good shape and he holds his own with them. He did 
fairly well in the Memorial Day tournament this year, finishing 
fourth in a field of sixteen. He won a small wooden plaque, 
which he keeps on the living room bookshelf. 

This morning Kimberly tried to seduce the grocery delivery 
boy. He's a nineteen-year-old named Charles. He has curly, 
white-blond hair and veins in his arms that remind Kimberly of the 
first boy she kissed, Teddy Spaulding, and the way he used to 
make her feel warm and dizzy in her stomach with his French 
kisses. From the first day Charles delivered her groceries she 
wanted to run her fingers up and down those veins. Last time she 
asked nervously if he wanted to stay and have a quick glass of 
orange juice, but he said no thanks he had to go. She was 
determined to try again. 

There have been lots of cocktail parties where Kimberly 
flirted with young men from Walter's office, hoping one of them 
would take her seriously, and house parties where she went for 



late night walks on the beach with one or another of Walter's 
friends, waiting for him to make the first move, but this is the first 
time she actually planned to seduce somebody. All week long 
she waited for Thursday to arrive, terrified of what might happen. 

Last night she stood naked in front of the mirror for half an 
hour trying to figure out if he would find her sexy. Her body was 
still thin and firm. Her hips didn't seem to have been widened 
very much by childbirth. All that running and tennis. A very sexy 
body, she decided. She began to rub her palms all up and 
down her body, over her nipples, across her belly, spreading out 
to her ribs, and down the sides of her hips. She felt a strong urge 
to masturbate. 

Then the phone rang. It was Walter. She kept the conver¬ 
sation short, telling him she was tired. After she hung up she lay 
down on the sofa and masturbated. It was the first time she had 
allowed herself to do it since she got married. Her rule was 
always why should you if you've got a husband to make love to? 

You might think that with all the time he spends away 
from his wife in Richmond, Walter has probably had a lot of 
affairs. But he hasn't. Not one. He's been tempted, sure, but his 
rule has always been look but don't touch. He goes out for a 
drink now and then with a few guys from the office. He looks at 
all the women in the bar and prides himself on his restraint. He 
uses these times to remind himself how lucky he is. He has a 
beautiful and loving wife, and he's not going to let her get away 
if he can help it. 

Today when Charles arrived Kimberly watched him carry 
in six bags of groceries in one trip then invited him to sit down 
and have a Coke. She sat down with him at the kitchen table 
and tried her hardest to look alluring. Eyes narrow, mouth slightly 
open, hand smoothing her hair every so often. When he finished 
his Coke, she reached over and laid a hand against his cheek. 
He pushed his chair away from the table so fast it made a loud 
screech. "I gotta go, Mrs. Siegel," he said. 

"Wait," she said, "I—" but he was already out the door 
and in his car pulling out of the driveway. 

Kimberly felt so hot with embarrassment that she went 
out on the beach and ran windsprints until she collapsed. She lay 
there in the sand with her eyes closed. All of a sudden she 
started laughing. She was so out of breath her laughs turned into 
coughs. How could she have wanted to sleep with a guy who 
has a "Surf Naked" bumper sticker on his car? Phillip has one of 
those in his room. Charles probably goes to the same U2 con¬ 
certs as Michelle and her friends. Even Walter might think it was 



funny although he doesn't know who Charles is. But if she told 
him she would say that she had been tempted to seduce Char¬ 
les, not that she had actually tried it. 

Waiter sees the six mile sign for the bridge tunnel when 
there's one song left on side B of his tape. He checks the tape 
case. The iast song on side B is three minutes and forty-seven 
seconds long. He has the cruise controi set on exactiy sixty-five 
miies per hour. He multiplies a few numbers on the calcuiator he 
keeps in the giove compartment and estimates that when the 
tape ends he wili be one and nine tenths miles from the bridge 
tunnei, bareiy within the two miies he originaiiy predicted. Walter 
likes to figure these things out. 

Kimberly runs forward and dives under a wave. She 
stands up and the wind gives her goosebumps up and down her 
arms. She's thinking about Charles. It was an incredibly silly thing 
to do. Why did she do it? Was she reaily ail that turned on by 
him? 

it's almost dark, the kind of dark where there's barely 
enough light to see as iong as you're outdoors, but as soon as 
you go inside and look out the window, it's completely dark. Kim¬ 
berly stays low in the water so only her head sticks out because 
when she stands up the wind on her wet shouiders is more than 
she can bear. 

Coming out of the bridge tunnel Walter turns the radio 
on. They're playing a Gratefui Dead song, which always makes 
him think of iaw school since the only concert he found time to 
go to in law school was a Grateful Dead concert. He went to a 
lot of concerts when he was in coliege, but he never had time in 
iaw school. And after law school he had to stop going alto¬ 
gether. Richmond iawyers don't go to Dead concerts. At least 
not the ones who work for his father's firm. 

Kimberly is sitting on the beach again. Sait water drips 
from her hair, and she shivers uncontrollably. Walter will be here 
any minute, and she should make him some supper. In a minute 
she wili go inside and start something. But for just a little while 
longer, even though it's freezing cold and dark, she'll sit on the 
beach and cry. 
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Larry Dew 
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Jeff VanHanken 

New World Shopping Mall 

Clocks are awoken 
From the lulls of sunny seesaw 
intimacies. Rushing, speeding at 
split-gut attack; the bondsharing 
men realize they're bonded. 
Thrown aback by prison-cell 
love, they mumble, they murmur, 
they wish away their fetish. 

Exchange artistry begins, and ends 
Rose-petal emotion—-Nothing lies 
beyond their thigh-vision eyes, 
nothing exceeds this sonic 
seduction. With one goes another. 
With another go they all. 

II. 
Words are beaten, religiously, 
into the spiritual paucity of 
cable-bred lords. They twist 
themselves into the innards of 
sanctified greed—ripping away 
its rhetoric, wrenching free of 
cathode conglomerates. Assuming 
network decorum buys an instance 
of regional flux, but soon is 
swallowed, severed and sold. 

Literates tear down the walls 
suspended in flight, revolting 
with cosmetic sutures against 
blood-soaked groundworks. No new 
roughnecks. No new drillworks. Media 
men are secured fast to the throbs 
of the new world shopping mall. 
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Affluently soulful; coins tap upon 
the breast of their surrogate-selves. 
Radiance swells within the womb— 
the chalky membrane whitened with time. 
The anemic grace bellows in fear of 

dark, thirsty veins demanding their flesh. 
Soundless visions grind against the 
word-softened nails—leaking their opiates, 
luring morning's swollen imposter. 
Floating, unpainted, without notice, 
borrowing the guise conceived within the 
muddled rage of orgasm, the moon 
disrobes—tearing off the blouse 
reddened in America, pulling loose 
the weavings of bonded worlds. She 
crushes the chained relief, hurling 
herself southward—raising her beauty, 
baring her soul; loving the reunion, 
the solar seduction. 
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Nick Sholley 
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Will Coviello 

For the pubic good 
I'll bring back 

the old Ninth Street, 
sticky sidewalks and 

pubessential neon, 
between the bakery 

and laundromat, 
carnival colored and 

explicitly organic. 
You'd call it pornography 

but that's not what 
I want. I'll call it 

Just sex and mean it. 
Velour and visceral, 

honeysuckle sweet, 
smug like a cat 

licking her parts. 
Run by Ph.Ds and 

poets, all topless 
and bottomless as 

the imagination. 
I'd allow no window 

shopping, no married 
men, no automation. 

Just full frontal service, 
doughnuts and diaphragms, 

sexpresso, tea and 
assuming responsibility 

at the condoment bar. 
And banned book readings 

while the naked truth 
parades upon the stage, 

free not cheap, 
without artistic pretension 

or puerile justification. 
A place to burn bras 

and eat the apple 
or just nibble, 

if you haven't given 
at the orifice, 

for moral sex, 
forepleasure and all 

originally sinister. 



Jennifer Richardson 

Piano Lessons 
Emma didn't know why she asked her friends to find her a 

piano teacher. They said she should do something, keep herself 
occupied. She said okay i'll take piano lessons. She heard it 
come out of her mouth and she couidn't believe it. I must be 
joking she thought. She did not even have a piano. She didn't 
know the first thing about pianos. They said great that'll take your 
mind off things. She knew what they meant by things. They 
meant her new husband, Gus. Gus was in drug rehab. Again. 
She said okay help me find a teacher. 

Felix taught piano in his apartment evenings. It was a 
large old building: wooden fioors, high ceilings, poor lighting and 
thick, sweet air. He had only two rooms and a bathroom. In one 
room a kitchenette, an old sofa, a low table and an upright 
piano. In the other a wardrobe, a mattress, and rumpled sheets. 
The building was in front of the sun when Emma arrived. It 
loomed over her, oppressive. Waiting to be buzzed in she 
thought, what am I doing here? She wanted to run back to her 
car and drive home. 

He was oldish, old enough to be her father. And bald. He 
looked her up and down. He leaned back on the sofa, hands 
behind his head, boots on the table and said, "Please me, play 
me something beautiful." He closed his eyes. 

Emma looked at the keyboard and at him and back at 
the keyboard. "I've never really done this before," she said. "I 
don't know where to start." 

He looked surprised, annoyed. "You know," he said. "Just 
play." 

Emma just looked. 
"I'm waiting," he said. "Reiax." His voice was smooth. 

Emma remembered something. She remembered playing a 
duet, "Heart and Soul." Her father had taught her one night. She 
wondered why she had not remembered until now. 

"I'm waiting," he said. 
Emma couid not remember how to start. "I don't know 

the right notes anymore," she said. 
"Try," said Felix. He came and sat next to her, aimost on 

top of her. "Here, listen. I'll show you." He played for her. His 
music oozed, dripped with schmaltz. He never once opened his 
eyes, and he breathed very heavily. He threw his whole body 
into his playing. 
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When he stopped he said, "Just begin and it'll come to 
you." 

"It won't. I can't," 
"You're not trying," he said. He leered. He put a hand on 

her knee. His fingers were long, bony, strong. 
Emma squirmed. "I can't," she said. "I have to go." 

Emma went to see Gus. His eyes were different. They 
didn't stop moving and they went in and out of focus. "I'm 
getting bet-ter," he said. "This time I really am." He hadn't looked 
at her yet. 

"I hope so," said Emma. They looked at the tiles on the 
floor. 

"How's the kid?" he said. The kid was Emma's son, Peter. 
"All right," she said. 
"Do you miss me?" he said. 
"I don't know," said Emma. "I've rented a piano," she 

said, "I'm taking lessons." 
"Emma, I promise you, when I come back things will be 

different." 
"Gus don't," she said. He looked at her, focused. Emma 

hated promises like that. Her father used to make them. 
Franz's piano studio was small, square, in an office build¬ 

ing. It had those stale, soundproofed, not yellow not white walls 
with the holes in them, and a rough, felt carpet reminiscent of 
Junior High. The air was sterile and conditioned. And the door 
had that murky textured glass. Emma could barely see light and 
shadows through it but she knew what his studio would be like 
just from that glass. She knocked anyway. 

He was frail, delicate. His hair was so perfect it looked 
plastic. And he wore socks with sandals. Emma remembered 
pictures of her father as a young man in Germany, pictures of 
him wearing socks with sandals. He had been angry because 
she had laughed at him when she saw them. He couldn't stand 
when she laughed at him. She didn't laugh now. Franz sat at 
baby grand piano, staring at her. She didn't know where or 
whether to sit. She looked at her feet. 

"Sit at the desk," said Franz. 
Emma sat. There was paper and a typewriter on the 

desk. 
"First lesson, manual dexterity," he said. 
Emma looked at him. "What?" she said. 
"You do know how to type, don't you?" 
Emma nodded. 
"I'll play something with a steady even rhythm. You type. 

Type anything you like. Just type to my rhythm." 



Franz began to play. Emma didn't type. She listened. She 
watched. His playing was rhythmical, technical, correct. Dull. He 
moved only from his elbows down to his fingers, mechanical 
movements. He didn't seem to breathe or blink. She watched 
him play for about ten minutes. Then he noticed her again. 

“You are not typing," he said. He frowned. 
"I don't want to type," said Emma. "I want to make 

music." 
"All right," said Franz, but he glared at her. “Come here. 

Now then. I'll play a few notes and then you play them. Be 
careful to use the same fingers I use, and don't press the keys. 
Let your fingers fall on them. So." His fingers curled stiffly from his 
hands, like claws. 

For the next hour Franz played note patterns and Emma 
imitated them. These patterns were not recognizable to her as 
music. They were just notes. Sounds. 

Emma tried to practice. It was hard to concentrate 
because the stuff she had to do wasn't music. She was impa¬ 
tient. Peter also made it difficult for her to concentrate. 

“Mom," he said, "do you have to do that? I'm trying to 
watch TV." 

“Watch in my room," she said. 
"Mom," he said, "will you bring me a sandwich? I'm 

hungry." 
"It's almost dinnertime," she said. 
"Mom," he said. 
"Peter," she said, "Mom's trying to practice." 
"Mom," he said. 
"Peter," she said, "if you don't let me practice in peace. 

I'll make you take piano lessons too." 
But in between Peter's interruptions she day-dreamed 

and remembered. She remembered the first time Gus spent the 
night. Peter came in and woke her up because he felt sick. He 
tried to crawl into bed with her. That's when he noticed Gus. 
Then he threw up. She remembered the night Gus woke her up. 
He grabbed, clawed her arm. He was frightened. He told her his 
heart hurt. A lot. It woke him up, he said. He was taking deep, 
even breaths. He was concentrating on them. He made her talk 
to him, keep him awake. He was afraid he'd go back to sleep 
and his heart would hurt again. He was afraid he wouldn't wake 
up next time. Emma was afraid too. That was the night she told 
him. It was the only thing she could think to tell him that would 
keep him awake. She remembered the nights when her father 
came in and woke her up. 

At night Emma dreamed about piano lessons. She 
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dreamed her teacher was a guy named Anton who taught 
piano in his house on the lake. Emma dreamed she got up early 
to drive out there. He had a room jutting out over the water just 
for his grand piano, there was nothing else in the room. It had 
picture windows on three sides and a sloped ceiling with big 
skylights. Sun smashed in everywhere. Somehow the room wasn't 
too hot, the air was perfect. And if she looked out long enough 
she could almost feel herself rising and falling with the water. 

Anton didn't remind her of anyone. He had big, wild hair 
and he wore thick glasses and wrinkled clothes. He didn't have 
shoes on. He had the longest toes she had ever seen. I'd play a 
something for you, he said, but I don't know how to play piano, 
never did. Still, I'm a good teacher. Why don't you show me how 
far you've got? Play something, anything. 

Emma sat down at the piano, wary. She began to play. A 
few timid tinkling notes, at first. Then the light, the lake, something 
got her. She took a deep breath, preparation. She began again. 
She made music. It rose up inside her and she floated on it and 
revelled in it. She lost all track of who or where she was. There 
was only music. It floated up into the vaulted ceiling and seeped 
back down the walls. When she finished she felt drained, re¬ 
lieved. She could not stop smiling, she glowed. 

I don't think you need lessons, said Anton. You already 
know everything I could teach you. You're so musical, he said. 

This is the best dream said Emma. Don't let me wake up. 

Emma woke up. The phone was ringing. It was Gus. 
"Emma, is that you?" 

"Mmmm," said Emma. 
"Emma, you've got to get me out of here." 
"Oh Gus," she said, "I was having the best dream." 
"Emma," he said, "I can't stand much more of this." 
"Gus, what's wrong?" she said. 
"Emma, I swear—" 
"You'll be okay, Gus. They told me you were through the 

worst of it now," she said. "It's not going to be much longer." 
"They cut me off, Emma. It's been really rough since they 

cut me off. You don't know." 
"Gus, I know. Peter and I, we miss you so much." 
"Do you?" Gus said. 
"Of course," she said. 
"Emma, I've needed to here that. I mostly mind being 

cut off from you." 
"It's not much longer now," she said. "When you get 

back I'll play you a song on the piano." 
"I love you," he said. 
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"Me too/ she said. 
Emma hung up and went straight to the piano. She 

opened the curtains to let the morning sun creep in. It was flat 
and yellow, not at all like the clear lakeside sunlight in Anton's 
house. She tried to play the way she had in her dream. She took 
a deep breath, preparation. Nothing. Her fingers could not 
remember how they had behaved in the dream. She went back 
to her exercises. Her etudes. No music, just notes. She felt hollow. 

Emma remembered her father's funeral. She hadn't 
cried. Her mother had been proud of her for not crying. No 
spectacle, her mother had said. Her mother had never known, or 
pretended she never had. Emma hadn't felt like crying anyway. 
She hadn't been sorry he was dead. She'd felt guilty thinking 
that and still felt guilty. And she still felt like she should pretend to 
hide something from her mother. But she did miss him, some¬ 
times. 

Friedrich taught piano in a music school. A large, ram¬ 
bling old house with pianos in almost every room. Music wafted 
out of the windows; pianos, flutes, cellos, violins. Sounds seemed 
to get tangled in the trees outside. Emma stood on the front 
porch just listening for a long time before her lesson. 

The room (they did not call them studios) was cheery, 
cozy, with a fireplace, a loveseat, and a piano with the top 
propped open. Friedrich was piaying a simple lullaby. He 
stopped when she came in and motioned her over. 

"Watch inside," she said. He started the lullaby over. 
Emma watched. Little padded mallets were striking the 

strings every time he hit a key. Sometimes a whole bunch struck 
at once, sometimes just one or two did. She had never seen a 
piano working before. Her father's had been an upright, and 
he'd never shown her the inside. "I've always wondered," she 
said. 

"Put your hand on the strings," he said, "lightly." 
She did. Her hand tingled when a mallet hit a string 

underneath it. And the sound was muffied. She liked that tingly 
feeling. 

"It helps to understand the sound before you make 
music." he said. 

"It does?" 
"You can't have this," he played two cords, "without 

this," two notes, "or this," one note. He played the single note 
again. And again. And again. "Hear that?" he said. 

"What? It's a note." Emma watched the mallet. 
"That's not all it is, listen." Friedrich pressed a pedal with 

his foot. "Now do you hear it?" 
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"The ringing?" He must think i'm stupid, she thought. 
"Ahhh. The ringing. Why does it do that?" said Friedrich. 

Each time it died away he hit the note again. 
"i don't know, it just does I guess." She was starting to 

think ail piano teachers were crackpots. 
"Put your hands on both sides of the string that's being 

hit. Try to cover as many other strings as you can. It doesn't ring 
so much when you do that, does it." 

"Why?" said Emma. This was interesting now. 
"Physics," said Friedrich. "Put your finger on the string I'm 

hitting. Touch that string so iightiy you can bareiy feel it. I'll play 
the same note an octave lower. There, what do you feel?" 

"It's tingling," said Emma. "How—" 
"That's what makes it ring, it's cailed sympathetic vibra¬ 

tion. When I play a C all Cs vibrate a little. It's the same reason 
opera singers can break crystals with their voices. Part of making 
music is using the sounds that iinger, the sounds that reverberate. 
Now, come around here and I'll teach you the right hand part of 
this luilaby so you can piay it for your family." 

Emma sat down next to him. She noticed he had on 
steei-toed boots, but she didn't comment. She was speechless, 
tingling. 
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Lance Koonce 

Flight 
I. 
It could not have happened here today. 
The wind is wrong: lighthearted and mild. 
Bending hardy grass like a down 
Mattress under the rolling body of a child. 

And it is warm. The guide's face beads 
Like a glass of iced tea as he recites— 
Deep African voice playing T.V. Evangelist- 
Vague messages he's discovered in the flights 

That the brothers made from this spot to that. 
You'd think we wouldn't know, with these shifting sands. 
But a heavy stone marks the precise place 
Where Orville slipped from Mother Earth's hands, 

'Slipped the surly bonds' to skid 
To a stop some yards down the cold beach. 
Now, beyond the guide's head, a plane 
Sings into the sky, willing to teach 

Its own lesson, make its own call. 
Perhaps the airstrip is strategically placed 
For such effects, but the contrast affects me 
So much that any crudeness is erased. 

I recall that the Smithsonian museum holds 
The original craft, suspended by wire 
In the entrance to Air and Space, in front 
Of Lindbergh's child: the Atlantic flyer. 

In that room there's a sliver of lunar rock. 
And I remember a mother saying to her son, 
"Go ahead, touch the moon." His response: 
"It's warm." How could it be otherwise, little one? 

All those human fingers feeling the alien 
Surface, just as Armstrong flew like a rocket 
Across the moon itself, without tethers. 
Carrying a piece of the Wright plane in his pocket. 



We leave the tour guide still talking 
About the canvas strip they took 
Into space and, dizzied by progress' pace. 
Drive over to the Christmas Shop on Roanoke 
Island. It's mid-Fall, but I buy 
A wooden reindeer for my parents' stocking. 

II. 
The weather has changed when we leave the shop. 
The temperature plunging like an Icarus marbled 
With wax, and the rain falling in drops 
The size of hen's eggs. It feels as if 

The island has sailed into a field of icebergs. 
The wind has wheeled about on itself. 
Driving water against us with the force 
Of blunt arrows, and we shudder in shorts 

And t-shirts that were of such momentary 
Appropriateness. The wind suggests a picture 
Our guide painted for us merely 
Two hours ago at Kitty Hawk. 

The December afternoon was nearing its end. 
And the brothers were bringing the plane to hanger. 
When a short-lived gust sent 
The machine tumbling back down the strip. 

Past the launching point for the first flights. 
In the direction of Kill Devil Hill. 
I wonder, were the sand dunes a bit 
Larger then, before relentless gales 

Filed them into the gentle, blunt slopes 
For amateur hangliders and weary tourists? 
Perhaps Amelia Earhart broke 
Herself against that same stony resistance— 

The perpetual winds—and simply gave in 
To the impalpable, teasing spirits of the air. 
For me, her name is less than a dream. 
The memory of a memory. For me, it is the seven 

Who died repeatedly on my television screen. 
Bursting like grotesque, interminable fireworks 
Even when the T.V. was off, when 
My eyes were shut, when I was asleep. 



So what good is a phoenix, ever rising 
From eternal ashes, just to be dashed 
To the earth in a tangle of rusted feathers? 

Later, we stand on our hotel's balcony 
Watching the distant memorial turn deep blue 
Against the sunset, and realize what the sea 
Already knows: on a day like today, man flew. 



Sally Rosen 

Fugitive 
Six years I have watched her smoke the loss of him. 
Exhale him with an eye 
On the shadows left by bitter trees. 
She twists a stub, lights another. 
Watches the bruised air rise. 

My only memory of my father has become 
The ache of the house that was left behind— 
Where his dead footsteps still could rock 
The corner chair. 
His voice could 
Tarnish the walls that sealed me 
In with his dense absence. 
Caged there in thick black summer, 
I could never fan him away. 
The bricks stacked painfully up. 

I thought I'd lost even that 
When I moved on past the heat. 
Felt her only across fine wires. 
Couldn't hear her cigarettes. 
I'd gone beyond the sound of the old doors closing. 
That final rusty clatter. 

But he has begun now to return to me 
In the new draft of a thief. 
He comes against me 
Even in sleep. 
Brushes parts of me away. 
Washes me painfully 
Like the wind. 
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Marc Vincenz 

A Tangled Pit 
In the Walled City an old man smokes a cheap pipe, 

puffs aioud, sits, tired, on an old crate and hums. His clothes are 
rags of silk and cotton. Beside him iies a bowl of rice collecting 
foul air. A matted cat smells the bowl, uninterested. The Walled 
City is not a clean place. My friend Yang wants to show me this 
before i leave. He shows me a smoky restaurant where people 
play Mah-jongg, curse in piercing voices. He shows me iaughing 
children, ruffians like their dads. He shows me hard oriental tarts 
who paint their faces for war and bright colored laundry and 
patterns of neon in boid Chinese script, a dog without a tail and 
one without a head, a boy with one arm, a gun shop, a knife 
shop, a woman without a nose that sells vegetables, a car 
without wheeis, a pigeon, a vendor selling dried plums and fish, 
and a rickshaw, a bright red rickshaw. 

"What's that used for?' 
"Goods,' says Yang. "Goods to sell to our kids. Goods to 

make them happy." 
"Them, or us?' I say. 
Two policemen pass us carrying a child, a child that 

screams for a mother. They give us the correct nod of approval. 
Up and down. Western men, you know our faults. 

Yang buys me a bowl of noodles. It's hard to finish them 
all. He does though. I give my other half to a black dog. The dog 
slurps loud. Over the edge of the bowl he eyes a cockroach and 
scampers off. He's getting fat. 

"And now I must show you the worst part of all,' says 
Yang. "Cover your face when we go in. We don't want them to 
see you're white. Inside, it's dark; they won't notice." The place is 
an opium pit, and it's all that I've imagined: damp, dim, grey, it 
hurts to see men iike this, absorbed in smoke that fills the room, 
fills their minds. Their blank faces tell no tales, no truths; eyes 
dilate, dull, flicker like a candle flame. They are no longer here. 
This hole cannot be part of our planet. These are not men; they 
were never children. How could they have been? Two of them 
notice my coior and vanish, scamper out the back door. 

"They think we're police," says Yang. 
"We might as well be," I say. 
A bald man shivers. / know you need this. \ think. 
"You can have," the man says. 
"It's okay," I say. He motions me toward the pipe. 
"Take," he says, weakiy smiling, i shake my head. You 
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I 
I 

I 
j look scared. I think. 

"Please," he says. "Please." He pushes the pipe into my 
hand, nods yes. 1 look at it. The mouthpiece has a delicate 
curve. It's sharp at the point where teeth have worn it thin. I 
knew then that I could become part of this, become anony¬ 
mous. Smoke, deep, smoke. Lose my past, my future. Be every- 

[ where one time, nowhere all the time. No need for food: rice, 
grapes, meat, fish, grapes, rice, figs, fish. A wife. It was here. I was 

I here. Now. Please, he says. Please, he says. Please. Take. 
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Paul Gibson 

Elegy for Three Houses 

1. Your Dream Home 

Sometimes feeling ! badgered you to your 
Death, I drive by the house you built; 
I could not live there. 

The shrubs you made me plant one Father's Day, 
The ornamental willows, stretch in your absence. 
Even those I mowed in anger. 

The grass is green and thick, where 
Dirt once grew, and the water still 
Laps with your ashes. 

Drive still oil-stained from the Mercedes 
You hadn't strength to fix, where I sat 
As the sirens slowed with your breath across the silent lake. 

I never ask to go inside, just keep driving. 
Scared of what I'd see through your windows. 

2. Childhood 

The parquet foyer floors 
were airports for paper jets 
and rain boomed amplified on the stairway, 
chandelier danced miles overhead. 

There were marks on the roof 
where reindeer landed 
and my name Inked ownership 
in the bathroom drawers. 

Then the basement monsters 
cursed your lungs 
and told you to leave. 

—The lake will be fun 
they wheezed like two worn out balloons, 
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but I had staked my claim, 
and would not go. 

Even the geese 
And the fishing 
And the swimming 

Couldn't make me go. 

3. Third Residence 

Mom lives alone. 
With our guilt of leaving 
The home where 

you're coughing and gasping and 
clearing your throat and spitting up 
bile and blood and listening to your 
heart skip beats regularly and not 
seeing what's upstairs because the 
stairs are so long and bending 
over on your knees and loosening your 
already loose collar and trying to 
catch your breath and pulling out 
the respirator and looking up at that 
God you love. 

And dying. 

4. The Dream 

We sit in the kitchen. 
Mom has her bags packed. 
"The apartment is just across town," 
She says 
Shakes my hand 
And leaves. 
I go to the old playroom. 
Hoping the owners won't notice 
My bed in the corner. 
6 AM. 
Steam rises slow across the lake. 
You're by the pier. 
Leaning on a hoe 
In the rain. 
I stop at the woodpile. 
Watch your hands stretch the neckline 
Of a familiar shirt. 
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Hear the hollow breath of 
The machine you wrestle from your pocket. 
You don't notice me. 
Or the flowers at your feet. 
Just catch the breath you need 
While I go on searching 
For some child's name 
Hidden in a bathroom drawer. 



Santiago Colas 

Lullabye 
Epileptic sobs 
took hold of one 
while the other 
of two brothers 
quipped dryly beneath 
two silent and wet 
streams of tears. 
Recalled emptily in 
the final moments of privacy 
stretched out on a hardwood floor 
in an empty room. 
Speaking, then howling 
scooping with the shell of an echo 
your utter solitude, 
and squeezing it 
squeezing it 
within a furiously tight and helpless fist. 
Tiny baby with white and aching knuckles: 
your worst nightmares and finest dreams 
have married and are one 
and hum, 
along with the horrid silence of the heat, 
a lullabye inside you. 
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Jane Gottesman 

Not Fish Again 
Finally pulled the plug tonight 

filter light heater 

Dead fish have the exact same expression as when 
they're aiive. 

STARTER KIT-SPECIAL 
10 gallon tank 
filter 
heater 
fluorescent pebbles 
light bulb 
flake food 
fish 
plastic fern 
ph test kit 

Tap on 
too hot—boiled fish 
too cold—chilled fish 
Lukewarm 

in bathtub, fiii tank with water 
try to lift it 
empty water out 
find crusty old bucket, a gift from former tenants 
(I wonder if they had a fishtank) 

12 trips from faucet to tank 
got soaked 
Lukewarm 

Change clothes 
Plug in: heater filter light 
Place in: pebbles fish plastic fern 
Test water: Perfectly lukewarm. 

watch fish do nothing special, 
watch fish swim. 
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watch fish do nothing, 
watch fish dying, 
watch fish. 
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Part II 

day begins: shower, coffee. 
day begins: shower, coffee, dead fish. 

Floating. 

day: class, reruns. 
day: class, reruns, dead fish. 

Sinking 

day ends: pillow, blanket, 
day ends: pillow, blanket, dreams 

Decomposing 

Maybe the water isn't lukewarm enough 

At pet store buy net with handle for scooping fish 
out of tank 

day begins: etc. 
day: etc. 
day ends: pillow, blanket, hum of tank, 

oceans, shells 
waterfalls, waves. 

day begins:" 
day:" 
day ends: pillow, blanket, hum of tank, 

octupus, shark, 
jellyfish, coral. 

day begins: dead fish 

Part III 

In stagnant water algae thrives. Its color 
changes; sometimes brown at other times 
green. 

A forest with algae spiderwebs 
camouflages decomposing fish, almost. 



Part IV 

A single fish has outlived the rest 
but I want to wash my hands of the lukewarm water, 
the algae has grown thick, the tank murky 

Part V 

So try to understand 
why tonight 
the slow steady energy was 
cut off 

forgive me but 
I've stopped watching you do nothing except die 
decompose 
stopped waiting for you 
to change 
expressions 
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Chris Depree 

Northbeach 
Alex is driving on a road as the sun rises. The asphalt runs 

straight for a while past small avocado and dairy farms and then 
ribbons up out of Half Moon Bay over the mountains that keep 
the ocean out of San Francisco. In the back seat are the final 
working drawings of a four story medical clinic that he finished 
up last night. With the top down, the drawings jump and ruffle in 
the wind and he keeps turning to make sure they are stili there. 
He looks at his watch and then in the rear view miror. No one 
else is on the road behind him. He doesn't want to turn on his 
radio. 

He picks his nose and looks at it. He flicks it up and thinks 
of it falling by the side of the road somewhere and being 
crushed into the dirt. Or an ant will find it and bring it back to the 
anthiil and say, "Look, guys. Look what I found." A house comes 
up on the right and then fails behind into the trees. He's going 
seventy. 

A fly hits the windshield and brown lines move up and 
away from where it stuck. 

Two headlights are coming from the other direction. He 
sees them flickering through the trees around the bend. What if 
the car is driven by a madman who swerves into his lane at the 
last second, both cars go up in a fireball and the clinic must be 
redrawn? The car flashes high beams at him. Adrenelin. 

Oh, he thinks. He turns off his high beams as the car 
pounds by him. His drawings complain and jump. He looks at 
them to make sure they're still there. They whisper. Coffee, he 
thinks. I would like to drink some more coffee. 

It Is early autumn and the leaves have begun to change 
color. To his left is a farm and a cow who wags her tail. He follows 
the path of the fog down the other side of the mountain. The fog 
that flows over the ridge every evening. Then he turns left onto 
280 and heads toward San Francisco. The sun is up now and 
looks red through the thick slice of atmosphere. He takes a 
cigarette out of the glove compartment. Last night. 

Denise came over for dinner and they drank some wine. 
He had two lobsters in a bag. He dropped them into the water 
and they iistened to them whistle. Maybe it was a scream. The 
lobsters turned red. Later she broke off their big tails and Alex 
said, "You know, if roaches were bigger they would taste like this 
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when you cooked them. They're the some family." Denise 
looked at him. 

“What?" 
"A cockroach. If it was bigger and lived in the sea, we'd 

probably eat it. We don't mind things from the sea. They don't 
gross us out as much. We think they're clean, because they're 
surrounded by water." She was dipping a piece of tail into 
butter. “Pigeons," she said. "We assume pigeons are cleaner 
than rats because they can fly. They're surrounded by air so we 
assume they're clean. Air and water. Anything but land. Any¬ 
thing but dirt. Would we eat a shark if it was a land animal?" she 
said. “It would be like eating a tiger." 

"Would we eat a sea anemone if it grew on buildings?" 
“A slug," she said. He dipped a piece of rubbery tail into 

the cocktail sauce. They had cooked too long. "We eat snails," 
she said. "They're strange things from the land." 

"But we don't eat birds that can fly," he said. "We don't 
like to eat things that can fly. It's sacrilegious. We eat chickens 
because they can't fly. And we don't think ducks can really fly. 
When we eat duck it's a rustic and charming event. There might 
be buckshot in it. We're wearing flannel and it's cold outside. 
When we eat duck we feel primitive. Unless it's Peking duck. 
Then we have to order it twenty-four hours in advance." 

"We don't," she said, "eat things we admire. Do we eat 
dogs or monkeys? Do we eat horses? Who eats horses?" 

"The French." 
"And they eat snails. Would we eat oysters if they weren't 

from the sea?" she said. "We eat things we don't respect." 
"Who respects a cow?" he said. "No one. We think pigs 

are disgusting but we eat them. I love bacon, but do I care if 
they use fetal pigs in bio labs?" He ate a brussel sprout and then 
dipped another one in butter. There was a salad on the table. 
He thought about how lettuce sprouted from the ground. 

A car passes him honking. There is a man in the car and 
his wipers are on. Does he know that person? 

"Okay," he said. "We eat pigs, cows and chickens and 
sometimes lobster," He walked around the table and rubbed her 
shoulders. "Chickens cannot fly. And we only eat pigeons out of 
desperation." 

"Why don't we eat lynxes and jaguars?" she said. "Their 
names are on cars." She put the last piece of lobster into her 
mouth and her red lips closed. He kissed her neck and she 
turned around. He licked her fingertips clean. Would fingers taste 
like chicken? 
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"We don't eat humans," he said. "We think we're too 
important. Maybe we would eat people we didn't respect." Her 
dress was white and thin. Was it still autumn? He looked at her 
dark, dark eyes. 

"Why don't we eat herons or storks, or even flamingos?" 
she said. "We don't eat things we find beautiful or things we 
don't understand." 

"Unless they're from the sea. But not dolphins." 
"The Japanese eat whales," she said, "and dolphins." 
"And the Chinese eat baby mice," he said. "In ancient 

China they used to gorge baby rats on honey and then eat 
them while they were still alive. There would be a burst of honey, 
like that gum. This was a delicacy." He remembered reading 
about it in an old yellow book in his grandmother's attic called 
Imperial China. On the cover was a curled dragon with stream 
drifting out of its mouth. 

He is coming into the foggy suburbs of San Francisco. 
Rows of houses. Periodically there is a pink house, someone who 
had to make a statement. Or a purple house with white trim. 
These color schemes seem to work better on the Victorian row 
houses near the Piers, he thinks. Alex works out on the fringes of 
the city for another architect. He does her working drawings, 
makes up color boards and occasionally builds her a model, 
although she likes to do those herself. She's from Chicago and 
she likes vaulted spaces. 

He parks in the lot underneath her building and goes up 
to the back door. He knocks. "Come in," she says. "I'm on the 
phone." The cord goes around the kitchen corner and he hears 
her talking to a client about different carpet piles. "Yes I'm sure 
they don't. I've asked several firms and they all told me the 
same thing. The volume just isn't there." Alex walks into the living 
room and puts the drawings on his board. She'll want him to run 
prints today. This clinic is her first office project. She hangs up. "I 
cannot believe it," she says. She walks in wearing jeans and a 
blouse. "I cannot believe that he wants shag in the living room 
and the master bedroom. He's rich." She points at him. "He's rich 
but he has no taste. He's the kind of guy who has his high school 
ring with the big stone in eighteen karat gold. What a putz." 

"Morning, Anne," he says. 
"Yeah. Yeah." She has a book of carpet samples in one 

hand. 
"These are done," says Alex. He rolls open the plans for 

the clinic and brushes a finger over the lobby. "I changed the 
detailing around the vault a little. I thought the columns should 
join a little more cleanly." She has a coffee in her hand. 
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"That's good. That's good." She drinks the coffee and 
flips to the section drawings. "You know/' she says, pointing to 
the office wing, "if we were doctors we could work in there 
instead of killing ourselves to make it iook exactiy how they want 
it. Jerks." The doctors had sent the pians back four times for 
revision. A bigger office. A smaller waiting room. Bidets in the 
restrooms. "And i got a call last night from Dr. Moore. He and his 
wife are looking at land around Bear Valley. They're thinking 
about building a second home." She started to iaugh. The con¬ 
tractors have just finished Dr. Moore's three million dollar home in 
Marin county. He is a heart surgeon and his wife is an attorney. 

Anne walks to her board and sits down. She points at him. 
"And LDS cailed," she says. "They're putting an addition on the 
church in San Bruno." LDS is how Anne pronounces 'The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints'. She has done two churches 
for them in the Bay Area. She said once that doing drawings for 
LDS is like designing clothes for a fat woman. There aren't too 
many options. The church has a thick rule book that architects 
have to adhere to, and the suggested exterior detailing makes 
each church look like a Shoney's or maybe a Rax. Definitely a 
steakhouse influence. Heavy slate walls and big roofs. 

She looks at Alex and smiles. "I thought you could do the 
LDS drawings up for them next week." She taps a finger on the 
clinic drawings and looks out the window. "I've got to get the 
prints of this thing out for bids," she says. "Could you run some 
today?" 

So he has a boring day. He runs the prints of the clinic 
and almost passes out from the smell of ammonia. Meanwhile, 
Anne leaves at noon to have lunch with the board of directors of 
the San Bruno LDS church. Some agitated men just called saying 
they might have to expand the church to house a bishop. 

"When you've done those," she says, pointing to the 
clinic drawings, "could you call Dr. Moore and see when we 
could talk to him about Bear Valley?" She puts a hand on his 
shoulder and says, "Bye, sweetie." One of the first mornings that 
he worked for her, he arrived when she was still in bed. He heard 
voices in the bedroom and a fortyish man in plaid boxers walked 
out. 

"Hey, sport," he said. The man stuck out his hand. Alex 
shook it. "Clothes are in here," he said and walked into the 
kitchen. His pants were on a table near the stove. "Fog bad?" 

Alex looked at him. His chest was drooping. "Not so bad," 
he said. The man dressed and then pointed at him. 

"Well, sport," he said, "take it easy." Then Alex watched 
as the man laughed, walked to the back door and left. When 



Anne came out a few minutes later, he was at his drafting 
board. She didn't mention it, but he noticed that she didn't have 
a wedding band. 

Alex is drinking a Coke, The clinic blueprints are printed, 
bound and rolled up on the living room floor. She'll want him to 
take them around to contractors on Monday. He thinks maybe 
he could pull an inside job for Tom, make sure Tom gets the 
contract because he could use the money. He decides to call 
Dr. Moore who works downtown at Mt. Zion. 

"Hello, Mt. Zion Hospital." 
"Dr. Moore, please." 
"First name?" 
"Aiex." Silence. 
"I'm sorry sir. We don't have a Dr. Alex Moore here." 
"No, no," he says. "My name is Alex Holt, I'm calling to 

talk to Dr. Moore.. .Dr. Bill Moore." 
"Department?" 
"Radiology." 
"Just a moment," she says. The line is clicking and he 

pictures someone walking down a long hallway to pick up the 
phone. 

"Radiology," says a man's voice. 
"Dr. Moore, please." 
"Just a moment," he says. More clicking. Dr. Moore is 

walking down a long hallway in high heels. 
"Dr. Moore," says a baritone. 
"Dr. Moore, this is Alex Holt calling for Anne Peters. She 

wanted me to coil and set up a time for some sort of an informal 
meeting about the Bear Valley house." 

"Can you believe it? Another one already?" His voice is 
smooth. "You must think I'm a real prick, Alex. But I tell you, with 
prices on the way up. Build now." They both pause for a mo¬ 
ment. 

"So is there a time that would be good tor you. Dr. 
Moore?" 

"Call me Bill." 
"Bill." Beyond Dr. Moore he hears a woman's voice 

paging another doctor. A wire brings his voice underground from 
the outskirts of San Francisco downtown to a hospital and up to 
the third floor where a doctor named Bill is planning to build yet 
another house, 

"What a game, huh?" says Dr. Bill. 
"Didn't catch it," says Alex. While they've been talking he 

has bitten his thumbnail down to the skin and it's bleeding. 
"What would a good time be. Bill?" Dr. Moore talks easily, as if 
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he's reclining by the side of a glassy blue pool. They fix on Mon¬ 
day afternoon at Anne's place. The doctor says he's been doing 
some sketches on napkins and made a model out of toothpicks, 
glue and old medicine bottles and that he'll bring them along. 
Alex wants to ask Dr. Moore if all doctors fancy themselves 
architects. By the time he hangs up, his thumb is throbbing. He 
rinses it off and puts on a bandage, then he pulls out the LDS 
church building manual and looks up the San Bruno variety 
under additions. 

Denise is in film school at S.F. State. She studies film. For 
class she makes black and white films about depressed, lonely 
women who smoke a lot. When they are done, she shows her 
movies to Alex. He doesn't trust any of the men in the program. 
He has a theory that all men Involved in film-making are jerks. 

They meet in North Beach for dinner. She is waiting for 
him all in black in front of a gelato shop called Porque Non? She 
always wears black to her film classes. He pulls the cigarette out 
of her mouth and they kiss. They realize that they are both broke, | 
so they go over to the American Restaurant and order two 
burgers with fries. 

"I was just listening to the radio," he says. "There was this 
British BBC voice telling me about the situation in Afghanistan 
and I really trusted him. Why did I trust his voice more than an 
American voice?" He hears some soft rock playing somewhere. 

"Couldn't tell you," she says. "I'm starved." She bites into 
her burger and the tomato falls out the other side. 

"Was your dad up last night?" he says. He had dropped 
her off at about two and there were lights on. 

"He was pissed," she says. "I feel bad. He really balled 
me out." Her black clothes make her look pale. 

"I mean, is everything okay?" He hears a quiet voice 
talking. 

"He'll get over it," she says. She tries to smile at him. He 
eats a fry. Now there is another song playing, harmonica ac¬ 
companiment. 

"I'm so embarassed," she says. 
"What?" He is confused, so he holds her hand under the 

table. 
"You can hear it," she says. "It's even louder in the city." 
"What are you talking about?" A soft voice is talking from 

under the table. 
"The radio station." She looks down at her burger and 

pulls her hand away from his. "You can hear the radio station." 
"That music? Yeah, where the hell Is that coming from?" 
"My lUD," she says. He looks at her hand on the table. 
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"My lUD is picking up KLITE 102. It just started yesterday." His 
mouth is full of Coke, so he snorts some soda up into his nose. 

"Did you call a doctor?" he says. 
"I called him," she says. "He told me it would be a good 

idea to get it out anyway." Alex is laughing. He is laughing so 
hard that he's choking on his soda. "Oh, it's real funny," she says. 

"I'm sorry." He straightens his face. "It's just.. .it's just that 
it could have been a better station." And he's laughing again. 
An old waitress with a hair net comes by and takes their plates. 
"I'm sorry," he says, "it's not funny." Then she is laughing, be¬ 
cause they can both hear a Chevrolet ad. 

She has to go back to the lab to meet some people and 
do some editing, so they kiss and make plans to meet over the 
weekend. They wait together until her bus comes, kiss again and 
then he watches the bus pull away. 

Since he's so close, he decides to walk into Chinatown 
and maybe pick up a few Christmas presents. An ivory elephant. 
A piece of jade. A small teak box. He walks into a pastry store 
and buys a tiny custard pie. In Cantonese it's called a dantat so 
he asks for it by name. When he does, the ladies smile and start 
talking to him in Cantonese, but that's all he knows. They smile 
and he thinks about those tiny baby rats stuffed with honey 
popping in his mouth. 

Chinatown is a movie set. The narrow streets and the 
buildings with their balconies and signs jutting out make him think 
of what Macao or Hong Kong must be like. He feels like he's in 
the Chinese Williamsburg. People walk in the street. An old man 
in black pajamas throws a bowl of water into the gutter and it 
splashes on his pants. The street smells like old garbage and 
noodles. Is he hungry again? A group of schoolgirls in plaid skirts 
and knee socks walks past him and they look at the ground. He 
walks into a bar on the corner called Martini's. 

There's a young, drunk couple at one end of the bar and 
a black sailor at the other end. The sailor has his head on the bar 
and there is a little puddle of spit on the bar near his mouth. At a 
table near the door is a middle-aged man. He and Alex look at 
each other, but it's dim inside and Alex can't quite see him. Then 
he recognizes the man. 

"Hey, sport," says the man. Alex thinks about the droopy 
chest that is behind the man's crisp, white shirt and nods. "Come 
on, have a seat," says the man. 

"I'm not staying," says Alex. "I just had to check the time. 
Do you have the time?" 

"Yeah, right here. Let me buy you a drink." Alex can see 
the man better now. He's wearing a dark blue coat and his 
collar is pulled open. A leather briefcase is open on the table. 



"Come on," he says. "Hey, papasan, bring this guy.. .what'll it 
be?" 

"Realiy, i..." 
"Hey, papasan. Bring this guy a martini." 
A Chinese man in a biack vest and bowtie behind the 

bar starts to make a martini. He glances at the businessman. The 
sailor lifts his head from the bar, belches and looks around. 

"Whadafuckudoin?" he says to no one. Alex looks at his 
eyes. The sailor can't keep them still, and his gaze darts around 
the bar. He points at Alex and the businessman. "Igakiliya," he 
says and puts his head down. The woman at the other end of 
the bar is giggling. 

Alex sits down with the businessman who puts out his 
hand. "Never did get your name," he says. 

" Aiex," says Alex. He looks at the folds of skin under the 
businessman's jaw and thinks of him with Anne. He wants to ask 
how he knows Anne, and why the heil Anne would ever hang 
out with him. 

"Dick," he says. Alex shakes his hand. The Chinese bar¬ 
tender brings him a martini and Aiex thinks about the carved 
jade horse that used to be on his mother's dresser. He can tell 
they're not going to taik about Anne. Dick gives the bartender a 
five and laughs hard. "These Chinese crack me up," he says. 

"What are you doing in Chinatown?" says Alex. 
"Off work, you know. I come here all the time." Alex 

makes a mental note. "I work over near Union Square." He 
points. "Other end of the tunnel." Alex punches Dick in the face. 
As he falls, Dick upsets the tabie and everything crashes to the 
floor. Then Alex is straddling the businessman, punching his face 
until there is blood on his hands, on his ciothes, on his face. Dick 
polishes off whatever it was he was drinking and iaughs hard. "So 
what is it you do, Aiex?" 

"I'm an architect." 
"I mean otherwise." Dick is running the tip of his index 

finger around the rim of the giass. "Can't get the damn thing to 
sing," Dick says and then iaughs again. They are both quiet. 

Two boys walk in and go up to the bar. They whisper and 
then one says, “Two margueritas, no ice." The bartender iooks at 
them. 

"i. . .um, ski sometimes," says Alex. He's watching the 
boys. 

The boys have on bright shirts and jeans, and one of 
them has on sunglasses. "Two margueritas to go," says the boy 
with the sungiasses. The Chinese bartender keeps iooking at 
them. 
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The boys feel their pockets. One of them mumbles 
something about his "other pants." As they leave one of them 
says, "Shit." Dick is laughing. 

Alex stands up. "I'm late already," he says, "I'm sorry." 
Dick points at his martini. "Pal, you haven't even touched 

your drink. Come on. I'll buy you another. You want a marguerita 
to go?" Dick laughs. 

"Sorry," says Alex. The woman is giggling again and Alex 
sees that the guy with her has a hand up her dress. The Chinese 
bartender is drying a big beer mug as the black sailor falls off his 
barstool. Alex walks out onto the street and looks both ways. The 
streets are getting crowded now with kids shopping and people 
out getting dinner. He walks back toward North Beach, and 
even from here he can see the twin beacons of Carol Doda's 
neon nipples. 

Cn the corner across from where the Chinatown set ends 
is a sign. 

MAN-WCMAN LCVE ACT 
He crosses the street. A guy in a mustard polyester suit 

stands in the doorway. He looks at Alex with his oily brown eyes 
and says, "Flesh." Is it a question? Alex looks back at him. 
"Beautiful ladies," says the man, "Totally nude." Alex looks at a 
faded poster of a kneeling woman holding a breast in each 
hand. The honey-rat popping in his mouth. They found rats in the 
cellar when he was a kid. 

"No thanks," he says. The hawker has a twitch in his neck 
that pulls his head to the right every couple of seconds. Two 
doors down a sweaty fat guy in a blue suit points at him with a 
thick finger. 

"Girls, girls, girls. Topless broads. Nude dancing. We got 
'em all. Come on in. Come on in and cheer up." Across the 
street there's a punk club and a couple of guys with half-moons 
on their heads are breaking glass, throwing bottles on the 
ground. Cne of the guys catches him staring and flips him off. 
Two other punks kick each other. Then a woman with a moun¬ 
tain of matted red hair walks out of the club and distracts them. 
Alex decides to get a cup of coffee. Cn Monday he has to drive 
to San Bruno to visit the site for the IDS church expansion where 
he will meet some Mormons. He decides to forget about the 
coffee and heads back to the parking deck on Jackson to find 
his car and go home. His car is parked on the top floor of the 
garage, so he walks up the concrete stairway to the third level. 
A man in a ski cap peers at him through the glass of the door on 
the second level. 

From where he is standing on the hood of his car he can 
see across Chinatown to Northbeach, and beyond that the 



lights from the homes on Nob Hill. In a window across the street 
he sees a man eating popcorn and watching television. Then he 
pulls down his fly and urinates over the side of the parking deck. 
Is this symbolic, he wonders, or do I just have to pee? The stair¬ 
way door opens and the man in the ski cap steps out. Alex gets 
In his car, starts it and drives away. 
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Will Coviello 

another time 
pantry, window, stove 

I don't know how 
many times 

like a moth 
ceaselessly around 

the candlelit table, 

powerless, it's too cold, 
too early and 

still a year too late, 

I didn't expect this, 
living here 

because she did, 

nodding, teeth pressing 
her lower lip, she 

dances by the door, 

whispers to me at the 
window, slow but bright 

like the moon. 

poignant as a fingernail 
raking down 

my neck 

stinging like my eyes 
as the lights flash 

back on, 

coming back and 
back around all 

and all over again 

snuffing the flame, 
I leave the candle 

to burn again 

her shadow hangs on 
me as persistent 

as dust 



Caroline Coolidge 
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Gwen Jacobs 

45°N,73°W 
They bowed their heads 
because a gesture was all that they could do 
and wheels cried a gravel cacophany 
as the sheriff, 
the high school science teacher, 
three men from the paper mill and 
two from the power company, 
Mr. Bailor and his sister, 
not to mention Mr. Bailor's crony, 
holding fare for the table beside his Browning, 
as each turned back toward the town 
and the day, 
though Mr. Kempler would not leave. 

The church bells pealed anyway 
when Mrs. Hughes gave her daughter, Nancy Ellen, 
to the Navy ensign 
whom they said had promise. 
The rice-throwers raised their eyebrows and 
cautioned their own when 
Nancy's daughter was born with a 
healthy wail and tufts of honey hair 
eight months later, last September. 

But our verse still celebrates the earth, 
her temper and her poetry, 
the way her pulse quickens before a storm, 
the way she conducts orchestras of summer breezes. 
She was once a polygamist of a singular nature, 
marriage vows to women and men who nightly cursed the wrath 
that rattled window panes 
and daily thanked the flow 
that drowned her stream banks. 

And 45°N still meets 73°W 
with leaves falling in 
blankets of scarlet, orange, and rusty brown, 
the portent to another cycle of 
snows blowing in from the north 
and thaws sweeping up from the south. 
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The shingles were as weathered as the women 
and men 
who buttressed sagging porch eaves 
and clambored onto the roof 
where the chimney cornerstones had crumbled under 
a dozen winters' weight. 

But still the pot of split pea 
bubbled on the back of the stove, 
bubbling its many roles— 
sweet fragrance to 
an iron tempest brewing lunch and dinner and 
waves of heat. 

And they knew that 
under cover of the night, the eariy thaw 
would catch the Cape Cod out to sea, 
leaving with a flourish of deceit and hypocrisy, 
with a surreptitious curl in its smile 
while they burrowed deeper beneath layers of wool 
until dawn crept in with nary 
a glance of curiosity at the thermometer. 

It was twelve hoary-frosted mornings later 
that the fire sirens summoned 
volunteers from 30 miles 'round 
to join the tear-stained face of Mr. Kempler 
where he stood staring at the hoie in the ice. 

The county sheriff piaced an awkward 
hand on Mrs. Kempler's shoulder, 
as if it might steady her quivering form, 
as if it might steady the high wail in her throat. 
"We cain't drag 'til this ice breaks up," he stammered, 
turning his despondency toward the men who stood 
draining tall thermoses of coffee. 

The sun found mid-morning now 
leaving no question that Lac Bleu had 
swallowed two brothers 
on a dare, 
on their last walk around the water's edge 
to the Old Mill road 
where a school bus had waited for two errant boys 
before swinging eastward 
into town. 
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In unfailing cycles 
of first green shoots 
and a new litter of setter pups. 
In cycles that gave rise to the land 
while the land gave rise to the people, 
who, reaching for the setting sun, 
pocket its last crimson rays before 
turning homeward across the fields of fertile soil, 
listening to the iast train 
rattling through the pass and 
into the station. 
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Michelle Longosz 
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David Lammey 

A Gun at Night 
Sometimes, when John walks alone at night, he carries a 

loaded gun in his right front coat pocket. It's a simple .22 caliber 
handgun, not nearly as powerful as, for instance, a .38, but 
capable nevertheless of penetrating wood. Or flesh. Easy to grip, 
easy to shoot. The kick is light, anyone could shoot one. But John 
did not want to shoot anyone, he just liked to carry the gun with 
him. 

It was very late. John was alone in his room and hadn't 
been outside all day. It had been at least fifteen minutes since 
he had turned off the television; he sat in his chair, absorbing the 
sudden roar of quietness that surrounded him. His eyes crept 
slowly over every detail of his room: the window, the white 
curtains, the bed, the closet, the refrigerator, the television. John 
thought: If I happened to disappear from the earth suddenly, 
these things would be all I'd leave behind. John's bed, John's 
television. He wondered if people would remember that he 
once used these things. 

Then he got up, walked over to the closet and took out 
his long, dark coat. It was heavy and lopsided with the gun in the 
front pocket. He remembered the day that he bought the gun. 
He had sat in his car for two hours before going into the store. 
Once inside, he waited for a moment for his eyes to adjust to the 
darkness. Then he saw the owner behind the counter. The wife 
stood beside the owner, chewing gum, staring vacantly at John. 
They both watched as he pretended that he knew what he was 
looking for. The owner said: 

"Need any help?" 
John nodded 'no', and looked around quickly. He was 

the only customer In the shop, he felt their eyes on him. He chose 
as soon as possible. The .22 looked small and light and cheap. 

John finished buttoning the coat, opened the door and 
was refreshed by the cold January air. It was a perfect night to 
walk, the moon was very bright, and John put his hands in his 
pockets, the right hand resting on the gun handle. He began to 
follow the paved trail around the edge of the campus, where 
the dorms met the forest. His tennis shoes were silent on the 
sidewalk, there wasn't a sound in the world until something 
rustled In the woods next to the walk. John stopped, straining to 
hear. Squirrel, he thought, and he smiled in the darkness. "Some¬ 
day," he whispered, "I'll come out there and join you guys." 
Another rustle came. John turned and continued his walk. 
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Not many people ever passed him on these nights. When 
they did, they were usually alone or in pairs, talking loudly from a 
distance but strangely quiet as they passed. Maybe they were 
afraid of him. Not him personally, but any stranger walking alone, 
shrouded in a dark overcoat. They didn't want to show it, but 
they watched him carefully as they passed, Especially the loners. 
John could feel their eyes peeking at him cautiously as he 
passed. Did they wonder why John kept his hands in his pockets? 

Maybe one of these times, John thought, I should pull out 
the gun, just to scare them. Just to see what it's like to have your 
worst nightmare come true. John looked around. The dorms 
were too far away to hear a scream. And it was dark enough to 
protect his identity. It seemed safe to try. John continued to think 
as he watched his breath form in the night air: Maybe just as 
they're saying to themselves—"Naaah, he's all right, what am I 
being paranoid for?"—pull out the gun suddenly. Scream as they 
scream. Scream longer and louder, and when they stop, smile at 
them, reassuringly. Shrug and say it's not loaded, it's just a joke, a 
joke. See? Wait for a hint of relief. Then shoot the gun. Into the 
air, Once. Stare them down for a moment then...smile again. 
Just blanks, Blanks. See? Blanks. Laugh a little. Then shoot the 
ground below their feet. 

John laughed at himself nervously. Can't do that, that's 
crazy. He moved his finger from the trigger and rested it on the 
side of the gun. It seemed too easy, he frowned as he thought, 
as If all it would take is a momentary lapse of judgement, and it 
would happen. But if it was that easy then people would be 
getting shot all the time. 

Then he noticed someone in the darkness ahead, com¬ 
ing in his direction. It was a girl, alone, a handful of books in her 
arms. She was wearing jeans, white tennis shoes and a dark 
sweater; her long hair was ponytailed behind her. John found 
himself fingering the trigger, and a lump formed in his throat. No, 
I couldn't do it, could I? What if I was insane, he asked himself, 
what if I was insane and didn't know it? What's to stop me 
from...scaring her? What's to stop me from shooting her? He 
fought off the impulse to stop where he was and turn around. 
This is ridiculous. I'm not insane. I'm In control. 1 shouldn't have 
brought this gun. Could she see him yet? She was walking 
quickly, glancing into the woods, fifty yards away. John kept up 
his slow but steady pace; his palm was sweaty against the butt 
of the gun. He looked around quickly; there was no one else in 
sight, the dorms were far away. Then she saw him—he could tell 
by the slightest hesitation in her stride. In a few seconds they 
would pass. What would he do? I would be so easy, slip the gun 
out, aim it as her eyes bulged, squeeze. Then run, run Into the 
woods, bury the gun... 
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stop it! Stop it! he shouted silently at himself. The gun 
shifted in his pocket. He tried to pace his breathing. She was very 
close now, walking very fast, and she took a quick glance at 
John then shifted her gaze to the ground as strangers do, and 
then—she was next to him—John felt he might scream—she 
passed. She was gone. John held his breath, trying to walk in a 
straight line. Her footsteps faded quickly into the darkness. 
Breathing a deep sigh of relief, John pulled his hand out of the 
pocket and wiped a sweaty palm on his coat. What a fool I am, 
he thought, I was scared, and I had the gun. I can't do anything 
right. 

John was nearing the edge of the chemistry building, the 
farthest corner of the campus. His heart was pounding and he 
continued to scold himself. As he rounded the corner he had no 
time to dodge the large black form of another man. They col¬ 
lided. The gun jammed into his stomach. John stumbled back¬ 
wards, grunting, the man extended his hands, but John fell onto 
his back. Then, in a fit of spastic energy, he scrambled back to 
his feet. 

"I'm sorry—" the man started to say, but was interrupted 
as John made an unexpected attempt to tackle him. The man 
grabbed John by the shoulders and threw him back to the 
ground. John's head whirled. 

"Hey! Take it easy! It was an accident!" the man said. 
"I'm sorry, I didn't see you." 

John looked up at the man. He was tall, and had a 
mustache, that was all John could see in the darkness. John got 
up slowly, breathing hard. 

"Sorry," he said. 
The two of them stood looking at each other for a mo¬ 

ment, their breath suspended in the cold air between them. The 
man started to say something, as if he were about to ask John a 
question, but cut himself off. John remained silent. Finally the 
man said, "Well, like I said. I'm sorry," and he walked away. John 
watched him go, trembling a little. The man looked back over his 
shoulder once before he faded into the darkness, then all was 
quiet again. John's lower lip began to quiver, and his eyes 
began to water. He punched himself, swearing under his breath. 

"Stop it, you big fucking baby," he taunted himself. "Act 
your age for Chrissakes." 

He wiped his eyes and with a burst of willful energy 
started walking again. Goddamn him, John muttered. Who the 
hell does he think he is, shoving me to the ground. Why did I let 
him do that? I'm the one with the gun. John's pace quickened 
angrily. Dammit, that won't happen again. Dammit dammit 
dammit. I've got to be wide awake, ready for anything. John's 
muscles tensed on command, he sniffed the air like a dog, and 



he started to prowl and prance like an animal at night. Then he 
saw another person coming. Immediately John straightened up 
and plunged his hands into his pockets, resuming his normal gait. 

She was carrying a purse, and her shoes clopped loudly 
on the cement walk. John's teeth clenched, his hand rested on 
the gun which was now cool to the touch. His finger felt the 
trigger, it was snug, as if made for his hand. Her hair was dark, 
she was coming very fast, each step bringing her closer and 
closer. Like a shark and its prey, John thought. Only seconds 
more. His neck throbbed with his pulse, the clopping of her shoes 
was so loud it seemed to reverberate in his ears. John stumbled 
on the walk, causing the girl to notice him; she looked up. Almost 
simultaneously a twig snapped loudly in the woods, and her 
head jerked to the left. Then she turned back to John, making no 
attempt to hide her suspicion. She was going to keep her eye on 
him. She was very close. This was it. John's forehead was cold 
with sweat as he stopped walking, stepped in front of her and 
started to pull the gun out, but It snagged on his pocket. The 
girl's eyes widened and she screamed. Finally John got the gun 
out, raised it, levelled it on her chest; then there was a distur¬ 
bance. Something wrong—a huge black blur burst from the 
forest and smashed into him. The gun went off; the shot boomed 
in the night. The gun fell from his grip as John was in the air...then 
he was rolling in the grass, being crushed, smothered. The girl 
screamed again. Then everything stopped as roughly as it 
began, and John was helpless, pinned to the ground by a man. 
John attempted to break free until the man hit him in the face 
hard. 

Then he heard them talking, their voices were far away. 
"Are you okay? Can you get the police?" John thought he had 
heard the voice before. His nose tickled, and he could taste 
blood in his mouth. Gradually, he saw shapes, the dark form of 
the man on top of him. He could tell now by the mustache that it 
was the same man who ran into him before. He was very heavy, 
and John wanted to ask him to get off, but the man was looking 
somewhere else, he didn't seem to notice John, as if John was 
an animal he had just caught. The man's hair was tousled and 
wild from the struggle, and as the moon above outlined his 
head, he looked like a madman. 

John was unable to breathe now, but he felt very com¬ 
fortable lying on the ground. As his consciousness faded away, 
he studied the sky above him. He saw the bright moon and the 
dark shadows on its surface; the wispy white clouds shifting 
against the blackness; a jet plane's tiny blinking lights as it 
passed above the clouds, headed for some faraway place; and 
he saw the stars themselves, shining steadily, light from a million 
years ago. 
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Lance Koonce 

Marlboro Man 
In Memory of George Dunlop 

If I was shaken by the world of walls 
That was Prep School—Old Boys, New Boys, masters 
Demerits—how confused were you when all 
Borders narrowed, all futures dwindled faster 
Than rising smoke, when wheezing fits 
Burned the cigarette holes in fabric time that 
Allowed a view into the final It? 
How could you seem so content from where you sat? 

Just one among a room of boys with ties 
Looped around unbuttoned coilars, I caught 
Your teaching broadside, never guessed the size 
And heat of the branding iron with which you taught. 
But though my commas drop in ordered rows 
Like well-placed bulbs, your sanguine faith planted 
Deeper sparks, tougher seeds: I sow 
Smiles you offered even when you panted. 

Your symbol of ruggedness, the "Marribrr Man", 
Found himself under water, clawing for air. 
Out-toughened by the wheelchaired one whose tears ran 
For pleasure instead of regret in bright fiares 
Of memory—of a daughter riding horses in Maine. 
I can't shake my own—of you in the doorway 
Of the school infirmary, and the only look of pain 
I ever saw: "The pope was shot today..." 

My mother tells me that in one conference you said, 
"What he needs is a bucket of water poured on his head." 

The entire senseless ocean 
To have you teach my son. 



John Dewey 
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Julia Knowiton 

Riper Fruit 
Now that the green youth 
seems as a tearoom at dusk, 

beautifully abandoned, 
owner and patron gone out 

to some unnamed place; 
Now that my childhood self 

stands by itself somewhere— 
tidy, unmysterious as an eye, 

patiently waiting to be boxed and tied; 
I dm ready. I am ready. 

I am ready to fling open 
the door and walk into 

the yeliow air. 
I am ready to taste riper fruit. 
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Michelle Longosz 
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Contributors’ Notes 

Santiago Colas, a graduate student in the Literature program, is 
studying Latin American fiction. 

John Collins is a freshman interested in writing and acting. 

Caroline Coolidge is a sophomore majoring in Art History and 
Design. She lives for glitter, confetti, and Elvis Presley. 

Will Coviello has been to France. 

Chris Depree is a senior Physics major. Northbeach is a chapter 
from a novel he is working on. Eraser Dust. 

Larry Dew is a freshman, majoring in Anthropology and Art. He is 
from all over the South. 

John Dewey is in the IDS program, studying Art and Computer 
Science. He spent this past fall in the Arts in New York program. 

Paul Gibson is a junior majoring in English and Art. His etchings 
appeared in the Centennial Archive. 

Jane Gottesman is a senior majoring in Middle Eastern Studies 
and Religion. Not Fish Again also appeared in the February issue 
of Tobacco Road. 

Andrea Greeven is an Art and Art History major. She will graduate 
In May. 

Donna Gregory graduated from Duke in 1982. She was the art 
editor of the Archive, and has had twenty-one solo exhibitions in 
the last two years. 

Gwen Jacobs is a junior Public Policy major. She's taking her pen 
to Scotiand next fall. Afterward, she hopes to make 45°N and 
73°W home. 

Julia Knowiton is a senior English and French major. 

Lance Koonce is a senior English major. He plans to pursue a 
career in writing and most likely starve. 



Davici Lammey is a senior from Connecticut majoring in Physics, 
and the producer of Cable 13's Night Night Television. 

Michelle Longosz loves to dance. 

Carl Martin is a junior English major from Richmond, VA. 

Jennifer Richardson is a senior English major from Ithaca, NY. 

Sally Rosen is a freshman English major from Greensboro, NC. 

Nick Sholley might have been. 

Jeff VanHanken is a senior Comparative Literature major. He is 
the editor of the Missing Link and loves Debbie Gibson. 

Marc Vincenz is a guilt-laden senior working religiously to finish a 
longer piece of fiction called The Good Faith Man. He plans to 
die young. 
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Announcements 

The Newman Ivey White Award for Literature is being 
presented for the seventh year to the Duke undergraduates with 
the outstanding samples of poetry and fiction in The Archive. The 
judges are selected from the Duke community by the manage¬ 
ment of the Gothic Bookshop. The names of the judges may not 
be made public. The prize consists of a $50 gift certificate to be 
used at any of the Duke University Stores. The winners of the 
Newman Ivey White Award for this issue are Jennifer Richardson 
for Piano Lessons and Julia Knowiton for Riper Fruit. 

Newman Ivey White graduated from Trinity College in 
1913 (M.A. 1914) and taught at Trinity College and Duke Univer¬ 
sity from 1919 to 1948, serving as chairman of the Department of 
English from 1943 to 1948. With W.C. Jackson, he edited An 
Anthoiogy of Verse by American Negroes (1924) and American 
Negro Foik Songs (1928). In 1943, he became general editor of 
the Frank C. Brown Collection of North Carolina Folklore. 

White was a noted scholar on Shelley and published 
many works about the poet. Among these are an anthology. The 
Best of She//ey (1932); The Unextinguished Hearth: Sheiley and His 
Contemporary Critics (1938); a two-volume biography, Sheliey 
(1940); and Portrait of Shelley (1945). 
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